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A Note to the Reader: 

On some pages certain elements of the notation have 
been printed in red, mostly intonation formulas and 
modal signatures. This has been done for practical 
reasons, especially to avoid a confusion between 
confirmatory neumes and the ordinary musical nota
tion. Accordingly there is not always complete a
greement between my use of red and that of the MS 
quoted, although my practice would certainly make 
sense to an intelligent Byzantine scribe. 

In Appendix B (pp.181 sqq.) I have followed the 
usages of my manuscripts as closely as possible; 
if there are any discrepancies at all, these are 
due to the fact that I have had to work from black
and-white microfilms, on which red ink can at times 
be hardly distinguished from brown or black. 

J.R. 

FOREWORD 

In the early stages of my work, 
discussions with my unforgettable 
teacher CARSTEN H0EG were a constant 
stimulus. It was he who initiated me 
into the study of Byzantine music al
most 20 years ago, and to the end of 
his life he never ceased to take an 
interest in my undertaking. Always 
willing to listen to his students 
and take their ideas seriously, yet 
never trying to impose his own opin
ions, CARSTEN H0EG has inspired the 
present book more than anybody else 
- although less than ten pages of it 
were written when he died in April 
1961. Dedicating this book to his 
memory is a short and natural way of 
expressing my indebtedness and gra
titude. 

To the Editorial Board of the Monu
menta Musicae Byzantinae and to its 
director, Professor OLIVER STRUNK, I 
extend my sincere thanks for having 
included my dissertation in the Sub
sidia. During Professor STRUNK's nu
merous visits to Copenhagen I have 
drawn heavily on his knowledge of By
zantine musical manuscripts, and we 
have frequently discussed the contro
versial points of my book; I owe much 
to his stern and authoritative criti
cism, also in those cases where I 
have preferred to follow my own lines 
of thought. 

During the period in which I have 
been writing the present book, my 
friend CHRISTIAN THODBERG has carried 
out his large-scale investigation of 
the Byzantine Allelouiarion Cycle. 
The two books have one topic in com
mon, the medial signatures, on which 

Roskilde, May 1966. 

our discussions have been numerous 
and intense. I cannot send my book 
to the press without thanking TROD
BERG for this open and free exchange 
of ideas. 

I wish to thank ARNE BUGGE, GUDRUN 
ENGBERG, KENNETH LEVY, and PAUL EVANS 
for their valuable help, and in ge
neral to thank the many students of 
Byzantine music with whom I have had 
a chance to talk over some of my pro
blems. and also the librarians and 
keepers of Byzantine musical manu
scripts in the many libraries where 
I have worked. 

I am greatly indebted to the Univer
sity of Copenhagen for grants which 
have made it possible for me to visit 
manuscript collections all over Eu
rope. To Professor POVL JOHANNES JEN
SEN, the director of the Institut 
for Grresk og Latinsk Middelalderfi
lologi, I am grateful, not only for 
the excellent working conditions I 
have enjoyed, but also for a moral 
support which has greatly helped me 
not to discontinue my studies. 

My friends LIS and JOHNNY CHRISTEN
SEN have kindly undertaken to revise 
my English text. For their skill and 
tact in this I am most obliged. 

Stud. mag. J~RGEN MEJER has helped 
me with that most tedious operation: 
reading a proof. 

Finally I want to thank Messrs. J, A. 
PETERSEN and KNUD C, CHRISTENSEN, my 
printers, and CHRISTIAN HAMMERGAARD, 
whose engravings embellish the book, 
for their careful and intelligent 
work. 

J~rgen Raasted 
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CHAPTER I. PRELIMINARY REMARKS 

The modal indications in Byzantine 
musical manuscripts - the so-called 
signatures (µapTvpfa1) and intona
tions (nxnµaTa) - have mostly been 
studied in their function as start
ing point for the chain of inter
vals of the musical notation. Even 
in the later stages of notation, be
ginning with the Round notation of 
the 12th century, the Byzantine 
neumes have no pitch value but indi
cate the ups and downs of the melo
dic movement, each interval sign ex
pressing the note in relation to the 
one immediately preceding. For in
stance, in the following Idiomelon 
for November 21 (Presentation) 1 

- • • // ._ .!.! ::... 9 / , ,& En-µ s_pov Tw va_w npoo_a_ys-Tal 
etc., the Duo Apostrophoi on Tal in
dicate that this syllable is sung on 
a pitch which is one step (µfa ~wvn, 
as the Byzantines put it) below that 
of the preceding syllable ys; simi
larly the Apostrophos on ys means 
"one ~1.IJVn below the preceding a", 
the Oxeia on a indicates "one ~wvn 
above the tone of npoo", and the 
group on npoo "three ~wvaf below 
the preceding w". 

It is obvious that a notation which 
indicates ~wvaf without distinguish
ing between tones and half-tones 
cannot be satisfactorily interpreted 

1. MMB I, fol.63r; cf. MMB Transcripta II 
(Nov), p,113. 

2. The Byzantine tonal system is described 
below, pp. 7-8. 

unless one knows where to begin -
not necessarily the absolute pitch 
of the initial note but its relative 
pitch, i.e. the distance• between the 
initial note and the half-tones of 
the mode in question2 • In the pre
sent example, the initial note (over 
the syllable En) is expressed by an 
Ison, i.e. the same level as indica-

ted by the preceding signature ,B .. 
The crucial point for our under
standing, therefore, is the meaning 
of this signature, TILLYARD - by ex
periments, transcribing a good many 
hymns 'backwards' - was able toe
stablish the meaning of the more 
frequent signatures 3 , among others 

....... 
that e, "indicated g as the start-
ing-note". Our musical example could 
thus be transcribed as 

[c] Gab b b cd dab a G. 

For a long time the merely 'practi
cal' use made of the signatures was 
no serious disadvantage to · a study 
of Byzantine music, where the main 
concern was to make the medieval me
lodies accessible to musicologists. 

For purposes of transcription, TILL
YARD's table of signatures was a 
good tool - and signatures which 
were not included in the table could 
usually be made out by a reasoning 
which used the classical method of 
TILLYARD, basically consisting in a 
'backward' transcription either from 
the very end of the hymn or from a 

3. Cf. e. g. his Handbook (MMB Subsidia I, 
fasc. 1, 1935), pp. 30 sqq. 
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point inside, where the pitch for 
some reason or other was evident4 • 

As for a deeper understanding of the 
signatures, scattered remarks and 
suggestions appear sporadically even 
in the earlier works of TILLYARD, 
WELLESZ, and others; but however 
suggestive they are, these sparse 
observations have not led to a real
ly coherent picture of the nature 
and functions of signatures and in
tonations. 

In 1945 OLIVER STRUNK published a 
very important paper on Intonations 
and Signatures of the Byzantine 
Modes 5 • Following an old suggestion 
of TILLYARD's as to "a connection of 
some sort between the intonation
formulas and the signatures of the 
Byzantine modes" he managed "to de
monstrate that such a connection ex
ists in fact, to clarify its precise 
nature, and to explore the further 
evident connection between the for
mulas and the signatures of the 
modes on the one hand and the open-· 
ing patterns of the melodies them
selves on the other"6• As this paper 
has been most inspiring for my own 
work and as it is also an excellent 
introduction to some of the main pro
blems concerning the function of sig
natures and intonations, I shall give 
a summary of its leading ideas: 

STRUNK's first point is to demonstrate that 
the Byzantine modal formula 7 and the Byzan
tine modal signature8 are interchangeable. 
Combining the data from the Stikherarion 

4. Cf. TILLYARD's own remarks in MMB Transcr. 
VIII (Hirm.III,2), p. VIII note 1 and in The 
Byzantine Modes in the Twelfth Century (B"sA'" 
XLVIII,182). 

5. The Musical Quarterly 31, 1945, pp.339-55. 

6. ibid., P• 339. 

7. "a diminutive vocalization designed to in
troduce (or to prepare) the singing of a 
chant in some one of the eight modes" p.339. 

8. "a conventionalized letter-numeral com
bined with characters borrowed from the musi
cal notation; it is designed to indicate to 

Koutloumousi 412 with the nx~µaTa-lists of 
the Papadikai 9 STRUNK draws long lists of 
parallels between signatures and intona
tions10. From these coincidences he is able 
to state, in a definite way.: "The Byzantine 
modal signature is simply an abbreviation. 
Its letter-numeral stands for the body of a 
formula - since this is regularly the same, 
the singer may safely be left to supply it; 
its added neumes give the required ending 
- since this varies from case to case, it 
must be written out in full 11 .ll 

STRUNK next deals in detail with the connec
tion between intonations and the opening 
phrases of the melodies, using Plagios Te
tartos for this purpose. The choice of in
tonation to be used for a given melody 
seems to be dependent on the opening pat
tern of that melody - and although the va
rious patterns treated do not display com
plete stability, STRUNK is able to reduce 
"something like seventy per cent of the me
lodies of this mode, as contained in Kout
loumousi 412" to eleven distinct and cha
racteristic types of opening pattern12 • His 
triple statement of the results obtained by 
the investigation of Plagios Tetartos de
serves to be quoted in full: "Given a melo
dy of this mode, we can safely predict its 
preparation; given an intonation of this 
mode, we can in most cases safely predict 
that the opening to follow will conform to 
a specific type or to some one of several 
specific types; given a thematic list of 
the melodies of this mode, we have only to 
arrange the incipits according to their 
intonations or signatures to obtain a rough 
classification". 13 

At the end of his article STRUNK briefly 
discusses - and rejects - the idea of re
garding the intonation formulas as 'Memo
rierformeln' or 'Ur-Melodien'; their tonal 
material is too limited and simple for that. 
But regarded as formulas of preparation or 
transition they seem "to be admirably suit
ed to their purpose". In this connection he 

the singer the modality of the melody to fol
low and, at the same time, the precise step of 
the system ("starting tone") from which the 
initial tone ("initial") of that melody is to 
be reckoned" p.340. 

9. These lists are described ibid., pp. 341 
sqq., with reference to published sources. 
See also below, p.39, note 3. 

10. ibid., p ; 344 (Plagios Tetartos) and pp. 
351-352 (all modes). 

11. ibid., p.345. Cf. below, p.B. 

12. ibid., p.350. 

13. ibid., p.350. 
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points out that the singing (by a choir) of 
a Byzantine Stikheron, Heirmos, or Tropari
on is usually preceded by the choral reci
tation of a verse (oT{xoo) taken from a 
Psalm or from a Canticle. In such cases, 
"the formula of intonation, sung by a solo 
singer, the Canonarch or Protopsaltes, 
serves as a link connecting the verse with 
the chant that follows; where no such verse 
precedes, as is the case with the Proces
sional Stichera, for example, it serves as 
a preparation and as an announcement of the 
mode. This last applies also to the formula 
which precedes the verse itself". This 
transitional function which STRUNK ascribes 
to the Byzantine formulas of intonation is 
compared with the function of the Gregorian 
differentiae - and STRUNK, in his final 
conclusion, finds that WAGNER's 'Anpas
sungsgesetz' is also observed in Byzantine 
Chant. 14 

Among the problems which STRUNK did 
not take into consideration in the 
article, that of the medial signa
tures is perhaps the most important 
to tackle. Medial signatures is the 
usual term for the signatures which, 
in many MSS, are put at certain pla
ces inside the melodies. The term 
thus contrasts these signatures with 
those at the beginning of the hymns, 
but does not give any hint as to 
their function. From the very be
ginning of the Western study of By
zantine music they have been inter
preted as means of control, helping 
the singers to be sure that they had 
not by mistake got out of tune 15 • 
This attitude is clearly implied in 

14. ibid., p.355: "But what is most important, 
both bodies of chant, Eastern and Western, 
are now seen to be governed by a single law 
of style - the law of melodic adjustment, the 
law requiring that, when two melodies stand 
in i11m1ediate succession, the first must be 
acco11m1odated to the second by means of an ap
propriate treatment of its _ending". 

15. For a discussion of this interpretation, 
see below, pp.64-65. 

16 • . TILLYARD, Handbook, p.32; the underlining 
is mine. 

17. _The Akathistos Hymn, introduced and tran
scribed by Egon Wellesz (MMB Transcripta IX), 
Copenhagen 1957. 

most of the connnents on medial sig
natures in the commentaries of the 
MMB Transcripta volumes and is ex
plicitely stated in TILLYARD's Hand
book, at the very beginning of his 
treatment of the signatures: "The 
signature, called in Greek MARTYRIA 
(µap,up{a), is used at the beginning 
of a Byzantine hymn and also medial
ly, as a check on the correctness of 
the singing"l6. Gradually, however, 
there has begun a tendency to treat 
the medial signatures in a different 
way. In WELLESZ's last volume in MMB 
Transcripta17 , for instance, the -
neumes of the medial signatures (i.e. 
the 'tails' of the intonations) are 
transcribed in the staff in exactly 
the same way as the neumes of the me
lodies. WELLESZ explains his reasons 
in the paragraph on "Editorial Prin
ciples" (p.LXVII): "Above the indi
cations of the modes (a', S', etc.) 
a few neumes are set, the beginnings 
of Intonation formulae 18 which are 
transcribed in the staff between 
dotted lines. These Intonation for
mulae are intended to be a guide for 
the singer to intone the following 
melodic line at the right pitch. 
Sometimes a single note is given, 
sometimes a group of notes. It is 
impossible to say whether the full 
Intonation was sung, or just these 
few notes, or whether the Soloist 
who sang the Akathistos, hummed them 
inwardly in order to catch the right 
note of the following phrase. The 
transcription of the Signatures en
ables the reader to reconstruct the 
more complicated Intonation formu
lae". 

It must be noted that these very 
suggestive remarks concern medial 
signatures in the Akathistos Hymn, 
i. e. in a MS of melismatic chant 

18. A most curious slip of the pen; it must, 
of course, be "endings" instead of "begin
nings". 
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(Psaltikon style). In the introduc
tion to the facsimile edition of 
this MS, the Contacarium Ashburnha
mense19, CARSTEN H0EG discusses at 
some length the use of medial signa
tures and medial intonations 20 • His 
conclusion is: "Il semble naturel de 
tirer la conclusion que les marty
ries, avec les notes qui les suivent~1 
constituent un element de chant qui 
se superpose a la melodie proprement 
dite ou qui s'y ajoute. La chose 
s'explique le mieux, il me semble, 
si l'on suppose que le chant de la 
martyrie etait execute facultative
ment (H0EG's italics) par une voix -- " autre que celle du chantre. As to 
the connection between signature and 
intonation, H0EG interprets the ca
ses where both a signature and an in
tonation is given to the same piece 
as indicating "un choix alterna
tif"22. 

In the passages just referred to, 
H0EG and WELLESZ agree as to the pos
sibility that the medial signatures 
were sung and not only meant for the 
eye23 • There is, however, one impor
tant difference between their views: 
To WELLESZ the only raison d'itre of 
these sung signatures (or intona
tions) is to enable the singers to 
catch the right note of the follow
ing phrase24 - whereas H©EG's re
peated stressing of the "choix al
ternatif" implies that these intona
tions had an esthetical function be
sides. 

More recently, CHRISTIAN THODBERG 
has contributed to the study of me-

19. MMB IV, 1956. 

20. ibid., pp.29-34. I will return to this 
very valuable part of H0EG's introduction la
ter on; see below, p.78. 

21. i. e. the neumes which TILLYARD has called 
'confirmatory'. 

22. ibid., p.30. 

dial signatures and intonations in a 
new and original way. Starting from 
a number of medial signatures that 
are found on unusual pitches, TROD
BERG has endeavoured to show that 
these seemingly wrong signatures are 
not scribal errors but reflect tonal 
peculiarities in their musical con
text25. Byzantine musicologists have 
received his theories with reserva
tion26, but until now no thorough 
discussion of them has appeared in 
print. Since THODBERG's interpreta
tions have been most inspiring for 
my own studies, I shall return to 
them at various occasions in the pre
sent book27 • 

Signatures and intonations are still 
used in the Greek Orthodox Church. 
The principal elements of present
day 'Neo-Byzantine' practice can be 
seen clearly in the following quota
tions from a modern manual of church 
singing28 : 

Eto Ta µoUOlKa K£1µ£Va ~KaOTOO 
$66yyoo onµ£1ouTa1 µE ~p1oµEvov on-

23. The validity of this concept will be 
shown below, pp.55-64. 

24. This point will be discussed - and re
futed - below, p.65. 

25. TH0DBERG's interpretation of these pheno
mena can be followed in The tonal system of 
the Kontakarium (Hist.Filos.Medd.Dan.Vid.Selsk. 
37,no.7,1960); Chromatic alterations in the 
Sticherarium (Actes du XIIe congr~s interna
tional d'etudes byzantines. Ochride, 10-16 
septembre 1961. Tome II, Beograd 1964, pp. 
607-612), and in his thesis for the docto
rate, Der byzantinische Alleluiarionzyklus, 
Copenhagen 1966. (= MHB Subsidia VIII). 

26. Cf., however, the review of The tonal sy
stem by R. SCHL0TTERER in Byzantinische Zeit
'iicirrift 55, 1962, p.102. 

27. See especially below, pp.20-25, 46, 55 sqq., 
75, and 101. 

28. 0£w fa Kal npat1a Tna Su~aVTtvna lKKAna1-
QOTtKna µoUOtKna µf8oooa µET~ nOAAWV &OK~OE
WV Kal napa6£1yµ&Twv). •Ynb 6. r. IIANAfiflT0il0Y
AOY. •Aanvat, 1947. 
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µ£tov, TO onotov µapTUp£i TI£p1 Tau 
$66yyou Kal 01a TOUTO 6voµas£Tal 
µ a p Tu p 1 a. [Here follows a list 
of the 15 signatures, one for each 
of the steps in the double Diapason 

~ - g. Each signature consists of a 

symbol derived from the medieval sig
natures+ the initial letter of the 
Neo-Byzantine solmisation syllable; 

for instance, the signature for~ 
K 

( 'tj ) is composed of the symbol 9 
(cf. the medieval 9 ) and a K (first 
letter of the solmisation syllable 
KE). After a description of this 
list, the text continues:] •EKTOO Twv 
µapTUplWV TOUTWV UTiapxouv Kal aAAal 
01a$opo1 µapTUp1a1, TI£Pl TWV OTIOlWV 
6a KaµwµEV Aoyov aAAaxou, ToUTO µ6-
vov £1Val avayKn Va onµ£lWOWµ£V Twpa, 
OTl a1 µapTUp1a1 OEV £1va1 $wvnT1Ka 
onµEta, Kal Ola TOUTO OEV EK~wvouv
Tal. ~£lKVUOUV µovov TOV ~6oyyov, 
£10 TOV OTIOlOV £UplOK6µ£6a Kal &no 
TOU OTIOlOU WO &no &$£Tnp1ao 6'&px1-
owµEV waAAOVTEO wp1oµEvnv TlVa µEA~-
01av. A\ µapTUp1a1 auTa1, a\ OTIOlal 
Tl6EVTal ElO Tnv &pxnv Tno µEA~o1ao, 
AEYOVTal & p K T 1 K a 1. •EKTOO au
TWV oµwo, Tiapoµo1a1 µapTUp1a1 ypa
$OVTal Ka1 ElO TO µEoov TOU µEAouo, 
Ola va TilOTOTIOlnoouv ElO TIOlOV $66y
yov EUp10KETa1 TO µEAOO £10 TO on
µEiov EKEtvo. Ai µapTup1a1 auTa1 ou
vavTa1 Va OVOµao60UV O laµ£ 0 0 l, 
'A.K6µn ouvaTal TlO va ypawn µapTUp1av 
Kal £10 TO TEAOO TOU µEAOUO, Ola va 
0E1~n Tov KaTaAnKT1Kov ~6oyyov. Ai 
µapTUp1a1 auTal ouvavTal va ovoµa
o6ouv Ka Ta An KT 1 Ka 1 (pp.51 
-52). 

To µEva TI n X n µ a (n Tiponxnµa n 
Evnxnµa) E1va1 n TIPO£T01µao1a Kal E
TilSoAn TOU nxou, KaTa TOV OTIOlOV Tipo
KElTal va waAn TO µEAOO. flVETal OE 
n TIPOET01µao1~ auTn µE µ1av OUVToµov 
µEAWOlKnv ypaµµnv, n OTIOla waAA£Tal 
£U6uo TipO Tno lvap~EWO TOU µEAOUO 
Ka1 ElO TOV aUTOV nxov µ£ EKElVo,01a 

va 0£l~D Tnv TIOl6TnTa TOU nxou. Ka1 
TiaAalOTEPOV µEV WO TiponapaOKEUaOTlKn 
TOU µEAOUO ypaµµn lwaAAETO ~vao &no 
Tobo TIOAUOUAAaSouo ~66yyouo Tno KA1-
µaK0029 ••••• EnµEpov oµwo TO &nnxnµa 
ElVal TIOAb OUVTOµov Kal TIEplAaµSaVEl 
ouvn6wo µ1av µ6vov OUAAaSnv.~EXEl OE 
EKaOTOO ~xoa io1a1TEPOV &nnxnµa 30 , 
&no TO OTIOlOV Kal YVWPlsETal o nxoo 
EU6uo £~ &pxno.·'OTaV c:5'µwo TiponynTal 
Tau Tponap1ou 0T1xoo T10, o 0T1xoo 
aUTOO waAAETal KaTa TO µEAOO TOU Tpo
nap1ou Ka1 ETioµ€vwo xpno1µEuE1 Ka1 
WO &nnxnµa. Eia TOl~UTnv TIEPlTITWOlV 
OEV YlVETal aAAn TipOET01µao1a TOU n
xou (p.125). 

It should be noted that the modern 
signatures are never sung; in theory 
as well as in practice their only 
function is to define pitch. Another 
interesting detail is that final , 
signatures are used, beside the main 
and medial signatures which we know 
from medieval MSS 31 • Finally I should 
like to stress the fact that the old 
polysyllabic intonations a~auEa~Eo, 
~Eay1E, etc. have been replaced by 
very short ones, usually monosylla
bic ( U.E, kEEEE, etc.) 32 • 

The reader will by now have been in
troduced to some of the main pro
blems concerning signatures and in
tonations. I have deliberately made 
no attempt to define the object to 
be investigated in the present book, 
fearing that any such definition 
would only be a disadvantage for an 
undertaking whose leading principle 
is complete open-mindedness. As in
dicated by its title, the book will 

29. i. e. the intonation syllables avavEavEa, 
VEQVEO, etc. 

30. Cf. below, pp.148 sq. 

31, Final signatures can be found in late me
dieval MSS, too. 

32. Cf. below, pp.149 sq. 
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be centered on signatures and into
nations - that is, roughly speaking, 
what is to be found in TILLYARD's 
table in Handbook p.33 and in the 
nxnµa,a-lists of the Papadikai -
but the various aspects of this sub
ject will not be treated with equal 
thoroughness. In fact, most space 
will be given to the study of pro
blems concerning medial signatures 
and medial intonations, whereas I 
have nothing substantial to add e. g. 
to STRUNK's investigation of the re
lations between intonation ~nd inci
pit33. 

The investigation ought to -be simul
taneously carried out along diffe
rent lines, as the various problems 
are often highly intervowen and in
terdependent. However, in order to 
avoid unnecessary abuse of the rea
der's good-will, I have divided the 
book into chapters each of which 
treats one aspect of the problems 
under discussion. Frequent cross
references, I hope, will remedy any 
logical inconvenience 34 • As to the 
order of treatment, I have chosen to 
start with a discussion of the pro
blems of transcription (Chapter II) 
and the codicological questions 
(Chapter III). In the following 

33. See above, p.2. These relations are stu
died by GIOVANNI MARZI in his Melodia e nomos 
nella musica bizantina (Universita degli Studi 
di Bologna. Facolta di lettere e filosofia. 
Studi pubblicati dall' Istituto di Filologia 
Classica. VIII. Bologna 1960). Cf., however, 
below, pp.85-89 (on these relations in the Pa
laeobyzantine tradition) and pp.33-36 (on al
ternative opening patterns). 

34. The study of Byzantine music has made re
markable progress in our century; needless to 
say, each new book or article has rendered 

chapter (IV) I conclude the more de
scriptive part of the book with a 
sketch of the signatures and intona
tions as they appear in the various 
treatises of musical theory. Chapter 
V will treat the functions which 
have been (or must be) ascribed to 
the intonations and signatures; this 
part of the investigation needs long 
detours and is, accordingly, a ra
ther long chapter. To make up for 
that, an almost total lack of infor
mation makes the next chapter (VI, 
on performance) very short. The fol
lowing chapter (VII) describes the 
development of the Byzantine intona
tion system, being concentrated upon 
the changes in the use of medial in
tonations; at the end of the chapter 
some suggestions are put forward a
bout the origins and early develop
ment of the intonations. In the last 
chapter (VIII) the practical conse
quences of my research will be brief
ly dealt with. Two appendices com
plete the book - Appendix A contain
ing a detailed description of the 
rubrication work in the Dalassenos 
Stikherarion, Vienna Theol. Graec. 
181, Appendix B reproducing my col
lations of four Stikhera which are 
frequently used throughout the book. 

some earlier conclusions and approaches ob
solete. Usually I pass over such data without 
comment, as I do not wish to insist upon con
sequences of a natural evol~tional process. 

On the whole I have tried not to overload 
the present book with unnecessary references 
to secondary literature. This parsimony may 
leave an impression that the author (like an
other Epicurus) pretends to be more self
taught than he really is. But that is certain
ly not the case. I fully acknowledge how in
debted I am to the work of other scholars in 
this field. 
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CHAPTER II. PROBLEMS OF TRANSCRIPTION 

Transcriptions of Byzantine melodies 
into Western notation are based on 
the assumption that medieval Byzan
tine chant consists of tones and 
half-tones only. The diatonic cha
racter of Byzantine music has been 
postulated by WELLESZ and TILLYARD 
from the early days of their stu
dies, and their position - which lies 
behind such work as that done in the 
Monumenta Musicae Byzantinae and 
that of the Grottaferrata school -
has since then found support in ob
servations made by a number of scho
lars1. It would lead this book off 
the track if I were to demonstrate 

once more the validity of this as
sumption, and any such demonstration 
would presumably add nothing sub
stantial to the discussion. So, for 
practical reasons I take this basic 
assumption as an axiom2 • 

In his article in The Musical Quar
terly 1942 3 STRUNK has put forward 
an analysis of the tonal system rea
lized in Byzantine music. His r~
sults can be sunnnarized in the fol
lowing diagram which shows the rela
tive position of the modes within 
this tonal system: 

CENTRAL OCTAVE 

Lowest tetrachord Lower tetrachord Upper tetrachord Highest tetrachord 

" 'I II III Iv' 
,-------A..._ _____ _ 
'I II III IV 

'I II III IV' 'I 
I. 

II III IV' 

1 l 1 2 1 l 
2 1 

This system, of course, has no abso
lute pitch in a purely vocal music. 

1. Cf. e. g. O. STRUNK, The tonal system of 
Byzantine music (The Musical Quarterly 28, 
1942, pp. 190-204) - "on the basis of litera
ry and musical evidence, and without resort 
to -~nalogy"; E. WELLESZ, History of Byzantine 
Music and Hymnography, second edition, Oxford 
1961, p. 22 - on· the parallel versions of the 
same melodies in Eastern and Western notation; 
C. H~EG, Th: oldest Sl~vonic Tradition of By
zantine Music (Proceedings of the British A-

1 1 1 1 l 
2 1 

As STRUNK puts it: "the actual pitch 
taken in performance is dictated, 

cademy 39, 1953, pp.37-66), p.42 - on the di
atonic character of Russian chant. 

2. "Unambiguous supporting testimony" has re
cently been found by STRUNK in a 16th cent. 
treatise by Hieronymus Tragodistes of Cyprus. 
See STRUNK, A Cypriote in Venice (Natalicia 
Musicologica Knud Jeppesen Anno MCMLXII col
legis oblata), p.106. 

3. Cf, above, note 1. 
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not by what is written, but by the 
singers' convenience" 4 • Consequent
ly, the pitches which we choose in 
transcription are to be chosen from 
practical considerations only. In 
Western staff notation, a transcrip
tion of the central octave as D - d 
seems to be most convenient, since 
it "yields a result virtually free 
from accidentals, lying for the most 
part well within the range of the a
verage voice" (p.194). The diagram 
given above p.7 can thus be rendered 

A B C D d e f g 

DEFGabcd 

Quite recently THODBERG has suggest
ed that the Kontakarian melodies are 

,.. ... -' Protas: 9 stands 

Deuteros: 
,,~ 

stands ':I 
Tritos: r;;- ✓.-'• stands 

Tetartos: h,,✓ 
I. 

stands 

Plagios Protas: 
:,.., ... --rrs stands 

Plagios Deuteros: ">> stands "TI' lj 

Barys: ~ stands 

Plagios Tetartos: ~8 ";;- stands 

From TILLYARD's backward transcrip
tions6, from late Byzantine musical 
theory7 , and for a good many other 
reasons the relative pitches of the 
first notes of these intonations 
come out clearly: the incipits of 
the four authentic modes form the 

4. ibid., p.200. Cf. Notker's remarks "Anafa
hendo habet er geuualt ze erheuenne so nidero 
alde so hoho er uuile ••• 11 (GERBERT, Scripto
,!!;! I, 100). 

based on a system of conjunct tetra
chords. This tonal system in tran
scription would involve two acciden
tals, C-sharp and F-sharp 5: 

A B C D G a b c 

* D E F G c d e f 
,II" 

I shall return to THODBERG's system 
later on ' (below, pp. 20 sqq.). 

rin Chapter I we saw that the signa
tures could be understood as graphi
cal abbreviations of full intona
tions. The correlation between some 
common signatures and standard into
nations can be seen from the follow
ing table: 

._ ., - L £ .., ,. ,,...-
for "- '\.O( UE. Cl. UEC 

for / .,. .,,✓. .. 

'-4. '= °' 1-lEC. .... :::.., , ..,,,>-';' ..,_,,,,. -.,u.s 
_✓. • 

for - ,, 
IX. \J\c: '= € ix: U.c- E: 6- Ee 
7 , ;,, .... .,, ,,..,,..,.L 

for 
-:,, 

(X °' 0( re ex. IX. 
.._ /. ,. .,. "> 

for ex, lA. E, ex. 1.(.6 C-

for 
.._ -<- > .:>::,,. 

UE. e oc. "'-EC.. 

for 
-- ,-;., 77" 
oc Cl(. IAEC 

for 
- ? , ,,,,, 

V\~ cX. re E:: 

four ascending steps of one tetra
chord ( a b c d) and those o the 
corresponding plagal modes form ano
ther tetrachord (DE F G ). In their 
'theoretical' pitch the eight stan
dard intonations are accordingly to 
be transcribed as follows: 

5. In The tonal system of the Kontakarium 
(see above, p.4, note 25), p.32. 

6. Cf. above, p.1. 

7. See Examples 1-2 of Chapter IV, below, 
pp.50-51. 
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Plagios Protas 
> 

Plagios Deuteros Barys 
> 

I J J J) J) ) J ' ) --· 

& 

a VE 

Plagios 
r, 

j J 
VE a 

Tritos 
I 

p p 
a VE 

a VEO 

Tetartos 

) J 
y1 E 

I 

p p ) 
E E a 

VE E 

Protas 

' 
> 
' j I J) Ji 

a va VE 

I 

j J. n j ) 
VE E E 

It should be noticed that half-tone 
steps occur in all these intonation 
melodies except those of Deuteros 
and Plagios Tetartos. This feature 
is to be connected with the function 
of the intonations 8 • 

I have already mentioned that signa
tures (and intonations) are found 
not only befor~ the hymns, forming 
the starting point of the chain of 
intervals, but also intercalated 
within the melody, usually at rest
ing points of some kind. Any student 
of Byzantine music will have noticed 
that there is a marked difference 
between main signatures (and intona
tions) and medial signatures (and 
intonations) 9 : The MSi and Mint usu
ally have their 'theoretical' pitch, 
whereas MeSi and Meint are frequent
ly found on pther pitches besides. 
Thus, to mention only a few well-

,._,... . 1 
known examples, a 1T9 on ~ is as e-

,,/.. 
gitimate a MeSi as one on D, and~ 
is not only found on b but also on 
e. In practice there are undoubted
ly restrictions in this free move-

8. Cf. below, p.66. 

9. For the sake of brevity I shall use the 
following abbreviations when necessary: 
MSi for main signatures, MeSi for medial sig
natures, Mint for main intonations, and 
Meint for medial intonations. 

J) J I 4 J J J J 
a VEO a a VEO 

Deuteros 

J 
a VEO VE a -------VEO 

j 
E 

Tetartos 
> 

& 
> > 

[] I ~ p p Jx J??J II 
EO a a a Yl a 

ment of pitch from one tetrachord to 
another, but the phenomenon can be 
observed so frequently that it justi
fies the following simplification, 
which sums up what has been said• on 
the preceding pages: 

The relative positions of the ini
tial notes of the Byzantine standard 
intonations reflect a tetrachordal 
system, built up of tetrachords of 
identical structure (disjunctly or 
conjunctly combined). On the first 
(lowest) step of the tetrachord lie 
the Protas and its plagal, on these
cond the Deuteros-modes, on the third 
the Tritos-modes, and on the fourth 
the Tetartos-modes. The tetrachord 
consists of tone+ half-tone+ tone, 
that is to say that the half-tone 
step is between the pitch of the 
Deuteros-modes and the Tritos-modes. 

From any musical manuscript in Round 
notation it can easily be verified 
that the majority of signatures 
(both MSi and MeSi) fit into the sy
stem described above, pp. 7-8. But 
with the same certainty we can pre
dict that every MS contains some sig
natures which do not conform. These 
deviating signatures are the real 
subject-matter of the present chap
ter. 
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In The Musical Quarterly 1942 10 
STRUNK has convincingly shown that 
in Tetartos melodies most of the Me
Si which till then had been consi
dered wrong were absolutely normal, 
provided that the melodies were tran
scribed in their theoretical pitch 

J. 
(with ~,,- on d) instead of in the 
low pitch sponsored by TILLYARD and 

WELLESZ (with ~,>_Lon G) 11 • In the 
same article attention is called to 
some hymns where modulations to 
"what we should call the dominant or 
subdominant" imply a use of MeSi 
which seems to go against the usual 
system12 . As an illustration STRUNK 
prints in full one of the Stikhera 
which run through all eight modes, 
the Doxastikon 0£apx1~ v£uµaT1 (for 
August 15, Dormition), and shows 
how the Barys section of this Sti
kheron stands in a transposition to 
the dominant whereas the Plagios Te
tartos section modulates to the sub
dominant. I have checked STRUNK's 
results by collating several other 
manuscripts for this melody. The most 
frequent of the 'transposed' MeSi 

>>..- J. 
used are 9 one (in the section 
which modulates to the dominant) and 

~6-;;- on c (in the subdominant sec
tion. In the melody itself, of 
course, similar features of transpo
sition can be seen; most clear are 
some cadences which reappear in the 
transposed sections respectively one 
fifth or one fourth higher than in 
the untransposed sections. As STRUNK 
rightly points out, the transposi
tions must in our transcription be 
rendered by using key-signatures , 
one sharp for the modulation to the 
dominant and one flat for that to 
the subdominant. 

10, Cf. above, p.7, note 1. 

11. STRUNK, loc. laud., pp. 195-196. 

12. ibid., pp. 200-202, with highly instruc
tive footnotes. 

It would be of capital interest to 
know how such phenomena of modula-
tion were considered in Byzantine mu
sical theory and how they were hand
led in teaching 13 • Now, the relative
ly poor quality of our theoretical 
and didactic sources makes their use 
a doubtful affair, and besides they 
are mostly so late that they are 
likely to reflect post-medieval con
ditions only. On the other hand, 
teaching is in many respects a high
ly conservative and traditional 
craft. So even in the modern manuals 
of "Byzantine" music may we come a
cross really old ways and notions 
which are relevant to our present 
problem. 

According to Neo-Byzantine theory 
there are different forms of µ£TaS o
Aa1, all of which are indicated by 
a very refined use of Phthorai 
(which is not medieva1) 14 : 

(1) METaSoAn KaTa y€voo; change 
from one to another of the diatonic, 
chromatic, or enharmonic scales (y€
vn) in the course of a melody 15 • 

(Z)')METaSoAn KaTa TOVOV, within 
one y€voo. To illustrate this pheno
menon (which is also called µ£Ta8£-
010) PANAGIOTOPOULOS gives the fol
lowing example: "If, in a diatonic 
melody, we put the Phthora of ITa (~) 
on a ~1, the y€voo remains the same, 
but a µETaSoAn KaTa TOVOV takes place 
and the chain of intervals is altered. 
In this case we will consider the ~1 
a ITa and will, from this (new) base, 
rearrange (Sa Kavov1owµEV) the fol-

13. For the 'transposed' ~S 7 on c we happen 
to know, from a marginal note in the Cardiff 
Stikherarion (cod, Peribleptus) that this was 
used "&nb µOouo" (cf. below, p.54 with refe
rences). 

14. In the following I have made use of the 
exposition in PANAGIOT0P0UL0S's manual from 
1947 (see above, p.4, note 28). 

15. PANAGIOT0P0ULOS, p. 112 sqq. 
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lowing intervals, in upwards as well 
as in downwards movement" 16 • 

(3) METaSoAn KaT' ixov 16a. 
(4) METaSoAn KaTa OUOTnµa 17 • In mo

dern theory three 'systems' are used: 
(a) TO OKTaxopoov OUOTnµa = 01aTiaowv 
= ETITa~wv1a; described as a system 
of conjunct octaves. (b) TO TIEVTaxop
oov ouoTnµa = Tpox6o = T£Tpa~wv1a; 
described as conjunct pentachords. 
(c) TO TETpaxopoov OUOTnµa = Tp1~w
v1a; described as conjunct tetra
chords18. 

How much of this teaching goes back 
to the Middle Ages? As I have al
ready said, the whole idea of µ£Ta
S0Aa1 is coupled with the Phthorai, 
so it seems a priori likely that the 
said modulation phenomena themselves 
are earlier than the use of Phtho
rai. It is hardly conceivable that 
a system of Phthorai should have 
been invented if it was not neces
sitated by something in the melodies 

16. ibid., p. 111. For the benefit of the rea
der who is not familiar with the Neo-Byzantine 
solmisation syllables I add the following il
lustrative survey: 

Ila Bou ra 61 KE Zw Nn Ila' 
DEFGabcd 

Ila Bou ra 61 KE Zw Nn Ila' 
Ga~cdefg 

16a. ibid., p. 132 sq. 

17. ibid., p. 122. 

18. ibid., pp. 118-123. The three systems can 
be translated as follows: 

(a) Ila Bou fa 61 KE Zw Nn Ila' Bou' fa' 61' etc. 
DEFGabcd e f g 

(b) rra Bou ra 61 ITaBoura 61 
D E F G a . b c d e 

Ila Bou ra 
f g 

* (c) Ila Bou ra Ila Bou ra Ila Bou ra 
DEFGabcd e 

II ~ 

rra Bou 
f g 

etc. 

etc. 

19. The difference between STRUNK's "modula
tion (or transposition) to the dominant or the 
subdominant" and the JJETaflo>-a{ between the 
three 'systems' of Neo-Byzantine theory seems 
to be mainly one of terminology. I think that 
a close examination of a greater material of 
Byzantine hymns from this point of view would 
yield some interesting results. 

which was not - or, at least, not 
clearly enough - indicated in the 
musical MSS. For the two µETaSoAaf, 
KaT' nxov and KaTa OUOTnµa, STRUNK's 
observations which I referred to on 
p.10 show that the phenomena exist
ed already in Round notation MSS of 
the 13th century, and that they were 
reflected in the MeSi 19 • On the ba
sis of this I raise the question 
whether the phenomenon which lies 
behind the Neo-Byzantine term µETa
SoAn KaTa TOVOV was also known in, 
let us say, the 12th to 14th centu
ries, and whether some of the 'ab
normal' Mesi reflect such partial 
transpositions 20 • 

l;J,. 
It is obvious that we have to form 
an idea of the reliability of the 
scribes in the writing of MeSi be
fore we try to answer this question. 
There has been a tendency among We
stern scholars to mistrust the Me
Si; it is generally believed that 
the MeSi were often added by later 
scribes 21 who did not care much a
bout what MeSi they inserted and 
what shape these MeSi got 22 • 

The stability of the MeSi - that is 
to say, the reliability of the 
scribes in these matters - has ap
peared clearly from an investigation 
which I made some years ago and 
which was originally planned for a 
different purpose. My idea was to 
collate a large number of versions 
of one melody, to answer some of 
the important questions concerning 
the MeSi. So I found a melody which 

20. These problems will be treated below, 
passim. On p.101 the reader will find particu
larly clear material quoted from the 10th cent. 
Heirmologion Lavra B 32. 

21, See below, p.28, note 4. 

22. This attitude must partly be due to the 
data of Tetartos melodies which have often 
been transcribed in a wrong pitch, resulting 
in a series of MeSi which certainly had the 
appearance of being wrong (cf. above, p.10). 
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was used for three of the Prosho
moia for Lent; in each complete Sti
kherarion the same melody would ap
pear 4 times, with different texts 
(viz. the three Proshomoia and 
their model strophe). In the fol
lowing discussions these four Sti
khera will be called by their in
itial letters: 
E:~Ecrtncrav ta TplaKO\!Ta &pydp1a (the 
model, used on Good Friday as the 
first hymn in &vt1~wvov 8' of &Ko
AOU81a TWV ay{wv Tia8wv); 
K: Kdp1e: 0 crtaupw KTE:l\!aO TO\! 06A1-
Q\) (Prosho~oion No.26; cf. MMB Tran
scripta V, p.30); 
T: T€tpwµa1 noovncr poµ~al~ Kdp1£ 
(Proshomoion No.27; ibid.,p.31); 
E: Enµe:pov €\!aTIE~V~E:\) 6 Aasap6cr 
(Proshomoion No.47; ibid., p.55). 

For EI have collated 36 MSS in 
Round notation (12th-15th cent.). 
For various reasons some of these 
MSS do not have the Proshomoia; 
they are totally absent from Patmos 
222, 223, Staurou 30, and Taphos 533 
- and only Eis found in Sinai 1229 
and Patmos 226. Thus Eis collated 
from 36 MSS, Kand T from 30, and 
E from 32 MSS 23 • 

When I started to collate these 
thirty odd MSS, my idea was to 
group the MSS on the basis of melo
dic and textual variants - without 
paying any heed to the MeSi - and 
afterwards to see whether or not 
the MeSi did follow this grouping 
into families. Of course I knew that 
the MSS which I had collated were 
only a small fraction of the Stikhe
raria which have existed24 ; but ne
vertheless one would expect these 

23. The collations are found on the folders 
of Appendix Bat the end of this book (pp. 
181 sqq.). 

24. The exact number of preserved Stikheraria 
earlier than A. D. 1500 is not known. Accord
ing to Professor STRUNK's calculations it is 
likely to exceed 600. 

36 MSS to reflect at least the ma
jor branches of tradition. After a 
good deal of fruitless experiments 
I found that it was impossible to 
get a clear picture of a MS-grouping. 
The reason, probably, lies in the 
stability of the tradition25 • It is 
well known that the Stikherarion 
tradition in this respect differs 
from that of the Heirmologion. Be
sides, there is every reason to be
lieve that a scribe who copied a 
Stikherarion would bring into his 
copy many variants from elsewhere 
e. g. in fixed formulas where he 
preferred another form than the one 
found in the model he was using. 
After all, many melodies - and most 
fixed formulas - were learnt by 
heart; hence the oral tradition (and 
the predilections of a particular 
scribe) must have played an impor
tant role in the handing down of the 
repertoire. In some cases, however, 
it is obvious that two MSS are 
closely related. The most conspicu
ous of these are Sinai 1231 (A.D. 
1236) + Vatopedi 1492 (A.D. 1242) 
and Taphos 533 + Athens 974. But 
these cases are exceptions. Hence 
the problem had to be tackled on o
ther lines. 

The 36 MSS to which I had access 
at the time I made the collations 26 

date from the 12th to the 15th cen
tury (the oldest dated MS is from A. 
D. 1177, the latest from A.D. 1374) 
and were written in different pla
ces; this material, accordingly, is 
suitable for statistical treatment. 
Now, of the 36 MSS five have no Me
Si at all (Patmos 219, Sinai 1220, 
1229, 1472, and Vatopedi 1499) where
as five have more than 20, i. e. an 

25. MMB Transcripta VII (Pent), p. IX. It is 
well known that the Stikherarion tradition in 
this respect differs from that of the Heirmo
logion. 

26. I have not found it necessary to include 
into the collations the versions from MSS 
which have become accessible to me later. 
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average of more than 5 per hymn (Si
nai 1218, 1230, 1471, 1564, and 
1585). To the latter group must be 
added Patmos 223 which has 9 MeSi in 
the model hymn alone27 • It should be 
noted that Sinai 1218 (A.D.1177) has 
25 MeSi, whereas Patmos 219 (A.D. 
1219) has none, and that Sinai 1230 
(A.D. 1365) has 20 but Sinai 1229 
(A.D. 1374) none. This implies that 

neither the existence or non-exis
tence of MeSi nor their number is a 
simple question of chronology. 

As a basis for the following inve
stigation I shall now print the ver
sion of the model hymn from Sinai 
1227, followed by a line-by-line 
connnentary: 

Example l,"Ecrtncrav ta tp1aKovta &pydpta (Sinai 1227,20lr): 
_.,,,,.> _ 

fi/.. r- ;; ~ ,, 
1 r E __ crtn---~~~~crav 

c a bcbGa G 

- -..._ '' >x // 
2 tnv n_µnv 

d d d G a 

3 
,Y
O\! 

a 

e: __ t1_µn_crav_to 
GF EF G G G 

.., 
-I.~ -::... L _, ~-.,,. ,, 

4 """" fpn_yo_pe:1 ___ te: 
c d bccb a 

__. , .. , 
> - ,,_, ... ,..... 

ta 
C 

Tpl_a_KOV_Ta 
c c ba G 

,..:.," _,./> --
' ✓,,.. //// ap __ yu __ p1_a• 

cb c d c c 

- "-" / > ,., ;;
T OV te: __ t1_µn_µe:_vov• 
be d b c b a a 

a_TIO 
G ab 

;1/ 

x::."~ ;;-Vl __ wv 

c G a 

""'" > 

-> :> // 

10_pa_nA· 
G F F 

, -// 
5 1 __ va µn e: 10_e:A_8n_ te: £10 TIE:l_pacr_µov• 

d cb a be d be de C b a a 
._ ..,,...- - ,.,,.-- .__ - - ~ // ~ // // 

6 To µe:v TIVE:U_µa Tipo_ev __ µov• 
a a a Ga a Ga a 

. . ., .., --- ._ 
- '-' >x~"" > -- // 

7 n 0£ crap~ a_cree:_vncr• 
be d ea bccb a a a 

~ "''"' TOV_TO 
,,_../ , .. ..; "" 

8 ln_a 
a b 

ypn_yo_pe:1_te::-
C a a Ga a F 

COMMENTARY TO EXAMPLE 1 

LINE 1: All MSS, except 1221T, start 
with the group? . Most of them have 
a Trites signature(= c), but Barys 
signatures (= F) are• found in 226EE, 
DE, 1471K, 220E, and 1585E - mostly 
as alternative signatures, written 

27, In this MS the Prqahomoia are not found. 

by the same hand as the Trites sig
nature. The Trites version has the 
ambitus E-e; if the Barys version 
were to be taken literally, its ambi
tus would be A-a, involving B-flat in 
lines 3 and 8. 

MeSi before ta: ~t and equivalents 
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= c; 1471T has~,= G. The 
42E is merely a slip of pen. 

..!--,,; '\,'\. in 

LINE 2: There is a great variation of 
nelody in the beginning of this line. 
The following MeSi are unproblematic, 
at least from a transcriptional point 

of view: 
d 

c "-"- etc., Vy (1464KE). 

Problems of transcription in which 
MeSi are involved: 

All four versions in Dare more or 
less curious, as may be seen from the 
following table: 

_ _, u --.t,. ,. .... -,._ II .... ~" / fr-' \\ ,,.. 
" II II 

E: O.P-YU--Pl~a. -- .... .,.,. 
✓/ 

Tl~JJnV T 0\J TE:-Tl-JJn-JJE-V0 \J ov 
eh cd C C 

-rnv 
d d dGa a ea b a G G a 

,, -•✓ -II - II 
;_ ,,eh L ,.,~ 

K: aG be b b '- '- C C dGa a ea b a G G 9 a 

T: eh cd C C ",~ ll a ea b a G G 
_,, L -9, a 

- L -E: eh cd - II 
C C "'- '- d d dG a G 

.,.,---
a ea b a G 9 a 

The melody of T is corrupt; that of K 
is correct - but this strange melody 
seems to be a private invention which, 
indeed, does not belong to tradition; 
and in E, the MeSi does not fit the 
melodic context. T, of course, could 
be easily 'emended' - for instance by 

correcting into ;;_1 - and by a couple 
of corrections the melody of E could 
be made to agree in principle with 
the private version in K. But any 
such emendations would be valueless. 
The corrupt versions of D, as they 
stand, betray either what happened in 
some ancestor of this MS: a confla
tion of different readings, probably 
via some interlinear variants which 
were falsely combined - or even: that 
the MeSi in D were taken from another 
model MS than the one used for the 
texts and melodies 28 • Anyhow, the 
'wrong' MeSi in Eis more valuable 
for our understanding than a correct 
one would be. 

The other problematic MS is 1216. 
In E its problem is one of readabi-

28. A clear case of this type in Dis men
tioned below, p.138, note 124. For parallels 
from other MSS, see p.29, note 10. 

... 
lity only. I see a very faded wg on 
the microfilm; but there is nothing 
which prevents the MS from having, 

:., 
or having had, TI~. We would like 
to know, because of the parallel case 
1216KTE. In all these cases the MeSi 

";.~ (= c) is followed by a double 
reading: 

-- ~>X // K Tvar I: d d d G a E (= the 

"" -- ~,:~ ,, reading in E) 
II: a a bcG a Kvar T r:var (found 

only in 1464EKTE, 
219T? and 42TVar). 

For which of these two readings were 
the nana signatures meant? We cannot 
tell from the melody, because of the 
identity between the pitch of the 
MeSi and of the preceding finalis, 
and in the present case there is no 
palreographical basis for deciding 
whether the variant was inserted at 
the same time as the MeSi, or whe
ther it is a later addition. 

LINE 3: All MSS, except 1229E and 
DKTE, start with~ = a. 
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Unproblematic MeSi: 
>"> ,,-L ,-:., 

a "ff9 9 r 

G ,,t,";;" (1585E, before &1r6). 
Problematic MeSi: 

In 1216EK we have ~~ on a (simi
larly in 1231T before line 8). At 
present unexplainable. 

In 1586KE and 1471E we find ·~,7 on a 
(similar cases in 1586T before -rpw-
8E:1a in line 4, in 1586K before line 
6, in 1471K before Ta aa in line 5, 
and in 1586T and 1471E before line 
8). I cannot see that this use of 
the -rpox6a-system has any conse
quence for our understanding of the 
melodic line - but, of course, the 
aesthetic effect is different when 
e d c b a is intercalated instead of 
a G FED a. 

In 42E the red,,,,- over~ is not 
confirmatory but belongs to the va-

-:-. ," , ~, 77 
riant be a G FEF at the end of line 2. 

Before lyE1pE:1a in E, there is a 
half finished MeSi in 1218 ( ,, on 
G); there may be a problem here, in 
so far as it is not quite clear 
which signature on G the scribe had 
in mind. 

LINE 4: Nearly all MSS indicate a 
start on c, a fifth above the pre
ceding finalis; the MeSi used is 
normally a nana. In some cases we 
find Tritos~Barys signatures, and 
three times the MSS give byforms of 

_L - V L -
~ ( '~.;_, DE, ,; "-~ ,,. 42EE) - but 
apart from that, each MS sticks to 
its own form of the cc-nana with a
mazing consistency: 

_L .._ 
~~, 533,974,D,30,1218,1224, 

1464,1564,1221,223,265,42. 
-L-,~ 883,1227,1484,1230,1585, 

1453,1228,1215,1225,1586. 
..:.. ._ 
"-"- 1216,1231,1492,40. --"-"- 1471,226. 

The confirmatory Ison which accord
ing to usual practice should be put 
over the -L at beginning of line 4, 
is omitted in 1231EKTE, 1492EKTE, 
1586EKT (no MeSi in E), 1218EE, 
1484E, 1225T, 1464E?, 1471EE. I take 
this consistency of 1231, 1492, and 
1586 as an indication that the 
scribes of these three MSS were as 
careful as the many scribes who put 
a confirmatory Ison here - whereas 
the slipshod usage in 1218, 1484, 
etc. certainly does not speak to the 
credit of their scribes 2 9. 

As already mentioned some MSS have 
other MeSi than the nana before line 
4. From a transcriptional point of 
view, the following are unproblema
tic: __ -;;.,,,-;· 

1216ET C r 
-- ,, 

1215TE, 1225E C r 

C r" 22OE? 

More interesting is 1471 which has 

in E: ~ accompanied by a Phthora 
on the following -L 

--in K and T: U:::, .._.._ plus a con-
firmatory Ison (cf. below, pp.23-24) 

in E: 

The Barys signature was found, too, 
in 1586K, but seems to have here 
·been cancelled later-on. 

Before the repetition of the formu
la c d bccb a in line 4, we find 
sporadically a Mesi 30: 

--- 226E, -~~ 123OKE C '"' 
-·'7 DE, 1218E; 

,,.✓• 

C "-'- '11'9 DK 
;n 

223E? 
.. , 

1586T. a -n9 9 

29. For the sake of completeness I list the 
cases which I cannot see clearly on the micro
films: 

E: 265, 1564, 1215, 222 
K: 1223, 1585, 1230 
T: 1223, 1227 
l:: 1223, 220. 

30. No MeSi but a~ in 1471E. 
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These cases are quite unproblematic. 
The nanas are exactly like those 
disc~d at the beginning of line 4 
- with one noteworthy difference: 

--~ they now use the forms "-'- etc., 
. _£,._ 
instead of "-'- etc., because of the 
preceding finalis on~-

Note that 1218 in K ends the fi-
,... /. 
II gure on vnoTE1a with a c, a vari-

ant which so to speak corresponds to 
/. 

the MeSi n9 in D. 

LINE 5: Nearly all MSS start on d. 
Few, unproblematic MeSi: 

/L 
d S,,. 1585ETI:, 

>~ 1/ 

"9 1564I:? 

-- 223E. C ,, 
''" 

LINE 6: Starts on a in all MSS. Ends 
either on a or on c: 

a: 883,n,40,1221,1484,1221,1223, 
1471,1564,1220,1464,1230,42; 

1492E,1472EK,1499E,1225KT, 
220EI:,1231EI:,1218K,219EK, 
1229E,30E,226EL. 

c: 1216,1228,1224,1586,265,1585, 
974,1215; 

1492T,1472TI:,1499KTI:,1225EI:, 
1453ETI:,220KT,1231KT,1218ETI:, 
219TI:,533E,223E 31 • 

Unproblematic MeSi: 

!f ( 1586K); 

"'sr_-,; (226E); 

r (1218K). 

There are superfluous confirmatory 
Isons in 1216EK, DTE, 1225I:. 

Problematic MeSi: A few MSS have 
MeSi which appear to be simply wrong: 

~,✓.-.DK; no variant in lines 4-6 
which can explain the MeSi. 

~, 1225T; unexplainable for simi
lar reasons. 

77 

~, 1564T; probably intended as n9. 

The red ";;- in 42 I: seems to be un
acceptable.both as variant and as 
confirmatory group. 

LINE 7: In the majority of MSS this 
line starts on oc. In an astonishing 
number of cases the readings of the 
MSS are corrupt, probably caused by 
an instability in the tradition as 
to the size of the leap on oap~ etc. 

The fifth-leap is found correctly 
in about 90 cases; its main forms 

..:..:. - ~' >JI( - - ~ ,x 
are bed ea .and c de a, the for-
mer being preferred by 1227,1472,40, 
1223,1230,1224,265,1221,1586,1585, 
1225,1453,1564,42,883,1499,219?, the 
latter by 533,974,1218,1215,1228. 

The fourth-leap is~correctly used 
- - ~~ 

in the readings b c d a (13 cases; 
preferred by 1484 and 1464) and 

..:: 
~ - "''>' 
bed d a, used iri T by 1227,220, 
1224,42var, and in I: by 1216,1564, 
and 1492?. 

In corrupt passages the fifth-leap 
is found in 30E, 1231EI:, 1492K?, and 
265K, the fourth-leap in DK, 220KI:, 
1220KI:, 1464KmgTPC, 1471I:, and 1215T. 

The MeSi are usually placed correct
ly: 

(1218K); 

(42T) 
,,_. l 
9 

but D and 1585 are of some interest: 

D: E - ,, ,,., 

K --n9 - "~ 
T 

v 
-;:, ',' 

I: -~ .::: ~,.,.. ,, 
"-'-

The MeSi -ng, is in the other M~S 
- ">X,. 

combined, correctly, with bed ea 
.:.!. - ~"' 

(1471E,1564K,1585KI:) or bed d a 
(1564I:); D's model may have had one 
similar reading, perhaps as a vari
ant. The nana is found in 533E, 

31. Uncertain are 222E, 1492K[, 1453K, 1229[, 
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223E, 1585E, 42T, and 1218TI:, most-
.... - '\. >x 

ly combined with c de a. 

NB. It should be noticed that Din 

line 6 of I: on •1\.100\.J has iF- J:_,,, in

stead of F- ;; / . That makes line 6 
end on b instead of on a - and thus, 

in a sense, the MeSi°'-< is correct, 
with line 7 beginning c de b. 

Both MeSi in Dare thus not altoge
ther wrong; they both belong in the 
tradition - and in both cases the 
real problem lies in a corrupt me
lody, not in the MeSi. 

1585: E ;; ~ 

"-' ""'' -,x_ 

-,, 
...:'.. K TI'3 ;; - >x ,, 

T ;: - v 
",>X 

,::,, -I: ""9 ,, ::,,;,,; 

All four hymns are correct. But in 
the other MSS (1564KI:, DK, 1471E) 

the rr9, follows upon a finalis on~, 

whereas 1585 has finales on~ (E: 
:,....-, .._ / ,._ - :,.,,, ..._ ) 

h ~ , KT: /: ' :. -T", E : J: /1 • 

These finales would, so it seems, 
demand a nana to lead on to the fol-

lowing be. So I take the ng" in 1585 
Kand I: to be MeSi taken from an 
'a-tradition' (like 1564) and in
serted into the 'c-tradition' of 
1585' s model. 

LINE 8: Most MeSi are unproblematic: 
,, 

a Tig · ; 9, (1586T, 1471I:); 

r ... c1218E). 
Superfluous confirmatory Isons in 
1225T and, perhaps, 1216E and 121ST. 

Problematic MeSi: 

The~~, in 1471E and 1225T may both 

be scribal errors, inadvertedly mis

copied from ¾9"" 32 , and the ...... in 

1564T may be taken for -n9"" (cf .1564I:) 

or 9., (cf .1586T). As for the ~~ in 

1231T, it is a crux, cf.1216EK in 
line 3. 

The signature ~ at the end of line 
8 in 1586T (on the finalis F) is an 
isolated example of later practice 33 , 
unproblematic from a transcriptional 
point of view. 

In the 123 Round notation versions 
of"EoTnoav and its Proshomoia which 
are provided with Mesi, there are a
bout 350 MeSi in all. 331 of these 
are 'correct' (that is, they fit in
to the tonal system described above, 
pp.7-8) and 8 are absolutely ille
gible; some of these eight, however, 
were in all likelihood correct. 
3 MeSi are half-finished, giving on
ly the MeSi-neumes, and 1 is deci
dedly a mere slip of pen. Only 8 
MeSi seem to be 'wrong' (that is, do 
not fit into the said tonal system). 
The 331 'correct' and the 8 'wrong' 
MeSi are shown on the following ta
bles. 

32. In a great many hands it is extremely dif
ficult to distinguish clearly between the let
ter-numerals 9 and ~ , and the 9 of some 
scribes is almost identical with the~ of o
thers. This must naturally have caused almost 
as much difficulty to medieval scribes as it 
does to the scholars of modern times. 

33. Cf. above, p,5, 
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Table of the correct MeSi in the 123 "EaTnaav-hymns 

r-:-;; and other Trites signatures • 

-¾.~ and other graphical variants of the cc-nana. 

c ,--;,, and other by-forms of nana 
""-"-' 

a r-"'"' 

F ~ 

ConsEectus of the 8 MeSi which do not fit into 

2 

7 

3 

7 

122 

5 

3 

1 

38 

8 

6 

1 

122 

1 

1 

4 

331 

the 

--- line 6 
_,,,/4 

line 2 ,, d· K: D: in E: = in lj = '-"'- ' 
1216: line 3 in E and K: --"'-"'- = a 

1215: line 6 in T: ~,., = a 

1225: line 8 T: 
~.,.,. 

in -n-y = a 

1471: line 8 in E: 
.,., 

"lT':} = a 

1231: line 8 in T: 
...:..-
"-'- = a 

cases 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

cases 

system 

a 

Apart from these eight signatures, 
we have in the above analysis en
countered several cases which are 
not altogether regular. 

have met can be referred to stock 
problems of the most connnon type. 
In the following I will treat some 
of these problems in a more syste
matical way, using - when possible 
- data fromvEaTncrav and its Presho-Most of the difficulties which we 
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moia as illustrations or as points 
of departure 34 • 

For the sake of convenience, a 
distinction will be drawn between 
two types of problems: (A) cases 
where the signature or intonation 
is difficult to understand in it
self, (B) cases where the signature 
or intonation is clear in itself, 
but does not fit into its actual 
context. 

A. SIGNATURE OR INTONATION DIFFI
CULT TO UNDERSTAND IN ITSELF: 

1. Illegibility because of bad qua
lity of ink. This, of course, is not 
a theoretical problem. But it is a 
phenomenon which deserves mention! 
Too often, the bad quality of rubri
cation ink makes the use of a MS 
highly problematic. The red ink of 
some scribes has faded away, at 
times completely 35 ; in other MSS the 
red ink has been too watery, so that 
it runs; other red inks flake off in 
a most irritating way. 

The difficulties of handling these 
illegible signatures meet the modern 
scholar. But it must be taken into 
account that medieval scribes may 
have encountered similar difficul
ties in their model manuscripts. 

34. As the number of wrong MeSi in the>,Eon1-
oav Stikhera was surprisingly small, I have 
collated two further Stikhera - LTE~avodo9w
oav (December 13, Eustratios and companions) 
in the Tetartos mode and•E~ •IEpouoaAnµ 
(Wednesday of Fifth Week of Lent) in the 
corresponding plagal mode - in order to check 
the results on modes which for some reason or 
other are believed to be more 'difficult' 
than the Tritos. I have collated these two 
hymns from the 9 MSS that contained most MeSi 
in the"EoTnoav Stikhera. As might have been 
expected, the number of problematic signa
tures is greater in these two hymns. In LTE
~avo6o9woav 12 out of lo9 signatures do not 
conform to the normal system, and in>E~ •IE
pouoaAnµ the corresponding figures are 13 and 
94. 

35. This difficulty is felt even more when one 

2. Reading uncertain because of 
forms of letters or neurnes that 
may be confused. 

a. In note 32 (above, p.17) I have 
mentioned the difficulties caused by 
the likeness between 9 and y In 
some hands S ( '-") and 6 ( c,, ) may 
cause difficulty, too. 

b. The hands which write e.g. Oli
gon and Elaphron in almost the same 
way ( - ) , or Ison and Petasthe (- ) , 
are liable to produce signatures or 
intonations that are difficult to 
read - especially so, because the 
reading of signature neurnes is less 
supported by the context than the 
reading of neurnes in the melodic 
line. 

In such cases an even greater pos
sibility of confusion arises fro~ a 
working technique which was often 
used, namely to write the signatures 
in two steps (letter-numerals and 
neurnes written at separate opera
tions)36. It is a psychologically 
well established fact that a scri
bal working technique akin to our 
own 'assembly belt technique' is not 
favourable for the quality of the 
work. 

3. ImEossible readings due to a slip 
of pen. 
In Coislin 42, before Ta in line 1 

of ''EaTnaav, the scribe wrote ~ ~,,. 
From parallels in the same MS it 
seems certain that he intended to 

write ~~~ 77 ; in distraction he 
wrote Oligon instead of Tzakisma. 

In the Vienna Stikherarion D (MMB I) 
we find a great many cases of a si-

has to work from microfilms; on the other hand, 
certain clear sorts of red ink can hardly be 
distinguished from black or brown ink on a 
black-and-white film. 

36. Cf. below, pp.30-31. 
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milar kind. As an illustration I 
have chosen the following: __ ,, 

fol.32v: r • This isolated 
example is obviously a careless wri-

-- ,, 
ting of the usual r- ; the 
scribe forgot one Oligon. (The melo
dy starts on c). 

fol.293r (Anast. Anatol. IV. Pl., 

No.5): ~~~ '~~ , taken by TILL
YARD to mean cc b c (MMB Transcrip
ta III, p.98), is no doubt a slip 

for 1' q" ~~ (of which more than 25 
cases are found in D); it is to be 
understood as G c b c. 

4. Tritos signatures with more than 
one meaning, 
STRUNK, to my knowledge, was the _ 
first to see that the signature r--~, 
which usually means a, is sometimes 
used for c, too 37 • In the earlier 
volumes of the MMB Transcripta, TILL
YARD and WELLESZ reject all cases of 

r-77 = c as being scribal errors, 
cf. e.g. Transcripta I (Sept), p.132 
and Transcripta V (Oct II), p.37. 

The double function of this signa
ture may at times cause the tran
scriber some difficulty 38 • In many 

MSS r--7i is only used for ~' the ~ 
-- ,, 

being expressed by r or 

r , probably because the dif-

ficulty of r __ ,; on c was felt also 
by the Byzantines themselves. 

I have not been able to locate ac
tual cases of the c-intonation which 

37. The Musical Quarterly 31, 1945, p. 351, 

38, Cf. WELLESZ, History, 2nd ed., pp. 301-2: 
"Not all the interval groups which are added 
to the number of the mode (r) as intonation 
formulae, give the pitch of the initial note; 
where they could not be relied upon, the star
ting note could only be discovered by exhau
stive exploration of all the possibilities of 
the transcription". 

is listed by STRUNK in The Musical - ---- __,. "',' _-,, 
Quarterly 1945 ( ex. '-" c- cl(. "'E: c.). Its 
existence, however, is supported by 
an intonation which is regularly in
cluded in the nxnµa,a-lists of the 

• . -- :::., ~ _,,., 9 -;;- --:+..--"> -;;-
P apadikai: °'- ""c b s «- V\ e '= s 

(cf. WELLESZ, History, 2nd edition, 
p.413, from Vienna phil.gr.194). 

B. SIGNATURE OR INTONATION IS CLEAR 
BUT DOES NOT FIT INTO ITS CONTEXT: 

These problems are far more diffi
cult to handle than those described 
above, pp.19 sq. There is a marked 
disagreement in the attitude of mo
dern scholars towards wrong signa
tures, perhaps most clearly ex
pressed in THODBERG's predilection 
for the term 'wrong' signatures -
which, of course, is intended to 
mean exactly the opposite. 

In the beginning of the present chap
ter (p. 8) I have already made a 
brief reference to the hypothesis 
which THODBERG put forward in 1960, 
describing a special tonal system 
which he found in Kontakarian me
lodies and which seems to consist of 
conjunct tetrachords only 39 • Accord
ing to THODBERG, this system is re
flected in the recurrence of melodic 
formulas with fixed intervallic re
lations at the same place in each of 
these conjunct tetrachords - but it 
can be seen, too, in a special usage 
of medial signatures which seems ir
regular and abnormal. 

For our present purpose another in
vestigation of THODBERG's is more 
important, a paper on Chromatic al
terations in the Sticherarium which 
was read at the 12th International 
Congress for Byzantine Studies in 

39. Since then, TH0DBERG has developed his 
theories in a large-scale investigation of the 
Allelouiaria, described in his thesis (see a
bove, p.4, note 25), 

l 
I 
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Ohrid, September 1961 40 • THODBERG's 
points of departure are 

(1) that the signatures are gra
phic abbreviations of intonations, 

(2) that the interval relations 
of the intonations are fixed 41 • 
His reasoning presupposes, further
more, that a medial intonation was 
sung - or could be sung - whenever 
a medial signature is found. This 
hypothesis has been worked out in 
discussions between THODBERG, CAR
STEN H0EG, and myself and origina
ted in some observations which I 
made several years ago; I shall re
turn to this point in Chapter V, be
low, pp.55 sqq. To exemplify: The 

L 
signature b,,- found on a would in-
dicate that the corresponding into
nation should be understood as 
a G F-sharp ED a (with the same in
terval relations as in its normal, 
'theoretical' pitch d c b a G d). 
The sharps - or flats - thus postu
lated in signatures on unusual pit
ches reflect ("confirm") tonal 
changes in the musical phrases 
which precede or follow these sig
natures. 
It is evident that THODBERG's hypo
thesis deserves our attention42 -

and it seems to be as evident that 
one has to distinguish carefully be
tween the hypothesis itself and the 
observations on which it is based. 
For our present purpose the obser
vations are more interesting than 
the hypothesis 43 • 

The material which THODBERG made use 
of in his Ohrid paper is the occur
rence of one cadential formula ( a 
E FED and a related formula a G-F 
EFG a FED) in all Plagios Tetar
tos melodies found in the Stikhera
rion Sinai 1227 44 • This medial ca
dence occurs - ending on D, in this 
mode, in Sinai 1227 - 181 times and 
is followed by different musical 
phrases; at times a MeSi is found 
between the cadence and the follow
ing phrase. In his Example 4 TROD
BERG gives "A survey of the medial 
signatures after the Anastama for
mula on Din the 4th Plagal Mode", 
tabulating the data of Sinai 1227 
+ eight other MSS with many MeSi. 
The data of this table are highly 
interesting, both in detail and 
when sunnned up. In the following 
table, which abbreviates THODBERG's 
to a minimum, the usages of the dif
ferent MSS come out clearly: 

Number of medial signatures: 

Sinai 1227 
Ambros. 733 
D 
E.a.V 
E.a.II 
Ohrid 56 (65) 
Sinai 1585 
Patmos 223 
Sinai 1218 

total 

40. See above, p.4, note 25. 

normal abnormal illegible total 
0 6 0 6 
1 33 1 35 
4 13 1 18 
4 13 0 17 

27 19 0 46 
16 9 0 25 
81 28 0 109 
90 7 6 103 

128 0 4 132 

351 128 12 491 

42. Cf. above, p.4. 
41. I have already (above, p.2) described 43. For a different explanation of TH0DBERG's 

material, see below, p.75. the hypothesis as to the relations between 
signatures and intonations, a hypothesis ori
ginally put forward by STRUNK, 44. This formula, which TH0DBERG identifies 
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Thus, of these 491 signatures about 
25 % do not conform to the normal 
system. 

This figure may be compared with the 
findings which I have put forward in 
the present chapter: 

Mesi after 'Anastama' in Plagios Tetartos: about 25 % abnormal 
Mesi in"EoTnoa.v etc. (Tritos): less than 2 % abnormal 
Mesi in LTE~a.vouoewoa.v (Tetartos): about 11 % abnormal 
Mesi in'E~ •IEpouoa.Anµ (Plagios Tetartos): about 13 % abnormal 

Or, to put it differently: In my ma
terial (141 Stikhera; Tritos, Tetar
tos, and Plagios Tetartos) there are 
33 abnormal signatures out of 553. 
In THODBERG's material (1626 occur
rences of internal cadences on Din 
Stikhera of Plagios Tetartos) 128 
abnormal out of 491. 

These figures show that the devia
ting signatures cannot all be taken 
as simple copyists' errors - though 
some of them will undoubtedly be 
simple errors in the copying process 
- for in that case the percentage of 
'errors' would certainly not have 
varied so much, ranging from less 
than 2 % to about 25 %. 

This conclusion is confirmed by se
veral observations: 

a. The 128 abnormal signatures in 
THODBERG's table are either Tetartos 

signatures (3 cases of~,, on D, 14 
l 

cases of ~,, ..... on a) or ~s (9 cases 

f _L~ 
o "-"' on a, 3 cases of~ on a, 99 

cases of~~ on G).Copyists' errors 

with the Anastama, is found in all eight modes, 
at different pitches, and seems to have had 
two forms: a major form (for instance in Te
tartos as dab a G) and a minor form (found, 
for instance, in Protos as aEF ED). It 
might perhaps be worth while to mention that 
the major form in its general flow is akin to 
some varieties of the Tetartos intonation, - "'.,....., 
for instance ~ {1 b ; c:;'° (Ashburnh.64,49v). 

would affect all modes. And while 
9 , y , and J might be confused by 
the scribes, I can think of no sig
nature which might be misread as~~, 
except, of course, a nenano ( lA..'Vv) ; 

but nenanos in Plagios Tetartos me
lodies are not frequent. 

b. In THODBERG's table Sinai 1218, 
which is generally considered an in
correct MS, has normal signatures 
only, whereas Sinai 1227, whose high 
qualities are undisputed, has only 
abnormal ones. 

c. A majority of the deviations from 
the usual system deviate according 
to the same pattern. Thus, in THOD-

BE_~.~~;•} mat{e:ial we frequently f1{· nGdcd 

,~ on G corresponding 
to the usual 

~,, D 

And the most common of the abnormal 
signatures in the Tetartos Stikhe-

L 
ron LTE~a.vouoewoa.v, b,,~ one (5 ca-
ses) and~~ on d (3 cases), corre
spond closely to these, but are si
tuated one fifth higher45 • 

These three sets of observations in
dicate to me that it must be out of 
the question to maintain that such 
abnormal signatures are usually due 
to simple errors in the process of 
copying. But THODBERG's table shows 
two further features of importance: 

45. My cases of nana on a and G in•E~ •ltpou
oaA~µ are already included in THODBERG's mate
rial. 
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d. The abnormal signature at a given 
place is never found in a majority 
of MSS, but only in one or at most 
a couple of the collated MSS. 

e. In Sinai 1227 and Ambros. 733 
there are so to speak no normal sig
natures in the position we are con
sidering, whereas Sinai 1218 has 
normal signatures only, and Patmos 
223 only 7 abnormal out of a total 
of 103. Of the other MSS, D and 
E.a..V prefer the abnormal signatures 
whereas E.a..II, Ohrid 56, and Sinai 
1585 have far more normal than ab
normal signatures. 

These conflicting tendencies are in
terpreted by THODBERG as being due 
to a conflict between major and mi
nor forms of the Anastama and rela
ted formulas on Din Plagios Tetar
tos Stikhera46 • In all probability, 
however, this is not the final word 
to be said in this controversial 
matter. For one thing, we have to 

ask whether THODBERG's interpreta
tion of the 'wrong' signatures after 
Anastama etc. on Din Plagios Tetar
tos Stikhera can be combined with 
his interpretation of the 'wrong' 
signatures in the Kontakarion, the 
latter reflecting a tonal system of 
conjunct tetrachords 47 , the former 
reflecting a conflict between minor 
and major forms of Anastama-like 
formulas. We must also ask whether 
the~e might be a connection between 
THODBERG's 'wrong' signatures -
found, usually, in one or a few MSS 
at a given place - and STRUNK's 
'transposed' MeSi which occur more 
frequently, but only in a restricted 
number of hymns 48 • Finally, a late
and post-medieval habit of indica
ting two different MeSi for the same 
place must be taken into our con~i
derations, 

Such double MeSi are quite common in 
Sinai 1471, a 14th century Stikhera
rion. Some examples 49: 

7i ,/ ~ ::--, ,, i,, 
2lr (T~ aouT~, Pl. Tetart.): El-KW\) UTI-np-~a.o 9 

F Ga E FE D 

L 
/ 

9 
= 1 y -=-x 

na.µ _ µa_ Kap ••• 
a d G 

~ __, ~s 
31v fEKpa.Ta.1w8n, Pl. Tet.): ~~ll K00_µ1_KOl 

- - ~ ,,..: .,..,. S' 
01_a._Aa.µ_nou_o1v 9, 

G a GGFE F G a FE D 
- /., 77 ,, ......, :,,, 

VE l O. • • 

G a cba 
&..... ._ _.,,?,~/ ~ 

? .• --= ~,,. 
)I. ,, &.. ~.,.., .._ 

~ ..-'?-"'> >> -47v: TrJ no Ta.-~1-a.p __ xno KO.l npo_µa. ___ xoo 9.,.. Ka 1 • • • 

G G a FG G G a EFFE D D 

J ;;-/ ~ 
,.a.!:. 

- '-"' "'" .,.., - 9 y ,. .. 

. .) 9 .. 
01 EU_08E_ 
D a EF 

~--5 9r: ,\-St- T~ KO.T'El-KO_Va. t'" _,, ,,...,.._,s Tn-pn ___ oa.o a._Aw-Sn __ rnv g' o...,._01 ......... e: ••• 
G G a FG G a GGFE 

46. JHODBERG, Chromatic alterations in the 
Sticherarium, p. 612. In Chapter V (below, 
p. 75) I shali return to this 'conflict' again, 
and try to show that THODBERG's material can 
be interpreted in a quite different way, 

F G a FE D b a EF 

47. Cf, above, p.20. 

48. Cf. above, p.10. 

49. Cf, also below, Appendix B, before line 4 
in K~p1£ and Tfypwµa1. 
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228v CE~ ·IEpouoaAfiµ, Pl. Tet.): 9" .._ - J -:,on / :,t"\ ., ~ ~"'-, ">-;,, 

U_TTO OOU TTpOO ~0-VOV EK_oo_8EV_TWV 
a be d b c a G a F E D 

~t"' - ~ 7 ;-

9"' TW Aa_(:i OOU -ft~~ ... 
EF a G G 

-- J ,:,c 

275v (0wµa o O AEy6µEVOO ofouµoo, Prat., Pent. No.7): ci_8EV Kal n_TTl- OTEl 
EF G G G a D 

~s b .,. ~ 
TO l O pn __ 8El-OlV au_Tw ~ 

F baG a G F F 

l. end of line in MS 

276v (~1Aav8pwTTE, Pl. Prat., Pent. No. 18): 
,. .!.. ~" ,, , .,. ~s -;;-
a av_a __ µap_Tn_Too ~ 
C F bG a GF F 

% .., ~.., 
ouv _E __ T1_oov ... 
F ab a GF ) 

277v (Mupo~6po1 yuvatKEO, Protas, Pent. No. 24): 
, ~ 

EV VE_KpOlO 
;,.. ... 'l - L ,;::::- .,. 
~9 a v_E __ oT n ... 

E D D a a G 

279r (A1 µupo~6po1 yuvatKEO, Pl. Deut., Pent. No. 23): 
- _.? ,~ .,, 
Ka_Ta_ Aa __ sou _ 

The most promising of these instan
ces is the one on fol.276v. On F we 
find here not only the Barys signa
ture but also the G-signature of 
Plagios Tetartos. There can be no 
doubt that this G-signature is 
called forth by the formula on o &v
aµapTnToo. Now, this formula, cha
racterized by the two consecutive 
fourth-leaps C-F and F-b, is de
scribed by STRUNK in The tonal sy
stem of Byzantine music 50 as follows: 
"The progression obviously calls for 
the flat which Tillyard supplies and 
is doubtless to be understood as a 
transposition of the extremely com-

L L - --s-,.., __. (.,,.... // 

man pattern 9 o r , proper-
..,(. T' ..\ . .. h, 

ly of Mode II, autnentic and pla-
! gal. 1151 

The Plagios Tetartos signature on F 

G GF E 
.:.! --;; -· 

}\ ,, ""'''-oa 1 -rr'j Ka 1 ..• 
E a 

after this transposed formula is, 
then, just another way of stating 
that the Fis not a true F, but a 
transposed G; the F was felt as a G 
- exactly as the D of the Anastama 
in THODBERG' s material was felt -,e\,,, 11.1\. 

as a G52 • 

50. The Musical Quarterly 28, 1942, p. 194, 
note 10, 

51. i. e, D - G - c. 

52. In his 0hrid paper THODBERG states this in 
a more cautious way: The 'wrong' signatures 
"are found only in .connection with a formula 
which~ be regarded as a transposition"(p. 
612; my underlining). Cf., however, ibid., p. 
610 (on the 'wrong' signatures in Sinai 1227): 
"The signatures · consider the Anastama formula 
on d as a transposition of the same formula 
normally found on g". In my opinion one ought 
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In later theory such phenomena are 
described as partial modulations 53 

and the term aTTO µsAOUO is sometimes 
used to distinguish these from modu
lations UTTO TTapaAAayno 54 • The two 
terms aTTo TTapaAAayno and aTTO µs\ou o 
are also occasionally used for 
double signatures like those from 
Sinai 1471, usually in the form of 
marginal notes 55 • As for STRUNK's 
'transposed' MeSi, I have already 
pointed out that they, too, are la
belled aTTo µSAOUO by late sou~ces 56 • 

If we now return to the examples of 
double signatures in Sinai 1471, we 
shall notice that all instances from 
Plagios Tetartos Stikhera occur af
ter formulas of the same type as 
those discussed by THODBERG in his 
Ohrid paper. Does it not lie near at 
hand, then, to conclude that the By
zantines felt these major forms of 
Anastama etc. to be partial modula
tions into the Tetartos mode? 

A thorough discussion of THODBERG's conjunct 
tetrachord system would exceed the limits of 
the present book. I should like, however, to 
venture a few modest suggestions, of a pre
liminary nature. We have just seen that a 
number of seemingly wrong MeSi can be ex
plained as more or less certain indications 
(or effects) of modulation or partial trans
position. To denote such phenomena the term 
aTTb µ£Aouo has been coined, clearly indica
ting that from a theoretical point of view 
the phenomena are irregularities, but irre
gularities sanctioned by musical practice. 
Here, as always, theory is secondary to prac
tice. 

to pay more attention to the undeniable fact 
that the Byzantines felt the 'reinterpreta-
tion'. --

53. Cf. below, p.45. 

54. For these terms, see below, pp.44-46, 

55. E·. g. in Sinai 1251, 13v and 310v. 

56. Cf. above, p.10, note 13. 

57. See above, pp.7-8, 

Behind all these secondari systematizations 
- STRUNK's 57 , THODBERG's 5 , K0UK0UZELES's 
,pox6o 59 , the Neo-Byzantine 60 , etc. - lies 
the tetrachord of musical practice, in which 
each of the four maneriae has its fixed 
place61 • 

It is well-known that the modern reconstruc
tions of the 'tonal system' are based, among 
other things, on a study of occurrences of 
MeSi. Now my point is that we ought, per
haps, to feel differently about the MeSi 62 
Instead of taking a MeSiy to mean "We are 
now in the Deuteros mode" or even "We are 
now on a G", I would advocate that this MeSi 
be interpreted to mean "If you want to 
intercalate a medial intonation here, the 

2;., ~.::c. will be suitable". With this inter
pretation in mind, we are not only able to 
reach valid conclusions about the tonal sy
stem; we are also in a position to tell how 
the Byzantines interpreted the organization 
of their melodies from a tetrachordal point 
of view. 

The 'normal' organization of two tetracpords 
is obviously I II III IV I II III IV, con
stituting an octave with half-tone steps be
tween II and III and a whole tone between IV 
of the lower tetrachord and I of the upper 
tetrachord - and, we may add, with conjunct 
extensions at both ends 63 • In this octave 
the Byzantines normally sing plagal intona-
tions in the lower tetrachord (L) and authen
tic intonations in the upper tetrachord (U): 

:i-, ...... L ~,1/ 
9 ~ 
a b C d 

Two authentic intonations (Protos and Te
tartos) frequently end in the lower tetra-

chord: 9 on D, ~» on G. 

As long as a melody moves within this frame
work, the MeSi are placed in accordance with 
this feeling of being in the lower or upper 
tetrachord. Conversely, MeSi which are 
placed in conflict with this system suggest 
that elements of the melody have led to a 
re-interpretation of the tetrachordal con-

58. See above, p.8. 

59. See below, pp.51-53. 

60. See above, pp.10-11. 

61. See above, p.9. 

62. The following is based on the results 
reached below in Chapter V (pp.66-74). 

63. This is described in modern theory as the 
Diapason system (cf. above, p.11) and corre
sponds to STRUNK's tonal system (see above, 
pp.7-8). 
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text: While actually moving in U, a singer 
(or the composer!) could feel himself to be 
in L - or vice versa - and accordingly 
L-MeSi will appear in U or U-MeSi in L. In 
both situations there is a possibility that 
the feeling may extend to the neighbouring 
tetrachords, leading to real transpositions 
of part of the melody. 

The Byzantine theoreticians were quite a
ware of the ambiguity of their music: Even 
in untransposed melodies, formulas which 
are bound to a specific step in the tetra
chord may reappear in distances of a fifth 
(in Land U), an octave (in Land its re
iteration above U), and a fourth (in U and 
its upward extension or in Land its down
ward extension). In transposed sections of 
a melody the same may happen again - and if 
a formula is used both in the transposed and 
the untransposed sections, it may occur on 
still more pitches. In all this, however, 
the occurrence at fifth-distance remains the 
most commonly realized musical expression64 ; 
and apart from the occurrence at fourth
distance in U and its upward extension, the 
other 'fourth-displacements' were considered 
less normal. I deduce that from a curious 
digression in the late MS Athens 968, 167r. 
In a paragraph on TPl~wvfa the anonymous au
thor has just stated KOl o µ~v nAaytocr Tau 

6e:uTfpou ~ ~ [ = E ] Tpf ~wvov EXE l TOV nplii-
?l'/L [ --TOV ~ a], KOl b nAOYlOO TOU npwTOU L ,.,,. [ ] ( / "9 = a Tpf~wvov E"xe:t Tov TETOpTOV o,, 

[ = d, with b-natural below) icr ~0opt~6µe:

vocr lrnoTEAOl TO ve:vavw / rrL [ = d, with b
flat below). He explains this from "an old 
rule" which says "nacra Tpt~wvfo Tov mhov 
nxov note:i" and is at pains to show that 
this rule is applied differently in diffe
rent situations: •EvTauea lle:llatouTat Ka1 b 
naAatocr lKe:ivocr Kavwv, o Acywv• nacra Tpt~w
vfa TO\) aOTOV nxov note:i EV TE avaSacre:l KOl 
a~0lO EV KOTaSacre:t• oux oµofwcr 6~ Enl nocrtv• 
e:i yap KOl KaTa navTa• OAAa noT~ µ~v &no µf
AO(U)cr• noT~ 6~ ano napaAayncr• KOl noT~ µ~v 
OUTWO" noT~ 0~ OAAWO" KQl noT~ µ~v ano µf
AOUO µ6vov, noT~ 6~ ano napaAayncr µ6vncr ••.•• 

The phenomena of transposition and 
modulation in medieval Byzantine mu
sic need to be studied further be
fore a general agreement between 
scholars can be reached as to their 
age and range. A reconsideration of 

64. Cf. the generalization in Koukouzeles's 
Tpox6cr which consists of an infinite series 
of disjunct tetrachords. 

THODBERG's 'tonal system of the Kon
takarion' would probably lead to 
some modification and would, per
haps, make us see the peculiarities 
of these melodies in the light of 
partial transposition or partial mo
dulation. STRUNK and THODBERG have 
shown that the MeSi play an impor
tant role for such studies. Hence, 
until a thorough understanding of 
the mechanics of transpositions and 
modulations is reached, open-minded
ness towards the deviating MeSi 
seems the best course. 

Apart from MeSi used in more or less 
legitimate transpositions (whether 
or not we fully understand their 
function and implications) there are 
- presumably in every MS - cases 
where a MeSi does not fit into its 
context. The reason seems necessari
ly to be one of three. Either the 
MeSi is wrong or the context is cor
rupt - or neither MeSi nor context 
is correctly transmitted. In the"E
cr,ncrav Stikhera we have met examples 
of all types 65 • It would be quite 
easy to extract a great number of 
similar cases from the commentaries 
in the volumes of the MMB Transcrip
ta; but as each case would have to 
be considered separately, a demon
stration would take far too much 
space. It might, however, be useful 
to put forward some considerations 
of a more general character: 

1. MeSi wrong, context correct. 
Such cases may tell us something a
bout the genesis of the MS in ques
tion. An isolated occurrence of a 
wrong MeSi is, of course, less use-

65. Cf. for instance the corrupt melody of D 
in TfTpwµat, line 2, which - as it stands -
makes line 2 end on a instead of on G and thus 
places the rest of the Mesi in this hymn one 
step too high. Indubitably wrong MeSi must be 
sought among those listed above, p.18. 
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ful to us in this connection than a 
number of cases, which (when com
bined) might reveal the reasons of 
the mistakes. The result of an in
vestigation of such details would 
reveal whether the MeSi were copied 
incorrectly from the model - or 
correctly, but from a different mo
del! - or whether they were inserted 
independently of any model, accord
ing to false notions on the part of 
the scribe. 

2. Context wrong, MeSi correct. 
If the MeSi are correctly copied 
from the model, but the scribe made 
some neum~tic errors in copying the 
melody (either simple scribal errors 
or false combinations of melody and 
variants from the model), we would 
have situations similar to those 
which I have described in the ''Ecr,n
crav commentary, ad lines 2 and 7 -
both places concerning the readings 
of D, cf. above, pp.14 and 16-17. 

These cases ought to indicate that 
the MeSi were copied from the model. 
But the possibility remains that the 
writer of MeSi worked independently 
of the model and for some reason or 
other was not misled by the neumatic 
error, e.g. from his knowledge of 
the melodic formulas in the sur
roundings 66. 

These few general remarks on discre
pancies between melody and MeSi have 
shown how important it is to study 
the origin of a given MS in order to 
understand the peculiarities of its 
MeSi. The basic - and crucial - que
stion is: Were the MeSi copied (more 
or less correctly) from a model, or 
were they put in by the scribe (a
gain more or less correctly) accpr
ding to his own ideas or those of 
his superiors? 

This question will be treated at 
some length in the next chapter 67 • 

66. Incidentally, such errors are probably 
often more intensely felt by the modern tran
scriber. See H0EG's excellent paragraph on 
"CORRECTIONS" in MMB Transcripta VI (Hirm I), 
pp. XL-XLIV. 

67. Below, pp. 31-33. 
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The question which the present chap
ter will try to answer is in itself 
quite simple, as it is mainly a que
stion of working technique: 

How, i.e. by whom and under which 
circumstances, were the indications 
of nxocr and nxnµa written down? 

Ideally, this investigation ought to 
be part of a general study of the 
production of Byzantine musical MSS 1• 
For our actual purpose, however, it 
will be more profitable to detach 
from the whole complex those ele
ments that have a direct bearing on 
our subject, reserving a comprehen
sive study of the genesis of Byzan
tine musical MSS for future treat
ment2. 

It has often been observed that the 
MeSi in many MSS are 'squeezed in' 
at places where no space was allot-

1. Investigations of codicolog,ical details 
can only be made on the MSS themselves; micro
films and photostats are insufficient substi
tutes on which to study different shades of 
ink, erasures, and other minutiae. On various 
occasions I have had the opportunity to study 
Byzantine musical MSS in the great collec
tions of Munich, Vienna, Oxford, Paris, Ma
drid, Escorial, Jerusalem, Ohrid, Messina, 
Grottaferrata, Florence, and the Vatican. The 
following developments are in the main based 
on observations made on the spot; only occa
sionally do I make use of MSS which I do not 
know from autopsy. 

2. Cf. my short paper on The Production of By
zantine Musical Manuscripts (Actes du XIIe 

congr~s international d'etudes byzantines. 
Tome II, Beograd 1964, pp.601-606. 

ted to modal indications 3. This si
tuation has led TILLYARD and other 
students of Byzantine musical MSS to 
mistrust such MeSi, for the natural 
reason that the 'squeezing-in' is 
considered to indicate that the MeSi 
were later additions, of question
able origin and reliability 4 • 

In view of the consequences of this 
explanation it is of some importance 

3. Cf. the description of the Dalassenos Sti
kherarion (MMB I, Introduction, p.24): "Dans 
notre manuscrit, ces martyries [i.e. the MeSi] 
ont souvent ete ajoutees apres coup; cela est 
evident la ou elles sent intercalees avec dif
ficulte a ·des endroits ou le scribe, en ecri
vant le texte et les neumes, n'avait pas lais
se d'espace libre pour elles et ou unison a 
ete ajoute au-dessus de la neume suiva~a 
l'effet de preciser la valeur de la martyrie 
comme point de depart du motif melodique qui 
la suit. Dans d'autres manuscrits, l'aspect 
meme de ces signes prouve, dans plusieurs cas, 
qu'ils <latent d'une epoque plus recente, mais 
dans le n8tre, ils ne different pas du style 
ordinaire et nous n'en pouvons pas determiner 
l'auteur". 

4. For TILLYARD's view in general, see the 
following quotations: "The medial signatures 
were usually put in by a later hand in extant 
MSS of the Middle Byzantine era" (Handbook, 

p.32); "The evidence of these [medial] signa
tures, often added by later scribes, must not 
weigh against the neumes, when the latter are 
clear" (MMB Transcripta VII (Pent), p.IX); 
"Many of the medial signatures [of the Grot
taferrata MS E.a.II] are wrong; but most of 
them are later than the first hand" {MMB Tran
scripta II (Nov), p.XV); "Variants, medial 
signatures', and some Intonations have been ad
ded by a not much later hand" (MMB Transcrip
ta III (Oct I), p.XXIII, apropos Athens 974). 
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to point out that the argument from 
the squeezed-in MeSi is not valid. 

Even in the Dalassenos Stikherari
on - in which the MeSi are certainly 
fitted in where there was no space 
allotted to them - a detailed ana
lysis of the rubrication technique 
shows with certainty that the MeSi 
were written by the original team 
of rubricators 5 • 

As for E.a.II, TILLYARD's dating 
of the MeSi is not correct6 ; they 
were undoubtedly written by Symeon, 
the head scribe of the MS 7• 

Of Athens 974, to take the third 
of the MSS mentioned above (note 4), 
I have only seen a microfilm. On the 
black-and-white pictures no diffe
rence in shade sets the squeezed-in 
MeSi and the variants apart from the 
rest of the rubrication. Furthermore, 
the red musical variants of Athens 
974 are also found as red variants 
in the related MS Jerusalem Taphos 
533; this shows that the variants, 
which are written by the same hand 
as the MeSi, belonged to the Athens 
MS from the very beginning8 • 

It is not necessary to give further 
examples, though it would be quite 
easy to quote other MSS where the 

5. The rubrication work in this MS was done 
by three scribes, Johannes Dalassenos and two 
assistants; cf. the analysis of the production 
of gatherings 24-31, given below in Appendix 
A (especially pp.168-169). For the uneven dis
tribution of MeSi in D, see below, pp.136-137. 

6. Cf. above, p.28, note 4. 

7. Even though E.a.II has no formal indication 
of scribe, the ductus (especially in neumes 
and MeSi) leaves no doubt that the MS was 
written by the Symeon who copied Ashburnham 
64 and also E.a.V. The identification was 
made years ago by IGNAZIO PECORA (according 
to STRUNK, The Antiphons of the Oktoechos, 
Journal of the American Musicological Society 
13, 1960, p.56, note 14). During my stay in 
Grottaferrata in 1962 I reached the same con
clusions, without having the findings of 
Father IGNAZIO in mind. 

8. Cf. above, p.12, and below, in Appendix B. 

squeezed-in MeSi demonstrably be
long to the original product 9 • I do 
not deny the existence of MSS in 
which MeSi have been added by later 
hands. It is only the argument from 
the squeezed-in MeSi which cannot be 
upheld. 

What, then, made the scribes so fre
quently 'forget' to leave room 
eno~gh for the MeSi? There is no 
standard answer to this question; 
each MS must be studied by itself. 
In some cases it can be shown with 
more or less certainty that the MeSi 
were not taken from the MS which u
sually served as a model, but were 
copied from another source10 • But 
more often we get . the impression 
that the squeezed-in MeSi should be 
explained psychologically. In Palreo
byzantine musical MSS the MeSi are 
usually placed in the lines of 
neumes, even when they were written 
together with the text before the 
neumes of the melodies were added 11 • 
In the subsequent period, the tra
ditionalism of the scribes kept this 
'classical' position of the MeSi, 
after the introduction of the broad 
and bold Round notation which left 
less space for the Mesi. The new 
style of notation could have led to 
a new technique in these matters -
either to a transferring of the MeSi 
to the lines of text, or to a more 
deliberate spacing at the places 

9. E. g. Ashburnham 64; cf. H0EG's introduc
tion to the facsimile edition (MMB IV), p.24, 
note 3. 

10. As examples the following MSS may be 
cited: E.a.II (according to TILLYARD, MMB 
Transcripta II (Nov), pp.141-142; cf., how
ever, ibid. p.XV, quoted by me above, p.28, 
note 4); Sinai 1585 (cf. above, p.17); D (cf. 
above, p.14, and below, p.138, note 124). 

11. Only in a few Pala!Obyzantine MSS are the 
MeSi written in the lines of text, for in
stance in Paris Suppl. Gr. 33. 
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where Mesi were to be inserted. Ap
parently, however, the majority of 
scribes stuck to the old notion of 
the proper place for the MeSi, even 
though more practical devices might 
have been found 12 • 

~ 
For the notation, many scribes used 
a pen which was broader than the 
'text-pen'. This broad 'neume-pen' 
was not only used to write the black 
or brown neumes of the melodies; it 
was also used, in a number of MSS, 
to write the red neumes of intona
tions and signatures (both MSi and 
MeSi). In such MSS the signatures 
were thus made in two stages, even 
when they were written by the same 
scribe. 

Other MSS are the result of a col
laboration between several scribes. 
Also in these MSS there are signa
tures written in two stages; but we 
must now envisage the possibility 
that the two stages were carried 
out by two different scribes. 

Occasionally, a series of coinci
dences enables us to see that the 
two components of a signature were 
not taken from the same model MS 13 

In all three situations just de
scribed the signatures were written 
in two stages: (a) letter-numerals, 
(b) tail-neumes. Of these the let
ter-numerals were usually written 
before the tail-neumes; but the op
posite is also found - e.g. in the 

12. As to the traditionalism, cf. DIDRON's 
pointed statement, that "l'artiste grec est 
asservi a ses traditions coDDlle l'animal A son 
instinct. 11 fait une figure connne l'hiron
delle son nid ou l'abeille sa ruche". This is 
true also of the scribes. 

13. In my paper at the Ohrid Congress (cf. a
bove, p.28, note 2) I showed that some strange 
signatures in Paris Gr. 270 were due to the 
scribe's momentary use of another model; the 
neumes of these signatures were taken from the 
ordinary model manuscript. 

Palreobyzantine Paris Gr. 356 where 
the MSi-neumes were written with the 
same brown ink and at the same time 
as the melodies, whereas the red 
MSi-letters were added afterwards ., 
together with the rest of the rubri
cation14. 

Whether the two elements in the sig
natures were written by the same 
scribe (using two pens, a text-pen 
and a neume-pen) or by two scribes 
(text-scribe and neumator), each may 
occasionally have been left out by 
mistake. This accounts for unfinished 
signatures of two types: sporadic, 
'undifferentiated' signatures 15 and 
sporadic signatures that consist of 
neumes without letter-numerals 16 . 
Of these two types, the latter is in 
a way the more interesting, since it 
shows how strongly some scribes at 
times felt about the esthetical as
pect of their work - or, perhaps: 
that they felt obliged to respect 
esthetical rules that were part of 
copyists' traditions and training; 
the missing letter-numerals had to 
be written with text-pen, ev~if 
it meant that the signatures had to 
be left unfinished for some time. 

Parallels to this attitude can be adduced 
also from the work of the melody neumators, 
in cases where they had to write musical 
signs for syllables which had been forgot
ten by the text-scribes. Thus, the neumes 
for the missing syllables in D, fol.138v, 
were written in the margin, obviously to be 
provided with text later-on. (In this par
ticular case, however, the words were added 
by the rubricator). 

Other scribes had no such inhibi
tions - or did not live up to their 

14. The order of confection can be seen, for 
instance, on folios 28v, Slr, and 61v, where 
the rubricator forgot to write initial let
ters and MSi-letters. 

15. E. g. the MSi in D, foll.156v-157r and 
208v (last Stikheron). 

16. For examples, see above, p.15 (from Sinai 
1218) and below, p.138 (from D). 
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ideals. If letter-numerals were left 
out by mistake, such scribes would 
write the whole signature with their 
neume-pen 17 • 

To complete the present survey of 
scribal habits as displayed in con
nection with the writing of signa
tures, it should be mentioned that 
neume-pen as well as text-pen can 
be used for signatures which are 
written in one tempo. Also, that ma
ny scribes follow no definite proce
dure17a. 

On the preceding pages I have dealt 
with situations where an understand
ing of copyists' habits and of copy
ists' traditionalism can remove some 
false notions about the modal indi
cations, especially about the MeSi. 
Two of these notions in particular 
may lead scholars to place unduly 
low value on the medial signatures: 
(a) that the MeSi are often later 
additions, and (b) that the scribes 
were not too accurate in these mat
ters. 18 

However, the question which was put 
at the beginning of the present 
chapter is not yet fully answered. 
It was suggested that the MeSi were 
at times taken from another source 
than the one which ordinarily served 
as model 19 - but this, of course, 

17. An interesting case is provided by Paris 
Gr. 270, foll.80r-80v. In my Ohrid paper (cf. 
above, p.28, note 2) I have described this 
place in details, using it to demonstrate 
that the text-scribe and the neumator of the 
Paris MS were two different persons, who 
worked in a scriptorium. Parallel behaviour 
of melody neumators can again be adduced from 
D, cf. the examples listed in the facsimile 
edition (MMB I), introduction, p.20, note 3. 

17a. ror details from D, see Appendix A. 

18. For a statistically supported rehabilita
tion of the average scribe, see above,pp.11-17, 

19. Cf. above, p.30. 

cannot reasonably have been the nor
mal source for the Mesi. Normally 
they must have been either taken 
from the model MS or inserted by the 
scribes themselves without a written 
model. In formulating this alterna
tive we have touched on an extremely 
intricate question, which seems to 
be as important for a real under
standing of the MeSi as it is diffi
cult to answer. 

Ideally, the problem should be stu
died in a number of MSS of which the 
immediate models were known. An ex
amination of such pairs of models 
and copies would enable us to form 
an idea of the freedom or dependency 
of the scribes in these matters. Un
fortunately, however, it has not yet 
been possible to locate MSS of this 
type. It will therefore be of inter
est to examine in some detail the 
few cases which come closest to the 
type we are looking for: 

(a) In the Stikherarion Ottobonianus 
Gr. 380, the beginning of the Meno
logion (September 1.-2.) is found on 
folios 1-3 + lOr. A later copy of 
these pages - made for unknown rea-
sons, perhaps intended as a replace
ment - is still preserved, actually 
inserted between folios 3 and 10 of 
Ottobonianus Gr. 380 and counted as 
folios 4-9. Within the same binding 
we thus have model+ copy of a few 
folios. In this copy, the signatures 
and medial signatures have obviously 
been taken directly from the mode1 20 • 
In doing so, the scribe deviated in 
some details from the usage of his 
model: 

1. A few confirmatory Isons were 
omitted. 

2. The word nxoo is in the model 

20. One MSi and one MeSi have been left out 
by mistake; there are no extra MeSi in the 
copy. 
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always abbreviated if . In the copy 
• qoc. 

the word is usually written as ri?( , 

but the usage of the model is at 
times preserved. 

3. The unusual nenano of the model 

( ~~f for ~~~) is copied faith
fully on fol.Sv; but on fol.7v it is 
combined with the normal form (pro
bably the one which scribe 'B' was 
used to) to make up the impossible .. -,, ..... - ,, 
'l.4- '\.. '\.. 

(b) In the Psaltikon Ashburnham 64, 
written A.D. 1289 in Grottaferrata 
by Symeon Rakendytes, some parts 
were not written by the same hand as 
the rest of the MS. These parts were 
taken by H0EG to be the work of an 
assistant of Symeon's 21 , a hypothe
sis which has since been refuted by 

BARTOLOMEO DI SALVO in his review 
of the facsimile edition22 • Father 
BARTOLOMEO points out that the parts 
due to the so-called 'amanuensis' 
are later additions to Symeon's MS. 
In November 1962 I spent some hours 
in the Laurenziana to check Father 
BARTOLOMEO's results, and after a 
careful scrutiny of the folios in 
question - especially the upper part 
of fol.124r - I could fully accept 
his view2 3 • 

The way in which the Kontakia for 
Holy Week (folios 117r-124r) were 
added, was described by Father BAR
TOLOMEO as follows: "Prima che l'a
manuense aggiungesse il nuovo reper
torio, al f.116v seguiva irmnediata
mente l'attuale f.124. Quando si e 
volute inserire la nuova parte, si 
e diviso il libro raschiando la pri-

21. MMB IV, Introduction, pp.13 sqq. 

22. Bollettino della Badia Greca di Grotta
ferrata 14, 1960, p.55 sqq. 

23. They are also confirmed by differences in 
the musical style, cf. TH0DBERG's thesis, 
Ch. II, paragraph 4. 

ma meta pagina del f.124 e scrivendo 
la parte cancellata all'inizio del 
complesso dei fogli aggiunti, attu
ale f.117." (loc. laud., p.61). 
This reconstruction is based i.a. on 
an examination of the parchment of 
fol.124r 24 • It is confirmed by very 
faint traces of the original writing 
on fol. 124r: the first group of 
neumes on the page(~; cf. 117r, 
line 1) and small residua of red ink 
from the MeSi (corresponding to the 
Meint on 117r). 

From BARTOLOMEO DI SALVO's wording 
"raschiando la prima meta pagina del 
f.124 e scrivendo la parte cancella
ta" it is not possible to see what 
model he thinks the scribe used for 
the first five lines on fol.117 (the 
end of the Palm Sunday Kontakion). 
Let us for a moment consider this 
small problem! There are two pos
sible models to be considered: 

1. The scribe copied from the 
first lines on fol.124r before they 
were erased; 

2. The copy was made from the 
source where the scribe found the 
Holy Week Kontakia (i. e. the Konta
kia which he wrote on the folios now 
numbered 117-124). 

Any choice between these two possi
bilities must be based on an analy
sis of the five lines on 117r. In 
these lines there are details that 
could be adduced in favour of both 
solutions. As THODBERG points out in 
his description of Ashburnham 64, 
Meint are constantly used by the 
'amanuensis', also in these lines, 
whereas Symeon normally used MeSi. 
THODBERG takes this identity in 
treatment of the medial intonations 

24. ibid.: "Basta porre il f.124 in posizione 
orizzontale contro luce per vedere la diffe
renza fra la parte inferiore non raschiata, 
percib liscia e lucida, e la parte superiore 
rugosa e opaca perche ·raschiata". 
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to reflect directly the source from 
which the 'amanuensis' copied his 
Kontakia, and is consequently of the 
opinion that the end of the Palm 
Sunday Kontakion was taken from this 
source, not from fol. 124r. On the 
other hand, there is at least one 
point where the neume 'orthography ' 
in the ending of the Palm Sunday 
Kontakion resembles Symeon's ortho
graphy and deviates from the one 
used by the 'amanuensis' on the fol
lowing folios (117-124): In an over
whelming majority of cases, the 'a
manuensis' writes? in situations 
where Symeon prefers the more old
fashioned ,,.:.- ; but in the first 
lines on 117r the 'amanuensis' con
stantly (3 times) has ~ . Although 
this is formally speaking no conclu
sive argument - since the 'amanuen
sis' occasionally uses the form 
without Oligon - I take it to be a 
very strong support for the hypothe
sis that the ending of the Palm Sun
day Kontakion was copied from Syme
on's original text on fol. 124r. To 
me it is almost certain that Ashb.64 
contains both model and copy for 
these few lines 25 • 

For our present concern the Meint 
which the 'amanuensis' wrote in the 
first lines on 117r have now gained 
in interest, since they show that 
the 'amanuensis' followed his own 
ideas in this matter and did not re
produce mechanically the MeSi of his 
model 26• Besides, they show that the 
'amanuensis' understood Symeon's 

25, On 117r-124r the Oligon-form is used 41 
times, whereas the other form is only found 
in the ending of the Palm Sunday Kontakion 
(121v line 8) and on 123v line 11. To THOD
BERG, who has drawn my attention to this dif
ference between the two neume hands, the ar
gument from the written-out Meint is decisive. 

26. Cf , MMB IV, Introduction, p.32, note 1. 
H0EG's reasoning ibid. p.34 is, however, 
founded on a wrong interpretation of the ge
nesis of the MS (see above, p.32). 

Mesi as short symbols for intonations 
to be sung27 • 

Neither the 'amanuensis' in Ashburn
ham 64 nor the scribe of Ottobonia
nus Gr. 380, folios 4-9, have added 
MeSi or Meint of their own invention. 
Of course, this does not mean that 
all" scribes were similarly dependent 
~their model MSS. A considerable 
number of scribes must have had the 
possibility of inserting or leaving 
out MeSi according to their ·own i
deas or to those of their superi
ors28. For instance, many of the 
MeSi which THODBERG discussed at the 
Ohrid Congress were probably insert
ed after the 'Anastama'-formulas 
without MS authority29 . 

J::J,. 

Since STRUNK's authoritative dem'on
stration of the rules which govern 
the relation between intonation and 
opening phrase 30 , these phenomena 
have beeri studied intensely, e. g. 
by MARZI and THODBERG. Now, it is 
well known that for some opening 
patterns different intonations are 
equally appropriate. Thus, to take 
a simple and typical example, the 
beginning of the Ascension Stikheron 

27. For other arguments in favour of this in
terpretation of the MeSi, see below, pp.55-64. 

It may be added that even if we follow 
THODBERG's explanation of the Meint on 117r 
(namely, that they were taken over from Meint 
in the model), the shift from MeSi to Meint 
in the course of the Palm Sunday Kontakion 
would be most curious, unless the 'amanuensis' 
felt no real difference between the Meint of 
his model and Symeon's MeSi on the preceding 
folios. 

28. In this connection it may be pointed out 
that we know of several MSS which were writ
ten by 'specialists', e. g. Patmos 220 (010 
XEtpbo tw6vvou £6T£Aouo npwTo~6ATou ••• ) and 
Sinai 1231 (010 XEtpbo VEotuTou \£poµov6xou 
Ka1 ooµEoTfKou ••• ). 

29. Cf. above, pp.21-23, especially p.23. 

30. Cf. above, pp.2-3. 
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Tnv Ka,aSacrav ~ucrtv ,ou 'Aoaµ (MMB 
Transcripta VII (Pent), p.93) Ts"' 

._ 

written as follows in the three MSS 
used by TILLYARD: 

-· ✓ .., / .,. .,. - ,.....,...,_ 
D, 266r: 

-,( ,,.,,. 
'l1 A Tnv Ka_,a_$a_OaV ~U.,.OlV TOU a __ oaµ 

G 
1 

~ r---- .... 
A, 299v and N, 87v: G 

In some MSS it is quite common to 
find for one piece both intonations 
and a double incipit corresponding 
to the two intonations or signa
tures. In Paris Gr. 262, fol. 21v, a 
Stikheron for St. Pelagia (October 
8) has the following opening: 

.,...,,. ,,,.. L :-
0 ____ TTou £TTA£ovacr£v ••••• 
G d d 

The rubricator provided the Stikhe
L 

ran with two MSi ( S"" and 6,.,...,.) and 

G 

G 

added a red 7 over the initialis ,.,.~. 
,..L 

The two openings bn + nx and S ..,.,. + 

;; are probably to be understood as 
alternatives. This is supported by 
the fact that the whole rubrication 
(the two MSi and the initium vari
ant) was written at the same time; 

nothing suggests that~,.~+~ was 

meant to supplant the ~.,.,. .... L + .,,.,x. 

The same Stikheron is also in D 
(MMB I,34r) provided with two MSi 
and a double opening. Here, however, 

h . .._ __ l_ 
t e opening phrase starts n ll 

(like the alternative reading in Pa
ris Gr. 262) and the alternative o
pening is, a little incorrectly, 
given as a red >"'- ( not ,.., x ) ; the in
tonations are prescribed in the fol-

lowing way: s,.,..,.L liiU S>->. Here, too, 
the codicological data are not in fa
vour of taking ~,,.~' + ,.,, as a correc
tion, an explanation which is also 
forbidden by the very order and 
wording of the prescription; a car-

be d C d 

-· __,. 
"' / 

be d C d 

rection of a 
melody whose 
-. _ l 
// would 

C b cd d 

-,. .., - __,_ 
C b cd d 

signature to a Tetartos 
opening is written as 

l 
be formulated ~,., ciM ~ .. ,. .... , 

not ~.,..,. .... L ::t.X:\. ~,..,._ 

Double MSi are not altogether rare 31 • 
Usually both signatures belong to 
the same mode, cases of modal fluc
tuation or instability being compa
ratively rare 32 • At present we shall 
only consider these signatures from 
a codicological point of view: 

Sometimes palreographical details 
show that one of the two MSi must be 
a later addition. But quite often 
both belong to the same stratum. In 
the latter case the natural infe
rence would be that they were both 
taken from the model MS - although 
one cannot exclude the possibility 
that a diligent scribe could supply 
signatures from elsewhere (from a MS 

31. On folios 1-100 of Paris Gr. 262 I have 
counted 9 cases; in Paris Gr. 264, folios 
1-100 there are at least 12 cases. Other ex
amples frcm Dare listed in the introduction 
to the facsimile edition (MMB I), p. 23, note 
2. Cases from Ashburnham 64 are discussed by 
H0EG in the introduction to MMB IV (pp. 30-
31). 
32. Examples from D: 134v tfpovTtcr Ta nap6v-

,..,, ' • -:,,::t,., 
Ta ytvva{wcr ( 6 ~ w& "• same hand); 

,c.:=,,.., :..i,.,,,. r-
215r T~ uijlocr. TWV &ptTWV ( rt r ~ ... • .. --;_ " ., x,.__,_ -
..,""- " ""It " ,~ " , same hand). The first of 
these reflects an old difficulty (cf. below, 
p.88); in the Coislin notation Stikherarion 

Ohrid 53, tfpoVTEO carries the prescription 

~_:.'ii (Mesos Deuteros). 

,j 
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kept at hand for purposes of control 
- or from local tradition, without 
any model MS?) - and, as already 
pointed out, they are most likely to 
be understood as alternatives 33 • If, 
however, the MSi do not belong to 
the same stratum, the later of the 
two must be meant either as a cor
rection or as an alternative 34 • 

For some unknown reason, the scribes 
seem to have committed more blunders 
in connection with alternative MSi 
and MSi-corrections than elsewhere. 
Mostly, however, it is only a ques
tion of small inaccuracies that do 
not prevent us from grasping the in
tention of the scribes - yet we can
not but wonder what made them make 
these mistakes. A few examples: 

- _L -
Paris Gr. 262,43v: E_TTpE_TTEV ,n Sa-

G d d 
crtAtot. Over the initial neume there 
is a red ,x, corresponding to the 

L 
MSi ~0

- - but there is no MSi that 
corresponds to the initial Ison. 

_1 -
ibid.,46v: Ka_Aouv_,t XPtcr,w. Over 

G d d 
the initial Ison there is again a 
red ,~; but this time the only MSi 

(S"") corresponds to the Ison, not 
to the alternative initialis 35 • 

,_. ... _L 
Paris Gr. 264, 7v: H aTT_ap_xn. Two 

L D C D a 
MSi ( <f and 9,- ) , but no alterna
tive,~ corresponding to the a-sig
nature. In D, fol.7v, we find the 

same initial neumes and cl ; to the 
right of this signature some neumes 

33. Of the two intonations ·used befo__re G-
L 

openings in Tetartos melodies ( ~,U and ~--'-" ) 
the G-intonation is perhaps the original one, 
cf. below, p.87. 

34. Faced with an actual case we thus have to 
consider both possibilities. 

35. In both cases D has ad-signature and ini
tialis •~ (folios 56v and 60r). 

seem to have been erased, probably 
J. • .. / ; in Munchen, cod. Gr. 471, 8r, 

there is an initialis alternative 
(,,.)and an a-signature, but no D
signature corresponding to the ini-

tial ~. 
.,.. ;:::::, 

Paris Gr. 262, 53v: 0 TTpw_,o.,.KAn,ocr. 
.,..,.-L C D a 

MSi 9" (same ink). Over the initi
al neume a red ,x. Strictly speak
ing, the alternative opening should 

[ L] "'"' - ~ be transcribed ~( D E b, an 
impossible reading. We cannot decide 
whether the scribe wanted to pre
serve the CD a-opening (in which 

case he ought to have written~, 
not ,,. ) or whether he had a diffe-

rent opening in mind ( n" D ~ 'f and 
merely forgot to add a red Ison over 
the second syllabl_e. 

~ 
The signature of the last example 

.,, ..... L 

( g ) resembles the double signa
tures in H (MMB II), described by 
H0EG in his Heirmologion transcrip
tions36. In H0EG's opinion the ori
ginal signature for D-openings in 
this MS was ,.,. ; but "very shortly 
afterwards" a corrector transformed 

h . . L 1 . t is system into ,> .... p us D-opening, 
at the same time changing the neumes 
above the first syllable of the text 
"in such a way that the real start
ing note remained the same". The 
difference in ductus between the two 
layers of signatures and initial 
neumes, however, is so small that 
for my part I do not hesitate to 
take both layers to be the product 
of the same scribe - even though 
the a-signatures were certainly ad
ded separately. On fol.13r it can be 
seen directly that the double signa-

36. MMB Transcripta VI (Hirm I), pp.XXXI-XXXII. 
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tures were not written at the same 
time; here (and on many other pages) 
the two signatures obviously do not 
make one graphical unit. 

Still it is, of course, not impos
sible that the a-signatures and the 
corresponding initial neumes should 
be understood as corrections, in
tended to replace "obsolete signa
tures" (H<l>EG's expression). But it 
is more simple to take them to be 
alternatives, added as an after
thought (or inspired by contact with 
another musical tradition?). In any 
case, the codicological circumstan
ces make it highly improbable that 
both sets were found in the same mo
del MS. 

In Kanon I,6,n' (AUTn n KAnTn, H fol.Sv) the 

initialis variant ,.,.-,! has been misinterpre
ted by H0EG, with a most curious result. Ac
cording to H~EG's conunentary (MMB Transcrip
ta VI, p.243), the two signatures to this 
Heirmos have a "corresponding double opening: 

~ and ,,~; a stupid man has added/la
bove ,,,. as if it was a signature". Now, a 
comparison with parallel cases (e.g. 6r X£i
pao and 18rwia£T£) shows clearly that the 

l 
alternative opening is,,,./ , corresponding 

i 
to ~ / ; in other words the whole neume 
group on the first syllable was changed, 
not only its beginning. Furthermore the 
writing of the alternative opening on fol.Sv 
is exactly the same as that on fol.6r. What 
misled H0EG was probably a purely accidental 
detail: The ink did not run as abundantly 
from the pen at the end of the alternative 
opening as it did at the beginning (bad dip
ping!). 

I have spent so much time on this isolated 
case not only to acquit the scribe of a 
false charge of stupidity, but also to show 
the effects of misinterpretation of pala:!0-
graphical details. The "stupid man" has dis
appeared completely, and in his place we 
find our usual scribe, for once dipping his 
pen somewhat carelessly. 

The double signatures in Hare not 
only found in the Protos Heirmoi; in 
Deuteros they are quite frequent 
(see e.g. folios 22-24), and on fol. 
74v there is an example from the Te
tartos section. According to H0EG 37 

37. ibid., p.XXXII. 

double signatures are found also in 
the Plagios Protos Heirmoi, "in some 
cases, but not nearly as regularly 
as for the First Mode". I have not 
been able to locate any case of this 
type in H. 

In no mode, however, are alternative 
openings prescribed in all the pos
sible cases. As already mentioned, 
H<l>EG thought that the added signa
tures were the work of a corrector. 
In concordance with this view, H<l>EG 
explained the occasional lack of 
double signatures and openings as 
being due to "mistake or because the 
corrector disregarded some Hirmi as 
h~ving fallen into disuse" 38 • This 
explanation is now open to dispute; 
if the double signatures were meant 
as alternatives, no completeness is 
to be expected. 

The peculiar habits of some scribes 
make it sometimes impossible to draw 
a clear distinction between signa
tures and intonations. In Paris Gr. 
355, for instance, the modal indica
tions quite frequently consist of 
letter-numerals plus all the neumes 
of the intonation melody: 

'X >. .,~ ::>- X / ,,. L 
45r "I e, ,, ; 49r \'1 ~--; 57v (MeSi) 
_L,..-:,.,. 

""'""-- ., ; etc. It is a matter of de-
finition whether such indications be 
viewed as signatures with superflu
ous neumation or as intonations with
out intonation syllables 39 • 

Of the reverse phenomenon (intona
tion syllables provided with signa
ture neumes) I know only one example, 
Paris Gr. 270, 87v, where a Tetartos 

38. ibid., p.XXXI note 29, where a misprinted 
reference to I,23,£' and~, is to be read 
"I,3,£' and c;'". 

39. Incidental MeSi of this type are also 
found in D, cf. below, pp.55-56. 
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intonation is indicated in the fol-
,,,,,,.t 

lowing way: aaay 1a . I have already, 
at the Ohrid Congress in 1961, shown 
that this curious indication is due 
to the methods employed by the text
scribe and the neumator who collabo
rated on the rubrication of this MS; 
at this particular place the text
scribe for a short time could not 

use his normal model manuscript 40 • 

~ 
The signatures in Miinchen Gr. 471 
are also due to a collaboration 
between a text-scribe and a neuma
tor. Occasionally the text-scribe 
spells out the numerals, and the 
neumator has to normalize: 

153v 

184r 

text-scribe: 
......,.. oc 7-::> 

6.e-u,:-ee ' neumator: ~ 
~ C ~ , '>-" ✓.:. text-scribe: 11 o au,oc , neumator: ~ 

On fol. 50r the two scribes produced 
. . . q° ,~ u . 

the Barys 1.nd1.cat1.on u~euc:s (again, 
in a slightly different form, on fol. 
85r). I have seen a similar treat
ment of the Barys in Escorial ~-IV-12 
(e.g. 123r, 123v, 127v), in Ohrid 54 
(inv. 61) p.71, and in Paris Gr. 270 
(36r and 222r). 

This way of writing the Barys may be 
nothing but a graphical variant, a 
kind of conflation of signature and 
intonation41 • In Vatican Gr. 1562, 
however, we find on fol. 78r a Barys 
intonation where the intonation me
lody is undisputably to be sung on 
the word Sapva, not on the usual 
syllables aav€a: 

'"ii --.;;: .,/ ""'/ ? ua a a a 
n/, -5 ,a,,.,..,,,..-;; 
a a puc • 

F GFG aGa b GaGF EF GEF 

In the light of this case from Vati
can Gr. 1562 the above-mentioned Ba
rys intonations gain in interest, 
though their implications are still 
open to dispute. 

What is more, we cannot exclude 
the possibility that intonations of 
other modes were sung in the samQ 
way, with the numerals used as into
nation words. This idea, which at 
first seems rather odd, finds some 
support in actual cases such as 

Paris Gr. 265, 
7 , '>>1/ 

52r: °<>e.u,E.eoc. ~-

l"';'e 
ii ✓.-. >77 

Paris Gr. 270, 23v: t1X TelTOC. 

and, perhaps, in the wholly abnor
mal formulation used in Vatican Gr. 
1562, fol. 57r: 

:> )/ / ..,,, ., 

nxoa EK TIAay{ou Tip6TOU Ku_pl_E - x 
Sa_a1_AEUO ••• 

Furthermore, this is not without mo
dern parallels. Several 19th century 
Typika from Mount Athos prescribe 
that the modes be announced before 
the singing, for instance 

Dmitrievski III, p. 541 (A.D.1813): 
•OTav 8~ E{TI~ 6 S' xop6a•·OT1 £Kpa
Ta 1w8n TO tAEOO aUTOV, 0 Kavovapxna. 
10TaTa1 £v T~ µ€a~ ToD vaoD npoaKu
vnaaa Tp{a, AEYEl TOV nxov TOV 8o;a-
0TlKOU.v0TaV 8~ Hp;nTal ~aAAElV TO 
t:,6;a • •••• 

F E D 
0 

D E F ab 

ibid., p. 562 (A.D.1841): TOD Ka
vovapxou TIOlnOaVTOO µETaVOlClV E10 
TOV xopov TOV TIOlOVVTCl Tnv fvap;lV, 
Kal TOV nxov EK~wvnaaVTOO ••••• 

ibid., p. 673 (A.D.1851): EtTa 6 
Kavovapxna, t0TaµEV00 E\0 TO µ€aov, 
AEyEl TOV nxov TIA. S', Ka1 ~aAAOUOlV 
01 ~aATCll TO l:,o;a Ka1 vDv µ6vov, E\
Ta &vaylVWOKEl µEyaAo~wvwa TO EnµE
pov KpEµaTal ETil ;vAou ••••• 

40. Cf. above, p.3O, note 13. 

41. A clear conflation is seen in D, cf. be
low, p.56. 
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I have heard such announcements - a 
monotonous " nxoo Tipwtoo" etc. - on a 
tape brought back from Mount Athas 
by CARSTEN H0EG some years ago; and 
from ARNE BUGGE and GUDRUN ENGBERG 
I learn that similar monotonous an
nouncements are still used in Russia 
and on Patmos. 

The phenomena which I have just de
scribed may throw some light on de
tails of intonation singing, but a
part from the Barys quoted from Va
tican Gr, 1562, the material does 
not warrant any definite conclusion. 
All my examples may just as well be 
graphical conflations. 

The last question to be treated in 
this chapter is of a purely graphi
cal order. The first Alpha of the 
Protas intonation is in the Dalas-

senos Stikherarion occasionally 
written exactly as the stylized 
letter-numeral of the Protas signa-

ture (MMB I,32r: ~ ~~ ~ ~v ~;_ c; 
cf. 22Or). This detail in itself 
might indicate that the rubricator 
had originally planned to provide 
the two pieces with signatures; as 
an afterthought he then decided to 
write a full intonation instead. Nu
merous examples from other MSS, how
ever, show that intonations of this 
type are not due to sudden decisions 
about replacing signatures with in
tonations. They are rather to be 
considered as a kind of scribal 
jokes, originating in the double 
function of Alpha as letter and as 
numeral - and in the fact that the 
sign for the intonation syllable ne 
(u) resembles a Beta (y). Here ar-;
some examples: 

Sinai 1231, 45v: 
--x: /,,, ,----;, 

'Y\ '3 1. UIXlH:t , cf. 55v, 6Ov, 95r .••.• 

Ohrid inv. 61, 
"'-· :::, ,,.u ,, 

p . 2 : 11 X y ex. UC , 

Sinai 1231, 46v: 
-x /, ,,:,;, 
t'\~CX.'\A£C, .... 

ibid., 7Or: ~ ,..~ /, --~ 
Tl'9 I,\ «. I,\ ' 

Ohrid inv. 61, 
X ... -.--., / 

p. 24: ., rry '° oc uc , 
Sinai 1231, 47r: 

'X ;; ✓-•~-✓--,,~ 
a. U€' YI -rr~ 

If these jokes originated in the 
mind of one scribe, they must have 
become common property for a good 
many centers of manuscript copying. 
This assumption is confirmed by a 
curious detail in Sinai 1231: For 
the Barys intonation the scribe nor-

x ;;- "" 7 mally writes 11 '-'y/ ex viE (54v, 72r, 
88v, 13Or .•.. ). The abbreviation of 
the word Sapuo ('-'y") has here been 
allotted the same function as the 9 
and the~ - namely to carry the in-
itial neumes of the intonation melo
dy. But the Barys abbreviation has 
not the slightest to do with the Al-

cf. pp. 5, 10, 71, 78 ... 

cf. 37v, 38r, 47v, 6lr ... 

cf. 63v, 1O5r, 133r, 139r ..• 

cf. pp. 24, 98 ..... 

cf. 64v, 1O5v, 137v, l 75r .•. 

pha of the intonation word aav€o! 
The scribe was obviously not aware 
of the amusing reason for the shapes 
of the Protas and Deuteros. He just 
knew that some intonations could be 
written in this way (as a special 
refinement, he would perhaps think) 
and deduced from them a rule of his 
own: That the first neume group of 
the intonation melody be put over 
the signature letter and that the 
first intonation syllable be re
placed by this letter. 

The mentality of this particular scribe 
seems also to be responsible for his strange 

rendering of the Plagios Protos intonation 

(always ~ 7 •,, etc. instead of ~ /. • 77 etc), 
He obviously stuck to this impossible form, 
once he had got it into his head - or rather: 
into his fingers! - almost like a certain 
Dane who stubbornly persists in abbreviating 
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the Danish word "f,;&lgende" as !a!·, in the 
firm belief that he is writing the univer
sally accepted abbreviation~- Both the 
Dane and the scribe of Sinai 1231 would pro
bably, if asked, be unable to offer any rea
sonable explanation of their habits. 

CHAPTER IV. 
SIGNATURES AND INTONATIONS 

IN THE THEORETICAL AND DIDACTIC TEXTS 

In a previous chapter I have briefly 
touched on the problematics of the 
theoretical writings on Byzantine 
music: With a few noteworthy excep
tions they are so late that they 
perhaps reflect post-medieval con
ditions only 1 • Besides, a critical 
edition of the didactic literature 
is still a desideratum. However, e
nough material is accessible to en
able us to make at least a rough 
sketch of the r6le played by signa
tures and intonations in such texts 2 • 

For the sake of clarity, the pre
sent chapter is divided into two 
parts. In the first I shall give 
some idea of the information on sig
natures and intonations which is to 
be found in these texts. The second 
part deals with the didactic use of 
signatures and intonations. Neither 
part, it must be stressed, aims at 
completeness. 

1. Cf, above, p.10. 

2. The most comprehensive edition of theore
tical texts is found in LORENZO TARDO, L'an
tica melurgia bizantina, Grottaferrata 1938, 
pp.145-260. 

INFORMATION ON SIGNATURES AND INTO
NATIONS. 
a. Forms and shapes of nxnµata: 

In various connections the theoreti
cal texts include renderings of in
tonation formulas. Thus, to mention 
only one well-known example, MSS of 
the Papadike most often give a long 
list of intonations, arranged accor
ding to modes and coupled, usually, 
with hymn incipits. There exist se
veral printed editions of such nxn
µara-lists, but until now no criti
cal edition3 • 

A systematic inventory of the forms 
of intonations given in these lists 
would probably be worth making. At 
the 10th International Congress for 
Byzantine Studies (Istanbul, 1955) I 
pointed out that variation in into
nation 'bodies' might be due to lo-

3, To STRUNK's list in The Musical Quarterly 
1945, pp.341-342 we can now add WELLESZ, Hi
story, 2nd ed., Oxford 1961, pp.411-415, where 
the list from Vienna, cod, phil. gr. 194 is 
transcribed and references are given to the 
facsimile edition of the Dalassenos Stikhera
rion (MMB I), 
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cal habits. This hypothesis still 
needs further support; but a de
tailed study of the various redact
ions of the nxnµa,a-lists from this 
and other points of view cannot be 
undertaken until the material has 
been published in the planned Corpus 
Scriptorum de Re Musica. 

At times the texts mention different 
opinions as to the correct shape of 
an intonation. From the 17th cent.MS 
Athens 968, fol. 64v, I quote the 
following illustrative example~ 

~_,,,.,_.., 
1.a a a a 

,.s q ;; 77 
~a a a a. T1vEo µEV Ka,aSa1vouo1v 

,€aaapEa, Ka1 &vaSa1vouo1 ,€aaapEa, 
aAA' ayvwo,ov µEV Ka1 xwp1K6v. OU 
OE OUTWO ?vnx1s€ TOV KUplOV TplTOV• 
El OE E1nry 001 ,10, o ou 61a~EPEl 
npo TOUTOV· OTl Ka,ayEl ,€aaapaa, 
YlVETal Sapuo• Kal TiaAlV &vayEl ,€a-

aapaa, YlVETal TPlTOO, Kal Efva1 ,a
xa, WO ~lAOV TEXVlK6v• aKOUOOV• EOTl 
nav,1, Ka1 ou6E10 ,wv µouo1Kwv Ka1 
aAn8wo TEXVlTWV TOUTO TIOTE napa6€
X€Tal. 

A most perplexing description of the 
intonations is found in the Hagiopo
lites (Paris Gr. 360, 226v-227v): 

'ETI€1 OE Ka1 KOlVWVlaV 01 nxo1 
KEKTnV,al npoo &AAnAoUO eauµa
o,nv EV Tata ~noSoAato TWV ~86y
ywv au,wv, 61a TOUTO Kal Ta a6,a 

5 OUOWTIOUOlV anaVTEO lv Tata sau
TWV EK~wvnoEOlV, ~Tl OE TOUTO 
ou,wo txE1, anAov tv,EueEv: 

•O TIPWTOO nxoo TIEVTE ~wvao £XEl 
svn~nµa. &no youv ,no vnoppono 

10 [,nJo OEUTEpao aUTOU ~wvno al 
E~E~no tpE10 ~wva1 ouvan,6µEva1 
,au,n 4 , nyouv TD OEUTEpa, TOV 
v~E1~€vov npw,o~ &no,EA;ua1v ~
xov, ov °?itg' HyoµEv• ri 6E ,phn 

15 au,ou ~wvn OUV€TilAaµSavoµ€vn Kal 

4. aihn MS, 

Tao E~E~no 660, TOV OEUTEpov n
xov aTIOTEAEt• WOTE Etva1 5 ,ov 
TIPWTOV nxov Ka,a ,€ 6 TOV ,p6nov 
yEvvn,ov 7 TOU OEUTEpOU nxou Kal 

20 TOU ~9' : n yap µ€on aUTWV ~wvn 
KOlVn EOTlV aµ~OTEpOlO. 'EK n€v
T€ ~wvwv TOlVUV o TIPWTOO nxoo 
E:OTlV, 

'O 6E 6EUTEPOO ~xoa fXEJ ~wvao 
25 Tp€10' Kal EK ,no OEUTEpao au,o u 

~wvno O TIAay16EUTEpoa 8 ~xoo &no
~[1KTE,]a1 KaKE18Ev ouv10,a,a1, 
TIAnv µE,a TOU lvnxnµa,oa 9 • €1 
~ .. ~{ • .e:e .,.._ , 'l" µt:..V yap OuTWO EVnX11 n, n 9 nx oo 

30 €10ayETal, 616,1 TIOAAnv KOlVWV1-
av EXOVOl npoo aHnAoUO o {9' 
Ka1 o ~B' wonEp Ka1 6 npw,oo µE-
,a TOU OEVTEpou• WO E:TI1 TO TIAEl
OTOV OE Ta TIAnpwµa,a Kalal &no-

35 8EO€l0 TOU OEUTEpou nxou €10 n
xov ~~• &no616ov,a1. 

·o OE TPlTOO £~ ~wvao EXEl, Kal 
EK ,no T€A€VTa1ao ao,ou ~wvno o 
Sapuo &napxE,al. 

40 '0 OE TETapTOO SK TIEVTE ~wvwv 
EXEl ,nv ouo,ao1v• E~ ~v ,no 
npw,no Kal ETilT€Tpaµ€vno &~a1pE-
8E1ono o µ€aoa ,€,ap,oa y1vE,a1• 
µ€000 OE AEYETal 61a TO EV µETE-

45 xa1y €\Val, Ka1 WO µEOlTEUEl E:V 
,Q ,napT<p nx<p Kal ,qi ~~' o µ€-
000 ,€taptoo, ou,w Ka1 lv Toto 
AO lTIOlO. 

I do not understand the whole of 
this description. But in the parts 
which I think I understand, there is 
information of considerable inter
est. In the phrases which describe 
the Enechemata, the author seems to 
be speaking both of the actual shape 
of the intonation formulas and of 

5. wo Yva MS. 

6. Read perhaps TOUTOV (tE MS). 

7. yEvvntbo MS. 

8. nAoyE1 OEUtEpoo MS. 

9. Read perhaps tnnxnµatoo (or ~n1xnµatoo). 
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their ambitus. Thus, the description 
of the Protas and the Tetartos fits 
the intonation formulas a G FED 
(Protas) and d c b a G (Tetartos). 
But when the text speaks of the Tri
tes as having six steps, this cannot 
describe the number of notes in the 
intonation formula - which even in 
the short form cc b c Gab c has 
eight notes - whereas the number six 
corresponds well to the ambitus c-E 
of the standard intonation cc b c 
Ga GFE F Ga. On the other hand the 
details in lines 8-23 and 40-43 show 
that a sequence of notes is referred 
to. A possible way out of this im
passe is that the Byzantines did not 
express ambitus in terms of leaps 
(a fifth, a sixth, etc.) but by in
dicating the steps which 'filled out' 
the leap. 

At the end we meet the expression 
µ€000 ,€,ap,oo. From lines 41-43 we 
get the impression that there is a 
connection between Mesas Tetartos 
and the pitch of the nana (c), where
as lines 44-47 seem to reflect the 
later terminology which uses Mesas 
Tetartos for the pitch midway be
tween the Tetartos (d) and its Pla
gal (G), i.e. for b, the pitch of 
the Deuteros 10• In a few old musical 
MSS we occasionally find Mesas Te
tartos as modal indication for Pla
gios Tetartos melodies starting on c 
- for example Ohrid 53, p.469, Tnv 

~ X E/ A -i '2. ~uxw~EAn has YJf-lt..:>. as modal indi-
cation11. 

The demonstration of the Protas as 
being put together of Deuteros + 

10. Cf. Lavra 1165, 13v: outwo 6£ fv1 6 KGp1-

oo Kat o µfowo (?) KE1µEvoo tEtoptou: 
~.,.,..,,.t ~.,. '7, ,,_,, ... ~ ...... ~ ~ 

fi tll. 41( r1 a. °" Cl(. """"' Ut, e. ~ U.&C • 

11. This Stikheron is reproduced below, pp. 
68-69, from Sinai 1244. For the prescrip
tion Mesas Tetartos in old non-musical MSS, 
see KENNETH LEVY, A Hymn for Thursday in Holy 
Week (Journal of the American Musicological 
Society 16, 1963) p. 132, note 22. 

Plagios Protas (lines 8-21) is pro
bably to be rendered as follows: 

"The first mode has five steps 
as intonation [a G FED]. The three 
steps which follow in downward step
wise movement upon the second of 
these [FED, following after G] 
constitute the lower first ixoa 
which we call Plagios Protas. The 
third of its steps [F}, when com
bined with the following two [Ga], 
constitutes the second nxoo [F Ga]. 
The Protas is thus a child of the 
Deuteros and the Plagios Protas, the 
middle step being common to both". 

This idea could be expressed in the 
diagram Deuteros 

a G F E D 
Plag.Prot. 

The equation between a G F and b a G 
(the normal position of the Deute
ros) does not seem to be against By
zantine modal feeling, as the inter
val relations are the same in both 
cases. 

b. The intonation syllables: 

Several treatises contain specula
tions about the meaning of the enig
matic words &vavEav€o, vEay1E, etc. 
On this point they are following a 
very old tradition. In the Leipzig 
manuscript of Constantine's Book of 
Ceremonies 12 there are, on fol. 153, 
two lexica with fanciful explana
tions of the mysterious words of the 
so-called Gotthikon13 ; among the 
words 'explained' are also the into
nation words ay1a (explained as 
meaning ~uAa,,E) and vava (interpre
ted as owoov 6n owoov, or 0€E 0EE, 

12. Leipzig, Bibl. mun. 28. I extend my 
heartiest thanks to the Institut de Recherche 
et d'Histoire des Textes in Paris for having 
kindly put a microfilm of this unique MS at 
my disposal. 

13. Cf. the Bude edition of the Book of Cere
monies, by ALBERT VOGT, tome II, Paris 1939, 
p.186. The Gotthikon is found ibid., pp. 183-
185 (Book II, Chapter 92(83); fol. 152r). 
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or 0EoD 0EoD) 14 . A more modest atti
tude was displayed by a ninth cent. 
Greek who, when asked by Aurelianus 
of Reome about the meaning of the 
intonation words, respondit se nihil 
interpretari, sed esse apud eos lre
tantis adverbia 15 

All these 'explanations' seem to be 
deduced from the likeness between 
the intonation word for the Protos, 
ava-vE-avEo, and the phrase ava va1 
avEo ("LORD, forsooth, forgive") 16 . 
Once more, Athens 968 shows that the 
Greeks themselves did not fully a
gree about this explanation: ·HKouoa
µEv 6€ TlVaO AEyov,ao, ~Tl Ta ,no 
µouo1Kno aoµa,a ~pao1v OUK fxouo1v, 
&AA' Elol na{yv1a Kal ,payw6{a1 Kal 
Anpnµa,a, aTTEP OUK EOTl, Tou,o OUK 
EOTl, aAA' EXOUOl Kal au,a AE~lV Kal 
~pao1v• Kal µET' au,wv 66~a ~OETal 
Ka1 &van€µnE,a1 ,~ 0E~ (Athens 968, 
88v. The expression Ta ,no µouo1Kno 
aoµa,a is unusual, but the context 
leaves no doubt that the usual in
tonations are meant). 

c. Terminology: 

"These intonation formulae were 
called Echema (nxnµa), Apechema 
(cinnxnµa)' or Enechema (tvnxnµa) II. 
I quote this phrase from the second 
edition of WELLESZ's History (Oxford 
1961, p.304), but similar short 
statements could as easily be taken 
from a good number of other modern 
books or articles on Byzantine mu
sic. A lexicographical study of 
these and other terms for "intona
tion formula", however, still has to 

14. For intonations prescribed in the Book of 
Ceremonies, see below, pp.114-115. 

15. GERBERT, Scriptores I,42. For later Latin 
explanations, see LUCAS KUNZ, Ursprung und 
textliche Bedeutung der Tonartensilben Noeane, 
Noeagis, Kirchenmusikalisches· Jahrbuch 30, 
1935 ('36), pp.13-14. 

16. Cf. below, p.43. 

be made, Until the whole corpus of 
Byzantine theoretical treatises has 
been printed and the chronology and 
relations of the texts have been 
studied, no definitive sorting of 
these synonyms can be undertaken, 
But even now a few observations 
might be of some interest. 

The expression E V n X n µ a is 
found in the oldest theoretical text 
preserved, the Hagiopolites. In the 
texts edited in TARDO's L'Antica Me
lurgia17 it is found in the treatise 
from Vatican Gr. 872 (TARDO, pp.166 
and 167) and in the long treatise a
scribed to John the Damascene (ibid. 
pp.215, 216, 217, 218). The same two 
treatises make use of a correspond
ing transitive verb tvnxfsw - e. g. 
TARDO, p.166: <O 6Eu,Epoo nwo lvnxf
sE,a1; NEaVEO, and p.210: aµa yap 
Evnxno~o OTlXEPOV Tl, ED8uo yvwpfs E
Tal Kal TO µEAOO TOU µEAAOVTOO waA-
8nva1 OTlXEpou 18 • 

The simple form n X n µ a is used 
in the nxnµa,a-lists 19 • It is also 
used by Gabriel Hieromonakhos (TARDO 
p.198) and at one place in the Pseu
do-Damascene treatise, which usually 
has svnxnµa (nxnµa appears three 
times on p.217). 

As for the third form, a TT n X n -
µ a, it is only found once in the 
texts edited by TARDo 20 • I have not 
been able to locate the ultimate 
sources of WELLESZ. 

The word E TT { X n µ a (E TT n X n -
µ a) seems to belong to the same 
tradition as the sources which fa- · 
vour the term tvnxnµa for "intona-

17. Cf. above, p.39, note 2. 

18. Cf. also Athens 968, quoted above, p.40. 

19. Cf. e. g. TARDO, pp.156,176,178. Some MSS 
have the by-form nx1oµa, e. g. Athens 2444, 
Lavra 1656, Vatopedi 1530, Sinai 1294. Cf. al
so below, p. 79. 

20. p.226, note 3, as a variant reading for l-
111xfiµaTa, 
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tion". I have found it in the Hagio
polites and in TARDO p.226. The lat
ter text clearly uses the word lnn
xnµa,a for nana and nenano; and al
though the Hagiopolites passage is 
not altogether clear, it implies a 
similar distinction. The lines in 
question run: A€yoµEv ,o{v uv TTEPl 
svnxnµa,wv Kal ETT1xnµa,wv• Kal lvn
xnµa,a µ€v ElOlV at TWV nxwv ETT1So
Aa{• snnxnµa,a OE n TTpoo8nKn TOU sv
nxnµa,oo, Kal Ka,10Doa Kal ouvapµo
soµ€vn ,w ~86yy~ ,ou µEAAov,oo npo
EVEX8nva[1 ,nv w]aAµw6{av• WO o,av 
µE,a TO tvnxnµav AE[yoµEv] Val AEYE 
Kal Val ay1E vavax (?) Kal ooa ,ou
TOlO 0µ01a (Paris Gr. 360, fol.226v). 

In the texts edited by TARDO it 
quite often happens that the word 
n X o o itself is used instead of 
the derivations nxnµa or svnxnµa. 
Sometimes it is difficult or impos
sible to tell exactly whether an n
xoo means "mode" or "intonation" 21 , 
but there are clear cases also. I am 
thinking of such passages as 

TARDO, p.166: Kal Ka8wo TTaVTEO Ol 
XPlOTlaVOl Kav µ1Kpou Epyo u SouAnSw-
01~ &nap(ao8a1, nponyElTal TOUTOlO 6 
o,{xoo• ttyouv TO KuplE ~noo u XplOTE 
o 8EOO nµwv ... Kal Ta E(no, TOV au
TOV 6n TpOTTOV Kal nµEto <ornv> o~d
AOµEv waAAElV Tl, nponyE1,a1 TOUTOlO 
< 't-o nxoo. 

ibid., p.210: ~P~Tno10• 61a~EpE1 
nxoo TOU µ€Aouo; 'ATT6Kp1010• Na1 61a
~EPE10 0 µEV nxoo TTPWTEUEl TOU µ€
AOUO Kal OU 6uva,a{ TlO µEA{oa1 TO 
,uxov, sav µn TTPOTEPOV lvnxno~ au,ou. 
In the passage from the Hagiopolites 
which I quoted above, p.40, the term 
f!xoo is used for "mode" in lines 8 
and 35; but in the other occurrences 
the translation "intonation" seems 
to be more appropriate, cf, especi
ally lines 8-23. 

21. It might even be that it is we who, in 
distinguishing between "mode" and "intonation" 
violate the Byzantine way of thinking. 

Finally, the word nxoo is sometimes 
used for "signature", In the passage 
from Gabriel's treatise which I 
quote below, p.45, we have one of 
the most clear cases; another is to 
be found in the quotation from Chry
saphes (below, p.46). 

The usual word for "signature" is 
said to be µ a p Tu p { a. I have 
looked in vain to find Belegstellen 
for this term; it seems to belong 
exclusively to modern (Chrysanthine) 
terminology where it is in common 
use 22 . 

d. Information on the use of into
nations (and signatures): 

6E1 OE EV ,Q µEAAElV nµao waAAElV n 
OlOaOKElV apXE08a1 µETa svnxnµa,oo. 
tvnxnµa 6€ EOTlV n TOU nxou ETT1So) n• 
o\6v Tl AEYW ava Val aVEO, OTTEp EOTlV 
ava( <va1> aVEO• TTaV yap TO apxoµE
VOV &no 8EOU O~E{AEl EXElV ,nv &pxnv 
Kal ElO TOV 8EOV KaTaAnyElV. This 
is, so to speak, the 'classical' de
scription of the use of intonations. 
I have given it in the oldest form 
which survives, from the Hagiopoli
tes (Paris Gr. 360, 216v), but simi
lar statements occur in many of the 
late treatises 23. 

22. Cf. below, p.153, note 166. 

23. Cf. e. g. TARDO, p.166 (from Vatic. gr. 
872), p.210 (from Lavra 1656), and p.215 (al
so from Lavra 1656). In the second edition of 
his History, p.304, WELLESZ gives a transla
tion from the latter, unfortunately not alto
gether clear. MET& fvnxfiµaToo means ''with an 
intonation". The answer to TI'. EOT1 TOUTo must 
rather be rendered "This is a praiseworthy 
and very useful beginning, and listen (ad
miring the man who put forward this beginning 
[i. e. the inventor of the intonations or the 
intonation syllables}): The Anane anes is a 
prayer, this is to say ">lava~ ... ". 

In the concluding Greek phrase, the uncor
rected misprint of TARDO's (Kat HvEo instead 
of vat fxvEo) spoils the ingenuity of this "ex
planation". 
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Apart from the explanation of the 
mysterious intonation word (cf. a
bov~, p.42) the passage gives seve
ral pieces of useful information. It 
is interesting, for example, that a 
double function is ascribed to the 
intonations: they are used not only 
in actual hymn singing (~aAAE1v) but 
also in the training of singers (61-
6aoKE1v). The last phrase of the 
quotation, if taken at face value, 
seems to imply that intonations were 
used both initially (cf. tv T~ µ€A
AE1V apxE08a1 in the beginning of 
the quotation) and at cadences (Ka
TaAnyE1v24). But perhaps it is mere
ly a pious expression which has no 
relevance for actual practice, 
though it may also be an allusion 
to singing of medial intonations. 

The expression "n TOU nxov e:n1S0An 11 

is usually taken to mean "the lay
out of the mode" 25 • In view of the 
parallel between the Greek sn1SaAAW 
or unoSaAAW and the Latin imponere, 
this interpretation can hardly be 
maintained26 . The expression n uno-

24. In the musical terminology this word 
means "to end", that is to rest at cadences, 
cf. PANAGIOTOPOULOS's manual pp.127 sqq. 

25. Cf. WELLESZ, History, 2nd ed., 1961, p. 
30'9: "The Martyria, therefore, is an abbrevi
ation of a passage of transition from the fi
nalis of the verse to the initium of the me
lody of the hymn. But, we may add, it is al
so, according to Byzantine musical theory, the 
"layout" of the mode of the hymn; i.e. it 
gives the principal intervals of the melodic 
structure of the mode". Cf. ibid,, p.304 in 
the translation from Lavra 1656. 

26. The treatises vacillate between En\- and 
uno-, see e.g. TARDO, p.166 (n TOU nxou uno
aoAfi), p.210 (uno8aAWV T~V nxov), p.215 (n 
100 ~xou En\SoAfi). If the MS-tradition of the 
Greek translation of the Dialogues of Gregory 
the Great is sound (MIGNE, PL 77,377-378: an-
tiphonam imposuit ~ T~ 1pon&p\ov ~nfaaAc),the 
uno-form is the earlier attested, probably 
8th century (cf. STRUNK, The Antiphons of the 
Oktoechos (Journal of the American Musicolo
gical Society 13, 1960), p.50, note 4). DU
CANGE: "imponere Psalmum, Litaniam, est eorum 
cantum incipere, et quo vocis sono decantari 
debeant, designare". 

SoAn (or e:n1S0An) TOU nxov may for 
the present be taken, somewhat 
vaguely, to mean "the intoning of 
the mode", until a comparative lexi
cographical study of the Latin and 
Greek terms has prepared the ground 
for a more precise understanding 27 • 

e. Modulation: 

Some theoretical treatises describe 
transition from one mode to another 
within a given melody. These pheno
mena of modulation do not in them
selves belong to the matters to be 
treated in the present book. But as 
they are reflected also in the pla
cing of MeSi, I have felt it neces
sary to include a few paragraphs on 
modulation in this chapter28 . 

The best starting-point is the Pro
oimion of Manuel Chrysaphes's famous 
treatise On the Phthorai (TARDO, pp. 
230 sqq., esp. pp.235-236). In these 
preliminary remarks Chrysaphes ob
viously distinguishes between two 
types of modulation (tvaAAayn 29 ). 

The first of these is said to beano 
napaAAaywv. Even if we did not know 
this expression from elsewhere, Chry
saphes's own description would make 
its meaning quite clear: "If you go 
one step [upwards] from the Protos, 
you always find the Deuteros; if you 
go two steps, you find the Tritos; 
if you go three steps, you find the 
Tetartos ••••• " The Parallage is thus 
the basic knowledge of the relative 

27. In classical Greek o unoSoAcOo is i.a. 
the prompter in a theatre. Among the functio
naries of the church in Alexandria the church 
historian Socrates (MIGNE, PG 67,636B) men
tions unoSoActo, taken by GOAR (according to 
DUCANGE s.v.) and SCHL0TTERER (Die kirchenmu
sikalische Terminologie der griechischen K1r
chenvater, Munchen 1953, p.10) to be the Ka
nonarchs of the time. 

28. Cf. also above, pp.10-11 and 25-26. 

29. WELLESZ, when using this text in his Hi
story, calls the modulation napaAAayfi (2nde
dition, 1961, p.310). 
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position of the modes 30 • It is the 
nearest we get to our "scale" and 
involves a counting of the size of 
the interval between the two pitches 
in question 31 . A modulation &no nap
aAAaywv, according to Chrysaphes, is 
not a Phthora. 

His second type is a Phthora. The 
description runs: "When the first 
mode is sung KaTa A6yov and it is 
ElO Tnv 16€av aUTOU and you want to 
TT01noa1 Tnv ~UOlV aUTOU ElO OEUTEPOV 
n TETapTOV nxov, this is called ~eo
pa. For if you do not put a ~8opa, 
it will not be noticed that an EVaA
\ ayn TOU nxou -took place" 32 • The im
portant difference between this type 
of modulation and the first one de
scribed by Chrysaphes is that the 
'phthoric' modulation would not be 
noticed if a Phthora (the sign!) was 
not written, whereas the 'parallac
tic' modulation involves a diffe-

rence in pitch. (The implication is 
that a phthoric modulation does not). 
This interpretation is supported by 
the expressions used in the first 

30; The word is also used for methods by 
which one can orientate oneself in the tonal 
system: "Mc1a 6~ 1a01nv (i.e. the metrophonia, 
see next note) ~OT\V ~ napaAAayfi,nv 0£1 l~aoKn-
001 KQAWO, KQl OUTWO WO lv ono{~ av cfn ~WVQ 
T~V EK£tvno Tno ~wvno nxov ETo{µwo ixc\V ano
OOUV0\11 (Gabriel Hieromonakhos, quoted from 
TARDO, p.201). In the Parallagai, intonation 
syllables are used to represent each pitch; 
cf. the definition by Pakhomios Rousanos: "!lap
aHayfi EOT\ µc1po~wvfo µ£TO nxfiµaT00 11 (quoted 
from K. ~AXOE,•H napaonµaVT\Kn Tno Bu~aVT\Vno 
µouo1Kno, Athens 1917 1 p.62, note 62). 

31. The counting is called µc1po~wv\a tsee 
preceding note); cf. also below, pp.53-54. 

32. This is, according to WELLESZ, "a clear 
definition of Parallage or modulation". To me 
some details are certainly beyond a precise 
understanding; these I have left untranslated 
in my quotation, together with some clear ter
minological expressions. And as for the rest, 
I am afraid that I cannot fully agree with 
Professor WELLESZ's explanation. 

paragraph of the Prooimion: ~eopa 
EOTl TO nap' e:Ant6a ~8EtpE1V µ€Aoo 
TOU ~aAAOµsvov nxov ••• and: OU Asyw 
TOUTO [i.e. the modulation of the 
first type] €T1 ~eopav, EnE16n ~wvao 
TEAEtao EsEPXEl, The latter phrase 
again implies that in phthoric modu
lations one does not move away from 
the pitch in question. 

Several expressions used by Chrysa
phes in the Prooimion show that the 
phthoric modulation was a small one, 
both in extent and effect. Thus he 
speaks of an e:vaAAayn µEp1Kn ano 
<ToiJ> ~aAAOµsvov nxov E10 aAAOV ~' 
oAtyov and describes the change as 
~8E1poµ€vov TOU µEAOVO AEnTOµEpWO, 

The reason for such modulations is 
given in the treatise written by Ga
briel,where we read: •EVlOTE 0£ n 4>1-
AOT1µ{a TOU no1nToiJ n wpa1wTnToO fvE
Ka n K~l 61' avayKnv lµntnTE1 aAAOO 
nxoo EV aAA~ Kal n01El TO yvwp10T1-
KOV aUTOU µsAOO. 'A.AAa TOUTO YlVETal 
n &no µsAOVO n &no napaAAayno• Kat 
d µ'tv &no napaUayno, Tt8ETal o ~
xoo EKEivoo ouT1v60 toT1 To µ€Aoo• 
El 6' &no µ€Aovo, oux o ~xoo aAA' n 
~8opa (TARDO, pp.200-201). 

It should be observed that Gabri
el's terminology is slightly diffe
rent from that of Chrysaphes, Gabri
el distinguishing between modulation 
&no napaAAayno and modulation &no 
µ€Aovo. From the quotation, however, 
it is clear that he had the same two 
types of modulation in mind as those 
described by Chrysaphes. 

Now, in the days of Gabriel and 
Chrysaphes (the first half of the 
15th century, in all probability) 
the two forms of modulation were ap
parently not indicated in the same 
way. For the parallactic modulation 
a MeSi would be used 33 , whereas the 

33. Notice Gabriel's use of the word ixoo for 
"signature", 
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phthoric modulation would be indica
ted, naturally enough, by a Phthora. 
I have already, while dealing with 
the Neo-Byzantine theory of µETaSo
Aa1, suggested that a connection 
might exist between some types of 
what was later called µETaS0Aa1 and 
some peculiar uses of MeSi in the 
medieval MSS of Byzantine music 34 • 
At that point of the investigation 
I underlined the a priori probabili
ty of the transpositional habits be
ing older than the Phthorai to which 
they are linked in later theory. The 
same reasoning must be valid in the 
present context, where the point of 
departure is 15th century theory a
bout modulation and its connection 
with the signs called Phthorai. 

The question is inevitable: Are 
there any hints in the theoretical 
treatises that suggest some connec
tion between the phthoric modulation 
as described by Chrysaphes and the 
use of Mesi in MSS that do not em
ploy the Phthora-signs? The answer 
is in the affirmative. Chrysaphes 
himself, in the chapter IlEp1 Tno Tou 
0EUT£pou nxou ~6opao (TARDO, p.238) 
describes a situation where a phtho
ric modulation takes place: ·o npwTOO 
nxoo, nOAAUK10 TETpa~wvwv, YlVETa1 
OEdTEpoo &no µEAOUO. Il01El 0£ TOUTO 
n Tno <Tou> OEUT£pou nxou ~6opao od
vaµ10. E1 yap µn £T16ETO ~6opa ElO 
TOV npwTov, KaTnPXETO ElO TOV µ€aov 
auTou, TOV Sapdv. ~AAa 01a TOUTO T1-
6ETa1 n ~6opa n O nxoo Ka1 aVTl TOU 
Sap€wo OEOµEi To µ€Aoa Ka1 y1vETa1 
µ€aoa TOU OEUT£pou. (The word nxoo 
must here mean either "signature" or 
"intonation", probably "signature"). 
And the chapter IlEp1 Tno TOU TETap
TOU nxou ~6opao ends with a highly 
interesting statement (TARDO, p.241): 
••••• TOV &no napaAAayno yap npwTov 
nxov EUPlOKOµEv YEYOVOTa TETapTOV 

34. Ct, above, p.11. 

Ka6wo no1E1 M1xanA O Tno IlaTsaooo 
.•• Ka1 o µovaxoa fEpµavoo ElO TO 
AuTn nµ€pa Kup1ou ••• TaDTa OE y1vov
Ta1 napa Tno TOU TETapTOU ~6opao, 
Ei Ka1 OU Tl6ETa1 nOAAUK10 p6opa TE
TapTou, UAA' &no µEAOUO y1voµEvov 
OUTWO ~6opa KaAE1Ta1. There is no 
mention here of any signature. The 
end of the quotation, however, shows 
that even in the days of Chrysaphes 

I 
phthoric modulations were not always 
indicated by a Phthora - some of 
them could be seen directly from the 
flow of the melody itself. 

Even though the melodies referred to in the 
treatise of Chrysaphes belong to the recent, 
kalophonic repertoire and not to the old bo-
dy of chants, it is interesting to see the 
similarity between CHRYSAPHES's description 
of the $9opo tou TETdptou and the material 
which THODBERG published at the Byzantine 
Congress in Ohrid 1961 (cf. above, pp. 20 sqq.): 

CHRYSAPHES: A pitch which, according to a 
counting awb wapaAAay~o, is the pitch of the 
Protos (D, a, ore), has become (i.e. is be
ing felt-as) the Tetartos pitch (C, .Q, or d) 
because of the run of the melody. The pheno
menon is often not expressed by any Phthora. 

THODBERG: In Stikhera of Plagios Tetartos, 
the formulas which run from a downwards to D 
(Anastama and cognate forms)-are sometimes 
followed by MeSi which show that these for
mulas were being understood as d - G. The 
"re-interpretation" is very oft~t re
flected in any MeSi. 

Akakios Khalkeopoulos - one of the 
magistri minores from the 15th or 
early 16th century - furnishes us 
with the conclusive piece of evi
dence in these rather hypothetical 
developments. In the MS Athens 917 35 
he gives various examples to illu
strate phthoric modulations. One of 
these 36 is introduced by a long de-

35. Probably an autograph. SAKELLION's Cata
logue of the manuscripts of the Greek Natio
nal Library (Athens 1892, in Greek) ascribes 
the MS to the beginning of the 16th century 
(p.167), but in my opinion it may be a little 
earlier. 

36. Athens 917, fol.3r-3v. 
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. ti'on in very clumsy Greek. scrip , b 
Th . "µaSnµa" he says, seems to e 

is ' ., u ,1, ' . orrect (o~aATo), o10T1 ~xE1 ~wva1 inc ~ - , A ~ 
1. ouoa 1 KO Ka1 Ka,1ouoa1 KY Ka1 E1-uv l ..., ... ~, 
nE,al KaT10Doa ~wvn µ1a• Ka1 ap-
XETE TO µa6nµa nxov ~~, Kell EH 1 on 

AElnETal EVav &nooTpO~OV tpXETE va 
TEAE1001 TO µa6nµa, nxov ~9'• 7AAA' 
lyw aKaK100 TO TEAE10VO TO µa6nµaT 
do TOV nxov ~~·' oaav va µ10EV E1-
TOV o~aATO Ka1 TOUTO y1VETE &no 
TO ~66p1oµa TOU TEXVnTou ••••• 
--a-, 

~ /. , ------ u /. , ----- :, , ,, .. /. ~ .,- /.\> ,..,,, .. //1• 7,,.,-:./,,~ 7, >"'-.-.., ~~ '-~ 1/ .,,,;: /.. -- > ,,/ 0 / -
', ./ .. '~ ,... "'"' ,... a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a aa"'aa..,,..,,..,, b d 
de d de c de e gf e de d f e fed eh c e d e d c c e ~;,, '> <s .....{, :.~ a a y1 a a a 

f e e d deb c a 

M 'transcription' of the melody un
d!r the lines is, so to speak, a Me
trophonia37; it takes the melody t~ 
a finalis on~' indicated by the fi-

nal signature ~f (which is, ~hen, 
put &no napaAAayno). But Akakios, 
like the scribe of Sinai 1471 38 , 
uses a double signature at the end. 

His~~~ on~ is obviously meant to 

show that the melody ends in the 
Plagios Tetartos 39 • This change, we 
were told, is indicated by the Phtho-

C 

37. Cf. above, p.45, note 31. 

38. Cf. above, pp.23-24. 

39. It is thus put &wll µfAoua (cf ·. above, 
pp.45-46). 

40. TARDO, p.153. 

( 1 ) Now the 6 according to the ra o • , 40 
Papadike is that of th~ P:otos • 
According to the descriptions of 
Chrysaphes 41 this must mean that the 
pitch in question (f) is t~ be con
sidered an a - and, accordi~gly! • 
that the size of the following in
tervals is changed to fit the new 

napaAAayn42 • Instead off e d c b 
etc. we get f e-flat d-flat c b
flat etc., modelled on a G FED 
etc. The melody is therefore to be 
transcribed as 

D 

II 

41. Cf. especially the following description 
of a phthoric modulation (TARDO, pp.2~6-237): 
fb awb 11apaHayiiiv yap µfAOO TllPElTQ\ aMiBllTO\I 
&w' &px~a µfxp1 tou EUpE8~va1 T~v Tou wpwTou 
''xou ♦8opdv, &wll 6~ t~o ♦8opaa T00Tou auatfA
~ETal TOU 'lfPWTOU µfAOUO n i6fa Kal ~ 'lfQPQAAQ
y~ Q~Tou, Kal 'l!O\El n ♦8opa 1610\1 µfAOO Kal 
rrapaAAay~v &AAT)V. 

42. The similarity betwe~n this procedure and 
the µEtaBoA~ Kato T6vov is obvious (cf. above, 
p.10). 
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phthoric modulation would be indica
ted, naturally enough, by a Phthora. 
I have already, while dealing with 
the Neo-Byzantine theory of µ£TaSo
Aa1, suggested that a connection 
might exist between some types of 
what was later called µ£TaS0Aa1 and 
some peculiar uses of MeSi in the 
medieval MSS of Byzantine music 34 , 
At that point of the investigation 
I underlined the a priori probabili
ty of the transpositional habits be
ing older than the Phthorai to which 
they are linked in later theory. The 
same reasoning must be valid in the 
present context, where the point of 
departure is 15th century theory a
bout modulation and its connection 
with the signs called Phthorai. 

The question is inevitable: Are 
there any hints in the theoretical 
treatises that suggest some connec
tion between the phthoric modulation 
as described by Chrysaphes and the 
use of MeSi in MSS that do not em
ploy the Phthora-signs? The answer 
is in the affirmative. Chrysaphes 
himself, in the chapter Il£p1 Tno TOU 
0€UTEpou nxou ~8opao (TARDO, p.238) 
describes a situation where a phtho
ric modulation takes place: •o 1rpiiiToo 
nxoo, 1TOAACTK10 T€Tpa~wvwv, Y1V£Ta1 
0€UT£poo a1ro µEAOUO, IT01£1 0£ TOUTO 
n Tno <Tou> 0€UTEpou nxou ~8opao ou
vaµ10, E1 yap µn ET18€TO ~8opa €10 
TOV 1TpWTOV, KaTnPXETO €10 TOV µEOOV 
aUToD, TOV Sapuv. 'AAAa Ola TOUTO T1-

c. ... ,, C '1' '- 7 .... -8£Ta1 n ~8opa n O nXOO Kal aVTl TOU 
SapEwo 0£0µ£1 To µEAOO Ka1 y1v£Ta1 
µEOOO TOU 0€UTEpou. (The word nxoo 
must here mean either "signature" or 
"intonation", probably "signature"). 
And the chapter Il£p1 Tno TOU T£Tap
TOU nxou ~8opao ends with a highly 
interesting statement (TARDO, p.241): 
••••• TOV &1ro 1TapaAAayno yap 1TPWTOV 
nxov €Up10KOµ£v YEYOVOTa TETapTOV 

34, Ct, above, p,11, 

Ka8wo 1T01€l M1xanA O Tno IlaTsaooo 
••• Ka1 0 µovaxoo f£pµavoo €10 TO 
AuTn nµEpa Kupfou ••• TaDTa 0£ y1vov
Ta1 1Tapa TnO TOU TETapTOU ~8opao, 
€i Ka1 OU Tl8£Ta1 1TOAACTK10 p8opa TE
TapTou, QAA' &1ro µEAOUO y1voµ£VOV 
OUTWO ~8opa KUA€lTa1. There is no 
mention here of any signature, The 
end of the quotation, however, shows 
that even in the days of Chrysaphes 
phthoric modulations were not always 
indicated by a Phthora - some of 
them could be seen directly from the 
flow of the melody itself. 

Even though the melodies referred to in the 
treatise of Chrysaphes belong to the recent, 
kalophonic repertoire and not to the old bo-
dy of chants, it is interesting to see the 
similarity between CHRYSAPHES's description 
of the ~8opa TOO T£TdpTou and the material 
which THODBERG published at the Byzantine 
Congress in Ohrid 1961 (cf. above, pp. 20 sqq.): 

CHRYSAPHES: A pitch which, according to a 
counting an~ napaAAay"o, is the pitch of the 
Protos (D, a, ore), has become (i.e. is be
ing felt-as) the Tetartos pitch (C, _Q, or d) 
because of the run of the melody. The pheno
menon is often not expressed by any Phthora. 

THODBERG: In Stikhera of Plagios Tetartos, 
the formulas which run from a downwards to D 
(Anastama and cognate forms)-are sometimes 
followed by MeSi which show that these for
mulas were being understood as d - G. The 
"re-interpretation" is very oftenoot re
flected in any MeSi. 

Akakios Khalkeopoulos - one of the 
magistri minores from the 15th or 
early 16th century - furnishes us 
with the conclusive piece of evi
dence in these rather hypothetical 
developments, In the MS Athens 917 3 5 

he gives various examples to illu
strate phthoric modulations. One of 
these 36 is introduced by a long de-

35. Probably an autograph. SAKELLION's Cata
logue of the manuscripts of the Greek Natio
nal Library (Athens 1892, in Greek) ascribes 
the MS to the beginning of the 16th century 
(p.167), but in my opinion it may be a little 
earlier. 

36. Athens 917, fol.3r-3v. 

! J. 
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scription, in very clumsy Greek. 
This "µa8nµa", he says!, see;11s to be .. 
incorrect (o~aATo), 010T1 tx£1 ~wva1 
&v 1ouoa 1 KO Ka1 KaT10Doa1 KY Ka\ A£1-
1T£Tal KaT10Doa ~wvn µ1a• Kal ap
XETE TO µa8nµa nxov ~~' KUl E1T€ 1 on 

A€11T€TU1 EVaV &1ro0Tpo~ov lpX£T€ va 
T£A£1001 To µa8nµa, nxov ~9'• •AAA' 
Eyw aKCTKlOO TO T€A€10VO TO µa8nµa 

... .,_<,.I C ._ -""v £1-£10 TOV nxov 1to, ooav va µ1ut. 
TOV o~aATO KUl TOUTO Y1V€T€ &1ro 
TO ~8op1oµa TOU TEXVnTou ••••• 
-t}-, 

------ ~ /. , ------- u /. , ---- ::, , , ..... /. - ~ /.c> '-," //""'j"'9 7,,. .... ,~._.,,?---, 7, >"'-1'.., ~~ ':,i 'l ✓•• '>~ /.. -- 1 > ,,/ 0 / -
a ./a ~a a a ~a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a 
de d de c de e gf e de d f e fed cb c e d e d c b c d e 

~:- '>~s ~ ,~ 
a a y1 a a a 

f e e d deb c a 

My 'transcription' of the melody un
der the lines is, so to speak, a Me
trophonia37; it takes the melody to 
a finalis on~• indicated by the fi-

~,, ( ' h ' th nal signature ll 9 wh1.c 1.s, . en, 
put &1ro 1rapaAAayno). But Akak1.os, 
like the scribe of Sinai 1471 38 , 
uses a double signature at the end. 

His ~b~ on~ is obviously meant to 

show that the melody ends in the 
Plagios Tetartos 39 • This change, we 
were told, is indicated by the Phtho-

C 

ra ( h ) . Now, the b according ~~ the 
Papadike is that of th~ P:otos , 
According to the descr1.pt1.ons of 
Chrysaphes 41 this must mean that the 
pitch in question (f) is t~ be con
sidered an a - and, accordingly, 
that the size of the following in
tervals is changed to fit the new 

1rapaAAayn42 • Instead off e d c b 
etc. we get f e-flat d-flat c b
flat etc., modelled on a G FED 
etc. The melody is therefore to be 
transcribed as 

D 

II 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ a~~ y1 ~~~a~~~~~~~~~~~ a ~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

37. Cf. above, p.45, note 31. 

38. Cf. above, pp.23-24. 

39. It is thus put a,rb µfAOUO (cf ·, above, 
pp.45-46). 

40. TARDo, p,153. 

41. Cf, especially the following description 
of a phthoric modulation (TARDO, pp.2?6-237): 
Tb a,rb ,rapaAAaywv yap µfAOO Tnp£lTQ\ ~AwBnTov 
&n' &px"o µfxp1 ToO £Up£8"va1 T~v ToO npwTou 
nxou ,eopdv, 6,rb 6t T"O ~8opao T00TOU OUOT€A
A£TQ\ TOO 'llpWTOU µfAOUO n t6€a Kal ~ ,rapaAAQ
y~ QUTOO, Kal '110\£1 n ,eopa l61ov µfAOO Kal 
rrapa~Aay~v &AAnv. 

42. The similarity between this procedure and 
the µ£TaBoA~ KaTa T6vov is obvious (cf. above, 
p.10). 
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The piece, it will be seen, starts 
with a Tetartos-section (the segment 
A being akin to the Tetartos intona
tion d c b a G). Immediately after 
the phthoric modulation into the 
Protas-section, segment B alludes to 
the Protas intonation a G FE D. The 
Protas-section ends with one of the 
characteristic 'tails' of the Pro
tas intonation (C, unde~lined by the 
Tzakismata). The closing section is 
again in a Tetartos mode (D being 
built on the Tetartos intonation) 43 . 

" /., ., , ... ,---✓✓ 
'Yl 9 a.. '\, \,\ O(_ \A t €. : 

f. Tables of intonations and signa
tures: 

In the 12th century Stikherarion 
Sinai 1218, the subscription on top 
of fol. 271r is followed by a list 
of standard intonations, written by 
Nikephoros, the scribe of the MS. 
For some modes only one intonation 
is given, whereas other modes are 
represented by a variety of intona
tions. In the following copy I have 
kept the line division of the Ms4 4 : 

X .... ::., , ~-;-;;:---... ~ ... :,,, ..... .s __ ---;; ~-:.,/ 7; 

YI r a. N t '- cx.u E.. E. E. tE. G E. E. E.+-

? ,""> .,. .. ...... / ,I. ;::-- ..... 
~~ 

,,. ,.,. 
oc ex. f"l a.. a. : a. fl Q.. 

X ...... ._ /. ... .,.~ .... /. , ~.,,-·"77 }t,.>,, 
a. ('!) r11r9 Gt. \,\«.\A . <X. \,\ <X. lA oc : 

.: .. : /-, ,,,. .:... .... ...... .,. ... /I 

" a.. '\.. u. a u "L'- -rrb..: r :-

~e, 
.,_1/ .,. .. ,. ... .,_;;-

II 
\j\ <X. u . \.4.£ 

_, ... - ~ ... ,;-II 

\A <X. f'I e "\.."-

,,,---✓ 
.,. -,, 

\,\ G( r, C, c . 

43. This is not a phthoric modulation, but a 
modulation &nb napaAAayna, cf, TARDO, p.158: 
•Ano TOV npWTOV ixov av KaT£8~a µ{av ~wvnv, £T
va1 b TIAay1oa TOU T£TapTOU, •••• 

, .. , .. - // .... ~,., 
II 

,..,Y 

Gt. 

\A 

u "\.. '\.. 

_;:.,- , .. 
I/ 

\A £ 

\A Cl,. \,\ 

.b -- lr" , °H" 
T(' \AG'Lrl E. 

..... .,./ , ~ ,.,. /4, 7~ 

'\,\,· Cl,. rt e.. E E. 

- ...!! 
lr 

, "7-' 
<X. rl e. +--

44, Some letters are hidden in the inner mar
gin, but offprints of these are found on 270v. 

l 
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At the end of Sinai 1231 (fol. 223v) 
later users of the MS have added 

(a) a simple Parallage45 , showing 
the relative position of the modes 
in upward and downward movement; 

(b) an unfinished list of intona
tions and small Doxologies, one per 
mode, 

In Sinai 1234, a late hand wrote a 
tree-shaped Parallage on the inside 
of the front cover, 

On the first folios of Sinai 1251, 
various Parallagai and tables of 
signatures are written in a late 
hand. 

In Ohrid 54 (inv. 61), on the inside 
of the wooden front cover, there is 
a small conspectus of standard into
nations - of the same type as the 
table in Sinai 1218, but with fewer 
examples. 

Between the Menologion and Triodion 
of Ohrid 57 (inv. 62) the scribe 
placed a Metrophonia of Eto TO ifpoo 

(pp.33-36) 46 and, on p.38, some Par
allagai, one of which covers no less 
that six disjunct tetrachords. 

Evidently, such tables and surveys 
of intonations and signatures were 
meant to be used by those who were 
singing the melodies contained in 
the same MSS. In this respect they 
are parallels to the lists of ekpho
netic signs found at the beginning 
or end of Lectionaria47 and to the 
lists of Palreobyzantine and Slavonic 
neumes 48 • At the 11th International 
Congress for Byzantine Studies (Mun-

45. Cf. below, pp.SO sqq. 

46. For similar pieces, see below, pp.53-54. 

47. H0EG, La notation ekphonetique (MMB Subsi
dia 1,2), pp.17-25 and plates I-III. 

48. PALIKAROVA VERDEIL, La musique byzantine 
chez les Bulgares et les Russes (MMB Subsidia 
III), plates V, XII, Xllla, and Xlllb, 

chen, 1958) I suggested that these 
lists be considered the forerunners 
of the Papadike and of the didactic 
poems by Glykys and Koukouzeles 49, 

We do not know how the tables were 
used49a. But from the coexistence of 
'theoretical' lists and practical 
books of chant within the same bind
ing we may safely infer that the 
teachings of the lists were prac
ticed on the melodies contained in 
the MSS. The lists obviously be
longed to the class-room - and the 
MSS in which they were included must 
have served, apart from their litur
gical function, as 'text-books' for 
the teachers of Byzantine chant 50. 

THE DIDACTIC USE OF SIGNATURES AND 
INTONATIONS. 
The manuals contain a great number 
of 'methods' and Parallagai, from 
which the beginner could learn the 
relative pitch of the modes 51 • The 
ingenuity with which the teachers 

49. Diskussionsbeitrage zum XI. internatio
nalen Byz~ntinistenkongress, Munchen 1958, 
Hrsg. v. FRANZ DOLGER und HANS-GEORG BECK 
Mi.inchen 1961, p, 74. • 

49a. When the MSS of Byzantine chant have 
been.catalogued in the RISM-project, more 
specimens will have come to light and a more 
comprehensive study can be undertaken. 

so. In•H napaanµaVT\Kn TTTO Bu~avT1vna µoua1-
KTTO (Athens, 1917), PSAKHOS mentions - p.63, 
note 64 - a 14th cent, Stikherarion at the 
end of which six entries from A.D. 1700 show 
that the MS was used as text-book for a stu
dent of metrophony. PSAKHOS quotes two of 
these entries: 

"1700 fi£K£µ8pfou 15 da hA1nnounoA1v: "Ap
x1aa TOV nxov npwTOV Ka\ TIAayiov npwTOV EK 
TOU napov naAa1ou OTlXnpap{ou, nyouv µnTpo
~wvfov. 

1700 fi£K£µ8p1ou 19 nµfp~ ITfµnTn wpa TTTO 
VUKTOO EKT~, ET£A£1waa Tnv µnTpO~w~1av 0 TOU 
npwTOU Ka\ nAay{ou TIPWTOU &n' &pxna twa T€
Aoua ...•• Ka\ 0 0£00 va µt &~1wan va µaew Ka\ 

TO µ€Aoa Kat TO ~aAw £la Tnv no8~µ€vnv naTp\
oa, &µnv". 

51. Cf. above, p.45. 
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have varied their treatment of the 
subject, using all kinds of presen
tation for the Parallagai, shows the 
importance attached to this point of 
the basic instruction; tables, dia
grams, well-known melodies used for 
demonstration, and short treatises 

in plain prose are 'methods' inclu
ded in almost every manual of the 
Psaltic Art. 

A few specimens will suffice to show 
how signatures and intonations are 
used for this purpose: 

Example 1 (Athens 2401, fol. lOr): 

Notes to Example 1: The second sec
tion (lines 2-5) is an elaborate 
version of one of the most popular 
Parallagai 52 • Its first line (line 
2 of the example) consists of the 
Protos intonation (a G FEDE F G 
a), with explanatory signatures ad
ded to each step; the end of this 
line shows that the pitch of the 
Deuteros is one step above the pitch 
of the Protos. In each of the fol
lowing lines (lines 3-5) the same 
neumes are repeated at pitches that 
are raised stepwise by means of the 
Oxeia at the end of each line. The 

52. For a more simple form, see TARDO, p.158. 
Other examples in FLEISCHER, Neumenstudien III . 
See also G. DEVAI, The Musical Study of Kou
kouzeles in a 14th Century Manuscript (Acta 
Antiqua Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae, Tom. 
VI, Fasc. 1-2, 1958), p.219, which reproduces 
a Parallage from Athens 2458. 

half-tone interval (between the Deu
teros and the Tritos) is thus not 
found at the same place in the four 
melodies, even though these - from a 
notational point of view - seem to 
be identical. 

This 'method' is explained in the 
text printed by TARDO, L'Antica Me
lurgia, p.158, lines 1-12. 

The first section (line 1 of the ex
ample) also use$ the Protos intona
tion. It is meant to show what modes 
are encountered in downward leaps 
from the Protos - leaps of a fifth, 
a fourth, a third, and a second. It 
is explained in TARDO, p.158, lines 
13-17. 
The third section (lines 6-7) con
sists of short intonation formulas, 
linked to each other by an appropri
ate treatment of their initial 
neumes. The red neumes written on 
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top of the intonations form the me
lody of the usual Protos intona

than one way, depending on the paed
agogical ability of the teachers 54 • 

tion53. l:}-

Since nothing is known about actual 
teaching practice, we cannot tell 
exactly how such tables were used. 
No doubt they could be used in more 

Among the diagrams drawn up for si
milar purposes, the following two 
are the most important: 

Example 2 (Dochiariou 319, fol. 19r): 

:rtJW 
~ . L.. .. _ .. ~_...,,. .. ...... 

n .. -~•r.: 
'/ 

t\.

--= ._ ,.. ' ..,, ---------~ ' "' . ··-7 -;;;.-=- ,.,~...... ~ 

/ / ~· 
I 

.. ._ -, ... , 
I 

• I 

-r-r..., 
----

NB. Footnotes 53-54, see next page. 
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Example 3 (Dochiariou 319, fol. 18v): 

53, The short Protos intonations of this ex
ample are not meant for theory only; on fol. 
2lr in the same MS the first of the Small 
Prokeimena ('Ioou o~ EUAoyEiTE) has as modal 
• • • ,;-•, ,, ..... L ? -;-,,--
1nd1ca t 1on ":X 9 - --.. cc. , a close parallel 
to the last intonation in Example 1. 

.,:, 
.,; .. , ,.· 

/ .• ~', . 
. . ,_, 

-.i I 

~)-y 
. ~ 

-4 ,y ' . ~-(:,~·tJ~ 
~~ . ..... . 

·t i?' 

54. PSAKHOS (cf. above, p. 49, note SO) has a 
chapter about 11 0 ,p67TOO, Ka8' OV i:010&0KETO Tb 
OTEvoypa•1Kbv aOa,nµa" (op. cit., pp.60-63), 
cont~ining an analysis Ka,a 7TapaAACXynv of a 
short melody. Intonation words are here used 
to represent the various pitches. 
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Notes to Example 2: This diagram, a
scribed to the famous Koukouzeles, 
is called o ,pox6o ("the wheel"). It 
was used to show the relative posi
tions of the modes in the system of 
disjunct tetrachords 55 • In a simpli
fied form it survived until the 19th 
century, being used to illustrate 
the basic idea that the authentic 
modes are reached from below, the 
plagal ones from above 56 • 

This simplified ,pox6o is depicted 
and explained in CHRYSANTHOS's 0Ew
pn,1Kov M€ya, pp,28-39. 

Notes to Example 3: Ascribed to Jo
hannes Plousiadinos (15th century). 
Nothing is known about the use of 
this complicated diagram, except 
that it was connected with the ,p1-
~wv1a (the system of conjunct tetra
chords)57. CHRYSANTHOS's chapter TIE
p1 Tp1~wv1ao (0Ewpn,1Kov M€ya, pp. 
39-45) gives an idea of the way in 
which the diagram could be used, e
specially the remarks in§ 92 (ibid • 
pp.41-42). As for the 40 signatures 
that are not inscribed in circles, 
these are all found in the four 
rhomboids that enclose the central 
circle of the whole diagram. The 
signatures of these four areas are 
to be read counter-clockwise; they 
illustrate the system of disjunct 
tetrachords (the ,pox6o). 

When these diagrams were used in 
teaching, the signatures were sung 
on their respective intonation me
lodies. At least this is what CHRY-

SS. Cf. above, p.11. 

56. Cf. TILLYARD, Handbook, p.30. 

57. Cf. above, p.11. 

58. op. cit., p.31. 

59. Transcribed by TILLYARD in Grove's Dictio
nary of Music and Musicians, 3rd ed., New York 
1945, vol.I, p.518. See also the reproduction 
in FLEISCHER, Neumenstudien III, B, p.16 and 
the partial transcription ibid., C, p.2. 

SANTHOS says in his description of 
the Wheel: ~aAAOµEV OE 'IOU'IOUO 'IOUO 
~86yyouo Ka'Ia 'IOV Tpoxov, apx6µEV01 

L 
ano 'IOU 9 , Kal npo~EpOV'IEO au,ov 
a~~aUEO, µs 'IO µEAOO 'IO OTIOlOV nap1-
0'IW01V oi xapaK,np€o 'IOU,,, 58 

CHRYSANTHOS's statement is suppor
ted by other sources from the same 
time, for instance the MS Athens 
2015, foll.26v-27v: To ,ou ,poxou 
A01TIOV ypa~E'Ial Ka8' nµao Kal napaA-

9 Aay1sE'Ia1 ou,w• na Sou ya 01 na Sou 
if ya O 1 na,.., • Kaea os 'IOUO naAa1ouo, 

c, .... & "' > 
.. ½ ou,w• a Uc a UEO UE a LlEO 'ta 'la .. .. 

&- ,.. .. .......~ .,.. 
a y1 a a 'La UEO UE a UEO ta 'la 
-· ~ 

a y1 a a ta U£O ••••• 

In other connections the theoretical 
manuals use signatures as pure pitch 
symbols, e.g. in the so-called µE,po
~wv1a1, These frequently consist of 
well-known melodies, adapted for 
teaching purposes and provided with 
signatures to define the relative 
pitch of each step; the signatures 
quite often consist of letter-nume
rals without the usual tail-neumes. 
The standard melody for this exer
cise is a Stikheron for March 9, 
Xopoo 'IE'IpaoEKanupOEU'I00 59 , but o
ther melodies are at times used in
stead60. Thus, the scribe of the co
dex Peribleptus 61 includes a metro
phonic arrangement of the polytonal 
Doxastikon for August 15, 0Eapx1~ 
VEuµa,1, among the didactic pieces 
and diagrams with which he ends the 
second volume of his MS 62 • Examples 

60. In Athens 974, p.198, metrophonic signa
tures are added by a late hand (MMB Transcrip
ta III (Oct I), p.95). See also above, p.49, 
note SO. 

61. Cf. MMB Transcripta V (Oct II), p.XIX; 
but the date proposed by TILLYARD - "c.1280" 
- seems to be too early, c.1400 is more like
ly. 

62. cod. Peribleptus, II, foll.154v sqq. 
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4a and 4b are excerpts from this Me
trophonia, taken from fol.154v (Ex. 
4a) and 155v (Ex. 4b). The Doxasti
kon is transcribed and discussed by 
STRUNK as a good example of partial 

"modulation to the dominant or . the 
subdominant" 63 - and it was evident
ly used in the codex Peribleptus for 
exactly the same reason. 

N-(1"/t,}-. ,...,\. 

Example 4a (Peribleptus II, 154v): 

LT1xnpov µETpo~wvouµsvov KUl napaAay1s6µsvov slo O~EAlaV µa8nToD. 

,,,a ,, ..... L - ., , ... 
/ ? ,.,. 

77 ~cl' ~"' 
,. 

E, ,,,X 9 'V w9 "' 
,- « 

a '\.et l,\.E a L\E E E E EO 

- ::., =" , , .. _./ - -- J > ., e..-/, ~ -=-" ., > - ,.,/ ~ II I/ ~& • .. • ~t ....,,.~"r l, "' li • ,. ,. ro c,. "' r 'V ,...,, r ....... ""~ ....,.. ..,..,, "'- ng 
0E ap Xl l w VEV µa Tt l l na V TO 0 0 8sv 01 01 8s 0 ~o 0 p·o1 

"-..,,. ~ , ~ ,..,. ., 
M'V b "'- ~s ......,,.. • ,,...., ....,.9 

a TIO 0 OTO 0 AOl 

Example 4b (,ibid., 155v): 
., / -:> 

~~-;;- ~ 
="., -=-·· I/ 

-~ > 
// """ O< -rr-6 .....,. ~ .. -A-3 M. 

7TpEO Ssv E 01 n VE 

Notes to Examples 4a and 4b: For the 
sake of comparison I here reproduce 
the same two sections from the Sti
kherarion Sinai 1227, fol. 145: 

~li,.,.L &... :::, ,-;. ;; ,; / ;;- ;;-

J 0s_ap_Xl-W VEV_µa_Tl' 
a a GF EF Ga a a 

~ ,;..: .,I"\ 
nav_To_8sv 

d be a 

/ , , 
npso_ssv_s• 

e d c 

~;, ., - :_:;: ~ 
01 8s_o_~o_po1 
GF E F ab a 
'(''ft,#, , 

OTO_Ao 1 ••••••• 
FE D 

~';. ~ a ___ no_ 

GF Ga 

- ;:,,> '-"' ,"", , ;;· /.. ,., 
01_n __ vs_Kwo •••••••••• 
c b a G b cd ed c 

b I, 

"'-
E 

.,. ,. ,I C( ~J .......... 
KW w w w w WO 

Between the 'normal' and the didac
tic setting the difference is that 
the leaps of the former are replaced 
by stepwise progressions in the lat
ter. The~~~ on c in Example 4b is 
explained in the margin of the MS as 
being used &no µ€\ovo, a term which 
we already met in Gabriel's trea
tise64; from a metrophonic point of 
view the c is on the Tritos level, 
as indicated by the Barys signature 
on the last neurne of np€oSsvs. Simi
lar explanatory marginalia are used 
for other MeSi in this Doxastikon; 
they cannot, however, be seen clear
ly on my microfilm. 

63. Cf. above, p.10. 

64. Cf. above, p.45. 
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THE FUNCTIONS OF SIGNATURES AND INTONATIONS 

In the first chapter of the present 
book quotations from STRUNK, WEL
LESZ, and H0EG were adduced to show 
how the views on the functions of 
signatures and intonations have de
veloped during the last decades 1 • 
There are, however, still unanswered 
questions which demand an attentive 
study. On the following pages a new 
approach will be tried, mainly from 
an extended survey of the problems 
connected with the medial signatures. 
The views put forward in this con
nection are partly my own, partly 
the result of a running discussion 
between H0EG, THODBERG, and myself 2 • 

In this discussion an important 
point has been the hypothesis that 
the medial signatures are symbols 
for sung medial intonations. In 
viewofthe consequences that fol
low from this hypothesis, it seems 
natural to describe in some detail 
the foundations on which it is 
built 3. 

(1) One argument in favour of the 
hypothesis is the haphazard way in 
which some MSS occasionally have 
Meint instead of Mesi. A good illu
stration of this point is to be 
found in the 24 Oikoi of the Aka
thistos in the version of Ashburn
ham 64 4 • The treatment of line 3 

1. Cf. above, pp.2 sqq. 

2. Cf. above, p.21. 

3. Cf, THODBERG's thesis, Chapter 6 (On the 
function of the medial signatures). 

4. Transcribed by WELLESZ in MMB Transcr.IX. 

(WELLESZ's numbering) may serve as 
an example: 

In most Oikoi a Plagios Protas 
signature is put before this line, 
but in Oikos VI and VII the MS pre
scribes the corresponding intona
tion. These two intonations were, of 
course, intended to be sung. But 
this does not mean that there was 
anything in the two Oikoi to set , 
them apart from the other 22 Oikoi 
and to make it necessary for the 
scribe to insert prescriptions about 
intonations to be sung before line 3 
in those particular Oikoi. It seems 
likely that the difference between 
VI + .VII and the other Oikoi is only 
a difference in spelling. Before-
line 3 intonations were to be sung 
in all Oikoi 5 , but Symeon (the 
scribe of Ashburnham 64) normally 
used MeSi as a practical 'short-hand' 
for full intonations and would only 
occasionally indulge in writing the 
Meint out in full 6• 

In the Dalassenos Stikherarion, too, 
the stray Meint can be nothing but 
unintentional graphical variants; 
in the whole MS there are only four 

/. > ,;:,,/:' L.. ,~ " 

real Meint (......,. "'"" 79v; ex.«-"- 84v, ,- -/,. 

3O8v; ~«:'~'cc 3O9v) and three MeSi 
that are neurnated as intonations 

5. The omission of any indication before line 
3 in Oikos V does not affect the argument, 
since it is no doubt unintentional. 

6, Cf. above, pp.32-33. For further examples 
from Ashburnham 64, see THODBERG, op. cit., 
Chapter 6, note 7. 
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-L,-;,.-,, ✓, , 7 
l.l<Xf 95v; y ,, 240r) • 

In some MSS the variation between 
MeSi and Meint is probably intentio
nal8; but this circumstance does not 
invalidate the above argument. 

(2) If MeSi were to be understood as 
symbols for intonations, this would 
fit in well with the generally ac
cepted explanation of the signatures 
that are found at the beginning of 
pieces to be chanted (the MSi) 9 • 

(3) A further argument in favour of 
the theory that the MeSi represent 
something sung, i.e. medial intona
tions, is the way in which the pla
cing of MeSi depends on the textual 
structure. In a paper of mine that 
was printed in Byzantion some years 
ago, attention was drawn to the con
nection between MeSi and textual 
structure (syntactical or 'metri
ca1')10; but at that time I could 
only hint at the problems involved. 
The point will now be investigated 
further, on the basis of the colla
tions of~EcrTncrav and its three Pros
homoia11. 
The number of MeSi in each of these 
four Stikhera 12 varies from Oto 9. 

7. Cf. above, pp.36 sqq. For an isolated Melnt 
in a Slavonic Stikherarion, see below, p.116, 
note 71. 

A glance at the collations (below, 
Appendix B) shows that this varia
tion is not only a variation from MS 
to MS, but that even in the same MS 
the four pieces usually have diffe
rent patterns of Mesi. Apart from 
the five MeSi-less MSS 13 only one 
single MS is consistent in its MeSi 
(Coislin 40 which in all 4 cases has 
only one MeSi, namely before line 4). 
The following 4 MSS are reasonably 
constant: 

Paris 265: In ETE MeSi before 4; 
in K before 2 and 4. 

Sinai 1224: In EKE MeSi before 4 
and 6; in T before 3 and 6. 

Sinai 1227: In KTE MeSi before 4 
and 6; in E before 4. 

Sinai 1221: In KTE MeSi before 4 
and 6; in E before 4, 6, and 8. 
In some of the other MSS two hymns 
have MeSi at the same places, but 
for the most part all four Stikhera 
differ from each other. In this con
nection it is especially interesting 
to observe that Kand T (which in 
all MSS are found together at the 
same place) are always treated dif
ferently - except in Coislin 40, Si
nai 1221, and Sinai 1227. 

This difference in the placing of 
MeSi is not parallelled in a diffe
rent treatment of the melody. Conse
quently, if the different treatment 
of the MeSi of the four Stikhera 

8. Cf. below, pp.144 sqq. . . , l • 1 h 
, 11 • within a sing e MS is not mere y t e 

9. Cf: STRUNK s remarks on the Byzantine mo- result of carelessness an ex lana-
dal signature", quoted above, p.2. For an ex- . ' . p 
ample of variation between MSi and Mint it is tion must be sought not in the melo-
easiest to refer to Examp;e 32 in my Chapt~r ,.,...._, l dy, which is in principle the same 
VII (below, p.131); the singers who used S1- (>r) in all four hymns but in the text. 
nai 1218 or Sinai 1227 for this Stikheron ~ ' 
would intone a G FED a exactly in the.same As basis for the _ discussion I print 
way as those who used the Dalassenos St1khe- the text of the four Stikhera. The 
rarion. 
10. RAASTED, Some Observations on the Struc
ture of the Stichera in Byzantine Rite (By
zantion 28, 1958 ('59), pp.529 sqq.), especi
ally p.536. 
11. Below, Appendix B. See also above, pp.12-18. 

12. In the following I again make use of the 
symbols E, K, T, l: to denote respectively "E
oTnoav, Kup1£, TETpwµa1, l:nµEpov. 

figures given in two rows are counts 
of the punctuation dots (upper row; 
the type "19+2" is short for "19 
clear dots+ 2 dubious") and of the 
Mesi (lower row). 

13. Cf. above, p.12. 
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o\ot:i 
/ 

1 "EcrTncrav 
11 .. ~ , .,. 29 

Ta TP luKOVTa apyup 1a 4 
4,n..,~ 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

2+1 33 
TnV Tlµnv O TOU TET1µnµEVOU 16 

ov 
l+l 32+1 

ET1µncraVTO 1 ano UlWV ~crpanA 29 

12 23 
fpnyopE'tTE 2 Ka"i: npocrEUXE08E 2 

i.'va 
1 • 32+ 1 

µn ElOEA8nTE O E10 1TE1pacrµ6v 24 

1 28 
To µsv 1TVEUµa O np68uµov 5 

• 1 , 31 
n OE crap~ acr8Evncr 

0 13 

Kup1E 
19+2 0 OTaUp~ KTE'tvacr 

1 
TOV 

3 0 

TfiO avrnu 
6 pucra1 µE anaTnO 

27 
0 15 

TOV crnaTwµEVOV 5 Ka1 aµapTUVOVTa 
0 

Ka"i: vncrTEl't 
6 EKKa8apacr µE 
2 

o'foou µ01 

01TWO (5AEijJW 

e.. 1 
yqn WO O 

0 
Ta oa SdnµaTa 

1 

ofcrnoTa 
21 
4 

10 
Ta OE1TTa 

2 

O+l 
qncrou O 1Ta8nµaTa OOU:-

25 
0 

1T01ElV 

OOA 1 OV 

28+1 
24 

27 
20 

57 

27 
8 
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1 17 ·~ _ ~ /. 27 T€-rpwµcn 4 nuovno poµcpa 1~ Kup 1 E 4 

2 Ka't 
6 26+1 

OE1\JWO O ~AWO £\lEKpw8nv 14 

1 25+2 
3 •~aoa1 sWWOO\l O Tn\l TaTIE1\Jfl\) µou ~uxflv 22 

7 Tpw8E'to 0£0TIOTa 
23 

4 6 T~ \6yxi;i 1 1 

2 
f3EAE 1 TOU lx8poD 5 .. TOUO TETpwµ£\lOUO Kal 0 

3 25 
6 WO OlKTi'.'pµwv O i.aoaµE\JOO 3 

7 Ka't 
19 

OETITW\l oou na8w\J 12 

s Ko1vwvov &vaoE1~6v µE:-

1 

2 Kal 

30 o J\asapoo 9 

4 29+1 
8pnvE1 0 ToDTov Bn8avi'.'a 10 

26 
20 

3 
.. O\J 

1 5+2 29 
0 6 owTnp nµw\J 1 EYE1PE10 EK TW\J \JEKPW\l 24 

4 npon10T0Doa1 
24 

cp i'.'A\U oou 2 

27 
5 Ta Tno a\JaOTaOEWO OOU Tno cpplKTnO 22 

6 

7 

8 

25 
Tn\J TOU ·11.oou \)£Kpwo 1 \) 5 
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The syntactical pattern of the four 
Stikhera can be expressed as follows 
(with a colon as indication of asyn-
detic breaks): 

E 1 + 2 3 4 + 5 6 + 7 8 

K 1 + 2 + 3 4 + 5 6 + 7 + 8 

T 1 + 2 3 + 4 +(5 + 6) 7 + 8 

E 1 + 2 3 4 + 5 6 + 7 8 

This table shows that E and E have 
the same syntactical pattern. K has 
dropped the strong asyndetic breaks; 
the text runs on quite smoothly (no
tice especially that 7 and 8 are in
timately linked. T has a quite dif
ferent articulation, with the strong
est breaks after 2 (asyndeton) and 6. 

The punctuation: Dots at verse ends are usu
ally found in 26-33 MSS (after lines 1, 2, 3, 
5). After lines 4 and 6 the figures are some
what smaller (after 4: 23-25; after 6: 21-28). 
After line 7, 30-31 MSS put a dot in E and E 
but only 19 in T and 10 in K. The reason for 
this different dotting obviously lies in the 
syntactical structure of the hymns. As for 
dots put elsewhere than at verse ends, the 
one after the first word of the hymns is 
found quite frequently; it is of the kind 
which I would term "musical dots" 14 • Theo
ther dots reflect special tendencies of sub
dividing a verse line 15 • 

Medial signatures are placed 
after the initial melisma in 3- 4 MSS 
after line 1 4- 9 II . 
after line 2 10-16 II . . . . 
3, mid-verse 0- 1 II . . . . 
after line 3 22-29 II . . 
4, mid-verse 1- 3 II 

after line 4 0- 2 II 

5, mid-verse 0- 1 II . . . . . 
after line 5 20-24 II . 
after line 6 3- 5 II . . . . . 
after line 7 2-13 II . . . . 
If the number of punctuation dots 1.S 

(compared with the figures on this 

14. Cf. p,533 of my Byzantion 
bove, p.56, note 10). 

15. ibid., p.540. 

article (see a-

\ list, the verse structure comes out 
/ clearly: 

After line 4, 23-25 MSS have punc
tuation, but only 0-2 have a MeSi. 
The two verses (4 and 5) thus form a 
couplet - or a very long verse that 
is divided into two hemistichs. 

Similarly, after line 2 there is a 
maximal number of dots (in 27-33 MSS) 
but only 10-16 MSS have Mesi. 

Comparing these data with the o
ther five places where most MSS have 
punctuation, we find a parallel be
tween the breaks after lines 1, 2, 
4, and 6 (many dots, but relatively 
few MeSi) ·and between those after 
lines 3 and 5 (many dots and many 
MeSi); as for the place after line 
7, the great range of variation 
makes it impossible to interpret 
safely16 • 

Notwithstanding their different syn
tactical structure, all four Stikhe
ra thus have a common verse struc-
ture: c-,.,._rr' . ,A nv,i 

1 + 2 

3 

4 + 5 

6 + 7 

8 

This verse structure is closely par
allelled in the syntactical struc
ture of E and E17 • 

From the figures in the list we can 
learn more about the connection be
tween MeSi and text: 

16. After line 

after line 
after line 
after line 
after line 

1: 

3: 
5: 
6: 
7 

27-30 dots but only 4-9 MeSi; 

27-33 dots and 22-29 MeSi; 
26-33 dots and 20-24 MeSi; 
21-28 dots but only 3-5 MeSi; 

in E and E: 
30-31 dots and 7-13 MeSi; 

after line 7 in Kand T: 
10-19 dots and 2-12 Mesi. 

17. Cf, the diagrams above. 
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(a) After lines 3 and 5 the majo
rity of MSS have Mesi. The smallest 
figure in both cases comes from T, 
the only piece in which 3+4 and 5+6 
are syntactical units, 

(b) After line 1 the smallest num
ber of MeSi is in E (where line 2 is 
part of the object) and T (where 
lines 1 and 2 form one main clause 
with two verbs), In E, lines 1 and 2 
are two main clauses. Again the num
ber of MeSi corresponds to the 
weight of the syntactical break18 • 

(c) Fifteen MSS have no MeSi in 
the last lines (7 and 8), except for 
Sinai 1216, Sinai 1231, Vatopedi 
1492, and Athens 974, which may have 
a MeSi after line 7. It should be 
noted that these four MSS have in T 
a MeSi after line 7, although the 
syntactical break in this Stikheron 
is after line 6; here the verse 

\ structure seems to prevail over the 
, syntactical structure. 

(d) The almost total absence of 
MeSi after line 7 in K is a conspi
cuous illustration of the relation 
between MeSi and text. 

The observations put forward on pp. 
59 sq. show two im ortant tendencies 
concerning the connection between 

avoid a MeSi at a place with only a 
minor syntactical break or, as in K 
after line 7, with no syntactical 
break at all? The answer seems in
evitable: Because a MeSi in such 
places might disturb the understand
ing of the text by separating ele-

'ments that should rightly be taken 
1together. 

~) Elsewhere the MeSi res ected the 
verse structure: In the middle of a 
long verse or a couplet there were 
few MeSi, at the end of a couplet 
there were more. The case of the 
four MSS which had MeSi after line 7 
in T (although the syntactic break 
was rather after line 6) shows that 
here the MeSi were inserted to make 
the verse structure clear. 

All this allows of only one inter
pretation: An element which might 

I disturb the understanding of the 
I text when put in a wrong place but 
which could make the verse structure 
more clear when it was put correct
ly, cannot have been meant for the 
eye alone; it must have been heard. 
The MeSi, in other words, r~present 
something sun·g, i.e. medial intona-
tions. 

r,._) Me Si_ ang_text. For one thing, the 
lgwe~t number of MeSi was frequently (4) Closely related to the above ar-
found in the Stikheron where the gumentation from the text is the 
synta.c_t_i.caL _brea,.k __ is smal ! est. Typi- ;:;;:-l ol~owing interpre7ation of the ~ 
cal in this respect is K, where only ~ ; ation between _MeSi and melody: 
three late MSS (Sinai 1564 Sinai It is a well-known fact that verse 
1585, Coislin 42) have MeSi between l ends (and mid-verse stops) can be 
lines 7 and 8. Why this tendency to treated musically in differe~t ways.~.J~ 

For our present purpose the inner t !,., '\,.i.;, 
cadences can be divided into two (,// 

18. As for E, which has MeSi in 8 MSS, I inter
pret this to mean that the break after the vo
cative (line 1) was felt to be rather heavy -
cf. the demonstrative pronoun in line 2. Thus, 
we have here an example of how the MeSi can 
give a deeper understanding of the psychology 
of syntax. 

~ t y~s, the cadences that make the 
tJ melody rest and those that lead on 

to the following phrase. The choice 
between t~ese two types, it must be 
stressed, does not follow mechani
cally from the syntactical struc
~ e; 'leading-on' cadences are 
quite often found at the strongest 
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syntactical breaks 19 • In the Stikhe
ron'EK OE~lWV TOU ow,npoo (September 
16, Euphemia) cadences of both types 
occur2 D. I have previously pointed 
out that the distribution of 'heavy' 
and 'light' cadences in this Stikhe
ron reflects the verse structure, 
with (punctuating me -isffiat::aJ at the 
mid-verse stops and either full ca

ldences or leading-on cadences at the 
iverse ends 21 • The collation of MeSi 
and punctuation dots in 41 MSS 
showed a marked difference in the 
treatment of the verse ends: After 
the resting cadences (lines 3, 5, 6, 
7, 9) the majority of MSS had both 
punctuation dots and MeSi; but aft..!: r 
the leading-on cadences (lines 2, 4, 
8, 10) Mesi ~ e alm_Q.§ t total l:Y.: ab
sent, even though most MSS had punc
tuation dots also at these. places 22 • 

This scarcity of MeSi after leading
Ion cadences should be interpreted in 
the same way as the scarcity of MeSi 
between two lines that form an in
separable syntactical unit. The MeSi 
were avoided in such situations be
cause they would mean a delay in the 
ra~ transition from one __ verse to 
the next. And since silent marks of 
control would not have that effect, 
the avoidance of MeSi after leading
on cadences must be another support 
for the hypothesis that the MeSi are 
symbols for sung medial intonations. 

19. This is not the place to enlarge upon the 
artistic qualities of Byzantine composers. It 
is perhaps not too much to say that the art 
of musical text-interpretation was never more 

l perfect than in this refined use of inner ca
idences. 

20. MMB Transcripta I (Sept), p.92. Reproduced 
and discussed on pp.537-541 of the article 
quoted above, p.56, note 10. 

21. ibid., p.541. 

22. For details I refer to the tables in my 
earlier publication. 

Sinai 1218 is one of the MSS in which MeSi 
after leading-on cadences are relatively 
frequent. These MeSi are very often precise 
echoes of the preceding cadence, cf. the 
following cases which are picked out from 
the Pentekostarion (folios 212r sqq.; the 
references are to TILLYARD's Transcripta 
volume): 
0wµao b A£y6µ£VOO o{ouµoo (Pent. No. 7), 

after line 4: -~'>' ( ••• EFC) 

after line 7: ~9, (acba) 

M£8' nµfpao OKTW (Pent. No. 19), 
. - -;;...... ,,~ 

line 1, after OK-TW: fl~ ( ••• EF) 

after line 7: ;: (EFGa) 

.,Eppavav· µ(ipa (Pent. No. 27), 
• ~-.:>- .:-,,-Y 

line 1, after µu_pa : y (baGab) 

•OT~ naA6µ~ (Pent. No. 28), 
• 3 ,~/ ( ) after line : -w9 DFEDE 

'AvfBn o ~noouo (Pent. No. 30), 

line 9, after KUPt-~~~: :::" ( ••• DEC). 

The argument does of course not rest 
on an isolated case. In the Penteko
starion of D (MMB I, foll. 252v-279r) 
I have found only one MeSi after a 
leading-on cadence, before o nnyao 
Ka1 A{µvao in ITapa ,o ~p€ap 23 • And 
even in Sinai 1218, a Stikherarion 
that is overloaded with MeSi and in 
which MeSi after leading-on cadences 
are not rare, the scarcity of such 
MeSi is remarkable. A confrontation 
of Sinai 1218's treatment of a Sti
kheron with resting cadences (Exam
ple 1, below, p.62) and of one with 
leading-on cadences (Example 2, be
low, p.63) will show the difference24 : 

23. fol.262r; l:fMB Transcripta VII (Pent), 
hymn 49, line 10. 

24. For the sake of comparison I add the Mesi 
of two other MSS, Sinai 1227 and D. 
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Example 1 (Sinai 1218, 231v; Sinai 1227, 230r; D, 275r; MME Transcripta VII, 
No. 100: 

D: 1227: 

ii ... 

~ 

1218: 

...... 
9 

.,.,. 
9 

,,,,. 
9 

II 

:z. 

L 

&.- - ..,/ .,,"/ 

1 fAwo_oa1 TIO_TE 

-- - ✓ '$: , OUV_E-XE--8n __ oav• 

,;:.. . 77/ -;, 
Tnv TOA_µav• 

.... ~ ✓ ,., :; .._ 
Tno nup_yo_no1_1_ao• 

.._ ..,,,.. ;;,/ 
3 yAwo_oa 1 OE vuv , 

-. ._ .,/ ~ ,n 
1 E_oo_~1_oen_oav• 

_/ -",' ,, // 

Tnv 60 __ 1:,;av• 

-- ~ / , .,,, ..,__ 
Tno 8E __ o_yvw_o1_ao• 

o/' r.;:-,... ,,,.,, ,, ., >, ~ 

Touo a __ oE __ SE10 TW TITa1o_µa_T1• 

, •• a..!! 
..!- ,......,.......",' -6 EV_TaU ___ 8a "" / ., .... ;::; 

r--, ~¥' 
-JYJ(t-o 

'(f 

E:_~W-Tl_OE XPl-OTOO• 

1/ ',' ... -· '="' ;-;·, .,~ ~ 
TOUO a __ Al __ ElO TW TIVEU __ µa_Tl· 

,.... '" ;;/ -n a __ ~w_v1 __ a• 

~" / .,.. ,, ~ 
npoo T1_µw_p1_av• 

-~ ... 
9 ap __ n 

>" ,. / '> ,... "" 77/ ._ 
Ka1_voup_yE1_Ta1 ElO ouµ_~w_v1 __ av• 

.I\"~ 
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Example 2 (Sinai 1218, 232r; Sinai 1227, 231r; D, 275v; MME Transcripta VII, 
No. 109): 

D: 1227: 
l ,.,..,,,,.1 " ,.,. / 

"'9 9 

,,- le... 

9 

.,,.,,, l,::, 

9 

1218: 
L ., .. ,, 

Q... 

,,,,. L 

9 

- -/, 
._/ -; / ,. ..,,;.; ... ,,___,- -- // " 1 /:,.EU_ TE TiaV_TEO 01 1Tl_OT01° 

, H./,"" / ,.,, 
2 TWV a_y1 __ wv TiaV_TWV 

--<,. 
✓ .,., ,- , _,,,___,_ 

, 
// // ,... _,, 

Tnv TiaV_E_op_TOV µvn_µnv• 

~ ~/ if ._ 
Eu_nn_µn __ ow_µEv• 

-;:::;,, ... - .._/ .... ,... ' , .. ,, 
5 Tov Sa1r_T1_0Tnv Tou ow_Tn __ poo• 

,. - * , ,"' ~ 'll'. / .,,.... c.,,,/"" .,. '? ,.,. ,, ~ 
7 l_E_pap_xao 61_6a_0Ka_AOUO TE Kal 0_01_ouo• 

:;;,- ,.,... ..,/ ,,... 
8 a_oKn_Tao Ka1 61_Ka1_ouo• ➔ 

... -· ._ ...,,,.. 
9 Ka1 Twv a_y1_wv yu_va1_Kwy · 

, - ;>., ✓ ~ .... ..;;,,-X'..,. ... 
10 OE_Sao_µ1_wo µa_Ka __ pl-sOV_TEO 

( / ,"' ·..; - .,_/ ~ / ,,.,, ,, l"'i:\ 
11 ouµ_~w_vwo EK_So_n ___ ow_µEv• 

., _..,,,, ,"' 
1rpEo_SE1_a10• 

- c./ '" , .... i7 -,, ~ 
El-Pn-vnv Ta10 EK_KAn_o1_a10 oou• 

,,c ._ ...... 1/ .. ,. '~ 77 
Tw ~1-Ao-xp1_0Tw Sa_oi __ AE1• 

V --,.,,,..,_, ,., - ✓ 9- .,.,, ,, ~ 

~, 17 Ka1 Ta10 Wu-xa10 n_µwv TO µc_ya c __ AE_oo:-
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The above arguments are not the only 
ones that might be adduced in sup
port of our hypothesis. They should, 
however, show sufficiently clearly 
that taking the MeSi to be symbols 
for sung medial intonations is not 
merely an assumption, but a sound 

,,) working hypothesis. 
The implications of this concept 

will be studied in the present chap
ter and the concept will be applied 
also in the rest of this book. In 
so far as this application really 
does make sense, the said interpre
tation of the MeSi will no longer be 
a working hypothesis but a well 

c) 0 founded theory. 

Example 3 (MMB I, 271v; MMB 
~ ... ..._ - ._ ~ ✓•• ,,.._ 

8 1 Ev ,a10 au_;\a10 oou 2 
G G G ab G .. ,,,.-·· 
"'" 

., ,- .,. // 
/,/ 
""'--'-

TO yo_vu ,no 1/Ju-xno "' 
Ga be b a G a bcbGa 

What, then, are the functions of the 
medial intonations (whether these be 
actually written as Meint or ex
pressed by the corresponding MeSi)? 

The MeSi are generally understood as 
signs of control, meant to show the 
singer that he was on the right 
pitch, or to help him back if he had 
fallen out of tune 25 • As long as 
these signs of control were taken to 
be silent, no other function could 
reasonably be ascribed to them. 
There are, however, many situations 
in which MeSi occur in ways that 
would seem to make their alleged 
function as signs of control highly 
improbable, 
A few typical specimens will show 
this point 26 : 

Transcripta VII, p.124): 
ll.::,:, .._ ,.,.,, ._ - , - ,_..,._ 

KU ___ pl_E 01 1r1_0,01• 
bed cb a G ab b 
,.. ......,, 

> 

,-..u ... 
,,"✓. • 

Ka 1 TOU ow_µa_,oo 
G a b ab GEFG 

._ ~"" ~v ~-, ~ 
u_1ro __ KA1 __ vav_,Eo• 

..... 
wy 

... ., 
y 

G bG aG F E E 

ll / If ::..,, .,;..; ,""' ~-:., 

3 av_uµ_vou __ J.JEV OE ,ov av_ap_xov 1ra __ ,E_pa 
E E F G G G b d be a b a G G 

-- ;,;,, , , ;:--~.., ~,; ;,,,,, >, 
4 Ka1 ,ov ouv_av_ap_xov u1 _____ ov• 

G a a be b a b aaG Ga deb 

:::: -- - /. ... > /.. >""' ~ , 
5 Ka1 ,o ouv_a_1_01_ov Ka1 1rav_a __ y1_ov 

b b b b d c b b b be a b a 
1T\!EU_).Ja• 

G G 

;t--> > ~ :.;.., '>'v >~ "'" ll, , , 
6 TO ~W-,1--sO\! Kal a_y1 __ a __ sO\! Tao 1/JU~~XaO n __ ).JWV:-

G a b a a a be G EF G bG a G FE E 

25. The views of Western scholars have on 
this point been in conformity with modern, 
Nee-Byzantine practice (cf. quotation above, 
p.S), in which the transformation from sung 
intonations to silent signatures has been 
accomplished (cf. below, p.153). 

26. For further parallels, see THODBERG's 
thesis, Chapter 6. From the silence of other 
scholars I infer that such phenomena have 
seemed to them to be of minor importance. 

I 
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Notes to Example 3: In line 2, D has 
Oligon on u(1roKA1vav,Eo); I have 
corrected into Ison in order to keep 
the right pitch. In line 4, the Oli-

gon over the Kratema is missing. To 
simplify I have left out the red va
riants in D. 

Example 4 (MMB I, 255r; MMB Transcripta VII, p.29): 
.._ ..__ ~ _,.u ,~ II / .__ 

1 Mu_po_~o_po1 yu_va1 __ KEO 
a a a G EF G a a 

... .. "'" :.;,:, _,.... ::::., ~ .... ,,;.:,, ,, .,. 
2 TW ,a_fw Tl 1Tpoo_nA_8E_TE· 

a be a a GF Ga FE D 
L -=..,;=-, ~ 7 ," , / ,..,... .,. 

.,...,,,.. 3 '[1 sn-TEl_TE '[0\) 

a G be a G 
sWV_,a E\! VE_Kp010' 

a F E D D 

...... ~ L ~ , ,~ / > > 

9 4 av_E __ o,n 0 KU_p1_00• 
a a G cb C b a 

u 
1" 

" 
_:::,, - ~," J """" , .. 
II if 

5 8ap_OE1~~~'E i3o __ a , ay __ yE_Aoo:-0 
be d b C a EF G ba 

Notes to Example 4: In line 5, D has 

~, which makes the melody end out 

of pitch; my correction into ......:.,. is 
merely made for the sake of conveni
ence and pther solutions might be 
envisaged. (TILLYARD's information 
on the reading in Dis not correct). 
For the inaccuracies of Din this 
Stikheron, see below, p.138. 

Viewed as signs of control most of 
the MeSi in Examples 3-4 are super
fluous. The melodies are so simple 
and the use of standard formulas and 
phrases so evident that no singer 
could for a moment feel any doubt as 
to the place of the half-tone steps, 
the main difficulty in unaccompanied 
vocal music27 • And, if we apply WEL
LESZ's most recent thoughts about 
the function of sung MeSi, it is 
certainly difficult to think of a 

27. THODBERG has a good many observations to 
illustrate this argument in his thesis, Chap
ter 6, paragraph 2. 

b C a a 

singer "humming them inwardly in or
der to catch the right note of the 
following phrase"2 8 - especially in 
cases like Example 3, where all the 
phrases introduced by MeSi start 
with Isons, i.e. on the same pitch 
as the finales _of the immediately 
preceding phrases. The "right note 
of the following phrase" was easily 
found without any MeSi, one would 
think2 9 • 

On the strength of this, the expla
nation of the Mesi as signs of con
trol must be rejected, at least in 
so far as the medieval Byzantine mu
sic is concerned. As I intend to 
show later on, this concept is fully 
valid only for the most recent phase 
of 'Byzantine' music - including, 
perhaps, the period immediately pre-

28. MMB Transcripta IX (Akath), Introduction 
p.LXVII(8). The underlining is mine. 

29. Such cases are extremely conmion, cf. be
low, pp.121, 127 (Ex. 27), 128 (Ex. 29), 130 
(Ex. 31, line 6), 131 (Ex. 32, lines 4, 10, 
11), 132 (Ex. 33, line S), etc. 
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ceding CHRYSANTHOS's reform in the 
19th century30. 

l:J,. 
In our understanding of Byzantine 
music there is now a blank, a gap 
that must be filled out with a new 
explanation of the raison d'~tre of 
the MeSi - unless we were to con
clude that the MeSi had no reason
able function at all. This, however, 
is out of the question, considering 
the care with which most scribes 
have provided their MSS with MeSi 
and the general stability and relia
bility of the tradition31. 

An analysis of the occurrences of 
MeSi (or Meint 32 ) in MSS of diffe
rent dates and different genres will 
be made below, pp.89-153. It makes 
us realize that medial intonations 
have had more than one function and 
that the use of these vocalises has 
undergone several changes up to our 
own time, where the MeSi are nothing 
but silent signs of control. 

A practical function can be ascribed 
to intonations when they make sing
ing more easy. Intonations are used 
at the beginning of hymns to this 
effect, facilitating a precise at
tack and also serving as a guide for 
the position of the half-tone steps 

30. Cf, below, p,153. 

31. Cf.. my article in Byzantion, 28, 1958, 
p,529 - and above, pp.11-18. By 'stability' 
I do not mean that all MSS agree as to pre
sence or absence of MeSi at a given place. I 
refer to the fact that when they do have them, 
their choice of MeSi is by and large consi
stent. 

32, Since the following is based on the as
sumption that the MeSi, in principle, stand 
for sung medial intonations, the distinction 
between Mesi and Meint will not be made from 
now on unless where it serves a specific pur
pose. 

in the following melody 33 • Medially, 
intonations are used with a similar 
function when a new modality is to 
be introduced in the course of a me
lody34 or when a change of perform
ers takes place 35 • 

Medial intonations are also used to 
make the text structure clear, there
by making it easier to understand 
the words properly 36 • Notwithstand
ing the practical purpose of such 
medial intonations, we cannot de-
ny that intercalations of this 
kind have an ornamental function 
as well 37 ; the ornamental function 
is particularly evident in cases 
where the Meint is an echo of the 
preceding phrase ending 38 • Since 
this type of Melnt singing was used 
at the Imperial Court 39 and Meint 
in some MSS are prescribed especial
ly for use at high feasts 40, we may 
infer that the ornamental use of in
tercalated intonations gave an extra 
brilliancy or festivity to the per
formance. 

For similar purposes other interca
lations are sometimes used. Some of 
these clearly bear the mark of being 
a sort of 'stage directions'. Thus, 

33. The standard intonation melodies are well 
suited to this purpose; in most of them half
tone steps are included (cf. above, p,9). 

34. See above, pp.45-46, and below, p.96. 

35. Cf. below, pp.115 sq., 121, and 143 sq. 

36. Numerous illustrative examples will be 
given below, in Chapter VII, passim. 

37. Functional parallels could be adduced 
from organ accompaniment to congregational 
singing. 

38. Cf. the examples from Sinai 1218 quoted a
bove, p.61, and the examples in THODBERG's the
sis, Chapter 6, paragraph 4 with notes 9-11. 

39. Cf, below, pp.114-115. 

40. Cf, below, pp.106-107 and 145 sq.; also 
pp. 80 sq. 
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for repetitions we find sung inter
calations of the words TIUAlV, TO 
0EUTEpov, and To Tp1Tov, whereas va
riations are often marked by aAAov, 
occasionally by Ka1 ETEpov. The pre
cise implications of other inlaid 
directions are not known - e.g. the 

frequently used AEYE and AEYETE and 
the more rare ~aAaTE. 

Examples 5 and 6 give an idea of the 
use of such intercalations 41 : 

Example S, A Plagios Tetartos Trisa~ion (r.y.I, fol. 33v): 

-,< " (' To Tplcraylov T\ 1to 
a- 7;/ h-,:t, > J; 
a_µn~~~~~n~~~nv 
G Ga baGab a G 

--- a-/..:::.. 
II V.,. II ~"" - 7i A_a_yl_o ___ o ___ ocr 

G a G Ga bG a b 
..._ ,_,,,, .!'!.... 

,,,._. II ",.,_?J: "" 
AE-YE-E~E~~~E--TE 

,, 5 ~~'"" -•- ~ h--:J -✓ ,us 7i, ll ~ 
0 

b 

8E_o ___ o ___ o __ o ___ o __ o ___ o __ o_yyocr 

b a b aG a G aG a b be b G b c deb cha ab aGF G F G G 

;;:- -:, "i7 U._a __ yl_E 
G a G G 

--✓, ._/,,~ -
// J/ '" - // a ___ yl_o ___ o ___ ocr 

G a G G a bG a b 

~ ;:." ., ::. 1/ a- -;;.., ::~"" -· ? , q--j ~ --=-' ,".s " > -;;- ~ u __ a __ u lCJ-XU-PO~~~~~o~~~o~~~~o~~~o~~o~~~o~~~o~yyocr 
b a Gab b be b G b cdc deb cha ab aGF G F G G 

:::., >" ,., 
u __ a __ l/1 

~ /7i ,--.,. .:.;, ~, ~ ~ a ____ ea ____ va ____ Tocr• ,, 

b a G Gab babe aG ab GFGF 

--- ...,, ,; -.;:,......,,. ~ ... .....-" E ___ E_AE_n ___ crov 
..:. , ~ ,.;..: ~,. ll 'i' ,.............. ~ 

n-n~n--n--1-1a_yya_a_yya_acr:-
Gab c a GFG FEF E FG EF GF G D G G G 

,,,- ., -TO 0EU_TE_pov: 
G a G G 

-- ,,,- ,, 
TO Tpl_Tov: 
G a G 

-- -- :-✓ 7;' , .,....--...._ 
EU_Ao_yn ___ cra_TE 
G G Gab a b - -· .._/ II II I✓ 

Lio_o_sa 
H / ---;; 

na ___ Tp1 

G b b c c d de f 

:::, .,. 
KU_pl 
b a 

etc. 

TO 
b 

41. For examples of &AAOV, see the cases list
ed in the introduction to the facsimile edi
tion of Ashburnham 64 (MMB IV, p.29, note 2). 
Some Slavonic parallels are quoted below, p. 
106. Stage directions occur also in the West, 

~ -;j' ;;:::- >•X 

oo ___ o __ sa 

b c d G 

cf. JAMMERS, Musik in Byzanz, im papstlichen 
Rom, und im Frankenreich, Heidelberg 1962, 
p.232 and 246 (note 31) and THODBERG's the
sis, Chapter 22, paragraph 3. 
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Notes to Example 5: I have compared 
the Trisagion from r .y.I with two 
Trisagia in the Deuteros mode ( r .y. 
VII, 148r and Sinai 1294, 65r). Even 
though the melodies are, of course, 
not the same, the performance fol
lows the same lines in all three 
sources. The rubrics in r.y.VII and 
Sinai 1294 are not without interest: 

(a) Before To oEUTEpov r.y.VII 
says 11 TO aUTO ASYEl Kal o OEUTEpOO 
xop6o". Sinai 1294 has no such ru
bric; but after TO oEUTEpov and af
ter TO TplTOV this MS goes on with 
a short incipit (ay10) set to the 
same music as the beginning of the 
Trisagion. Obviously, TO OEUTEpov 
and TO TPlTOV are meant to replace 
the Amen which functions as an into-

Example 6 (Sinai 

.... If"' ~,. _, ~ --~ ~ r- / 
A- _,,"" 

~ 
,, 

aUo TIO ua a a a a a a a 
G a GF G F FGaG abcb 

nation at the first singing of the 
Trisagion. 

(b) Before EuAoynoaTE r.y.VII has 
the rubric 11 Ka1 o ooµsonKoo E:J.JTipoo-
6Ev TOU SnJ.JaTOO ASYE1 11 , whereas the 
Sinai MS indicates "o &vayvwoTno µo
voq,wvap1011. This intercalation -
with the curious shortening of KUp1 
- is no doubt to be understood as 
an exultant announcement of the Do
xology which is to follow. 

(c) In Sinai 1294 the Doxology is 
introduced by a Plagios Tetartos in
tonation before which a rubric seems 

to say o µ18° (?). The intonation, 
then, was not sung by the same per
son as the preceding announcement 
- at least not in the setting of Si
nai 129442 • 

1244, fol. 102v): 

_, % _, ... s ✓ ,.. - ~> ,,--;;- ,, 
a a a a a a Yl E '\, '\, 

C a be ? ? a G G cb C 

.... _., , .. , , ,.;/ ? / "" .,., / 1/ ...... -=- -

..:.
'\, '\, 

C C 

j::;,, ~-✓ 77' 
AE YE TE 
c bab c 
,,_,,i , .. -D. ,, 

d G G 
~ f" ..:. ..... ~ -- ~ "',.? ,.., // 

EU AO o o ya aaa 
G c baGc bab c 

1 Tnv ~u-xo_q,E_An TIAn_pw_oav_TEO TEo_oa_pa_Ko_oTnv• 
c d cb a d a b a Ga be a G G G 

,_!,, ,.. '71"\ ~-'"'.:;::. '~ ✓ ,,.. ;,, ... > ,. 

2 So-n--OW--J.JE-E-E-E-E-E-E-EV' 
c be a cdb c dbc a cba G 
~ , .. r r ,,,..::,,-

3 xa1_po10 
,r ~ ? ';J /4 ....;:,. _./ % 
TIO_AlO sn_ea_a_v1_1_a• 

4 

5 

6 

c bcab c a c a bcbG a G 
V 

.._,,L ~ s ?~, ~s -;;- __, ~"' ~ /~ --// 
,, 

Tou_ou_ou Aa_a_sa_pou• TICl--TPl-10 n-n 
Gd d d cb deb bbaG a b aF a G G ., . ~-- ~ """'·- ---? ,,,,1/ 7r ... , ... ~ ~,. ... /.,. ,,. 

xa1_pE ___ TE µap __ ea Ka l µa_p1 __ a• 

C bcab C C a d bccb a ba G 

77 ~ ... / , , , ... 
// 

a1_a1 TOU_TOU a_oEA __ q,a1 
a ea b a G a F G 

42. For a description of parallels from other 
MSS, see BARTOLOMEO DI SALVO, Gli Asmata nel
la musica bizantina, Bollettino della Badia 
Greca di Grottaferrata, Nuova serie, 14, 1960, 
pp.157-158. 

::,L ,:,,,; -,, 
a y1 a 
d G G 

L .... ,,,.i 
,r-' ,,.. // 

~a ACX TE 
d G G 
..:. ........ ,r -
?-.,. ✓ ,,, 
'\, a a '\, 
c b a b c 

d 

-- ~,. ~-- :_-;? ~ 0 

a a a a a a A/' 
G aG aG ab c G 

.:-,, "', ,, ., , ... 
AE E E 
d cba G 

-- /I 
'\, a '\, 

C C 

~ ,. .. -I/ 

a y1 a 
d G G 

;;:,, ~ 
S·· E YE 

c bcbab 

., .... 
TI a 

[dfe]d 

A-TIO 
[ G a G 

-~ 
'\, '\, 

C C 

;::., ..... ,.. 
AE YE 
C G 

,· .... ,, 
'\, a '\, 

G 

,, 
TE 
C 

C b C (?) 
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_, "7 ~ ~ 
~ , . ~,....,...... 

7 au ___ p1_ov ya __ ap 
d c d c ef dedc d 
_L 7 , ," , .. ~ 

8 sW_w_Oal Pn-J.Ja_Tl 
d d c b ab c 

.,." ~ 9 / ., .,. 
XPl-OTOO Tia_pa_y1_VE_Ta1 

b d dab a G 
, ... ,. "> 1/ ,.,, ,. ,,, ,79 

TOV TE_6vE_w_Ta a_oEA_q,ov• 
b a G a be a G a F G 

? ~, ..... / ~ ,;;a ✓.: " " __, /~ 9 ou q,w ___ w_vno a ___ Kou ___ oao• 

c bca b c abc b Ga G 

69 

~ 
TE 
C 

~'"' 
12 KCX\ 

-~ 'l: " ll ?" ..!: ll ~s ;;-_., ~ -;;.-J "s _.,.., ,.., 
).JE_E_E_E_ya_a_a OTE_E_E_va __ a_~ao 

C b c a b c ddcb c d c G c d baG a G 
a- ~.. / ,. >v , •. ,......._ -:»lie' 77· ,~_., ,"', ,.._ ,, 

13 a_TIO_AU_OEl Aa_sa_pov KEl_pl_CllO E ___ oq,1y_).JE_VOV• 
G be d c b ab c F F a dbc ba G G 

,r --EU AO 0 

G G a b 

... ----~ ,-;. Z,,, rf>, ,., 
0.,.0 0 0 0 

cb cb d bcba G 

/4 .,. 
0 

? ? 
ya 
a 

aaa 
G 

-· -- o/ ., ,. ;;, ,~ '"' ll ~ 14 OU TW eau_µa_Tl on_J.JOO E_Spal_wv EK_TIAa_yEl-El_E10• 
G be d d d ef e d cd ef d e c d d d 

/. 

,;.; ;;- .:;, ~ 77 ~ 
15 J.JE-Ta_a Sa ___ , __ wv f ~-- '" ,., KAa __ a ___ owv 

be d ef dedc d d 
KCX \ 
C b dcbc d b c 

- - ':II'~ _,..,., ---
/ ., ,.v ,.. . ~ " ~ ..-,....- I /f ,. ✓, 

16 au_Tw Tipoo_uTI __ av ____ Tn-n--n~-~oou_o1• 
d c b ab c a c bbaG a b a G G - , ,::., ...:..~ 

17 KCll 
G 

-· ,,,..-, ~s ,, ,.. ;;::::, ,, ~ ~ > ,;-

EU_ cfl n - J.J OU V _TEO Tia1 __ 0Eo• oq,_6n_oov __ Ta1 
be d cdcb c 
__, ~·~ n· .!;-: 

18 ov q,6o_vo u_o1_1 
c d bca c de .. 
--~ - -;;-/4- ,) 

19 EU_ Ao __ yn_J.JE __ voo 
c ccbc clef d 

b c d G ccb c 
~~ _., ;; 
Tia_a_TE-PEO· 
db C b C 

M - - ~ ,, J >·• '"--;; 

0 EP-XO-J.JE_E_voo• 
deb c d dcbc d b c 

., - / , > "" -;;- ,-:~,., -;, 20 EV o_vo_µa_T, KU __ p1_1_1_ou_ou• 
b c d c b bca b c a c b c 

.=:, 
," > ..:.: - 'i ,s ,._..--... ~ 

1o_pa_n_n_n_n_n_n_yynA:-
a G Gab cdcbaGG G 
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Notes to Example 6: There are a num
ber of mistakes in the notation of 
this rather difficult melody. I have 
compared with the slightly different 
versions in D (MMB I, 219v) and 
E.a.V (fol.71r), both of which also 
contain some errors. In these two 
MSS the Stikheron is provided with 
normal MeSi only. 
At the following places I have had 
to correct the version of Sinai 1244, 
leaving a few obscure intonations 
unemendated: 

Line 2: JJE] ~,.. Sinai 1244; .....:, D 

(= c b); ,~~ E.a.V. The Kentema on 
the first syllable of the intonation 
before line 3 is faded (or perhaps 
is it a later addition with diffe
rent ink?) 

Line 3: -poto Tio-],,~·",,..-- Sinai 1244; 

r;-,,,:-,-- D (= a c); ,,".:,..::.tr E.a.V (= be 
ah c).For my correction, see lines 
5, 9, and 10. The intonation before 
line 4 er:ids in Sinai 1244 on 7i ; 

E.a.V has the signature 'l::: ... and D 

has * "ii , both on G. 

Line 4: n] ;;:-, ..... Sinai 1244; rl 
E.a.V (= d eh);,.;.,:_ D (= d cbc). 

. 7 ] -L ;;--Line : aupt- ~ .. " 

77L .,. ~.., D (= d c d c); 

Sinai 1244; _, / -
,....,....,.,. .s 

E.a.V (= d c d eh c). 

Line 8: -n] ~ Sinai 1244; I have 
corrected after the parallel in line 
13. In both cases D and E.a.V have a 
different version. 

. 12 ] - ._/ .......... S . . Line : OT Eva- // , , etc. inai 
1244; I have corrected by means of 
line 11, D and E.a.V have different 
versions, ending the line on G. 
Line 14: 8au-] - Sinai 1244; - D 
and E.a.V (= d). 

In E.a.V, fol.52v the Staurotheoto
kion EnµEpO\! 0 aTipootToo 43 is not 
only provided with MeSi but has also 
the following peculiarities: 

(a) The Virgin's words 01µ01 TEK
vov lµov etc. are introduced by an 
elaborate intonation. 

(b) The word lµ6v is repeated 
three times, in a highly melismatic 
style. The first of these repeti
tions is introduced by a standard 

intonation ( ? ... -,), the second by 
-"" / , ,., 
Kat E TE pov, and the third by 
-:,,," / , -:::,,,-;:,, 

EU AO ya oao. 
(c) Between the last repetition 

of the word lµ6v and the following 
question (T1 TOUTO TIETI01nKao) the 

- - .,;:::-.,/,{ / ll 
words ow 8Eto a SSa a a µou 
are intercalated44 • 

Of a different order, but still with 
structuralizing and ornamental ef
fect, are intercalations of ETit~wvn
µaTa45 and in psalmody of the word 
Alleluia46 • 

The interpretation of Meint as an 
ornamental device is supported by 
the fact that the number of MeSi 
prescribed by different MSS for the 
same piece varjes considerably47• 
This variation shows not only that 
performances with or without inter
calated intonations have existed 
side by side48 ; it also shows that 
Meint singing was less a necessity 

43. Trionr p.363 and 395; MMB I, fol.210v. 

44. All MeSi and intercalations are written 
with red ink. 

45. See below, p.121, note 84. 

46. See below, p.160, note 195. 

47. Thus, to quote a few examples, the melody 
collated below in Appendix Bis provided with 
0-9 MeSi in the MSS, and in Example 34 of 
Chapter VII (below, pp.134-135) the number of 
MeSi varies from Oto 29. 

48. Cf. above, pp.12-13. 
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than a possibility open to those 
who wanted a festive performance. 

l:J, 
In footnote 31 on p.66 attention was 
drawn to the general consistency 
in the choice of MeSi at a given 
place49 • This does not mean, of 
course, that all MSS agree. On the 
contrary, it is quite normal that 
different MSS propose different in
tonations for the same musical con
text50. My point is that the choice 
of medial intonations depended on 
more or less strict rules; for an 
intonation to be intercalated be
tween two Gs, for instance, there 

are many possibilities - y , ~"'"', 
... :,- /4, ._ .:.. ._ 

n~9 ""1T'u ·· -rr~'' 'l'\. etc - but 
' '::J ' , , • 

in a given context only a few of 
these can be realized. At present 
I can only touch on some of the 
aspects of the problem; a compre-

hensive study of the underlying 
rules of tradition would lead this 
book off its track 51 • My material is 
taken from the Stikherarion. 

Quite naturally, the choice of Mesi 
depended largely on the mode of the 
Stikheron. This can be shown stati
stically. 

The table below lists the MeSi of a 
large number of Stikhera, from two MSS: D 
(MMB I) and Sinai 1227. The table is based 
on two lists: 

D: All readable MeSi on folios 1-184 ( a
bout 450, distributed on 133 Stikhera). I_ 
compiled this list some years ago, for a dif
ferent purpose. 

S: All readable MeSi on folios 2-54 (about 
875; 246 Stikhera). This list was made by 
THODBERG, who kindly put it at my disposal. 

The figures from these two MSS cannot be di
rectly compared, since the two lists do not 
cover the same material (D: September - 'Au
gust; S: September - November). For my actu
al purpose, however, there has been no rea
son to collect fresh and uniform material. 

Table of MeSi in 133 Stikhera from D and 246 Stikhera from Sinai 1227 

Mode of Stikheron Mode of MeSi and number of cases 

D: 33 a 19 TIA a 1 Sap 1 ..-,..., .. 
Protos - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

S: 34 a 27 TIA a 14 Sap 
_r a!!~ 

D: 14 a 18 TIA a 5 '\/\, 2 I ,;::_-, 1 ~ 
Plagios Protas - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

S: 7 a 25 TIA a 4 Sap 1 s (?) 

D: 62 s 20 TIA s 13 I.A'\/\., 2 0 1 'Vv 1 TIA a 
Deuteros - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

S: 172 s 41 TIA s 33 I.A.'\/\, 6 0 

D: 35 s 37 TI A s 30 \)\'\/\., 1 AEYE 1 TIA a 
Plagios Deuteros - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

S: 152 s 46 TI A s 57 \A,'\/\, 1 TIA a 

NB. Tritos - Plagios Tetartos, see next page! 

49. Cf. also below, pp.106-107. 

50, Numerous cases are included in the ma
terial discussed above, pp.13-17. 

51. Chapter 6 of THODBERG's thesis includes a 
penetrating analysis of the connection between 
Mesi and the musical context. 
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D: 17 '\I\, 

T ritos - - - - - - - - - -
S: 19 'VI, 

D: 
Barys - - - - - - - - - -

S: 1 'V\, 

D: 28 0 
T etartos "" - - - - - - - - -

S: 59 0 

D: 9 0 14 1f A 0 
p lagios Tetartos .... - - - - - - - - -

S: 50 0 21 1f A 0 

From the figures in the three co
lumns it is evident that by far the 
most connnon MeSi are those of the 
same mode as the MSi and those of 
its authentic or plagal parallel 
mode (left column) 52 • In the middle 
column we find the MeSi of the re
spective µ€001 - and in the right 
column the few MeSi of the remaining 
four modes 53 • Although the details 
of this rough calculation must not 
be insisted on, the table has un
mistakably shown that the choice 
of MeSi was mostly dictated by a 
feeling of modality. · 

2 
-

2 

1 
-

33 
-

8 

14 
-
13 

Sap 1 a 7 1f A a 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Sap 4 1f >-. a 5 s 

Sap 2 a 
--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-

-

'\/\, 8 s 10 1f A s 16 1f A a 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

'\/\, 30 s 10 1f >-. s 1 a 20 1f >-. a 

'V\, 3 s 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

'V\, 5 s 4 1f >-. a 

The"EoTnoav-materia1 54 can guide our 
next steps, as we have here detailed 
information about the way in which 
a great number of MSS treat the same 
melody. The tables of correct and 
abnormal MeSi which were included in 
Chapter II (above, p.18) confirm the 
general conclusion about the feeling 
of modality which we deduced from 
the table on pp.71-72. All we have 
to do is to 'translate' the figures 
from p.18 to fit the manner of pre
sentation used above: 

14 y, 131 ~~ (including 
four abnormal) 7 Sapuo 

48 a 19 o (including one abnormal), 1 1r>-. 6 
126 1fA a 1 S (abnormal), 2 1fA S (abnormal) 

But we can learn more from the"EoTn
oav-collations. In the following 
table (p.73) I have extracted from 
the collation-folders the data of 
seven MSS, most of which are dated. 

52. A noteworthy exception is that Plagios Te
tartos MeSi are not used in Tetartos pieces 
(apart from~). 

The table shows how widely different 
were the ideas held by the scribes 
- or their superiors - about which 
intonation to intercalate in a given 
context. 

53. The Tetartos is again 'abnormal', with 
many Plagios Protos MeSi. 
54. Cf. above, pp.12 sqq, and below, Append. B. 
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"EoTnoav etc. 

Sinai 1218 E 

(A. D. 1177) K 

T 

E 

D 

(A. D. 1221) 

Sinai 1231 

E 

K 

T 

E 

E 

(A. D. 123.6) K 

T 

E 

Sinai 1586 

(A. D. 1333) 

Sinai 1230 

(A. D. 1365) 

Sinai 1564 

(15th cent.) 

Patmos 223 

E 

K 

T 

E 

E 

K 

T 

E 

E 

K 

T 

E 

E 

lb 

.:. -''--

...:..
" '" 

..:. .... 

-=--

2 3 

.... ? 
9 . 

9 

n'L 
9 

3b 

In some cases are we able to grasp 
the principles (or tendencies) ac
cording to which the MeSi are em
ployed. Thus, of the intonations 
prescribed before line 2, some look 
forward to the d of the next phrase 

( -n: -~( 1/, ~.,..,./\, whereas others are 
chosen to suit the preceding finalis 

on c (;: ~ ) • 

4 4b 5 6 7 8 after 8 

.. , 
r 

'-' 

...:.. .... 
..:..-

..:.-

..:.. .... 

9 

_L_ 

Similarly, before line 4b the 

looks forward but the g, of Sinai /. 
1586 looks backward. As for the l't9 · 
of D, it somehow looks both ways; 
the intonation body (a c b a) is an 
echo of the preceding b cc b a, 
while the intonation tail a c leads 
on to the c which follows. 
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Before line 7 we find once more a
signatures and c-signatures. This 
time the melodic tradition is split; 
in some MSS line 6 ends on a, where
as others end this line on c. The 
Protos or Plagios Protos signatures 
in D, Sinai 1230, and Sinai 1564 are 
all put in to harmonize with endings 
on a. Of the Tritos signatures, 
those of Sinai 1218 in Kand of Da
lassenos in E follow a-endings (and 
are, therefore, forward-looking), 
whereas the rest (1218TE and 223E) 
are found after c-endings. 

Apart from these three nanas from 
1218TE and 223E - and, for different 
reasons, apart from D's Plagios Pro
tas before line 4b - we have until 
now only discussed MeSi found at 
places where differences in pitch 
between the preceding finalis and 
the incipit of the following phrase 
enable us to draw safe conclusions 
about their orientation. The situa
tion is less perspicuous when the 
finalis and the following incipit 
have the same pitch. But even then, 
it is sometimes quite easy to see 
which way a Mesi is oriented. Before 
line 3, for instance, the Plagios 
Protos signatures of Sinai 1231 and 
Sinai 1230 are echoes, but the Pro
tas signatures of D, Sinai 1564, and 
Patmos 223 are oriented towards the 
following formula. 

Even though no definite conclusions 
can be drawn from the limited mate
rial included in the table on p.73, 
there are details in it which sug
gest lines that should be followed 
in future and more large-scale stu
dies. It seems to be possible to 
reach valid conclusions of two kinds. 

One of these concerns the rules 
according to which the MeSi are cho
sen. In situations like lb and 4 on 
the table, the use of nana seems to 

be almost universal 55 , but elsewhere 
the variation of the MSS shows that 
local or individual ideas have in
fluenced the scribes 56 • From a more 
extensive material we can expect to 
get an answer to the question whe
ther specific rules were imposed by 
a widely spread tradition or whether 
they were limited to a particular 
scribe or his school. 

The other conclusion which we may 
envisage from a more comprehensive 
investigation concerns the individu
al scribes and their compliance with 
the rules. The scribes of Sinai 1218 
and Dare rather free and inconsis
tent, whereas those of Sinai 1230 
and Sinai 1231 unfailingly stick to 
their rules 57 • 

~ 
In principle, the scribe who wanted 
to intercalate a medial intonation 
had a choice of two possibilities: 
His MeSi could be made to accord 
with the end of the preceding phrase 
or it could be chosen to suit the 
phrase that follows 58 • I shall show 
in a later chapter that habits have 
changed considerably during the cen
turies: In Palreobyzantine Stikhera
ria and Heirmologia the MeSi usually 

SS. For details from other MSS, see above, 
pp.14 and 15. 

56. This is especially clear before line 3 
where each of the MSS on the table sticks to 
its own rules. 

57. According to STRUNK (The Musical Quarter
_..!l. 1945, p.353, note 43) Koutloumousi 412 is 
"exhibiting unusual consistency and discrimi
nation". The best approach to studies of the 
rules will be a careful analysis of a consi
derable number of Stikhera in a restricted 
number of MSS. This would enable us to de
scribe the rules obeyed by each of the scribes, 
and afterwards to compare the different sets 
of rules. 

58. Quite often the MeSi are equally well 
suited to both phrases, cf. the examples in 
THODBERG's thesis, Chapter 6, paragraph 4(a) 
and (b).For an example from D, see above, 
p.73 (on the Plagios Protos before line 4b). 
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introduce (announce) a change of 
mode 59 , whereas in post-medieval and 
Neo-Byzantine tradition most MeSi 
are retrospective 60 ; in the inter
vening period of Round notation we 
find MeSi of both kinds, even in the 
same MS 61 • 

Occasionally this ambiguity in the orienta
tion of MeSi prevents a full understanding 
of the musical context. In Chapter II, when 
I was speaking about THODBERG's paper on 
Chromatic alterations in the Sticherarium62 , 
I suggested that a distinction be drawn be
tween THODBERG's observations and the hypo
thesis to which he was led by those observa
tions. In the conflict between certain nor
mal and 'wrong' MeSi THODBERG saw the re
flection of a conflict between major and mi
nor forms of the Anastama and related formu
las on D _in Plagios Tetartos Stikhera. THOD
BERG' s reasoning runs roughly as follows: 

(a) An Anastama on D followed by a 'wrong' 
signature, is a major form - and, according
ly, to be transcribed with F-sharp. 

(b) Followed by a signature that involves 
/L 

F-natural (e.g. 9, representing the intona-

tion melody a G F E D, or n9, = D !_ E D) it 
is . a minor form,-with F-natural. 

(c) From 'normal' MeSi that do not involve 

F-natural (e.g. i; and nfl':7) no conclusions 
can be drawn. 

(d) Finally, if there is no MeSi at all 
after the Anastama on D, it is equally im
possible to decide whether the Anastama is a 
minor or a major form. 

59. Numerous examples are given below, pp. 
89-102. 

60. Cf. Example 42, below, pp.150-152. 

61. Cf. TILLYARD's commentaries in the MMB 
Transcripta volumes, passim - usually in the 
form of remarks on 'forward-looking' Mesi. 
TILLYARD's attitude towards the MeSi which 
"confirm the next progression" depends on his 
general understanding of the MeSi as signs of 
control; The problem is discussed, with many 
illustrative examples, in H0EG's introduction 
to the facsimile edition of Ashburnham 64 
(MMB IV, pp.31-33) and has recently been stu
died by THODBERG in his thesis, Chapter 6, 
paragraph 4. THODBERG describes the following 
five types of medial intonations and signa-
tures: (a) 'central' Meint, (b) 'connecting' 
Meint, (c) 'introductory' Meint, (d) 're-
trospective' Meint, (e) "MeSi without con-
nection with the melodic context". 

62. Cf. above, pp.20 sqq. 

The crucial point is case (b), in which THOD
BERG finds the minor forms, with F-natural. 
This point of the reasoning presupposes that 
the Protas and Plagios Protos signatures are 
retrospective or 'central 163 • But, if these 
F-natural indicators only point to the fol
lowing formula, they say nothing about the 
preceding 'Anastama'; for all we know, it 
may even always be a major form with F-sharp. 

In his paragraph on retrospective MeSi TROD
BERG gives as an example the beginning of 
the Stikheron Tb Kat'EiK6va tnpnoao UAw8n
tov64 which he convincingly interprets as 
follows: _, -;..;:,s -
To Kat'EiKova tn-Pn-_oao 

a GGFE F 

- c.-.?,, ~ 
a_Aw-Sn __ tov 

l ~ ,u b_ 
~,,✓ 0--Dl-E 

ll/ ~,, 
Tia __ tEP 

G a FE D 

[aGFEDa] b a EF 
/If " 

Ga c b a 

In this setting (from Munchen Gr. 471, 64v) 
the medial intonation is an echo of the pre
ceding cadence, and a return to the F-natural 
modality starts abruptly on OOlE: 

F-sharp F-sharp I F-natU"ral 
tnpnoao UAwSntov ayla OOlE TIOTEP 

In the same Stikheron other MSS (e.g. Pat
mos 223, Sinai 1564, Sinai 1585) have Mesi 

L 9,-. This situation, according to THODBERG, 
should be interpreted: 

F-n~tural F-natural I F-natural 
tnpnoao UAwSntov avavEaVEO OOlE TIOtEP 

As far as I can see, however, it is equally 
likely that the intonation is here used as 
an upbeat to the following phrase; if so, I 
see no reason why the setting of these MSS 
should not be interpreted as 

F-sharp I F-natural 
tnpnoao UAwSntov avavEaVEO 

F-natural 
OOlE TIOTEP 

Even though we have good reason to 
believe that a MeSi in a medieval MS 
should normally be understood as an 
indication of the possibility of 
intercalating the corresponding in
tonation, there are undoubtedly si
tuations where this function cannot 
be ascribed to the MeSi 65 • We know 
that the signatures are nowadays not 
sung; they are nothing but µap,up1a1 
of pitch66 • But though the develop-

63. Cf. above, note 61. 

64. op. cit., Chapter 6, paragraph 4(d). 

65. Cf. below, pp.124-125. 

66. Cf. above, p.S. 
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ment from sung medial nxnµa,a to si
lent µap,up1a1 cannot be followed 
in detail 67 , it seems certain that 
MeSi could still be used in the old 
way as late as in the 16th century 6 ~ 

67. Cf. below, p.153. 

68. Cf. below, p.128. 

As for the use of 'silent' MeSi, the 
use of MeSi as pitch-symbols in the 
µE,po~wv1a1 69 suggests that such si
lent MeSi properly belonged to the 
class-room. 

69. Cf. above, p.53. 
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Prescriptions of the Typika1 , ru
brics in liturgical MSS, analyses of 
the different musical styles, compa
risons with Gregorian and other re
lated bodies of chant, the singing 
of the Orthodox Church of to-day -
these are the more conspicuous kinds 
of evidence which enable us to form 
a picture of the various ways in 
which Byzantine chant could be per
formed. 

A coherent description of these pat
terns of singing exceeds the limits 
of the present book2 • As a back
ground for the following, a few ge
neral notions and observations on 
the performance of Byzantine chant 
will suffice: 

(a) Described in terms of performers, 
the singing of Byzantine church mu
sic is either soloist or choral, or 
a combination of both. 

(b) If a unit of chant is not sung 
by the same person or persons 
throughout, the main types of per-

1. Edited in A. DMITRIEVSKI, Opisanie litur
giceskich rukopisej, I,1895 and III,1917. The 
first volume of JUAN MATEOS's edition of Le 
Typicon de la Grande tglise (Roma 1962; Ori
entalia Christiana Analecta 165) comprises 
only the fixed year. 

2. See e. g. WELLESZ, A History of Byzantine 
Music and Hymnography, 2nd edition, Oxford 
1961, and REINHOLD SCHL0TTERER, Die kirchen
musikalische Terminologie der griechischen 
Kirchenvater (Inaugural-Dissertation zur Er
langung der Doktorwiirde der Philosophischen 
Fakultat der Ludwig-Maximilians-Universitat 
ZU Munchen), 1953. 

formance are the antiphonal and 
the responsorial; but other forms 
exist, often of a highly complex 
nature 3 • 

(c) The two choirs of a Byzantine 
church are at times fused into one 
big choir, but usually they alter
nate according to rules which are 
set down in the Typika. 

(d) A given hymn is not always ne
cessarily performed in the same way. 
Thus, to mention a specific case, 
the Stikheron Nuv Eicr crnµEtov and 
its Prosomoia (from the office of 
the Gonyklisia) according to Sinai 
756, fol.301 are soloist's pieces, 
performed by o waA,ncr, whereas Vati
can Gr. 1606, fol.178 after each of 
the three hymns adds TO au,o o ETE
pocr xopocr, which implies choral per
formance. Similarly, in the rubrics 
for the Good Friday Hours, the two 
Grottaferrata MSS E.a.V (148r sqq.) 
and E.a.VI (101v sqq.) disagree, 
e.g. in the rubric to EnµEpov TOU 
vaoiJ: 

E.a.V, 148r: El,a cruvan,n, Kal µE
Ta ,nv EK~wvncr1v apxE,al O waA,ncr ••• 

E.a.VI,lOlv: El,a cruvan,n, Kal µE
,a ,nv EK~wvncr1v apxE,al O OE~lOO 
xopocr ••• 

(e) A special device of Nee-Byzan
tine chant is the Ison-singing4 • We 
do not know when this kind of per-

3. For examples, see below, pp.124-125 and 144. 

4. See e. g. PANAGIOTOPOULOS, pp. 290-302 and 
TARDO, pp.390-394. 
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formance was first introduced. Or
thodox scholars maintain that it is 
very old; but the literary evidence 
which is put forward in support 
consists of descriptions of refrain
singing and does not say anything 
whatever about Ison-singing 5• 

);J,. 

Our problem is now to place the 
singing of intonations in this ge
neral framework. Logically the fol
lowing six types of intonation 
singing could be considered: 

I. If the intonations were sung by 
the same singer(s) as the hymn to 
which they belong, they would be 
sung 

(a) in soloist's pieces by the 
soloist 

(b) in choral pieces by the choir. 
II. If the intonations were not sung 
by the same singer(s) as the hymn to 
which they belong, they would be 
sung 

(a) in soloist's pieces by a choir 
(b) in soloist's pieces by another 

soloist 
(c) in choral pieces by a soloist 
(d) in choral pieces by the other 

choir. 

NB. Provided an Ison-singing took 
place, one further implication must 
be considered in cases II,a-d: Were 
the intonations sung by the same 
singer(s) as the Ison? 

);J,. 

In connection with their work on the 
Ashburnham Psaltikon, H©EG and WEL
LESZ have both put forward sugges
tions as to the performance of the 
medial intonations which are quite 
often indicated in this MS. 

WELLESZ's last "editorial prin
ciple" includes the following obser
vation on Meint and MeSi: "It is 
impossible to say whether the full 

5. Some of these descriptions are quoted by 
TARDO, p.391. 

Intonation was sung, or just these 
few notes [viz. of the Mesi], EE 
whether the Soloist who sang the 
Akathistos, hummed them inwardly 
in order to catch the right notes 
of the following phrase" 6• WEL-
LESZ is here considering a possibi
lity which was described above as 
type .!......£_. 

H©EG's reasoning follows different 
lines. In a penetrating analysis of 
the signatures and intonations of 
the Ashburnham MS 7 he ventures some 
- cautiously worded - deductions 
from the ways in which the MeSi (and 
Meint) are fitted into their musical 
context 8 • H©EG's main conclusion is 
that "le chant de la martyrie etait 
execute facultativement par une voix 
autre que celle du chantre"9. Whether 
this "autre voix" was a soloist (my 
type II b) or a choir (my type II a) 
H©EG cannot decide 10 ; there might be 
differences in the performance of 
different genres (H©EG, p.34, note 1) 
- or even local differences in the 
performance of pieces belonging to 
the same genre (ibid., p.34, top). 

To these suggestions of H©EG and 
WELLESZ I should like to add the 

6. MMB Transcripta IX (Akath), p.LXVII; the 
underlining is mine. 

7. MMB IV, Introduction, pp.30-34. 

8. "Raccrochage a gauche" and "raccrochage a 
droite" (p.32), the latter being the same as 
TILLYARD's "confirmatory neumes". 

9. ibid., p.34. The underlining is mine, 

10. ibid., p.31: "11 faut done croire que, au 
moment ou le chantre terminait le Prooemium 
• •• une autre voix (ou un choeur) devait exe
cuter l'echema" (introducing the following Oi
kos). Cf. p.34, note 1: "Pour les Kontakia et 
l'Acathiste, il est naturel de penser que le 
Protopsalte ou un choeur chantait les eche-=
mas, les martyries et le refrain". Finally, 
note 1 on p.33 deserves to be quoted: "Quel
ques-uns de ces passages pourraient faire cro
ire que le soliste etait appuye par un petit 
choeur qui tenait l'Ison". 
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following simple argument. An into
nation (or its equivalent signature) 
prescribed at the very beginning of 
a hymn is generally understood to be 
meant as an indication of where the 
hymn is to begin. Now, in soloist 
openings there might be some doubt 
as to how this was handled in prac
tice; but in pieces where a choir 
starts simultaneously (and in uni
son!), one singer must necessarily 
have had to guide them to the cor
rect starting pitch, to avoid con
fusion11. 

Occasionally the Typika contain ex
plicit information about the singing 
of intonations. Thus, in a descrip
tion from A. D. 1292 of the Gonykli
sia, the ceremony - after the Great 
Synapte - starts with a neane, sung 
by the Domestikos 12 • The intonation 
referred to here is undoubtedly the 
one which we know e.g. from the Ash
burnhamensis (MMB IV, fol. 258r) -
a long intonation of Plagios Deute
ros (almost 4 lines in the MS) 13 • 
And a 15th cent. description of the 
performance of an Orthros Prokeime
non runs: Kal aVEPXETal o ooµEOTlKOO 
no AaoouvaKTno µEXPl Kal TPlWV Sa8-
µ1owv TOU aµSwvoo Kal ~aAAEl µETa 
TWV AOlTTWV avayvwOTWV TO TTpOKElµE
vov, aAAa on Kal ~aAAEl o ooµEOTlK OO 
ETTl Ta TEAn nx1oµa (DMITRIEVSKI I, 
166). This nx1oµa is probably not 
one of the usual short intonations, 
but rather a composition of the type 
found, e.g., in Athens 2458, com-

11. Cf. H0EG, op. cit., p.34, note 1. 

12. DMITRIEVSKI I,889. 

13. This particular Neanes is also found in 
Coislin sources; in STRUNK, The Byzantine of
fice at Hagia Sophia, plate 11 shows an ex
ample from about the year 1100 (Grottaferra
ta, r.B.XXXV, fol.53r). 

prising several lines of melody to 
ekhematic syllables 14 • 

In the play of The Three Children 
in the Furnace, too, it is the Dome
stikos who according to the rubrics 
of Iviron 1120 sings nxnµaTa 15 • The 
precise interpretation of this de
scription is uncertain16 , but "rixn
µaTa" is probably also here to be 
understood as longer melismatic com
positions, perhaps used as a frame 
for the Stikhoi of the 7th Can
ticle17. 

In a Typikon from A. D. 1573 the 
following description of an antipho
nal performance of a Christmas Doxa
stikon deserves to be quoted: EtTa 
oo~asEl o ooµEOTlKOO TOU TTPWTOU xo
pou ElO nxov TTA.S~, Ka1 vuv o ETE
poo, EVTEU0EV nx1sEl o TTPWTOO Kal 
~aAAoµsv OTaOlV µ1av, nx1sEl Kal ~ 
OEUTEpOO TTaAlV TO auT6, onAoV6Tl 
OEUTEpouµsv OAOV TO OT1xnpov KaTa 
OTao1v, TO OE TEAOO TOU OT1xnpou 
EK y~ (DMITRIEVSKI III, 342). This 
seems to be my type II c. Another 
source, however, of about the same 

14. For instance Athens 2458, 42v sqq. Cf. al
so Messina 161, 68r-68v (described by BARTOLO
MEO DI SALVO in Bollettino della Badia Greca 
di Grottaferrata 13, 1959; p.132 and 14, 1960, 
p.154). In SCHLOTTERER's thesis which I re
ferred to above, p.77, note 2, the passage 
just quoted from DMITRIEVSKI I,166 is given 
as the only documentation for the word Kxiaµa. 
SCHL0TTERER adds (op.cit.,p.45): "Es handelt 
sich vielleicht um eine Art abschliessendes 
Melisma. An sich sind solche Melismen am An
fang eines Stiicks als Intonation iiblich, ihre 
Bezeichnung ist nxnµa, &nnxnµa, £vnxnµa. Die
se Begriffe gehoren jedoch zum Problemkreis 
der speziellen Musiktheorie. Dieses Gebiet be
darf einer ausfiihrlichen Behandlung in einer 
eigenen Arbeit". I think that it would per
haps be more correct to refer to the 'Problem
kreis der speziellen Musikpraxis'. 

15. For the rubrics of Sinai 1527, see below, 
p.81, note 21. 

16. VELIMIROVIC tentatively takes these nxn
µa,a to be Kratemata, see his Liturgical Dra
ma in Byzantium and Russia (Dumbarton Oaks 
Papers 16, 1962), p.358. 

17. ibid., pp.378-379, lines 23-80, 
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time does not mention the Domestikos 
at all; the description is somewhat 
unclear, but seems to allude to a 
performance of type I b 1B, 

~ 
Kalophonic Stikheraria from the 14th 

and 15th centuries contain various 
settings of the said Christmas Doxa
stikon, InµEpov O Xp10TOO EV Bn8AEEµ 
yEvvaTa1 EK Tiap8€vou, and of its E
piphany counterpart InµEpov O lp1-
0TOO tv ~opoav~ ~A8EV SaTIT1oenva1. 

1 InµEpov 0 Xp10TOO lv Bn8h€µ 2 yEvv1ha 1 tK Tiap8€vou 

3 onµEpOV 0 avapxoo apxna1 4 Kal CJ A6yoo oap KotlTa 1 

5 < OUVaµE10 TWV oupavwv 6 a1 Kal ' yn n ouv TOlO etV8pWTI010 

ayaAAOVTa 1 EUcjlpa 1vna 1 

7 
C µayo1 TO: owpa Tipoocjl€pouo1v 01 8 Ol TI01µEVEO TO eauµa 8auµaz;;ouo1v 

9 T]µEfo oE etKaTaTia(JOTWO SowµEV 10 Mc.;a EV ul/J 10m 10 8Eiii Ka'i h'i yno Etpnvn 

11 lv &v8pwTI010 EUOOK'ta. 

In Sinai 1259, foll.158r-159r, each 
of the long-verses (1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 
11) is introduced by a fairly elabo
rate intonation; no rubrics, however, 
reveal details of the actual perfor
mance. The combination of a simple 
melody and elaborate Meint suggests 
type II c. 

Sinai 1234 contains three settings 
of the Epiphany piece. 

On fol. 223v it is ascribed to 
John Glykys; extended Meint before 
lines 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 10; no de
tails of performance, except the 
headline which says 1616µEAOV ljJaAA6-
µEvov OlX OPO V µETO: nxnµaTWV, 

On fol. 230r the setting (by Koro
nes) is quite different; the piece is 
divided into the usual long-verses 
and each long-verse is sung twice, 
first by o 60µ€0T1Koo (melismatic, 
with partial repetition and re
grouping of words) and afterwards 
by 0Ao1, aTioxopou (simple melody). 
There is only one Meint, a very long 

18. DMITRIEVSKI, III,376: nxt~£1 o npwtoo xo
pbo KO\ ~OAAOµEV OtOO\V µ{av, nxts£\ KO\ o B' 
ntiAlV tb aut6. 

one before line 9; this Meint is 
sung by the Domestikos; the other 
sections (both soloist and choral) 
begin with Mesil9, 

The third setting in Sinai 1234 
(fol. 234v) is sung 01xopov. Before 
the introductory ~6c_:a .•• Ka'i vuv ... 
the rubric says o 60µ€0T1Koo Tou 6E
C.:1ou xopou µETa Twv ouv a0T0, After 
the Amen, the rubric continues: ElTa 
&vay1VWOKE1 TO OT1xnpov O Kavovap
xno. Then follows an intonation+ 
lines 1-2 of the Stikheron. After 
that, a rubric: TO aUTO Ka'i o ETEp oo 
6oµEOT1KOO TOU etplOTEpou• EiTa nxn
µav o OEC.:160. The rest of the piece 
is divided into long-verses, each of 
these being introduced by extensive 
Meint - and each section being sung 
first by o oEC.:160 and then by o ap1-
0TEp60. The TEAOO (i.e. lines lo-11) 
is followed by an ETEpov TEAoo which 
has a short Meint before line 11. 

19. The choral repetition of lines 5-6 is in-
. . -x. ">> ,~ ..... ~ terest1.ng because of 1.ts start: "Y<!:j '-'"- 01 ou-

vaµc10 etc. It is not clear, however, whether 
a whole Meint was sung here, or just the tail 
as prescribed. Cf. below, pp.149-150. 
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The MS Athens 2458 (14th century) 
contains a good many rubrics de-
scribing different ways of perform
ance. Thus, on fol. 161v, TO XEpou-
61Kov aoµaT1KOV (&TIO xopou) is in
troduced by a short Mint, sung by 
the Domestikos. The text itself is 
sung by oAo 1. 

A thorough investigation of these 
late MSS would probably bring to 
light a good many similar cases from 
which the performance of intonations 
in particular pieces could be seen. 
But even then, the main problem 
would still be there: Is this late 
evidence of any value for the period 
before the 14th century and for non
kalophonic chant? It is obvious, I 
think, that MSS like Sinai 1259, 
which give only the setting of InµE
pov o Xp10Too yEvvaTa1 EK Tiap8€vou, 
cannot give us any information about 
how Stikhera were generally per
formed. On the contrary, the context 
in which these pieces are transmit
ted makes it more plausible that we 
are here facing exceptions. And so 
the question will be whether these 
exceptions are innovations or vene
rable relics of an older practice20 

In the late MSS that I have consult
ed, full intonations have either 
been given without any indication of 
performer, or have been assigned to 
the Domestikos. I have met no case 
where the choir or the Protopsaltes 
is mentioned directly as singer of 
an intonation21 • So, even though the 
material is too scanty to constitute 

20. Cf. below, pp.146-147. 

21, In a 16th cent, MS the Psaltai are once 
said to sing nxfoµa1a:"Hyouo1 o?: o1. ~aAtat 
0\0 µ1:oov Kat fixfoµata do nxov TIAOY\OV o'" 
(Sinai 1527, which I quote from VELIMIROVIC, 
Liturgical Drama (cf. above, p.79, note 16), 
p.380 lines 132 sqq.). These nxfoµata, how
ever, are probably not standard intonations, 
cf. above, p. 79. 

a formal proof that the singing of 
intonations always lay with the Do
mestikos, this certainly holds good 
in some genres, in the later centu
ries22. For the earlier period evi
dence is still lacking for a working 
hypothesis of that kind. 

In Analecta Sacra I, pp. LXXV and 
677 PITRA put forward some ingeni
ous explanations of the mystical 
word avaKAwµEvov which he sometimes 
found, in strange abbreviations, be
fore the refrain of the Oikoi of 
Kontakia. These strange abbrevia
tions are no doubt to be understood 
as symbols of nxnµaTa. They are 
found in MSS of the 11th and 12th 
centuries, if not earlier23 , and 
their place just before the refrain 
definitely seems to indicate that 
their function was to 'give the ' 
pitch' to those who were to sing the 
refrain (choir or congregation). If 
that is so, we have here once more 
type II c. Whether this intonation 
was sung by the same Psaltes as the 
Oikos, or by another (the Domesti
kos!) cannot be decided; its func
tion, at least, makes it likely that 
it was sung by a soloist24 • 

~ 
Circumstantial evidence as to per
formance of intonations may also be 
sought in the manner in which the 
intonations are written in the MSS. 
As a rule both Mint and Meint are in 
red - although in all periods we 
meet exceptions where the intona
tions are written with the same 
black or brown ink as the rest of 

22. In 19th cent, Typika the Kanonarch ap
pears in connection with modal announcements; 
cf. above, p.37. 

23. Apart from PITRA, nobody seems to have 
paid any attention to these intonation syl
lables. They will be described below, pp. 
115-116. 

24. Cf. above, p.79. 
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the hymn. They share this red ink 
with other insertions - AEYE, AEYETE, 
TTaAlV, oµo{wcr, TO OEUTEpov, TO Tp{
TOV, ~&AaTs 25 - and with other ele
ments which at times are used in
stead of Mint (o6~a, aµnv, etc~ 26 . 
On the other hand, intonation syl
lables used in the filling out of 
melismata - like those mentioned by 
H0EG in MMB IV, pp. 27 sqq. - are 
usually written with the normal 
text-ink. The leading principle 
would seem to be that red ink in 
these cases is a symbol meaning 
"sung by somebody else". For our 
present purpose it should also be 
noted that the meaning of many of 
these words implies a situation 
where they are addressed to somebody 
else. This is particularly obvious 
in the imperatives AEYE, AEYETE, ~a
AaTE - but the other exclamatory ut
terings also seem to demand at least 
some sort of audience27 • 

~ 

I have now put forward the evidence 
(both direct and circumstantial) for 
the hypothesis that the intonations 
(both Mint and Meint) were not sung 
by the same singer(s) as the hymns 
to which they belong. There were se
veral details which pointed towards 
the Domestikos 28 • This would fit 
perfectly into the general picture 
of the role of the Domestikos as di-

25. Cf. above, pp.66 sqq., and below, p.121, 
note 84. 

26. Cf, also below, p.121, note 86. 

27. Even though these inserted words may 
later have become fossils, deprived of ac
tual meaning, there must have been a time 
when that was not the case. 

28. WELLESZ (History, 2nd ed., p.309) refers 
the intonation singing in Kanons to the Kano
narch or to the Protopsaltes. 

rector of the choir29 • For soloist's 
pieces the evidence, as far as I 
know, is too meagre to allow of any 
definite conclusions. There is, how
ever, nothing in the material that 
speaks against the idea that the in
tonations were usually sung by the 
Domestikos also in these genres. 

Only one source shows intonations 
sung by more than one person -
Konstantine Porphyrogennetos's 
Book of Ceremonies, according to 
which the intonations to some choral 
pieces were sung by the Kraktai 30 . 
The most conspicuous of these cases 
is the ~o~asoµ€v OE XplOTE, where Ol 
KpaKTal sing intonations before the 
hymn and after each half-verse; the 
hymn itself is sung by o Aa60 3oa. I 
have deliberately postponed the 
Kraktai until now, not only because 
the hymns referred to are part of 
non-ecclesiastical court music, but 
also because the description can be 
interpreted in different ways. In
deed, there is not even complete a
greement as to the number of the 
Kraktai. To HANDSCHIN 31 the descrip
tions of the ceremonies (and of the 
fee given to the Kraktai) suggest 
that their number was very restrict
ed, in all likelihood 2 Kraktai in 
each of the two factions - but the 
validity of HANDSCHIN's reasoning is 
doubted by WELLESZ 32 ; to him, the 
Kraktai were two groups of singers, 

29. Cf. Gabriel's description of the cheiro
nomy (TARDO, p.196): Tipbo yap T~V TOU 00µ£-
0T{KOU X£fpa t.11aVT£O &110B>.€110VT£O ouµ4lwvouµ£v. 
Cf, also the 12th cent. Aristoteles couunenta
ry, quoted by H0EG in MMB IV, Introduction, 
p.34, note 1. 

30. For intonations in the Book of Ceremo
nies, see below, pp.114-115. 

30a. II,78 p.125 (R 319). 

31. Das Zeremonienwerk, pp. 72 sqq. 

32. History, 2nd edition, p.103, note 3. 
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two choirs. The use of the plural, 
01 KpaKTal, is inconclusive; after 
all, a soloist's part can easily be 
doubled and the music still be solo
istic33. As I have already pointed 
out in Chapter V (p.66), Konstan
tine's descriptions support the hy
pothesis that sung Meint had a 
structuralizing and aesthetical (or
namental) function - but they are 
not, •in my opinion, of any help in 
deciding the possible role which the 
choir played in the singing of into
nations in church music. 

It has been suggested - by H0EG in 
the introduction to his facsimile e
dition of Ashburnham 64 - that the 
'confirmatory' neumes, which are 
often written with red ink above the 
melody innnediately after a MeSi or 
Meint, were sung by the intonation
singer(s) at the same time as the o-
ther singer(s) continued the chant 34 • 
H0EG's suggestion is inspired by the 
way in which the 'confirmatory' 
neumes at times continue for several 
syllables - quite unnecessarily, if 
these red neumes were only meant to 
confirm the pitch of the melody in 
relation to the preceding signature. 
In a footnote H0EG mentions an al
ternative explanation of the red 
neumes after medial signatures, viz. 
that they are variants - but he is 
not in favour of this explanation, 
since it involves a new difficulty, 
that of explaining why variants are 

33. Cf. SCHL0TTERER, p.13, on "mehrfach be
setzten Sologesang": "Die Verstarkung ist mog
licherweise durch raumlich-akustische Gegeben
heiten bedingt". 

34. MMB IV, Introduction, p.33: "les marty
ries, avec les notes qui les suivent, consti
tuent un ele~ent de chant qui se superpose a 
la melodie proprement dite ou qui s'y ajoute". 
The underlining is mine, 

more frequent innnediately after a 
signature than elsewhere 35 • 

There are in fact many details which support 
H0EG's objection to the idea that the red 
neumes after MeSi are variants, Thus, of the 
six examples quoted by H~EG, those from fo
lios 149r and 160v cannot possibly be vari
ants, since the red melody is an exact du
plicate of the melody proper. 

In the same footnote the red neumes 
are tentatively connected with Ison 
singing. H0EG's hypothesis, which is 
stated in rather vague terms, im
plies that the Ison singers went on 
from their Ison to sing the medial 
intonation plus the red neumes, af
ter which they would then go on with 
their Ison. 

Quite recently, EWALD JAMMERS has 
approached Ison singing from a new 
angle, in his book on Musik in By
zanz, im papstlichen Rom und im 
Frankenreich 36 . In a fascinating 
chapter on Das vormittelalterliche 
Organum (pp.180-204) Professor JAM
MERS puts forward the theory that 
the organum singing was introduced 
at the Papal services in Rome to i
mitate the Ison singing at the Impe
rial services in Constantinople 37 • 
These ideas are highly suggestive 
and the reconstructions which are 
given by JAMMERS to illustrate the 
"Haltetontechnik" (pp.194-195) are 

35. ibid., p.33, note 1. 

36. Abhandlungen der Heidelberger Akademie 
der Wissenschaften. Philosophisch-historische 
Klasse 1962, l,Abhandlung, 

37. "Und so ergibt es sich doch mit Wahr
scheinlichkeit, dass man - etwa zu Vitalians 
Zeiten, um den mehrfachen Quellen zu folgen -
unbeachtet der Machtlosigkeit gerade dieses 
Papstes in Rom als Gegenstiick zu dem kaiser
lichen Geprange eine 'papstliche' Liturgie 
einrichtete, d. h. den altgewohnten gregori
anischen Gottesdienst mit besonders prunkvol
lem Ritual vollzog, und das Organum gehorte 
also zu dies em Prunk". (ibid., p .198). 
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not unconvincing, although their hy
pothetical character must not for a 
moment be forgotten; relevant lite
rary or musical evidence from the 
Byzantine area is completely lack
ing38 and we simply are not in a 
position to tell whether Ison sing
ing was practised in Byzantium in 
the Middle Ages. 

All that we can say is that if I
son was sung in the period whenme
dial intonations were used for prac
tical or ornamental purposes, there 
was probably some kind of connection 
between the two, though other solu
tions than H0EG's might be taken in
to consideration. 

Personally I feel that one should stress the 
role of the Domestikos as director of the 
choir; I am in favour of considering a per
formance in which the medial intonations 
(sung by the Domestikos alone) lead up not 
only to the following part of the melody but 
also to the Ison (which I think was momenta
rily interrupted while the Domestikos was 
singing his short vocalises). From a prac
tical point of view the prolonged note at 

38. Cf. above, pp.77-78. 

39. In 'normal' pitch as follows: Din Pro
tas, Gin Deuteros, a(?) in Trites, Gin Te
tartos, Din Plagios Protas, E in Plagios 
Deuteros, Fin Barys, and Gin Plagios Te
tartos. 

40. A detailed description of Nee-Byzantine 
Ison singing, including very interesting and 
clear examples of the flexible Ison, is given 
by PANAGIOTOPOULOS, pp.290-302. 

JAMMERS's theory is discussed in THODBERG's 
thesis, Chapter 22, paragraph 1. 

In The Oldest Slavonic Tradition of Byzan-

tine Music (Proceedings of the British Acade-

the beginning of each intonation tail would 
be an ideal starting point for the Ison sing
ers39. 

Professor JAMMERS has quite natural
ly used actual Ison singing of our 
own days to illustrate how flexible 
the rules of medieval Ison singing 
(and primitive Papal organum!) may 
have been. This flexibility is 
rightly praised by Neo-Byzantine mu
sicologists, but at the same time it 
is a serious obstacle to any efforts 
to prove an early existence of Ison 
singing from an analysis of the me
lodies for which the Ison was sup
posedly sung 40 • 

Ison singing as practised nowadays 
is performed by the choir41 • The on
ly early source that describes Ison 
singing clearly, is CRUSIUS. Accord
ing to his description, the Ison was 
sung by one voice42 • So, either the 
methods ofperformance have changed 
completely, or CRUSIUS's informant 
was mistaken. 

my 39, 1953, pp.37-66) H0EG's transcription 
of the Heirmoi of•Aowµ£v n&vT£O Aaot (pp.61-
66) is provided with indications of Ison, put 
in according to ideas which H0EG describes 
ibid., p.60. 

41. PANAGIOTOPOULOS, p.289. 

42. Turcograeciae libri octo, Basileae 1584, 
p.197: "Cantus figuralis apud Grrecos non est: 
nisi quad Cantores in Templis, uariata inter
dum uoce, eam imitari conantur; et more utri
culariorum nostrorum, alius uocem eodem sono 
tenet: alius, Dra, Dra, saltatorium in modum 
canit". My underlining. 
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Each of the preceding chapters has 
dealt with some basic notion of sig
natures and intonations. In isolat
ing the various aspects of the sub
ject, I usually had to sacrifice the 
chronological approach. In fact, 
when chronology came into the pic
ture at all, more often than not I 
had to follow the track backwards in 
time, being forced to this approach 
by the nature of my sources. 

In a way, this method has not only 
been dictated by the nature of the 
sources. The case is rather that the 
nature of the subject itself makes 
backward movements more fruitful. 
This is due, I think, to the essen
tial feature of the development of 
the Byzantine system of notation 
- perhaps, even, of any notational 
system: the tendency towards more 
and more precision and explicitness 1 • 
This growing explicitness enables us 
to understand older phenomena in the 
light of more recent and more expli-

1. Cf. above, pp.11 and 46. Reasons of ex
plicitness accounts for the change from primi
tive to developed Coislin notation (as well 
as for that from Coislin to Round) and the in
troduction of the great hypostases of 'Koukou
zelian' notation - to mention only a few well
known topics. Cf. also the development of the 
accentual system in Greek MSS, 

In the end, such strivings towards perfect 
explicitness cease to be useful and end up as 
carricatures of their intended explicitness -
and death or simplification will follow, cf. 
Byzantine notation in the 19th century. 

cit sources. The danger of the me
thod is obvious. We always face the 
possibility of some changes having 
been made en route from older to 
more recent sources. 

Such changes are the subject-matter 
of the present chapter which is thus 
a corollary to the previous ones. 
The changes which have taken place 
during the period covered by the ~SS 
preserved are, however, only a part 
of this concluding section of the 
investigation. As indicated - some
what pretentiously - in its title, 
the chapter is also an attempt to 
reach back into even more remote 
times, and try to come as near as 
possible to the very origin of By
zantine intonation singing. 

~ 
In my summary of STRUNK's Intona
tions and Signatures of the Byzan
tine Modes from 1945, I quoted his 
final conclusion about "the law of 
melodic adjustment, the law re
quiring that, when two melodies 
stand in immediate succession, the 
first must be accommodated to the 
second by means of an appropriate 
treatment of its ending" 2 • STRUNK 
and GIOVANNI MARZI 3 have amply de
monstrated the 'tail-mechanism', 

2. Above, p.3, note 14. 

3. GIOVANNI MARZI, Melodia e nomos nella musi
ca bizantina (for full ' title, see above, p.6, 
note 33). It is to be noted that MARZ! at the 
time had no access to STRUNK's article from 
1945 (MARZ!, p.88 nota). 
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the way in which the intonation 1s 
accommodated to fit the opening pat
tern of the melody. Also THODBERG's 
recent works 4 have detailed analyses 
of the connection between intonation 
and melodic incipit, though the ori
entation of THODBERG's studies makes 
him stress other aspects of the que
stion. Common to these scholars 1s 
the fact that they on the whole use 
sources in Round notation only. In 
fact, the amazing stability of the 
manuscripts in their choice of sig
natures and intonations has, theore
tically speaking, been demonstrated 
only for the later part of written 
tradition. As it is, the possibility 
exists that the whole interplay be
tween intonation and incipit was 
created at the same time as the 
Round notation itself, or at least 
that the system was thoroughly re
modelled after the creation of a 
precise interval notation. I Vi,tt , 1,1 , 

e>; ~ f\\SfoA, 
Now, in later Coislin notation the 
signatures (MSi) in some manuscripts 
are more or less consistently 'dif
ferentiated', the modal indication 
consisting of a letter-numeral+ a 
group of neumes. Such MSS, if com
pared with later sources, certainly 
ought to settle the question as to 
how far the intr~duction of the 
Round notation meant a change of in
tonation habits 5 • 

Some years ago I went through the 
Stikherarion Ancien fonds grec 356 
in Paris, a MS with Coislin notation 

4. THODBERG's thesis, especially Chapter 6, pa
ragraphs 2 and 4. 

5. The older MSS, with undifferentiated MSi, 
are too difficult to use at this point of the 
investigation, since in principle they can on
ly reveal stability in modal assignment, The 
spelling out of the initial neumes in a melo
dy might, perhaps, give us some idea of the 
preceding intonation, but material of this 
kind would be too meagre to allow of any de
finite conclusion. 

and almost constantly differentiated 
MSi. The MS is in places rather worn, 
and not all MSi can be read with 
certainty. However, as I have listed 
all those that were readable, adding 
in each case the incipit of the me
lody, the data of this MS are com
prehensive enough to be used for the 
present purpose. 

My list contains information about 
MSi + incipit for 288 Stikhera, of 
which only 31 have undifferentiated 
MSi. For the first five modes I have 
compared this material with the Da
lassenos Stikherarion (MMB I); for 
Plagios Deuteros, Barys, and Plagi
os Tetartos I have had access to 
Professor STRUNK's typewritten index 
to Koutloumousi 412 6 • 

The MSi in Paris Gr. 356: 

PROTOS: 42 cases of which 6 have un
differentiated MSi. In accordance 
with STRUNK's nomenclature, the dif
ferentiated MSi can be described as 
follows: 
a 23 cases. Main form ,,/4; by-

D2 

Dl 

/ forms // , ,.,,/, .,..,. 1/. 

6 cases. Graphical forms 

5 cases. Main form 

by-form ~ _..,,.., 

x 2 cases, both of which with the 

shape ,.,.., • 

6. For the sake of clarity the modal letters 
are left out in the following description, 
which gives the 'tails' only. The symbols a, 
D2, Dl etc. refer to the nomenclature used by 
STRUNK in the index to Koutloumousi 412 and 
in his article in The Musical Quarterly 1945, 
pp.351 sqq. The "x11 stands for cases which 
cannot with certainty be described with Prof. 
STRUNK's symbols. 
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ad D2: In some of these cases either 
,,,L 

D or K or both have 1t'"' + '""" 

ad Dl: This MSi is not found in D 
and only once in K (200v 0auµao,n, 
with the incipit CD b c but with a 
variant a a b c to which the usual 
a-MSi belongs). The melodies in D 
and K usually start D D a (MSi: a), 
but the data of Paris Gr. 356 sug
gest that this may have been a sub
stitute for an original opening 
CD a (with Dl as MSi). 

ad x: On 41v used for [,nAn tµ~uxoo 
which begins on D; on 88v used for 
Xopoo T£Tpa0£Kanup0£UT00, beginning 
EF. 

DEUTEROS: 66 cases of which 4 have 
undifferentiated MSi. 

. / / b 35 cases. Main forms ,,/.·, ,..,.·, 11 

1/ '/ /. by-forms ·,;' , ,.,./., //, // ·• 

G 23 cases. Main form ,-r 

by-forms )::;., , 
I f 

.!... ,...,._,, ,-,..., . 
a 1 case, 85r ~ & -rJ "001£ no.TEP 

wo n6A1v, where both 
D 114v and K 98r have 

MSi al ( y ... / ) . 
x 3 cases: ,-;,. 53r, 11 75r, 11'

llOv. All these hymns 
a.L. > > ~~ 

begin b a Gab b • 

ad b: In two cases (89v and 130v) 
the melodic incipit EF D G G would 
seem to demand a MSi corresponding 

to the Round 8,~ (STRUNK' s *G). 

ad x: Whether the MSi of Paris Gr. 
356 in these 3 cases is a mere gra
phical variant of the usual b-MSi, 
or a special one, is not possible to 
say. It is noteworthy, however, that 
these 3 hymns are the only ones in 
the Paris MS with exactly this open
ing. 

TRITOS: 19 cases of which 4 have un
differentiated MSi. In this mode the 
picture is not so clear as in the o
ther modes. The parallels in D and K 
suggest that the a-MSi is indicated 

by ,/ (5 times, .,,/ (2 times), b--:f ~ 

(fol. 29v), and ,';-f .... (fol. 67v). The 

c-MSi is given as n/ (47r, 67v), 

,,.,.•;, (120r), .,., (57r), and ,,;:.,y-

(?, 70r). The last case is ~/. on 

37v. In D and K this Stikheron, Pn

Top1Kot0 in£01v, starts on.!:; but as 

the first neumes in Paris Gr. 356 

are ✓ ~ - ✓,, / , there is reason to 

believe that the MSi means c. 

TETARTOS: 45 cases, including 4 with 
undifferentiated MSi. 

d 13 cases. Main forms .,..,./4 and n 1 

by-forms ,.,./ and .,,..,1/ 

G 28 cases. Main form ,, ; 

by-forms ,-; , ::. , and ,x • 

In the Stikhera with d-MSi, the 
first neume in the Paris MS is never 
a descending sign, but in the 28 ca
ses with G-MSi the first group 1s 

always, , ~x, or~. Now, most of 
the hymns which have the G-MSi are 
in the Vienna Stikherarion provided 
with d-MSi plus incipit ,,..., • This 
difference between the two MSS shows 
an interesting development of the 
connecting technique 7 • 

PLAGIOS PROTOS: 17 cases, including 
1 with undifferentiated MSi. 

Dl 3 cases:~ 39v and 121r, 7 90v. 

7. For variation between G-intonations and 
d-intonations before G-openings, see above, 
pp.34-35. 
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D2 5 cases: four times N (36r per

haps F ), once n (59r). 

E 3 cases, all of which // 1 • 

G 1 case: .,.,..1/ (used on 85v for"O
cr1E TTaTEP, where D 115r 
has the G-signature). 

xl 1 case: '\.ij (8Ov, 'Opwcra). 

x2 3 cases: ///., (12r, 'OTToiJ E:TT10K1-

acrE1; 42v, TipOEOPT100 

nµ€pa) and .,.,/v (63r, 

Tipwrnµap,ucr). 

ad E: Used on 59v for Eu~pa1v€cr8wcrav 

(where D, 97v, has -n-~9/), on 52v for 
~EiJ,E xp1cr,0~6po1 (where D, 91v, has 
the F-signature), and on 6Or for•o
pwcra (where D, 98r, has the D2-MSi). 

ad xl: D, llOr, has Tf9. 
ad x2: Probably to be connected with 
a start on C (like the D1-MSi). The 

Vienna MS has ~,cf in all these cases. 

PLAGIOS DEUTEROS: 47 cases, inclu
ding 7 undifferentiated. 

D2 5 cases. Main form ,.,v; 

by-form 
... , .. 
II 

E 15 cases. Main form N 
by-form 11 

F 7 cases. Main form 1/" ; 

by-forms 

and 

.... /4 
II 

G 3 cases, twice as 11 1 , once 

as ,...,. /. • 

a 9 cases, always as ~ B ·H 

D1? On fol. 9Ov, ~€poVTEO ,a TTapov
,a has a partly erased MSi. As 
far as I can see, the TT of the 

signature ~s~has been removed, 
thus changing the mode from 

Plagios Deuteros to Deuteros. 
Whether the change also affect
ed the tail of the signature, I 
cannot tel1 8• 

BARYS: The only cases are 

fol. 44r and 5«.f?u'~ on 52v. In both 
cases K prescribes the F-signature. 

PLAGIOS TETARTOS: 50 cases, inclu
ding 5 undifferentiated. 

F 4 cases, all of them as Vu . 

G 11 cases. Main form It 

by-form ~ 

al 4 cases: ,,;:;;-- '",,_!/' ,,_....-
' 

and p-_ 
a2 3 cases, all of them as ~ (on 

fol. 86r perhaps 0--' ) . 
-kAH 

, , 
C 12 cases: 7 times (or~h.11), 

4 times ,...,.1/ 2Or .,. ... 

xl 3 cases, all of them ,,_ 

x2 4 cases, all of them /// . 
x3 2 both of them 1/ cases, // 

x4 2 cases, both of them -::.,--,./. . 
~Aij 

._?., ~ 
ad obviously 

,, 
c: means l,\£ ~ ri E. 

..!.. ...... 
..,.,.1/ might be interpreted "'~ "'\,..«, 

,,.,. is obscure. 

ad xl-4: For xl D and Kin all 3 ca
ses have the al-signature+ initia
lis ,x; for x2, x3, and one of the 
x4 cases, D and K constantly have 
the G-signature + initialis /' or -' 
(= a); for the other instance of x4, 
D and K have the c-signature + ini
tialis _,, (= d). I am inclined to 
take,...,,,- for a variant of the al
signature, whereas the other three 

,,,..- ..,,. ;;-/ 
forms are probably u 1.. "'- r• t. , 

used to introduce an '1/ on a or on d. 

8. The same modal instability is seen in other 
MSS, cf. above, p.34, note 32. 
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The material included in this compa
rison between the Palreobyzantine Pa
ris Gr. 356 and the Round notation 
MSS D and K seems to permit the fol
lowing conclusions: 

(a) In the majority of cases the 
differentiation in Paris Gr. 356 
corresponds exactly to that of D 
and/or K. 

(b) In some cases the tail-neumes 
of the Paris MS do not conform with 
signatures or intonations in D and K. 

(c) The relation between tail and 
incipit of the Palreobyzantine MS is 
usually the same as is found in the 
Round sources'). 

The undifferentiated MSi of the ear
lier MSS make it impossible to push 
this line of research further back 
in time. As it is, we are not in a 
position to demonstrate any real 
change (of an early date) in the 
system of adapting intonation to ' in
cipit of melody. 

):}. 

As to the use of medial intonations, 
the situation is somewhat different 
- due to the fact that MeSi are 
found even in our oldest sources. 
These MeSi are usually undifferenti
ated, also in MSS where the MSi are 
provided with tail-neumes 10 • Some 
details, therefore, are out of our 
reach. But even so, the old MSS con
tain ample material that enables us 
to form definite opinions about the 
use of medial intonations and medial 

9. Comparisons with other MSS will probably 
explain most of the cases where the old MS 
does not conform to the practice of D and K, 
For my present purpose, however, it is un
necessary to follow this line of investiga
tion; its proper place is in a study of the 
developed Coislin notation. 

10. Even in some old Round MSS the Mesi are 
still not differentiated, In this respect the 
South Italian tradition seems to be extraordi
narily conservative, cf. late MSS such as 
E.a.I and E.a.VI, both from the 13th cent. 

signatures from the 10th century on
wards. 

Medial Signatures in Palreobyzantine 
Stikheraria. 
The general picture of the use of 
MeSi in Palreobyzantine Stikheraria 
seems to be so clear that the lead
ing principles can be shown on the 
basis of one single MS. For that 
purpose the MS Vatopedi 1488 is ex
cellently suited. This MS contains 
the standard abridged version of the 
Triodion and Pentekostarion in Cois
lin notation and an Oktoekhos in 
Chartres notation; besides, it con
tains a considerable number of Sti
khera from the old (unabridged) re
pertoire, also in Chartres nota
tion11. As shown by STRUNK, the 
Coislin part of the MS must be o~e 
of the earliest copies of the stand
ard abridged version, coming very 
near in time to the invention of the 
developed Coislin notation (about 
A. D. 1050). Finally, the forth
coming facsimile edition by STRUNK12 

makes Vatopedi 1488 suitable for 
purposes of reference. 

For practical reasons I have only 
used the Pentekostarion and the 
Oktoekhos (folios 128v-215v), since 
the standard pieces are here ac
cessible in TILLYARD's volumes of 
MMB Transcripta13 • On these 88 fo
lios I have found MeSi in 66 Stikhe
ra, about 75 MeSi in all. 

A few examples will show the situa
tions in which MeSi are used in Va
topedi 1488 14 : 

11. The MS was discovered by STRUNK in the 
early fifties, cf. his article on the Char
tres notation (Annales Musicologiques 3,1955, 
pp.7-37) where the importance of the MS is 
explained. 

12. MMB IX. 

13. MMB Transcripta III (Oct I),~ (Oct II), 
and VII (Pent). 

14. The letter 'transcriptions' under the 
lines of text are made from TILLYARD's publi
cations mentioned in note 13. 
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Example 1 (Vatopedi 1488, 174v; Pent p.168; Coislin notation): 

1TA 8 1 Ao_µa_T1_Knv XO-PEl-CI.V 
G G a FG G a G 

3 TWV Ci.1T' a.1_w_voo a __ y1_wv 
D E FG a EF Ga a G 

2 KPO-Tn-ow_µe:v on_µe:_pov 
G GFE F G a FE D 

4 TE:_Aouv_Te:o µvn_µnv ~a.1_6pav 
G a cb cb a G G 

5 OU_TOl yap E:V Tn 01_wv etc. 
G d d d d d ef 

TIA a 

Example 2 (Vatopedi 1488, 191v; Oct I p.56; Chartres notation): 

1 Ku_p1_e: Ta u_1Te:p_>,a.µ_1Tov_Ta oou eau_µa_Ta TlO 01_n_yn_on_Ta.1 
F E D D C D EF G G G ab a F E F GD F ED D 

2 n TlO av_ay_ye:_AE:l 
EF ab a G a EFF 

TCI. ~plK_TCI. oou µu_0Tn_p1_a 
C D E F GD F ED D 

a 3 e:v_av_8pw_1Tn_oao yap 01' n __ µao etc. 
a a a a G a EF Ga aGa 

Similar cases can be seen in 
6E:UTE: 1TaVTE:O 01 1TlOTOl (174v; 

Pent. p.150; Coislin notation) 
with MeSi TIA a before line 5 TOV 
Sa.1TTlOTnv TOU OwTnpoo, 

Tnv TE:TpCl.1TEpCI.TOV EOPTnv (176r; 
Pent. p.159; Coislin notation) 
with TIA a before line 5 TOV 0Ta-
01apxnv yap, 

"Ayydo1 tv oupavofo (176r; Pent. 
p.160; Coislin notation) with 1TA a 
before line 5 TOV yap XlTWVCI., 

te:DTe: 1Tpo8uµwo (214r; Oct II p.8; 
Chartres notation) with a before 
line 6 µn 8E:AX8Wµe:v, 

6E:UTE: a1TC1.VTE:O KUµSaAOlO (215r; 
Oct II p.29; Chartres notation) with 
z.. z. (nana) before line 4 ?v ai:nn yap. -- ' 

In all these cases the MeSi is put 
at the beginning of the second main 
section of the Stikheron, the first 
section being usually a couplet of 
long-verses. 

Another frequent type can be seen in 
the following examples, where it is 
the last main section (usually a 
couplet of long-verses) which is in
troduced by a MeSi: 

TIA o 
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Example 3 (Vatopedi 1488, 199v; Oct I, p.140; Chartres notation): 

1 Xp1_0Tov oo_~o->-o_yn_ow_µe:v 
D EF G G G a Ga a 

2 TOV a_va_OTCI.V_TCI. E:K VE:_Kpwv 
EF G a be a G G G 

ow_µa yap a_va_>-a-Swv 
b a G G G ccb cdf ed 

4 Tw 1Ta_ee:1 a.TI' a>,_>,n_>,wv 01_e: __ Te:_µe: 
G b a G be d G a cb aG aba 

5 Tno CI.-XPCI.V-TOU ].JE:V ~u-xno 
EF G c b a be d 

6 e:v a_oou Ka.T_e:>,_eou_ono 
a b a G cb ad d 

7 OV KCl.l E:_OKU_AE:U_OE: 
d G a cb aG G 

8 TCl.-~W OE: 01_a_~eo_pav 
GGGGGb a 

10 TOU AU_TpW_TOU 
a a a aFGa 

9 OUK e:1_oe: TO a __ y1_ov ow_µa 
EF Ga a a aF a b a a 

Twv ~u-xwv n __ µwv. 
a ea cb aG G 

Example 4 (Vatopedi 1488, 152r; Pent, p.77; Coislin notation): 

1TA O 1 T10 ACI._An_OE:l TCI.O ou_va_OTE:l_CI.O oou XPl-OTE: 
Ga E FE D D Ea EF G a a a a 

2 n TlO e:~_a_p16_µn ___ oe:1 TWV 8au_µa_Twv oou TCI. TIAn_en 
be e d d C bcba G G be d be a ba G G 

3 ◊l-1TAOUO yap WO w_pa_Bno E:_1Tl yno 0 l' a_ya._6o __ Tn_TCI. 
be d C b a ba G C d e d cb a cdc b b 

4 ◊l-1TACl.0 KCl.l TCI.O l_a ___ OE:10 TOlO vo_oou_OlV e:_xo_pn_ye:10 
c e d d a bcba G G a d b c a ba G G 

5 OU µo_vov yap TOU ow_µa_Too o~_ea>,_µouo 01_nv_o1_~ao 
C e d d a b a G G be d be d 

6 TOU a_1TO µn_Tpao 1Tn_pw_8e:v __ Too 7 a>,_>,a KCl.l 
C C d e d d C bcba G G a be 

8 o_8e:v 8e:_ov oe: w_µo_>,o_ye:1 TOV KpU1T_To_µe:_vov 
G G a be a c a cb a be ec de b c 

9 KCl.l 1TCI._Ol 1TCl.p_e:_xov_TCI. TO µe:_ya E: __ AE:_oo. 
c e d c b ab c G a cb cb aG G 

C C 

TOUO Tno 
a G 

~u-xno 
G G 
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Other cases of this type are 
~n60ToA01 TOO OwTnpoo (215v; Oct 

II p.33; Chartres notation) with 
MeSi ~~ (nenano) before line 15 au
TOU T~ TipOOKUVnOEl, 

'AvaAaµSavoµ€vou oou(157v; Pent p. 
98; Coislin notation) with S before 
line 13 aoToo OE wo 8E6o, 

laAµo10 Ka1 uµvo10 (199v; Oct Ip. 
141; Chartres notation) with 2. z. 

(nenano) before line 5 Ka1 wo 8E6o. 

Evidently, the MeSi in all these 
hymns are used in connection with a 
change of modality - and equally e
vidently these changes of modality 
are connected with the text-struc
ture of the Stikhera. The change of 
modality is often clearly felt in 
the melody itself, since the new me
lodic paragraph will often begin 
with a formula which is characte
ristic of the new modality. Hence a 
medial signature will often be found 
before some characteristic formula 
of the mode to which the MeSi re
fers 15. It is natural to suppose 
that the change of the modality is 
the basic musical expression of this 

structuralization of the text and 
that the MeSi (as sung medial into
nation) is of a secondary order, 
preparing and supporting the new mo
dality - in the same way as the in
tonation sung at the beginning of a 
hymn. 

There are, however, cases that sug
gest that the Stikheraric medial 
intonation had a structuralizing 
function in itself. For instance, in 
the already quoted "AvaAaµSavoµ€vou 
oou (Pent p.98) the structure of the 
text is brought out musically by a 
number of modal changes. The first 
section of the Stikheron (lines 1-4) 
is narrative; it is in the Deuteros 
mode. The angels' question T10 o3Too 
(line 5) is in the Tetartos, as is 
also their second question Ka1 Yva 
Tl aUTOO Epu8pa Ta iµaT1a (line 10); 
but for the answers (lines 6-9 and 
11-12) the Deuteros is used. The 
concluding allocution to Christ is 
in the main mode of the Stikheron, 
the Deuteros. The textual and modal 
structure of the Stikheron is thus 

Introduction: Deuteros 1-4 (1+2, 3+4) 

First dialogue: 
{Tetartos 5 

Deuteros 6-9 (6, 7+8, 9) 

Second dialogue: 
r•tartos 10 

Deuteros 11-12 

Conclusion: Deuteros 13-17 (13+14, 15, 16+17) 

Now, if medial signatures were only 
meant as a preparation for changes 
of modality, we should expect MeSi o 
before lines 5 and 10 and S before 

lines 6 and 11 - but no S, probably, 
before line 13. And if the S which 
is actually found in Vatopedi 1488 
before line 13 was called forth by 
the typical Deuteros formula b a G 
a b that follows, it would be at 
least equally appropriate before 
the similar formulas in lines 3, 7, 
8, 9, and 11. Consequently, we are 15. Cf. also below, pp.101-102. 
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here in a position to show that the 
textual structure determined the 
placing of the medial intonation. 

An unusual set of Theotokia for the 
Orthros Doxa - one for each of the 
modes in the Oktoekhos and also a 
few for some major feasts 16 - seem 
to point in the opposite direction. 
Most of these Theotokia end with the 
refrain of the Christmas Stikheron 
LnµEpov o XplOTOO tv Bn8AEEµ yEvva
Tal, of which not only the text but 
also the melody is quoted. The re
frain is in the Deuteros mode (the 
mode of the Christmas Stikheron). It 
is quite often introduced by a MeSi 
(156v, 181r, 186v, 189v, 193r - cf. 
also 201r), but curiously enough the 
pieces in the Deuteros and Plagios 
Deuteros (184r and 196r) are among 
those that have no MeSi. One gets 
the impression that there was no 
need in these modes to introduce the 
quotation by a Deuteros-signature. 
In other words, that the MeSi in the 
other hymns were put for modal rea
sons, not for reasons of textual · 
structuralization. 

l:J.. 
On the preceding pages I have, for 
methodological reasons, treated on
ly clear examples. A good many cases 
where a MeSi does not fit into the 
context as transcribed by TILLYARD 
are probably due to melodical diffe
rences between the Round versions on 

16. •Ent ,o 'opoo ,wv EAa{wv (156v), 
Tno TEAEU,a{ao top,no (165v), 
ITapEo,woa ,w o,aupw (lBlr), 

"flOTIEp ,no TI~p9EVta~ (184r), 
ITap9EVlKnV ~OTIEp µn,pav (186v), 
T{ oou ,o ~€vov (189v), 
Et Kat An9wo (193r), 

•Ent ~6Aou 8A€nouoa (196r), 
Tov EK na,poo £W0~6pov (198v), 
Mn 9pnvotcr (20lr). 

According to STRUNK similar pieces are found 
in Sinai 1243 and Lavra r 67. 

which TILLYARD's transcriptions are 
based and the version of Vatopedi 
1488. Comparison with a greater num
ber of Round sources and a detailed 
analysis of the melodic formulas in
volved would probably clear up many 
of these cases - but this would take 
too much time and the presentation 
of the reasoning would take up too 
much space. For practical reasons, 
too, I have therefore had to confine 
myself to clear cases. Unfortunate
ly, the few examples of Stikhera 
which in Vatopedi 1488 are provided 
with more than one MeSi are among 
those that are not altogether clear1 ~ 

~ 
Even in Stikheraria provided with 
the most primitive of all Palreoby
zantine musical notations - the 
'Theta-notation', of which I have 
recently given a short description18 

- MeSi are used in R way that appa
rently does not differ from the ha
bits of other Palreobyzantine Stikhe
raria. The 'Theta-notation' has not 
yet been sufficiently studied, and 
for the moment it seems best to ab
stain from too hasty conclusions a
bout its origin and possible develop
ment. But even so, a few examples 
will show the similarity in the use 
of MeSi between Theta-MSS and MSS 
with other kinds of Palreobyzantine 
notation19 : 

17. The three Stikhera in question are: 
173ru0TE TO TIVEUµu crou (TI A o; MMB Tran

scripta VII (Pent) p.129) with ,5 before line 
3, 8 before t~{cr,av,o in line 4, and 8 before 
line 7; 

177r T~ vuv nav~y6pEl (TIA a; ibid.,p.155), 
with a before line 8 and TIA a before line 18; 

194r PE60EWO nµcicr (TIA 8; MMB Transcripta 
III (Oct I), p,133) with l before line 4, 8 
before line 16, and l before line 20. 

18, Classica et Mediaevalia 23, 1962, pp.302-
310, 

19. Other examples can be studied in Examples 
3-5 of the article quoted in note 18. 
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Example 5 Twv µovao,wv ,a nAn8n (January 17. From Vatican Gr. 2008, 181v; 
the transcription under the lines of text is from D, fol. 118v): 

,\ /' 
n~ Twv µo_va_o,wv Ta TIAn-8n- TOV Ka8_n_yn_,nv OE 

G ab G a be a 
T1_µW_µEv &v_TW_v1_E. 
d d G a cb aG G 

g 

c ba d bccb a ba G 

01_a yap oou 
c c d bccb 

µa_K1Lp1_00 'i" El 
b ba G ea b 

,nv ,p1_8ov• ,nv OV_TWO EU_8E1_av• no_pEU~E-08a1 L_ yvw_ 
cb aG a b a G G ab G a be a d d G a 

TW XPl-OTW 
G a bcb 

µEV• 
G 

oou_AEu_oao• Ka1 
a C C b 

ou_va_µ1v• 
cb aG G 

lx_8pou 8p1_aµ_$Eu_oao ,nv 
c e d be d G a 

&y_yE ___ Awv ouv_o_µ1_AE" ,ou nau __ Aou ouµ_µ€,_o_XE ,ou 8n_8a1_o u • 
c bccb a ea b a G c bccb a ea b a G be ba G G 

µE8 Jv np€o_$EU_E TW KU_p{ _______ w• €_AE_n_8n_va1 Tao ~u-xao n __ µwv. 
G aE F E D G G abcbGa <G> c c cd cb a b db cb aG G 

Example 6 ''Oo1_E mhEp OUK l:owKao (January 20; Vatic. Gr. 2008, 182r) 20 : 

";:;-
""TTQ. '001 E TIEP. OUK EOWKaO VTIVOV 0010 ocj>8a Aµo10• 

OVOE TOlO 8AE<j>apo10 oou vuo,ayµov• 

EWO o5 ,nv ~uxnv Kal TO owµa• TWV na8wv nAEU8€pwoao • 

Kal OEaUTOV n,01µaoao• TOU -irvcj Ka,aywy1ov• 

a: EA8wv yap O XPlOTOO ouv TW np1• µovnv napa 001 ETI01noa,o• 

Kal ,no oµoouo1ou ,p1aooo• 8Epanwv yEv6µEvoo• 

µEyaAoKnpu~ EU8uµ1E• 

np€o$EUE 0 UTIEp TWV ~uxwv nµwv +-

In Round notation Stikheraria medial 
intonations are often used to under
line the verse structure, MeSi being 
put before each long-verse or even, 

20. Professor KENNETH LEVY has kindly provi
ded me with an exact copy of this Stikheron 
from Vatic. gr. 2008. 

in some MSS, before the short verses 
(hemistichs) 21 • Such cases are ex
tremely rare in Palreobyzantine Sti
kheraria. In fact, the following 
example - from the Grottaferrata MS 
E.a.XI, Coislin notation - is the 

21, Cf. Examples 35-36, below, pp.137-139. As 
I have shown above, pp.60-63, this 'rule' is 
not observed if the preceeding verse ends in 
a 'leading-on' cadence. 
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only case I know of in which MeSi 
are put at short-verse distance. Un
fortunately, E.a.XI is difficult to 
read here and I cannot guarantee 
that my rendering of the tail-neumes 
of its signatures is absolutely cor
rect. For my present purpose, how
ever, this lack of exact information 

seems to be outweighed by the inter
est of the technique, so unusual in 
a Palreobyzantine Stikherarion. It 
should be noticed, too, that these 
MeSi do not conform to the ordinary 
Palreobyzantine practice since they 
are differentiated22 • 

Example 6a (Sinai 1227, 155r; Sinai 1218, 156r; E.a.XI, 30v): 

E.a.XI Sinai 1218 

rr A.' r;,:.,'1/ •• V ..._ ~ 
nh.,.....,..... 

// 
I/ >>;,, 

ir9 1T9 

~- ...-(. 

\J 

~~ -S"' 

I( 

nA. 

lj 

Sinai 1227 
?. ..::~ ~ ✓ 

,. . .,/ ,;:- / .,. >> ~s,..,...., ., .. ,, 
Ta10 E~ Ep ___ ywv Kau_xn-0E_o1• 

EF a G be d a b a G 
?~•-.!!. 

._ !.!. _,,, '>" - _..., >:.> .,,--.,....., , 

cj>a_p1_oa1_ov 01_Ka1_ouv_,a• 
G be d a be d .c bccb 

,. -...:_".., ~"~ ,-.._JS E_au _,ov 
a cb cdbc dbcba cba 

✓ -~ 
~~-~ >x ...-r--

Ka,_E_Kp1_vao KU ___ p1 __ E• 

d d G a bee Gab b 
::----. 
/.· ," /, ">> 

Kal ,E_Aw_vnv 
be a b a G 

'.1/ .,.;.:. ,r-- > ..... -· ,, 6? µE_Tpl_W na_en_oav_,a• 
G be d be d C C 

:::., ~ ..... '~ -;;-Kal OTE_vay_µo10 
c a a F G 

~, , ~ "", ,. 1 __ Aao_µov a1_,ou_µE_vov 
GF E F G a FE D 
_[ "-u, -;; , --;t:, -E __ o1 __ Ka1 __ w __ oao• 

a cb c b aG G 

) -:...1 :;, ~ /"' .,. 
K,~ ou yap npo~1-E_oa1 

d d a b a G 
/ ... .!.!." 

._ -- - q ~"~-;;--TOUO µE_ya_Ao_cj>po_vao Ao_y1o_µouo• 
G G a b c b a be G a 

22. Cf. above, p.89. The melody in Example 
6a is taken from Sinai 1227. 
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..,.. t :ao,.._ - ~" Ka.p_Ot_a.a 1/ >" ,w., ~ ~ 
OUK Es-OU __ 8E_VEtO• 

G a c a be a GF Ga a 

D F Ga b a G .. ~ 
- _,J ~J - __., 'w 

Ka.t n_µEta 001 npoo_ntn_To:_µEv• 
G a GGFE F G a FE D 

L... ~ 
1/.., » ... - /.. ~ 

EV TCX_TIEt_vw_aEt 
ba G a be a 

- ~ 1/ , ..... > 
TW Tia. __ 8ov_Tt 0 l ' 

.. 
n_µa.a• 

be de de C b a G 
7~ _, --,....,s -na._pa. ___ axou -> ~> >,_.,.l 

Tnv a._cpE __ at V 
a GGFE F G a FE D a 

,, 
-x.. 

;:; ":i' ,v.,,, ;;-, ,,. -
KCXl TO µE_ya, E--AE_oa:-

a EF a c b c b aG G 

Notes to Example 6a: In details the 
melodies of Sinai 1218 and Sinai 
1227 do not agree completely. I have 
not found it necessary to reproduce 
the melody of E.a..XI (Coislin nota
tion, and besides difficult to read); 
at present the confrontation of its 
MeSi with the version of Sinai 1227 
will suffice. 

The first MeSi in E.a..XI may be no. 

Even the earliest dated specimens of 
Round notation Stikheraria - such as 
Sinai 1218 (A. D. 1177) and E.a.IX 
(A. D. 1180) - are amply provided 
with MeSi. There is thus a marked 
difference between the Round and the 
Palreobyzantine traditions. To be 
sure, we do not know whether this 
difference is due to a change in 
performance technique or whether it 

is another result of the tendency 
towards more and more explicitness 
in the written tradition23 • The pos
sibility cannot be excluded that me
dial intonations were sung more fre
quently than indicated by the MeSi 
of the old Stikheraria24 • We must 
therefore conclude this pait of the 
investigation by saying that in the 
oldest period of the written tradi
tion the Stikheraric medial intona
tions - as reflected by MeSi in 
Palreobyzantine MSS - were used to 
prepare and support modal changes 
within a melody - and since these 
modal changes were usually depen
dent on the text structure, the Mesi 
would usually be put at textual 
'turning-points'. As for the rela
tively few cases of the type exem-

23. Cf. above, p.85. 

24. Cf. below, pp.106-107 and 129. 
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plified in 'Ava.Aa.µSa.voµsvou aou (a
bove, pp.92-93), I take these to 
indicate a shift of interest from 
the melodic to the textual aspect of 
such turning-points. This new under
standing of the context would natu
rally lead to attributing to medial 
intonations a structuralizing func
tion in themselves, and would make 
it possible to use medial intona
tions also at places where the mo
dality does not change. 

Quite exceptionally a Stikheron is 
provided with many MeSi in a way 
which prefigures the usages of Sti
kheraria in Round notation. 

25. The following MSS have been used in this 
paragraph: 
L: Lavra B 32 (Chartres notation, 10th cent.); 
S: Saba 83 (Primitive Coislin notation, late 

11th cent.?); 
P: Patmos 55 (Primitive Coislin notation, 

10th cent.); 
0: Coislin 220 (Coislin notation, early 12th 

cent.); 
H: Iviron 470 (Round notation, late 12th 

cent., MMB II). 

26. Cf. H0EG in MMB Transcripta VI (Hirm I), 
Introduction, p.XLIV. 

Medial Signatures 1n the old Heir

mologia25. 

In the old Heirmologia, too, the 
MeSi are used where there is a modu
lation from one mode to another26 • 
It is therefore the simplicity of 
the modal structure in the Heirmo
logical style which explains why the 
number of MeSi to be found in these 
MSS is so limited. In S the total 
number of MeSi is about 10, in P 
less than 25 have been counted27 , 
H contains about 65, and L about 160. 
As for O, I have not found it neces
sary to inspect the whole MS; in the 
Plagios Protas section MeSi are pre
scribed 17 times in 0, the corre
sponding figures for Hand L being 
11 and 12. 

In the following table I have 
listed all MeSi in Plagios Protas 
Heirmoi from the manuscripts L, P, 
O, and H28 : 

27. As I have only had access to rather bad 
photographs, their number may be a little 
higher, though not much, 

28. The incipits are arranged alphabetiGally. 
The transcriptions under the lines of text 
are made from MMB Transcripta VI. In two ca
ses L has Heirmoi that are not found in H; 
for these the original notation is reproduced. 
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'AyyO.wv a(ia,nµa 

'Av&yayf µe o 6e6a 

'Av&,e11'av Xp1a,f 

"'ATp l 1TTOV oo6v 

•E~ opoua aveu xe1p60 

0pnvEftw n Alyuutocr 

K~rnuo yaa,fpa 

Aaap6rnrnv ,ri)p 

A6ye 6eoD 

Meya1'(ivoµfv ae 

Na~v Eio Oy16v oou 

IlatpW010 voµfµo10 

Ea1'euoµfvnv 

T~v li$a,6v µou 

Tobo EK vun6o 

'>lo a,np1yµ60 

MeSi in Plagios Protos Heirmoi 

a TOV 8a-01_AE_a 
a be G aG F 

a o tov npo-$n-tnv 1_w_vav 
a G a be a a G aG 

a to $wcr tno yvw_oE_wo oou 
EFaGGFED 

a 61_a_nope_µEu_oao 6£ 
a G a be a a 

{a
B O_Tl OU n_µwv 0£_00 

CDGFEDD 

0 TOV Aa_ov TOU 1o_pa_nA 

a G a be a a G aG 

a np o_$8a_oacr 61_a __ ow_oov 
EF a G a be a GF 

EK yap 1no Pt-~no 1 __ Eo_oa1 
aaaaGEFGa 

ow_tnp E __ eAa_otn_oao 
aaGFGFED 

a ,1_600 e __ ,µn_ena xp1_a,e 
aG');;FaGGF 

a npoo_E-XE tn n_µwv 
a G G F G FE 

a $u-010 n __ µwv 
a G EF G 

a o 61-a onAayx_va O\K_ttp_µwv 
a a a a G EF Ga a 

a o 1 .... w .. vao 
C EF G aG 

a Kat .. t .. 6ou .. Aw .. oav .. to 
C E F G a a 

a c1 .. pn .. vcu .. oov Kat $w .. 11 .. oo v 
GGDGEFED 

a ou yap ouv .. c .... Aa .. Bco 
a G a be b a 

a tov cn .. ou .. pa .. v1 .. ov 
a GEFGaa 

a tnv a .. va .. tct .. Aa .. oav n .... µ1v 
a G a be a a Ga a 

aap µop_$nv OOU-AO U e_Aa_aev 
C F G b~G a GF F 

a KA1 .. vao wo 01 .. 600 

a G a be a 

a c .... WaA .. Aov tpc10 na1 .. 6co 
be a a G GF E 

a otc .. pc .. w .... oov 
a be aG aG 

a wo TOV npo_$n __ Tnv 1_w __ vav29 

F E F ab0 a a Ga a 

a E_AE_n_crov Ka1 El_pn_vnv Ow_pn_oa1 
a be G aG EF Ga a G F E D 

a ~ux_a_yw_you_µe_vo1 
a G a be G aG 

a XPl_,..OTE 
aeba GGaeba 

L 

172v 

166r 

166r 

159v 

189v 

165v 

157v 

169v 

169v=l82r 

169r 

a µn npoo,..tcu_vn_crav,..TEO 168v 
a G a be G a 

total 12 

29. Cf. below, pp.100-101, 

p 0 H MMB VI 

133v 183 

120v 9lr 192 

129v 173 

94r 208 

193 

132r 137v 9lr 193 

89v 186 

lllr 128v 169 

lllr 169 

127v 167 

96v 219 

142r 207 

136v 191 

162 

206 

123v=l27v 205 

132v 180 

123v=l27v 141v 94r 206 

14lr 93v 203 

137v 194 

145r 96r 215 

91v 195 

133r 181 

118r 137v 195 

128v 170 

134v 143v 210 

94v Z08 

122r 140v 93r 202 

17 11 30 
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In principle, these MeSi are obvi
ously used in the same way as the 
MeSi of the Stikheraria 30 • It is in
teresting, however, to see how the 
stylistic difference between Stikhe
ra and Heirmoi is also reflected in 
the changes of oodality. 

It has been shown (above, p. 90) 
that in one of the favourite Stikhe
raric types the first section con
sisted of a couplet of long-verses 
and that the change of modality took 
place after these two lines. The 
corresponding Heirmos type can be 
seen from the following examples 
(Examples 7-8): 

Example 7 (:MMB Transcripta VI, 192; the MeSi is found in L, P, and H): 

n>-. a 1 Av_a_ya_yE µE o 6E_oo• 
D C D E F E D DC 

a 3 0 TOV lTPO-~n-Tnv etc. 
a G a be a 

The first section of this Heirmos 
consists of one long-verse only, not 
of a couplet of long-verses as was 
the case in the Stikhera. Other ex-

2 EK Su_60U TWV lTTCXlO_µa_TWV µoU• 
E F G a EF D EF D D 

amples of the same type are 31 : 
"EyvwµEv (193), 'E~€>-.E1 'ITEV (169), "I-

6ETE (191), OOpavoao (215), ITaTpmo,o 
voµ1µ010 (195), Ea>-.Euoµ€vnv (181), 
EuvavapxE (195), •~o h TT)O E1wv (210). 

Example 8 (MMB Transcripta VI, 202; the MeSi is found in all four MSS): 

TIA a 1 ~o Tn xp u_on E1_Ko_v1• a µn npoo_Ku_vn_oav_TEO• 
D C D G FE D D a G a be G a 

2 01 a_Spa_µ1_a1_01 na1_6Eo etc. 
G G G G G FE D D 

Here the new modality is introduced 
already after the first short-verse. 
Similar cases are: 

'AvaTElAOV (173), •E~ opouo (167), 
•E~ uij!ouo (219), •H E~ 'Ee€µ (207), Kti
Tovo yaoT€pa (162), AaSp6TaTov nup 
(206), Naov ElO ay16v oou (206) 32 • 

30. Cf. above, pp.96-97. 

31. The following page references are to 
MMB Transcripta VI. 

32. In the Stikherarion there are exact paral
lels to this technique, mostly in Plagios Pro
tos hymns that begin with the words"OotE 11a,Ep 
or KuptE, 

Among the cases that do not conform 
to the types shown in Examples 7 and 
8, one ought to be able to find par
allels to Examples 3 and 4 - with 
Mesi near the end, before the last 
main section. However, clear cases 
of this type are not found in the 
Plagios Protos material because of 
the limited length of most Heirmoi 3 ~ 

The following two examples (both of 
them from H) come quite close to 
this type: 

33. Cf., however, below, pp.126-127 and 128, 
note 101. 
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Example 9 (MMB Transcripta VI, 208; the MeSi only in H): 

TIA a 1 A_TplTI_TOV o_oov TIE-sEU_cracr 1cr_pa_nA• 
G F E D D C FGa a G F F 

2 Bpa_x1_o_v1 0E_ou u_~n-Aw• 
F ED C D ED FE D D D 

3 fE_VOO TO a1_yuTI_T1_ov• 
D C EF a Gab a G 

4 E_W_pa Su_61_so_µE_VOV• 
G F E F G EF D D 

a 5 ~1_a_Tiop6_µEu_cracr OE u_ypav E_Kpau_ya_sEV• 
a G a b c a a G a E F E DEF 

6 0 QE_OO-sacr_µE __ vocr 0E_Ocr n_µwv OE_oo_sacr_Ta1:
E D C FE DEF E G F E F G EF D D 

Example 10 (MMB Transcripta VI, 186; the MeSi only in H): 

TIA~ 1 E1cr Sa_en aTI_Ep_p1µ_µa1 ea_Aacr_crncr• 
D CD D G G F E D CD D 

2 EK TWV a_vay_KWV µou pu_cra1 µE• 
D C E F Ga FG a G F 

3 Kal wcr_TIEP EK TOU Kn_Toucr av_n_ya_yEcr 
G a G GFE F G F G a GF G 

TOV Tipo-<l>n-Tnv 1_w __ vav• 
G G G FE D EF G 

4 OU_TWO Ka_µE OE_o_µa1• 
F F G aGF Ga E D 

a 5 Tipo_<j>ea_cracr 01_a __ crw_crov• 
EF a G a be a GF 

6 EK TWV TOU s1 __ ou Ka_Kwv:-
E F G EFE D D D 

From the table on p. 98 it is easy 
to see that the connection between 
MeSi and the following formula is as 
close as in the Stikhera 34 • 

Here it should be mentioned that the 
MeSi a which in the Heirmos I:uvavap
XE (MMB Transcripta VI, 195) is put 
by P and O before the phrase wcr TOV 
Tipo<j>nTnv ~wvav and which does not go 
with the melody of H, suggests that 
these MSS used a different melodic 34. Cf. above, p.92. 
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formula - namely the favourite 
a Ga be a •.•• 35 • 

The connection between MeSi and the 
following formula need not be demon
strated from all modes. It will be 
enough to put forward a few cases of 
special interest: 

(1) The MeSi TIA Sis frequently put 

before the formula '-A!! ,,..,. ..:.. , one of 
the most characteristic opening pat
terns of Plagios Deuteros (= EF D G). 
The formula is also used medially, 
both in its lower pitch (from E) and 
a fifth higher (from b) 36 • Sometimes, 
especially in Protas and Tritos 
Heirmoi, the same group of neumes is 
to be found a fourth above the low 
pitch (that is, from~) - and the MS 
Lin these cases often has the MeSi 

~B before the formula, thus showing 
that the a was felt as an E, in 
which case b-flat should be used in 
our transcription (EF D G = ab~G c) 3~ 

In the Heirmos NEoupy€ (MMB Tran-

scripta VI, p.74) we have one of 
these cases, with MeSi in L before 
line 5 (L, fol.22v). Other clear ca
ses in Lare the Tritos Heirmoi ME
y€6E1 Spax1ov1 (fol.83v, before ov 
EKTtcrw; cf. H fol.47r and E.y.II fol. 
323r) and MET' &yy€Awv (fol.103r, 
before ioou yap; cf. H fol.57v and 
E.y.II Iol.79v). 

The use of i& on a is not limited 
to this situation; cf. Plates VII 
and LIII in VELIMIROVIC's compara
tive charts (MMB Subsidia IV, Pars 
Suppletoria) with examples from 
Coislin 220 (0) and E.y.III (Ga). 

(2) Formulas like -,-=;. ~ ,,-,, /. ... ,.,. 
(from e, b, or a) are often intro
duced by the MeSi S, especially in 
the MS L (about 40 times). At times 
the formula occurs at the beginning 
of a verse (see Example 11); but • 
since the formula is normally used 
as a medial cadence, the MeSi will 
often be found within a verse (see 
Examples 12-14)3 8 : 

Example 11 ( L, 137v; transcription from G, 121v): 

/ I I 
:, // // 

0 LE sw_ypa_<j>ou_cra• 
ef e d cd d 

i \~ ~ ~ 
VE_oucr TpElO• 
e fdec degfe 

35. Cf. the Heirmos 'AvayayE (MMB Transcripta 
VI, p.192) where H has the a Ga-formula on 
the words b Tbv ~po~nTnv 'lwvav, whereas the 
FE F-formula is used by E.y.II (MMB III, 
146v). Related musical formulas used for phra
ses of this kind occur elsewhere in ~-Heirmoi, 
see Trauscripta VI, pp.79, 90, 99, 114, 170, 
180, 182, 217. 

36. The Deuteros Heirmos Oupavbv EKTEfvao (H, 
fol,34v) has the formula in both pitches, the 

high pitch being introduced by a MeSi -rr&. 
Incidentally, this is the only Plagios Deute
ros Mesi in H. 

u ., // ,., . 
n acr_cru __ p1_ocr <j>Aos • 

ef g effe d fd e 

/ 
/ ., // .,,/ // 

01_E_crw_crEv KU-Pl--E• etc. 
e e d C de bed d 

37. Cf. above, pp.10 and 46. These cases 
resemble THODBERG's so-called 'fourth-dis
placement' (see THODBERG, The tonal system of 
the Kontakarium, p.8, note 9). 

38. Stikheraric examples of both types can be 
seen in· the Pentekostarion (MMB Transcripta 
VII), Hymn 67, lines 6 and 10, and Hymn 68, 
line 21. In one of these cases (67,10) there 
is a MeSi Bin Vatopedi 1488,fol,158v. Cf. al
so MMB Transcripta III (Oct I), p.130 (Theo
tokion of Plagios Protos) where Vatop. 1488, 
19lr has B before Kal 0p6voo. 
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Example 12 ( L, 141v; transcription from G, 122r): 

0 Ev 001 8EOTOKE 0 TO nµE,Epov n,,nµa TIETiaU,a1• 

OlTIAOUV au,ov TETOKaa• 8EOV oµou Kal av8pwnov• 

/ , // 
ov ,a XE-POU-81µ• 
d c b cd d 

Example 13 ( L, 300r): 

, / 
a_,E_v1_0a1 
d d e e 

'i \'-\ ~ 
OU TOA __ µa• etc. 
e fdec degfe 

TIA 6 ME,a ~wvna a1vE0Ew0• 0E~a1 µE Bowv,a 001 xp10,E• 

t.,.. ;,1/ -, v n 8 \', ~ 
wa EK ,ou Kn_,oua• 1_w_vav• EAU,pwaw a01vn• 

ou,w KaµE avayayE• EK 8u8ou n,a10µa,wv µou• 

O 8E00 WO OlKTlpµwv Kal TIOAUEAEoa:- 39 

Example 14 ( L, 115v; transcription from G, 90v): 

, / , 6/\¼ y.--. 
npoa ,nv ETI_ou_pa_v1_ov i;;w ____ nv• etc. 

ad efgfe efdec cdgfe 

Medial Signatures and Intonations in 
Palreobyzantine MSS of Melismatic 
Chant. 

At present, the use of medial signa
tures and intonations in melismatic 
chant can only be unsatisfactorily 
described, especially as far as the 
Palreobyzantine period is concerned. 
This is not only due to a deplorable 
lack of early source material, but 
also to the fact that only certain 
branches of the material from the 
later periods have been studied ex
tensively. 

Specimens of the two most important collec
tions - the Psaltikon (soloist's book) and 
the Asmatikon (choir's book) - are accessible 
in facsimile editions: MMB IV (Byzantine 
Psaltikon in Round notation) and MMB VI (Sla
vonic Asmatikon in Kontakarian notation). 
Some sections of the two repertoires contain 
the same texts (in different musical set
tings), e.g. Kontakia, Hypakoai, and Pro-

V / :, / u B,~ 
39. Cf. Saba 83,213v: WO CK TOU KnTOUO 1wvav. 
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keimena40 • For the Round period, THODBERG's 
studies on the Psaltikon style, both Konta
kia and Alleluia-verses 41 , include ample ma
terial for studying the use of medial sign~
tures and intonations in these genres. 

For these and other reasons - inclu
ding my own inability to read the 
Church Slavonic and Russian languages 
- the suggestions put forward in the 
present paragraph must not be taken 
as definite results. They are only 
intended to point out the existence 
of problems that still need to be 
solved, by more expert and competent 
scholars. 

Despite the sporadic character of 
the evidence known to me, it is easy 
to show the stability of the tradi
tion, at least for some kinds of me
lismatic chant. For one thing, the 
peculiar singing of Antiphons at the 
Vespers of Pentecost (in the Office 
of the Gonyklisia) is known from Pa
lreobyzantine ( r .S.XXXV) as well as 
from Round sources (e.g. Ashburnham 
64, foll. 258r sqq.). Since Ashburn
ham 64 is reproduced in facsimile 
(MMB IV) and plates from r.S.XXXV 
are given by TARDO and STRUNK, the 
two sources can easily be compared42• 

There are differences in the two 
settings, but in principle the two 
versions agree in prescribing into-

40. Cf. BARTOLOMEO DI SALVO's recent articles 
in the Bollettino della Badia Greca di Grotta
ferrata (Gli Asmata nella musica bizantina, 
1959 sq.; L'Essenza della musica nelle litur
gie orientali, 1961; Asmatikon, 1962) and KEN
NETH LEVY's review of MMB VI (The Musical 
Quarterly 47, 1961, pp.554 sqq.). 

41. See above, p.4, note 25. 

42. Folios 52v-53r are reproduced on plate 11 
in STRUNK's The Byzantine office at Hagia So
phia; fol.55r on tavola XVI in TARDO's L'An
tica melurgia bizantina. 

nations before the refrains of the 
psalms: 

In Psalm 18 (Ot oupavo1 61nyouv
,a1), the first two 'AAAnAou1a are 
introduced by avaa:aaay1a and avava
y1a in f.S.XXXV (TARDO's plate) and 
by aaa~aaa aaaaaay11aaa and a~~aaa
y1a in Ashburnham 64 (260v-261r). 

In Psalm 85 (KA1vov Kup1E), the 
first two 66~a 001 o 0E6a have MeSi 

i. in r. S.XXXV (STRUNK' s plate); in 
Ashburnham 64, 258r-258v, they are 
introduced by AEEYE AEEYETE 43 • 

The two intonations which I quoted 
from the refrain to Psalm 18 are of 
special interest, in so far as they 
are also found in at least one of 
the Slavonic Kondakars, the Blago
veschensky Kondakar 44 • A comparison 
between these three sources (Exam~ 
ples 15 and 16) reveals an unques
tionable similarity both in the in
tonation syllables (ANAGIA versus 
ANANAGIA) and in the intonation me
lodies, and thus shows the stability 
of the Byzantine tradition - of 
which the oldest stage, the model 
for the Slavonic tradition, has not 
yet been discovered. 

43. I have already on an earlier occasion (a
bove, p.79) mentioned that the long Plagios 
Deuteros intonation which is sung by the Do
mestikos before the preamble to Psalm 85 
(STRUNK's plate 11 + Ashburnham 64, 258r) 
is described in a 13th cent. Typikon. 

44. Leningr. Gosud. Puhl. Bihl. No. Q.n.I.32. 
Reproduced in M.V.BRAZNIKOV, Blagovescenskij 
Kondakar', Fotovosproizvedenije rukopisi. Le
ningrad, 1955. Cf. Tafel LXXXVIII in Akten des 
XI. Internationalen Byzantinistenkongresses 
(Miinchen 1958), Miinchen 1960. On Tafeln LXXXVJI 
-XC there are further reproductions from the 
same MS, to accompany the article by N. D. 
USPENSKIJ (pp.643-654). 
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Example 15: .. _,,,,,_, :::..:.; 

'" ? ,> ... ..:,..,, ~ - ..-,-.. s "' 
,, 

Ashb. 64, 260v: «. «. <X. OL OL «. ri I ot «. ex. : 

r.s.xxxv, 55r: 

Blag. Kand., 90v: tA. 

Example 16: 

? ~" -- ""'"- ;;:::---,, 
Ashb.: a: '\.., '- oc <X. « 

.,1/ ,__ .. ~ ,, 
r.s.xxxv: «. NOi.. N~ 

/. "> :::, , z .. II "" Blag.: ~ Na N~• ~ ~ ~-

It seems, then, that the Blagove
schensky Kondakar can tell us some
thing about the singing of medial 
intonations in the Palreobyzantine 
Asmatikon, for which Greek sources 
are lacking. 

Guided by BUGGE's description of the 
manuscript 45 I have worked through 
the whole HS, with the following re
sult: Medial intonations are only 
indicated for the following pieces: 
90v - 91v: Hd'tdTl.K~ IZl3alK~ 

-
a. 

(Tnv &napxnv; Hypakoe for Dec.25th) 
91v - 92v: COOAt. nacn1pt.CK'!.IX'JI 

(AUAWV TIOtµEVtKwv; do.) 
93v - 94v: noBEA1iHO 'It.TO TdHHO 

(To npoo,ax8EV µuo,tKwo; cf. BUG
GE's introduction to MMB VI, foot
note 34, p,XXII and USPENSKIJ's 
Tafel LXXXVIII to which I referred 
above, note 44) 

45. MMB VI, Introduction, pp.XVII-XVIII. 

---;;-, .:,,, "> 
y ,.,. 

ex. Cl(. ri oc: : 

./ 
// // ....... ... 
~ ~ rH ~-

., ... .,., 

ri a. 

V 
I- I/ 

r• a.: 

,.....,7. ... 
rH a· 

107r-113v: The Polyeleos (Psalm 134) 
113v-114r: XPHCTOC"b 81.CK,Pl\Cf 

(XptoToo &v€oTn). 

Main intonations are frequently 
prescribed in the collection of Koi
nonika (folios 95r-103v) and also in 
some other cases. It should be noted 
that on folios l-90r (the main con
tents of which are the Kontakia) 
there are neither Mint nor Meint. 

For our present .purpose the two Hyp
akoai on folios 90v-92v are most 
welcome, since they can be compared 
with the corresponding Greek pieces, 
which I have had access to in a mi
crofilm of the Asmatikon r.y.I (13th 
century) 46 • 

46. Described by BARTOLOMEO DI SALVO in 
Bollettino 16, 1962, pp.139 sqq. 
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Example 17 (r.y.I, 19v; Blag. Kand. 90v) 47 : 

Intonations and text of r.y.I: Intonations of Blag. Kand.: 

avayta 

avavayta 

vava 

avayta 

vava 

avayta 

avayta 

vava 

vava 

VEaVEO 

vava 

Tnv anapxnv TWV tevwv 

0Vpav6o OOt TipOOEK6µtOEV 

Tqi KEtµEV4) 

vnnf(p 

€V q>aTVT;) 

at' &o,€poo 

TOUO µayouo 

KaA€oao• 

ouo Ka1 KaTETIAnTTEV 

OU OKnTITpa Kal 8p6vot 

aAA' EOXaTn TITWXEla 

Tl yap EUTEAEOTEPOV onnAa1ou 

Tl OE TaTIEtV6TEPOV onapyavwv 

'tv o1o 

EAaµ~EV o Tno 8E6TnTOO TIAOUT6o oou 

KIJPtE oM;:a oot. 

Example 18 (r.y.I, 17v; Blag. Kand. 91v): 

HEtfflE dfld 

AHdrld 

dHdHdfld 

AHtlrld 

dHdHdfld 

AH,md 

AHdrld 

AH,lrld 

dHdHd 

HdHdfld 

dHdHdfld 

AHdfld 

HdHd 

Intonations and text of r.y.I: Intonations of Blag. Kand.: 

avayta 

avayta 

avayta 

avayta 

avayta 

avayta 

vava 

AUAWV TIOtµEVtKWV 
~ .., KaTanauov aoµa 

OTpaToo &yyEAtK6o 

ETIE<j,avn AEYWV 
I 

aZvov aoaTE TO 8E10V 

01 TWV 8pEµµaTWV nyEµOVE\JOVTEO 

Kpa~aTE aVUµVOUVTEO 

OTt ETEX8n XPtOToo o K\Jptoo 

o EUOOKnoao owoat WO 8E6o 

TO y€-

-voo TWV &v8pwnwv. 

47. In order to simplify the presentation, I 
normalize the spelling of the intonation syl
lables and drop the vowel repetition. 

HEdflE dHdHdfld 

dHdfld 

dHdHdfHd 

dHdrHd 

AHdfld 

AHdrld 

AHdrld 

AHdrltl 

AHdfld 
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The two examples speak for them
selves; they obviously imply a com
mon ancestor for the Slavonic and 
South Italian traditions. 

In the Polyeleos (Blag. Kond. 1O7r-
113v) the medial intonations are u-
9ually found before the refrain 
1211<0 Ba RICbl MHAOCTli IHO dt\tMYfld 
(OT1 €10 TOV atwva TO EA€ 0 0 auToD). 
At times the words of the refrain 
are further split up into short sec
tions, in which case the directives 
Hnt and nd/\ are used 48 • 

The Blagoveschensky Kondakar seems 
to be the only Slavonic Kondakar 
that contains a considerable number 
of medial intonations. This diffe
rence between Blag. and the other 
Slavonic Kondakars needs some com
ment. 

For the Typografsky Ustav (cf. plates XIa 
and XIb in MMB Subsidia III) and the Lavr
sky Kondakar I have used the notes which AR
NE BUGGE took during his stay in Moscow in 
1958. 

According to BUGGE, there is one Mint in 
Typografsky Ustav, fol.120v ( dHldH'lil , to 
BHA.t.lUH ~ TB<lpb. Bi.CA g1,, SHAt\1.0Mt. l 'Opwoa a£ 
n KT\010 anaoa EV Bn0A££µ), a Stikheron 
Proshomoion for Christmas). 

Lavrsky Kondakar, fol.lllr and Synodalny 
Kondakar, fol.lOlv agree in giving a Meint 
in the Christmas Troparion S1,,CH121 XPHCTI OTl, 
A'g.11.IH MlJCl\l,HOlf HIHdHt Cl.AHl,'fl ( 'AVET£ 1 AM 
Xp\OTE). ---

The Uspensky Kondakar (MMB VI) has some 
Mint, e.g. on folios 183v-190v, and also 
some signs which may be MeSi, but no paral
lels to the Meint of Blag. Kond, - Cf. MMB 
VI, Introduction, pp.XXII-XXIII; the system 
of these 'medial signatures' is still unex
plained. 

48. Cf, USPENSKIJ in Akten des XI. Int, Byz. 
Kongr., p.647 and Tafel LXXXVII. The example 
shown on this table is the only one where the 
Hnt is used as introduction to the refrain. 
For Byzantine directory remarks, see above, 
pp.66 sqq. 

It seems to be out of the question 
that the Meint of Blag. Kond. should 
be explained as a special invention 
made in the locality where the MS 
was written; the correspondences be
tween Blag. and the much later South 
Italian tradition, exemplified in 
Examples 17 and 18, speak clearly 
enough against this idea. Thus, the 
real problem seems to be not the 
presence of Meint in Blag. Kond., 
but the silence of the other MSS. 
Now it would seem that an explana
tion based on a hypothetical simpli
city of performance is forbidden by 
the very nature of the Asmatic genre, 
since this in all likelihood was 
meant for a festive choral perfor
mance49. We are thus left to infer 
that it was unnecessary to insert 
written Meint because they could be 
supplied in the actual singing from 
a stable practice of performance 
guided by strict rules 50 . 

If that be the case, we still have 
to explain why the Blagoveschensky 
Kondakar - without any real necessi
ty, as it seems - provided these 
Christmas Hypakoai (and a few other 
pieces) with Meint. Since we do not 
know anything about the "stable 
practice of performance" and its 
"strict rules", we cannot be sure 
whether the singing of medial into
nations was reserved for special 

49. For the Uspensky Kondakar this general 
consideration finds support in BUGGE's con
vincing hypothesis about the original use of 
the MS "for the divine services at the Cathe
dral in this new and ambitious centre of Rus
sia" (i.e. Vladimir, see MMB VI, Introduction 
p.XXVII). 

50. Cf. above, p.96. 
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high feasts 51 • We are therefore not 
in a position to decide if the Meint 
prescribed by Blag. for such solemn 
occasions were the only ones to be 
sung. It may even be that the Meint 
for these Christmas Hypakoai were 
put in by a scribe who wished to 
give special brilliancy to his writ
ten pages; since, in other respects, 
the Blagoveschensky Kondakar is a 
real de luxe copy, the Meint could 
be explained calligraphically52 • 

A more detailed investigation of the 
Slavonic Asmatic Kondakars and a 
subsequent comparison with the data 
furnished by the Greek (South Itali
an) Asmatika will undoubtedly be 
worth the trouble. For my own part, 
I do not find myself competent to go 
further than the suggestions ven
tured on the preceding pages. 

~ 

Concerning the other large body of 
melismatic chant, the Psaltikon re
pertoire, our situation is even more 
difficult - as far as the Palreoby
zantine period goes. To my knowledge 
no substantial sources for the Pa
lreobyzantine tradition of Psaltic 
chant have been preserved on Greek 
soil, and the Slavonic material is 
completely lacking. 

51. The occurrence of Meint in the Easter Tro
parion in Blag.,fol.113v and in a Stikheron 
and a Troparion for Christmas in other MSS 
(cf. above, p.106) undeniably points in 
that direction. We should then have to con
sider the old singing of Hypakoai and other 
pieces of asmatic chant as an early parallel 
to (or: model for?) the festive singing of 
certain Stikhera that appears in Greek MSS 
(cf. above, .p.66). 

52. Cf. MMB VI, Introduction, p.XVII: "a very 
distinct style (one is tempted to say "perso
nal" or even "affected" style) when compared 
with the other Kontakaria". Cf. also below, 
pp.146-147, on parallels from Coislin 41. 

The only possible way of getting 
some idea about the role of medial 
intonations in the older Psaltikon 
tradition would seem to be a compa
rison between Asmatika and Psaltika 
of a later period, after the 12th 
century, in so far as a study of 
these later representatives of the 
two repertoires might yield some re
sults that would be valid also . for 
the earlier period. 

I can think of no better material 
for a comparison than the small col
lection of oktoekhic Hypakoai, since 
these eight pieces are accessible in 
no less than three versions: The As
matic, the short Psaltic, and th~ 
long Psaltic 53 • My first example, Ex
ample 19, is the Deuteros Hypakoe5 4 • 

The cadence Y.., , .. ,,.o/ n' (from d, 
a, or E) divides the short Psaltic 
version into 15 short-lines; these, 
in turn, are melodically joined to
gether to form five larger sections 
which are textually to be compared 
to Stikheraric long-verses. In order 
to make the comparison easier, I 
print the long Psaltic and the Asma
tic versions in the same pattern. 

53. About the two forms of the Psaltikon re
pertoire, see CONSTANTINE FLOROS, Das Konta
kion (Deutsche Vierteljahrsschrift fur Lite
raturwissenschaft und Geistesgeschichte 34, 
1?60, pp.84-106) and THODBERG's thesis,~
s1m. 

54. Described and partially transcribed in 
THODBERG, The tonal system of the Kontakarium, 
p.33 and pp.48-50 (Appendix 6). For Examples 
19-20 I have used ;rHODBERG's collations: 
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Example 19 54a: 

Short Psaltic version 
(Vatic. gr. 345): 

Mna TO naeocr 

'\.."\.. nopEl.l0Ei'.crcn 

3 ~9 £VT~ µvfiµaTl 

~ 7Tp0Ef TO µupi'.cra1 

5 h TO crwµa crou 

"--'-- ai yuvai'.KEO 
>-7 -rrg XP lOTE 0 0EOO 

"-'\.. Eloov "\.."\.. ayy€\oucr 

9 '\., "\.. Ev Tqi Ta<Pep 
.... 

Kal tt,;€crTncrav 1tg 

11 "-"- q>WVf\O yap ~ nKOl.lOV 

'\..~ Et,; mhwv 

.... 
13 " ny€p0n 0 KUPlOO 'TI"9 OTl 

owpouµEVOO '\.,'- nµi'.v 

15 l\ .. µ€ya EAEOO. TO 

Long Psaltic version 
(Vatic. gr. 1606): 

~ Mna TO na0ocr• 

7TOpEl.l0Ei'.cra1• 

EV T!p µvfiµan • 

"-"- npocr TO µupi'.cra1 

b TO crwµa crou 

r-, at yuvai'.KEcr 

XP lOTE 0 lA\.~ 6 0EOO• 

OL Eloov ayyOoucr• 
l\ £V T/ii T<Xq>'-!)" 1t9 

4g Kal U,:€crTncrav• 

~ q>WVf\O yap nKOl.lOV• 

·, _ _.'-- tt,; mhwv • 

~9 
., 

ny€p0n 
~ 

KUplOO• OTl 0 

OWpOtJµEVOO• "\...'\.. nµi'.v• 

is-6 TO µ€ya• V\'\.~ EAEOO. 

54a. For practical reasons the intonations 
and signatures of Examples 19 and 20 have 
been . reduced and normalized as much as pos
sible. 

Asmatic version 
(Va tic ·. gr. 1606): 

~ Mna TO na0ocr 

nopEV8Ei'.cra1• 
A , 

TW µvfiµan • -rrg EV . 
(1 npocr TO µupi'.cra1 • 

ex.. TO crwµa crou 

at yuvai'.KEO 

XPlOTE t5 0E00° 

q>WVf\O yap• IX. nKOl.lOV 

~9 " ny€p0n 0 KtJp1ocr• OTl 

owpOU).JEVOO' ~ riµi'.v• 

TO µ€ya EAEOO. 

Example 19. SHORT PSALTIC VERSION. Conspectus of signatures: 

Vat.gr.345, 
41r 

B 

2 'V\, 

3 n). (l 

4 B 

5 

6 'V\, 

n). (l 

7' 6 9e6o u. 'V\, 

8 'V\, 

8, &yyf>.ouo 'V\, 

9 'V\, 

10 n>. Cl 

11 'V\, 

11, rficouov 

12 'V\, 

13 n>. " 

14 

14, iiµtv 'V\, 

15 

r.y.III, Patm.221, Par.gr.397, E.8.Vll, 
52v 178v 48r p.339 

B B B B 

'V\, 'V\, 'V\, 'V\, 

n). Cl n>. Cl n). (l n>. Cl 

B 'V\, 'V\, 

'V\, 'V\, 'V\, 'V\, 

n). Cl n)." n>. Cl n>. Cl 

\A.'V\, 

'V\, 'V\, 'V\, n>. B 
'V\, 'V\, 'V\, 'V\, 

'V\, 'V\, 

n). Cl n>. Cl n>. Cl n). Cl 

'V\, 'V\, 'V\, 'V\, 

'V\, 'V\, 'V\, 'V\, 

n). " n). " 'VC n). 6 

n>. Cl 

'V\, 'V\, 'V\, 'V\, 

Example 19 • LONG PSALTIC VERSION, 
ConsE:ectus of signatures: 

Ashb.64, 
246r 

B 
'V\, 

'V\, 

'V\, 

Vat.gr.1562, Sin.1280, 
13r 75v 

'V\, 

n). a 

'V\, 

n>. Cl 

'V\, 'V\, 

'V\, ? 

Vat.gr.1606, E.8,I, r.y.V, Hessina 129, 
155r 138r 138v 174r 

4 

5 

6 

7' 

8 

9 

10 

11 

11, 

12 

13 

14, 

15 

15, 

b 9e6o 

fi'KOUOV 

~µt u 

fAEOO 

'V\, 

U.'V\, 

" 'V\, 

n>. Cl 'V\, 

n>. " 

'V\, 'V\, 

n>. " n>. (l 

'V\, 'V\, 

n>. 6 U.'V\, 

l.l.'V\, '4'V\, 

Example 19 . ASMATIC VERSION . 
ConsE:ectus of signatures: 

Vat.gr . 1606, r .y.I, 
156r 6r 

1 B B 

3 n>. Cl n>. Cl 

4 B B 

5 " 
8 n>. Cl 

11, r{KOUOV (l a'Kicl 
13 n>. " n>. Cl 

13, -yfpen 'V\, 

13, 0 Kt1p1ocr 'V\, 

14, Jiµtv 

B B 

'V\, 

l.l'V\, IA'V\, 

(l " 
'V\, 'V\, 

n>. (l n>. (l 

B 

'V\, 

n>. (l n>. (l 

'V\, 'V\, 

U.'V\, U.'V\, 

r.y.Vll, Messina 129, 
3r 175r 

n>. " n). (l 

B B 

(l (l 

n>. " n>. " 

" ? " 
n>. Cl 

'V\, 

B B 

109 
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The other example, Example 20, is 
the Hypakoe of Plagios Deuteros. 
Here a different way of presenta-

tion has to be used, because of 
the length of the lines. 

Example 20 (a= Short Psaltic version, from Vatic. gr. 345; 
b = Long Psaltic version, from Vatic. gr. 1606; 
c = Asmatic version, from r.y.I)ss: 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

a TIA f3 

b TIA f3 

c 7TA f3 

a f3 

b 'V\, 

C 

a 

b f3 

C f3 

a 

b 

C 

f3 

f3 

f3 

a 'Vv 

b TIA 6 

c TIA 6 

a 

b TIA 6 

c 7TA 6 

EKOU014J 

Xp10TE 

1Tu>.ao TOU 

\.,\'\l\., 

f\vo1~aa Tll.J l \) 

K0.1 a.vaa,aa 

, 
E:K \/E:KpW\/ 

f3 

f3 

K0.1 1':;W07T014J GOU 

OU\/Tp\"iµao WO 8e:6o 

U!Vv 

'[()\) 1Ta>.a.1 1TapaOE:lOO\/ 

6 

SS. Cf. above, p.108, note S4a. 
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7 E:ppuow EK <j>8opa.o 

a 7T A f3 

b TIA f3 

C TIA f3 

8 '[ nv r;wnv < ~ nµwv 

a 7T A 6 

b TIA a 

C 

Examele 20. SHORT PSALTIC VERSION. Conseectus of signatures: 

Vat.gr.345, f.y.III, Patm.221, Par.gr.397, E.s.vn, Ashb.64, Vat. gr .1562, Sin.1280., 

43v SSr 182r SOv p.346 250r 66v 80r 

1 ,r). 8 ,r). 8 ,r). 8 ,r). 8 ,r). 8 ,r). 8 ,r). 8 ,r). 8 

2 8 8 8 8 8 conf.Ison! 

2, Xp10T£ \.,\'\I\, U'\/\, 

3 8 1TA Cl 8 8 

3, TOU conf. Ison! 

3, OU\/Tpf1/mo "'""" "'""" 
\A'\/\, 

3, WO \,\ '\I\, 

4 8 8 8 'V\, 8 8 8 

4, nµtv 
,r). 8 

4, 11op<ionoov 0 0 0 1TA Cl 

5 '\I\, '\I\, '\I\, '\I\, '\I\, '\/\, '\I\, '\I\, 

6 1TA Cl ,r). 0 ,r). 0 ,r). 0 

7 ,r). 8 ,r). e ,r). 8 ,r). 8 ,r). 8 ,r). 8 ,r). 8 ,r). 8 

8 ,r). 0 8 8 
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Example 20. LONG PSALTIC VERSION~ 6 

Conspectus of signatures: 

Vatic.gr.1606, E.S.I, r.y.V, 
164r 143r 147v 

1 TT/I. l3 TT,,\ s TT,,\ s 
2 'V\, '\./\, '\/\, 

2, XplOTE U.'V\, 

3 s s 
3, TOD lA'\/\, v\"V\, 

3, OU\!Tp 1ljmo lA'\iv 

3, WO l,\'V\, 

4 s s s 
4, TO\! s 6 '\/\, 

5 TT,,\ 6 '\/\, TT/I. s 
6 TT,,\ 6 

7 TT/I. s TT,,\ s 
8 TT A et TT A et 

Example 20. ASMATIC VERSION. 
Conspectus of signatures: 

Vatic.gr.1606, r.y.I, r .y.VII, 
164v 

1 TT,,\ s 
3 s 
4 s 
4, TO\! s 
5 TT,,\ 0 

6 

7 TT/I. 13 

Examples 19 and 20 show that medial 
signatures (medial intonations) are 
used in the same way - at least 
generally speaking - in the Asmatic 
and Psaltic performances. Not only 

56. The long rsaltic and the Asmatic versions 
are missing in Messina 129. 

lOr 13r 

TT A s TT,,\ s 
s s 
s s 
s s 

TT,,\ 0 TT,,\ 0 

TT/I. 6 TT,,\ 0 

TT/I. s TT/I. s 

in the placing of the MeSi but also 
in their choice, do we find numerous 
points of agreement between the As
matic version and the two-Psaltic 
versions 57 • As to the melodies them-

57. The most curious case is the almost total 
lack of MeSi before the refrain in Example 19, 
line 14. 

l .. 

J 
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selves, there are enough similari-
· ties to make us believe that they 
are also genetically related 58 • 

Although on the whole the use of me
dial intonations and signatures is 
the same in the Asmatic and Psaltic 
settings of the Hypakoai, there is 
one remarkable difference between 
the two ways of singing: In the 
Psaltic Hypakoai the Meint follow 

the text-structure more closely than 
they do in the Asmatikon (see Ex
ample 19, above, p.108). Thus, it 
is mainly in the Asmatic version 
that we find red Meint in the middle 
of a word (cf. Example 18: Too 
yE~~EEEEEvooovoxoxoxoxoo), quite 
often near the end of a line, For 
instance, in the Hypakoe of Plagios 
Tetartos (At µupo~opo1) r.y.I has 

Tww µvnnxnoun vEay1E nnnµaT1yy1, 

TO\! et8etXCtXCtVCtXCtOUCt \!ECtY1E etaet\!etToyyov, 

Eµnnnvuoyyooxoxoooouo vava ouooooxoooxooouoov, 

EXEOUEOUE •. ,OUE \!Ct\!ECt\!ECt\!E EEXEXE,,,EAEO .•• oo. 

It is easy to see a parallel between 
these red Meint and the ekhematic 
syllables which in the Asmatic (and 
Kalophonic) singing are used to sup
port melismata 59 ; both show acer
tain lack of respect for the word 
which is rarely found in the Psalti
kon settings. 

If we turn once more to Example 19, 
the Ashburnham Psaltikon is another 
illustration of the way in which the 
Meint of the short Psaltic version 
reflect the structure of the text. 
Peculiar to this MS is its avoidance 
of MeSi before the last verse in a 
group of short-verses (lines 3, 5, 
7, 10, 12). 

~ 
The similarities and differences in 
the Asmatikon and Psaltikon use of 
MeSi (medial intonations) can only 

58. Cf. KENNETH LEVY, A Hymn for Thursday in 
Holy Week (Journal of the American Musicolo
gical Society 16, 1963), pp.15O-154, where 
Example 12 contains partial transcriptions 

.,. from the Short Psaltic and the Asmatic ver
sions of the Plagios Deuteros Hypakoe. 

59. Cf. H0EG's introduction to MMB IV, pp.27 
sqq., and BUGGE's introduction to MMB VI, 
p.XXII. 

be described from rather late sour
ces (13th century, Round notatio~), 
since we have no Palreobyzantine 
Psaltika at our disposal. Thus, we 
are at best in a position to say 
what might have been the case in the 
earlier period, namely that both 
types of chant were sung - or could 
be sung - with frequently inserted 
medial intonations, and that the me
dial intonations of the Psaltikon 
probably depended on the structure 
of text more intimately than those 
of the Asmatikon. 

In the Greek text-Kontakarion Moscow Synod. 
437 (PITRA's "Mosquensis 1160 ) the first two 
of the odd-numbered Oikoi of the Akathistos 
are provided with a number of MeSi in the 
refrains 61 • These MeSi are very difficult 
to read ( and perhaps some of them are e
rased?), but they were no doubt written by 
the original scribe of the MS. Since this 
is the only source we have for a Palarobyzan
tine setting of the Akathistos (except the 
fragment in Coislin 220, reproduced and com
mented on by WELLESZ in MMB Transcripta IX, 

60. Cf. Analecta Sacra I, pp.VI-VII and XIII
XV. 

61. Described by PITRA, op. cit., p •. 251: "c
terum intercisa versuurn discrimina statuuntur 
S.Epe ex ipsis clausulis echo referentibus". 
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pp.LIII-LV), I give here a list of its MeSi, 
referring to WELLESZ's numbering of lines: 

TI A a before lines 8 and 9 
Bap before lines 10 and 11 

6 before lines 12 and 14 
6 before line 21? 

TIA 6 before lines 22 and 23. 
Apart from these there are a few other ille
gible MeSi in Oikos I, before the xa1p£s be
tween lines 14 and 21. 

A comparison with the later Psaltic form 
(MMB Transcripta IX) makes it likely that 
the Moscow MS had a similar melody in mind; 
but the case of the Psaltic and Asmatic Hyp
akoai (Examples 19-20) forbids any rash con
clusion. Interesting as this old setting of 
the Akathistos certainly is, its implica
tions are still as uncertain as those of the 
Hypakoai of the Blagoveschensky Kondakar (cf. 
above, pp.106-107), even more so, since the 
Akathistos in Moscow Synod.437 might even 
have been sung to the lost syllabic melody. 

' KpaKTCl l: NavaYa < ;\ci6a: 01 0 
" Nava " 
" Nava II 

" 'AvavaYa " 
II Nava " 
II "Ayw II 

" NavaYa " 
II NavaYa II 

" •AvavaYa II 

" •AvavaYa " 
II •AvavaYa> " 

It is by no means certain, however, 
that these Meint, which in the piece 
that I have just quoted reflect a 
division into short-verses, guaran
tee that the text was sung melisma
tically - as these 'Asmatic intona
tion syllables' might suggest. We 
could more readily imagine the ;\a6cr 
taking part in the singing if the 
melody were more simple; and as 
there are plenty of Stikhera (from a 
later period) with a similar divi
sion into short-verses, we cannot 
exclude the possibility that this 
text was sung in a simple style. 

One of the hymns ascribed to Cassia (for St. 
Christine, July 24) 63 comes remarkably close 
to the hymn from the Book of Ceremonies. In 
the Stikherarion Sinai 1564, fol. 150r, it is 

The chant described in the Book of 
Ceremonies by Konstantine Porphyro
gennetos does not properly belong to 
church music. But since some of the 
pieces are provided with intonation 
syllables that are almost identical 
with those known from the Asmatikon, 
it may be argued that these pieces 
were set to melismatic melodies of 
some kind 62 . 

The most interesting case is the 6o
sasoµ€v OE Xp10,€ (Book II, 78 (69); 
fol. 132r of the Leipzig MS), where 
the following performance is pre
scribed: 

6osasoµ€v OE Xp10,€, 
SaOlAEU TWV alwvwv, 
µovoyEvn A6yE TOU TIClTp6o, 
OT1 £n£aK€Ww Ka1 £~WT1oaa 
,ov ;\a6v oou, 
Kell EV T~ ouvaµEl GOU annAAasao nµao 
Kell npoonyayEcr nµacr 
T~ 8EQ Kell TIClTPl, 
µE01TE1q, 

<,wv TilOTWV SaOlAEWV nµwv 
wcr µ6voo TIClVTOOUVaµoo. 

provided with the following signatures: 

6 ~o~a~oµcv oou XplOTE" 
,nv TIOAAnv EUOTIAayxvfav• 

0 Kat ,nv aya96,n,a• 
B ,nv £10 nµao yEvoµfvnv• 

0,1 Kat yuvaiKEO• 
KaT~pynoav ,nv TIAavnv• 

a .~o EiowAoµavfao• 
'Vv 

TIA a 
6 
6 

TIA a 

ouvaµEl TOU o,aupou oou ~lAOV9pWTI£• 
,6pavvov ouK £TI,o~9noav• 
,bv 06A1ov KaTETia,noav 
roxuoav 6~ ~Tifow oou £A9Eiv• 
£10 ooµnv, µ6pou oou topaµov• 

'\I\, TIP£08£6ouoav OTI~p TWV ~uxwv nµwv:-

62. Cf. JACQUES HANDSCHIN, Das Zeremonienwerk 
Kaiser Konstantins und die sangbare Dichtung, 
Basel 1942, especially pp.30 sqq. and 41 sq. 

63. Transcribed by TILLYARD in 1911 (Byzanti
nische Zeitschrift, 20, 1911, pp.480-481). 
Cf. HENRICA FOLLIERI, Initia hymnorum eccle
siae graecae I, p.320. 
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For other hymns the Book of Ceremo
nies indicates one Meint only. In 
these cases the probability is per
haps even greater that the melodies 
were in Stikheraric or a similar 

"Ay1a. 

simple style. At any rate, the simi
larity between the previously quoted 
examples (Examples 1-6, above, pp. 
90-94) and the following cannot be 
denied: 

01 KpaKTCll: 
o ;\a6a: ~VOPlsETCll n TI6Al0 n TWV Pwµafwv, 

<01. KpaKTa1:> 
<o \a6a:> 

OEsaµ€vn EK TOU iofou 8p€µµa~ocr ,nv crw,npfav, 
Kell oosasETCll TO OKnn,pov ,no Esouofacr• 
'Avavayw. 
OTl ETIEOK€ta,o au,0 ava,o;\n Es vtouo 
01a croD, 0 OElVCl avas, 
TOU ayannoav,oo 01Ka100uvnv 
Kell XP108EVT00 EV EACll~ napa KUp1ou, 
tSpaSEv8n Elpnvn TD TIOAlTEl~ 
,0 pucraµ€v~ ts tx8pwv TOUO a1xµa\w,ouo. 

(Book II, 72(63); Leipzig MS fol. 119v). 

As mentioned earlier in this book, 
a considerable number of old text
Menaia, text-Triodia, and text
Kontakaria frequently indicate in
tonations to be sung before the Kon
takia-refrains64. The intonation is 
only prescribed before the refrain 
of the Oikoi, never in the Prooimia. 
This is significant, since the Oikos 
refrains were to be sung by the con
gregation (or a choir), whereas the 
refrain when it first occurred - in 

64. Sinai 569, 581, 754, 925, 926; Paris gr. 
13, 1570; Vatican gr. 1212; Regin. gr. 59; 
Vallicellianus E 54; Moscow Synod. 437; Jeru
salem Saba 63; Escorial f-IV-13; Madrid 4550. 

In some of these MSS all refrains are pro
vided with intonations (for instance Sinai 
569 and Paris gr. 1570), in others the into
nations are only given sporadically (e.g. Si
nai 926, Paris gr. 13). When the MSS do not 
write the Oikos refrains at all, the 'refrain 
-intonations' occasionally end the Oikoi (e
specially in Sinai 926). 

65. Cf. above, p.81. In Typografsky Ustav 
the Oikos refrains are usually introduced by 
the word I\IOAHI{, "the people" (MMB VI, Intro
duction, p.XVII, note 19). 

the Prooimion - was sung by the so
loist65. Although the Kontakia in 
question are usually reduced to Pro
oimion + one Oikos and thus can be 
supposed to have been sung melisma
tically66, there are a few examples 
of unreduced Kontakia which are pro
vided with 'refrain-intonations'. 
The melodies of these Kontakia might 
be syllabic, but not necessarily so 6~ 
In other words, there is at least a 
possibility that the 'refrain-into
nations' were transferred to the me
lismatic Kontakion singing from an 
older syllabic style. 

66. Cf. KENNETH LEVY, An early chant for Ro
manus' Contacium Trium Puerorum? (Classica et 
Mediaevalia 22, 1961), p.172. 

67. The Akathistos is a well-known exceptiqn; 
Ashburnham 64 contains melismatic music for 
all 24 Oikoi. According to PITRA (Analecta 
Sacra I,677) the Akathistos in Vatican gr. 
1212 has 'refrain-intonations' in several of 
its Oikoi. In Paris gr. 1570, foll. 135v sqq. 
all 24 Oikoi of·O Ka0apw,a,oo va6o (November 
21, Presentation) have nana-signatures before 
the refrain. 
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PITRA's description of these signa
tures and intonations is now anti
quated, since he took the syllables 
to be abbreviations of the word &va
KAwµsvov (= refrain) 68 • A nana in 
the last Oikos of the Akathistos (in 
Sinai 925) is correctly explained by 
LIBADARAS in TOMADAKIS's Romanos e
dition, vol. 3,1, 1957, p.na~,note 4. 
But apart from this isolated obser
vation nobody seems to have paid any 
attention to the 'refrain-intona
tions' and their signatures since 
PITRA's days. I therefore include in 
the present paragraph a short de
scription: 

In most of the MSS listed above 
(p.115, note 64), the 'refrain
intonation' is invariably a~• 

a. a_l 
either given as intonation (NN with 

main by-forms N6.i and Ht-- ) or as 
z 

signature ( :z. i. , z. z , z.. 2. , z. '\.'\. 

ss , ><. , .,, ) ; the last forms of 
the nana-signature are typical of 
Saba""""1"3and Regin. gr. 59. Interme
diate forms are also found, such as 

~ ~/ 

!)JI (Sinai 754, 315r), t+t- (Sinai 

926, 75r), and NI\I (Vatican gr. 1212, 
according to PITRA p.677). 

In at least three MSS - Sinai 754, 
Vatican gr. 1212, Vallicellianus E 54 
- we also find the following intona
tion syllables: 

avaay1a: Sinai 754 (265r, 271v), 

cf. Vatican gr. 1212' s !4NA1 (PITRA 677) 

avavay1a: Sinai 754 (295r, 302r); 
Vatican gr. 1212, Vallicellianus E 
54 (?, cf. PITRA p.LXXV), 

vavay1a: Vatican gr. 1212, accord
ing to PITRA. 

68. For the terminology, see NAOUMIDES's de
scription of Patmos 212 in TOMADAKIS's edi
tion of Romanos (vol.2,1954, pp.ooa'-008'). 

From this survey of the 'refrain
intonations' two important observa
tions can immediately be made: 
(1) The intonations in Sinai 754, 
Vallicellianus E 54, and Vatican gr. 
1212 are identical with the intona
tions of the Asmatikon and the Book 
of Ceremonies 69 • 
(2) As to the overwhelming use of 
the nana - regardless of the mode of 
the Kontakia in question - this does 
not seem to fit into the pattern 
which we know from other musical 
sources 70• 

At the moment I cannot see that we 
are in a position to draw any con
clusions from these observations -
unless it were a most tentative hy
pothesis about the alleged melisma
tic melodies for these Kontakia, 
namely that they were Asmatic rather 
than Psaltic. 

At the end of the paragraphs on me
dial signatures and intonations in 
Palreobyzantine musical manuscripts 
it will be convenient to state brief
ly the results of the investigation: 

(a) Neither melismatic nor sylla
bic melodies are systematically pro
vided with indications of medial in
tonations, nor are the scribes con
sistent in their choice between MeSi 
and Meint 71 • It is therefore not 

69. Cf. pp.103 sqq. and 114 sq. There may be 
similar intonations in Paris gr. 13, Escorial 
~-IV-13, Sinai 925, and Madrid 4550 (I have 
not been through these MSS from one end to 
the other). As to Vatican gr. 1212 and Valli
cellianus E 54, I know them only from PITRA's 
descriptions. 

70. Cf. below, p.157. 

71. In Saba 63, the ~-signature is used 24 

"'" times, the full form 1-+4-- only 3 times, and on 
folios 61r-145r the 0ikos refrains have no 
such indications at all. In the Slavonic area, 
the Stikhera•rion Moscow Synod. 589 furnishes us 

,.;.:.-~ 

with a single Meint (fol.80v: NE X NE), but 

has MeSi as regularly as the Palreobyzantine 
Stikheraria. 
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possible to draw a clear line be
tween types of singing with medial 
intonations and without medial into
nations, nor to conclude e silentio 
from MSS that only occasionally in
dicate the place of a medial intona
tion, or do not contain any such in
dications. 

(b) Of the three main types of 
Meint-singing, one seems to belong 
to the syllabic style (Stikhera and 
_Heirmoi); it is characterized by a 
modest number of MeSi, usually a 
single one per hymn. These MeSi usu
ally prepare and support a modal 
change, but may also be used as a 
means of dividing the hymn into sec
tions without any change of mode 72 • 

The other main type - frequent Meint, 
with a structuralizing function -
seems to belong properly to melisma
tic chant 73 • For the Palreobyzantine 
period it can only be directly shown 
in the Asmatikon style; but from a 
comparison between later Asmatikon 
and Psaltikon usage it may be argued 
that the structuralizing Meint were 
even more at home in the Psaltikon74• 

As for the third type - the 'refrain 
-intonations' - our main source is 
the neumeless Kontakion tradition, 
and though it could be only hypothe
tically postulated that the melodies 

72. Cf. above, p.92, on the Stikheron 'AvaAaµ
Ba voµe:vou oou . 

73. Cf., however, above, pp.94-96. As to 
the to~a soµ e:v OE Xp10,e: and other hymns of 
the kind in the Book of Ceremonies, we cannot 
decide with certainty whether they had simple 
or melismatic melodies; cf. above, pp.114-115. 

74. Cf. above, p.113. The unique Palreo
byzantine kalophonic Stikhera in E.a.XI (see 
below, p • . 118, note 80) are provided with ma
ny MeSi. These interesting pieces, which 
ought to be studied in detail, thus confirm 
my observations about the connection between 
medial intonations and melismatic chant (cf. 
also below, p.118). 

envisaged by these MSS were melis
matic (Asmatic? cf. above, p.116), 
it seemed reasonable to infer that 
the refrains were not sung by the 
same singer(s) as the Prooimion and 
the body of the Oikos. Thus it is a 
matter of definition whether to call 
these intonations Meint or Mint 75 • 

(c) Because of the way in which 
Meint are prescribed in the Slavonic 
Kondakars we have to reckon with the 
possibility that medial intonations 
(for some genres?) were reserved for 
solemn occasions 76 • However, the ma
terial - as I know it - allows of no 
binding conclusions. 

~ 

If we now proceed from the Palreoby 
zantine MSS to the following period, 
the period of Round notation, we are 
moving on much more familiar ground, 
The outlines of the development of 
Meint-singing can therefore be given 
with more precision. Also here a se
parate treatment of each genre re
connnends itself. 

Medial Signatures and Intonations in 
Later Melismatic Chant. 

Concerning the two old repertoires -
the Asmatikon and the Psaltikon -
much has already been said in a pre
vious paragraph; the scarcity of 
early sources forced us at the time 
to draw on MSS in Round notation (a
bove, pp.102-114). This could only 
be done because a comparison between 

75. In the Polyeleos (cf. above, p.106) we 
have seen 'refrain-intonations' as unquestio
nably medial intonations. 

76. Cf. above, pp.106-107. 
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12th cent. Slavonic tradition and 
South Italian MSS of a later date 
had shown a surprising stability, 
sometimes down to the smallest de
tails (see Examples 15-18, above, 
pp.104-105). It is true that this 
stability could only be demonstrated 
from a very restricted material, 
owing to the lack of explicitness in 
the Slavonic Asmatikon tradition. 

The situation changes completely 
after the introduction of the new 
notation. The Round Asmatika and 
Psaltika are usually so explicit in 
prescribing Meint that the presence 
or absence of MeSi or Meint in a 
given piece can safely be assumed to 
reflect an actual performance, pro
bably that of the church or monaste
ry where the MS was intended to be 
used. This fortunate situation, how
ever, does not mean that the later 
MSS of melismatic chant are unpro
blematic, as far as their use of 
Meint is concerned. The local ways 
of performing the different kinds of 
melismatic melodies still have to be 
studied in detai1 77 . 

Generally speaking, the rules for 
the use of Meint in the Asmatikon 
and Psaltikon styles seem to have 
undergone no substantial change. If 
my interpretation of Examples 17-18 
and 19-20 (above, pp.106 and 112-113) 
is correct, the innovation of the 
Round MSS is not a change in prin
ciples of performance, but simply 
explicitness in a field where the 
necessity of being explicit was not 
felt before. Some scribes went quite 
far in this respect and wrote full 

77. Such studies should probably be centred 
on single MSS (cf. my remarks on Ashburnham 
64, above, p.113). The MSS-descriptions in 
THODBERG's thesis (Chapter II) give an idea 
of the problems in the Psaltikon. Cf. also 
the parallel from the performance of Stikhe
ra (below, pp.129 sqq.). 

Meint at places where the other MSS 
only have the corresponding MeSi -
for instance the scribe of Patmos 
221 and the so-called 'amanuensis' 
of Ashburnham 64 78 • 

As for the 'new' genre of melismatic 
chant - the kalophonic style which 
at present can be traced back to the 
early 12th century 79 - its use of 
medial signatures and intonations 
can still be only provisionally de
scribed, as long as transcriptions 
and studies of these highly melisma
tic melodies have not yet been pub
lished80. 

In Chapter VI (above, p.80) I have 
used different settings of a well
known Christmas Doxastikon to illu
strate the ceremonious performance 
of Stikhera. But even though these 
settings are taken from kalophonic 
Stikheraria, Sinai 1234 and Sinai 
1259, they are not typical of the 
kalophonic style. It will therefore 
be necessary to include some more 
characteristic examples of kalo
phonic singing in the present chap
ter, both ordinary and proper hymns. 
My source for most of these is the 
earliest dated copy of Koukouzeles's 
~K0Aou8{a1 (anthology of ordinary 
chant), Athens 2458 from A.D.1336 81 . 

For my present purpose it is not ne
cessary to transcribe the melodies, 

78. Cf. above, pp.32-33, 

79. KENNETH LEVY, A Hymn for Thursday in Holy 
Week, p.156, note 48. 

80. A beginning has recently been made by 
KENNETH LEVY in the article quoted in note 79 
(pp.155 sqq.). In STRUNK's Specimina notatio
num antiquiorum (MMB VII), plates 73-75 show 
kalophonic Stikhera in Pal.eobyzantine nota
tion from E.a.XI; in these settings there are 
many MeSi. 

81. Cf. STRUNK in The Antiphons of the Okto
echos, p.53. 
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since my concern is only to show how 
intimately the MeSi are connected 
with the structure of the texts. The 
length of the melodies can be seen 
from the count of MS-lines added in 
the right-hand margin. As for the 
meaningless syllables used for some 

parts of the melodies, I have not 
tried to render these exactly. For 
'teretismata' (Tl Tl Tl, TO TO, PE 
pE PE, etc.) I use five dots 
( •.••. ) 82 ; for ekhematic syllables 
(a~a~EE~auEEE etc.) the symbol used 
is five strokes (-----). 

Example 22: Kalophonic setting of a Stikhos from the Prooimiakos (Ps. 2,1). 
By Koukouzeles. Athens 2458, 22v-24r. Plagios Tetartos (by mistake no MSi in 
the manuscript): 

I... . . 1 va T 1 7 lines 

TIA 6 

'V\, 

6 

TIA 6 

TIA s 

TI A s 

1va Tl E~puaEav• E~puaEav EBvn 1va t1 Aao1 KEVa EµEAETnoav 
1va Tl" 

1va Tl Aao1• KEVa EµEAETnoav EµEAETnoav KEVa 1va Tl E~pu
aEav EBvn Ka1 Aao1• 

1va Tl E~puaEav 1va Tl TiapEoTnoav 

6 

5 

2 

1va Tl ouvnxBnoav 01 apxovTEO ETil To auTo EµEAETnoav 1va T1• 4 

1va Tl ..•.. E~puaEav• E~puaEav EBvn Ka1 EBvn Kal Aao1• 
EµEAETnoav EµEAETnoav KEVa 1va Tl· 8 

1va Tl KEva EµEAETnoav TiaA1v 2 

1va Tl KEVa EµEAETnoav KaTa TOU KUplOU 1va Tl Aao1 KEVa 
Aaol KEVa EµEAETnoav EµEAETnoav• EµEAETnoav KEVa 1va Tl· 8 

1va T1 ..•.. 1va T1• EµEAETnoav 01 Aao1 KEVa aAAn .•.•. 
Aou1a aAAn aAAn aAAnAou1a. 16 

Example 23. Kalophonic setting of a Stikhos from a Polyeleos (Ps. 134). 
By Korones. Athens 2458, 106v-107v: 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

a EEEEEEE ! line 

a EUAoynToo• KUplOO KUplOO EK OlWV O KaTOlKWV lEpouoaAnµ 
KUplOO EK OlWV EUAoynToO• 6 

a 

TIA a 

1rA a 

EuAoynToo KU Kup100 EK 01wv oo ETiaTaEEv EBvn 1roAAa• Ka1 
aTIEKTElVE Sao1AElO KpaTalOUO O KUp100• 6 

EUAoynToO KUp100• 00 E1TaTaEE Ta 1TpWTOTOKa a1yU1TTOU a1ro av-
8pw1rou EWO KTnvouo• Kal EOWKE Tnv ynv aUTWV KAnpovoµ1-
av 1opanA TW Aaw aUTOU• 0 KaTOlKWV lEpouoaAnµ KUp100• 10 

1ravTa ooa nBEAnoEv E1ro1n0Ev o KUp100• 1ravTa ooa nBEAnoEv 
E1TOlnOEV EV TW oupavw Kal EV Tn yn• 6 

EUAoynTOO EK OlWV O KUplOO O KaTOlKWV lEpouoaAnµ 
Kup100 aAAnAou1a. 

9 

4 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

82. A fairly simple teretism is transcribed 
below in Example 25 (p.123). 
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Example 24. Kalophonic setting of a Stikheron for the Euangelismos (March 25). 
By Koukouzeles. Sinai 1234, 291r-293r 83 : 

* 
* 

* 

8 EE:•-----

8 E:UayyE:AlsE:Tal O ya8p1n\• 

8 Tn KE:Xap1TwµE:vn onµE:pov• 

8 E:uayys\1sE:Ta1• Tn KE:Xap1Twµsvn onµE:pov• o ya8p1n\ 

8 suayyE:AlsE:Tal onµE:pov• .•••• 

8 

~E:UTE:poo TTOUO aTTO TO aVTOV OT1xnp6v, TT01nµa TOD µaloTwpoo 

* 8 Xa1ps avuµ~E:UTE: µnTnp Ka1 aTTE:1poyaµE:• Ka1 xa1ps• xa1pE: 
µnTnp anE:1poyaµE:• 

* 

* 

* 

8 µn KaTan\ayno Tnv ~svnv µou µop~nv• 

8 µncs µnCE: CE:lAlaono nap8E:VE:• 

8 apxayyE:\oo E:1µ1• Ka1 xa1pE: µn CE:1\1aono• 

8 µn CE:1\1aono nap8E:VE:· 

8 Tnv ~E:vnv µou µop~nv µn KaTan\ayno• apxayyE:\oo E:1µ1• 
Kal xa1 Kal XalpE:• 

8 µn KaTan\ayno• Tnv ~E:vnv µou µop~nv• µncE: cs1A1-
aono• apxayys\oo E:1µ1 Ka1 xa1pE::-

Tp1To~ TTOUO &no TO aUTOV OT1xnp6v 

* TIA c 0~10 E:~nnaTnoE:v E:Uav noTE: 

~~ 0~10 E:~nTTaTnOE:V E:Uav TTOTE: 

~~ vuv suayyE:Alsoµa1 001 Tnv xapav• µnTnp avuµ~EUTE 

TIA c Kal µE:VElO a~8opoo Kal TE~no TOV KUplOV axpaVTE· 

* TIA C 

* c 

* c 
crnoxopoD 

* TIA c Kal µE:VElO a~8opoo Kal 

4½ lines 

1 

2 

11 
2 

1 

3 

10 

1 

l1 2 

2 

1 

" 
" 

" 
" 

" 

" 
11 

" 

11 

11 

" 
" 
11 

" 
11 

11 

" 

It can hardly be denied that the 
MeSi in these three examples are in
timately connected with the struc-

83. The text is found in the Roman edition of 
the Menaia, p.173. For the simple melody, see 
MMB I, fol.13Sv. The asterisks in the left 
margin indicate the signatures of another 
source, Sinai 1251, folios 195r-196v. 

ture of the text. It seems reason
able, therefore, to assume that also 
the kalophonic style used medial in
tonations (written as MeSi) for 
structuralizing purposes - the more 
so, since the repetitions and vari
ations of word-order that characte
rize the kalophonic style would be 
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rather chaotic without the use of 
some kind of dividing and structu
ralizing elements 84 • 

The last of the examples (Example 
24) shows the stability of the tra
dition. Although Sinai 1251 has less 
MeSi than Sinai 1234, the principles 
are the same. 

l:J,. 
The beginning of Example 23 (above, 
p.119) can tell us more about the 
MeSi in this style. The Stikhos 
starts with a short melody on the 
vowel Epsilon (the first syllable of 
the word E:UAoynT6o) 85 • Now, this me
lody is so simple that the following 
MeSi, before the first E:UAoynToo, 
cannot possibly be needed for rea
sons of 'scale-orientation': 

iL ~7 ~ '~ ~ > ✓ ~ - /L ~ ~s ~ > 

g E E: E: E: E: E: E: g E: u Ao yn To o ••• 
G a c ba bab a a a a a ab aG 

Its raison d'etre is more likely to 
be sought in the type of performance 
for which the Stikhos was composed. 
Such beginnings do not make sense, I 
think, unless they are sung by "some
body else". The hypothesis is con
firmed by the way in which some 
scribes have used red ink to write 
these introductory melismata 86 • 

The MeSi before E:UAoynToo would 
then have been meant for the use 

84. The f11i$wvnµaTa (a sort of intercalated 
Kehrvers) are sometimes used in a similar way. 
For examples, see•EvEouoaTo (Athens 2458, 41v 
-42v), E~ µEyaAuvoµEv (Sinai 1462, 87v sqq.), 
and•E~oµoAoynooµai (Athens 2458, 68r-69v). In 
the latter, the l11i$wvnµa is fairly long: u~w
BnTw n XE\P oou KUp\E µn E1T\A09n 1WV 11Evn1·wv 
oou E\O 1EAOO. The £1T\$wvnµa1a are usually 
written with red ink, an indication that they 
were not sung by those who chanted the rest 
of the text (cf. above, p.82). 

85. Less clear parallels can be seen also in 
Example 24 and, perhaps, in Examples 22 and 25. 

86. For instance, in Sinai 1462,98v, the The
otokion Aaµ11doa $a{opuvov OEµvn starts with a 
melisma on the syllable Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa, 
written with red ink. 

of those who 'took over' - being 
thus, in a way, no medial signature 
at all but a real MSi. It may be ob
jected to this hypothesis that the 
attack of the choir would have been 
indicated by a 11 0\01 11 after the in
troductory melisma, and it is true 
that there are examples of this way 
of expression (see below, Example 
25, near end). On the other hand, it 
is just as easy to find clear exam
ples of a total lack of explicitness 
in such matters. See, e.g., STRUNK's 
The Byzantine Office at Hagia Sophia 
p.183 about a change from precentor 
to choir that is not indicated at 
all in the MS 87 • 

It may even be argued that the medi
al signatures in the rest of Ex. 23 
should be similarly explained. Hpw
ever, since by assuming this we 
would move from the sphere of proba
bility into that of possibility, it 
seems more safe to leave the question 
open until support is eventually 
found for the idea that the Stikhoi 
of the kalophonic Polyeleoi were 
split up into sections sung by al
ternating performers (soloists or 
choirs). 

Occasionally the MSS are more expli
cit in their directions as to per
formance. A good illustration is 
Example 25 which is again taken 
from Athens 2458. This Megalynarion 
is sung c1xopov; that is, by both 
choirs. According to the rubrics, 
the first four sections are sung 
twice, first by one choir and then by 
the other. Most of the next, melis
matic, section (systems 8-13) was pro
bably sung by a soloist from the first 
choir, but its conclusion (systems 
13-14) was performed by the choir (o
Ao1); this section was not repeated 
by the second choir. At the end, 

87. Athens 2061, fol.4r,line 7, reproduced by 
STRUNK as plate 1. 
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both choirs (o\ TTaVTEO) unite in re
citing a text of which only the 
first phrases are given, the rest 
being supplied by memory. 

As to the beginning of the first 
section, the similarity with the 
beginnings of Examples 22-24 would 

suggest that the introduction (as 
far as ~ ) was sung by a soloist; 
unless his colleague from the second 
choir did the same thing at the re
petition, the second choir may have 
started after the Ji' • 

Example 25: A Megalynarion. Athens 2458, fol. 142r-142v: 

J ~ ( .xoeov_ 

' p p • p r ~ 
A I 

J 
'.,---. A > 

.P 
A 

r OJ p ~ ~ -p [ CJ p r p u r J 

-·· > ,-s _, '"' -, ,, ,__ 
~ .,.. - ,~s / .. -;; - ,, 
ytv ~ ~ _ ~ _ VL ~ ~ ~ ~ _ ~ <lt.l ~ ~ ~ ~ _ 

'iTteo6 xoeo6 
~ C tr P r ' p 

[ V(. t. o(. VE.6] 
V A c.un 

4► iJ 
> '? ? ? r.-. ,p i •p] J 

~ > 
j .P i j) j) j) L ) > 

p I JJ 
~ p F 1/ ✓ .... > ,-, ii 

.,.. 
--T" ,. ,> - - - .... / " ,..g ./ 

-"IV -ft - ~ _ ~ ~ 0 - "TO~ KOV' ' 1taA1v [ o( \/f. Ill, \/t6] J.A<X-1<1t- (:'1-{0- J-1.E.--~~~lV \(o(t 

A 

j f f:J Jl p 
A A > 1 C 

E)UPPFPfP 
J-10 ._ _ _, _ ,..,, - ,_ ___ - - - ,_ - ,._ _ ,_ ....., _ .....,. ,_ ______ 0 l~V J,,A-0 _ ,..., 

\! " _ _ ~ ,r ~,. _ ✓ ,v S 
, >-- // 

~V11V -0-f. _____ o_~TO-~ ~~~~KOV' Koci "TTMIV 

I 
~, '-:-s / .,. 77 .,,, • -' ~--~ _, __:;... =:, s X, :::;:..., 
\/'l~~~~~--~'IV -6-~~-~~~o __ To~~~~~~Ko ______ ,.. ___ ov· KoU -i1ixA1v 
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.,...,....,,L 
IX. 9 Vf.,6] 
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In this particular case all signa
tures are properly speaking MSi, be
ing invariably found at places where 
a new choir takes over. It is inter
esting to see that there is no sig
nature before the choral attack in 
the last section (at 0Ao1); here the 
preceding melisma, sung by a soloist 
of the same choir, served as intona
tion. It may be added that my tenta
tive explanation of the introductory 
melisma of the first section (on A1, 
see above, p.122) would be an exact 
parallel. 

In the transcription I have taken the initi
alis neumes in each section to refer to the 
preceding finalis (as if the piece had been 
written with 'normal' MeSi and no indica
tions of repetitions). It is, of course, not 
a binding interpretation, although this use 
of &nb µfAo uo signatures makes good sense. 
If each section has a fresh start, the sig
natures should be transcribed in their 'the
oretical' pitch and the initialis neumes be 
reckoned from the signatures. 

There is a mistake in the neumation some
where near the end of the third system (p. 
122); I have not tried to emendate, but have 

Example 26 (Athens 2458, 16lv-164v): 

CJ 00).JEOTlK OO 
~ _,, ,; 'II ~ '~ / 7T 
LIE E 0. 0. a. 0. 0. UE 0 
b c ab a G aG a b 

only indicated the end on a, which can be 
safely assumed as finalis in Plagios Deute
ros (=E'). 

With these examples I do not claim 
to have given an exhaustive descrip
tion of the role of signatures and 
intonations in the kalophonic sing
ing. But even this handful of melo
dies, picked out more or less at 
random, shows that MeSi were not yet 
reduced to being mere µa.pTupfa.1 of 
pitch, but were still used for spe
cific purposes. These purposes seem 
to demand something sung, i.e. medi
al intonations, whether they were of 
a structuralizing nature (Example 22) 
or prepared the attack of the choir 
(Examples 23 and 25). 

~ 
Undoubtedly, however, there are also 
in this period signatures which are 
only µa.pTupfa.1, that is signatures 
which are not symbols for sung into-

.nations. The so-called Asmatic Khe
roubikon88 will show how one can 
reason about these matters: 

OAOl 01 TO. XE-----pouS1µ ).JUOTlKW ).JUOT1Kwo 11 lines 

0 00).JEOTl KOO 

OAOl 

22 II 

,,/4. 
~ ElKOVll';OVTEO ElKOVll';OVTEO 8 II 

7 II 

3 II 

A->> s ~y TOV Tp1oa.y1ov U).J\JQ\) Tipooa. TipOOO.uOVTEO 3 II 

9 II 

7 II 

88. Cf. KENNETH LEVY, A Hymn for Thursday in 
Holy Week, pp.165-166 with note 65. 
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II 

/1.,-. 
~g WO TO\) Sa.OlAE •••.. EO. II 

L b-->/ WO TO\) Sa.OlAEO. TW\) OAW\)• UTIOOE~O. UTIOOE~O.).JE\!01° 

2 

6 

4 

7 

3 

II 

~~ ~ ~g T0.10 a.yyEAlK0.10° a.opa.TWO uopu~opOUj.JE\)Q\)• TO.~EOl· 

~v ~O.AE O.AAnAOUlO. ~O.~O.AAnAou1a.: II 

u..:;,- AEYETEE (syllabic) 

0 00).JEOTlKOO 

The rubrics speak of two soloists 
(the Domestikos and the Monophonaris) 
and a choir. It will be remembered 
that the evidence put forward in 
Chapter VI points towards the Meint 
being sung by the Domestikos 89 . The 
absence of MeSi in the two long 
parts sung by the Domestikos (22 
lines of teretism before E1Kovfz;;ov
TEO and 28 lines in the concluding 
Alleluia, or 50 lines in all) and 
the 11 MeSi found in the 51 lines 
that were sung by the Monophonaris, 
indicate in my opinion that these 11 
MeSi stand for sung (standard) into
nations. On the other hand, the 3 
signatures put before the parts of 
the Domestikos (the MSi and 2 MeSi) 
cannot possibly have been sung (un
less they were hummed 90 by the Do
mestikos as a sort of 'self-instruc
tion'). 

Medial Signatures and Intonations in 
Later Heirmologia. 

In the Pal~obyzantine period, MeSi 
were used in Heirmoi and Stikhera in 
almost the same way (cf. above, pp. 
89 sqq. and 97 sqq.). This basical 
identity between the two genres is 
not found in the subsequent period. 
The Stikheraria are now provided 

89. Cf. above, p.82. 

90. Cf. WELLESZ, quoted above, p.78. 

with a great number of 
in the Heirmologia the 
pear almost completely. 

1 

28 

II 

MeSi 91 but 
' MeSi disap-

In connection with my investigation 
of the Plagios Protas Heirmoi (above, 
pp.97-99) I have inspected the same 
mode in nine Heirmologia in Round 
notation, from the 13th to the l&th 
centuries, with the following result: 

There were no MeSi in 
E. y .II (129r-16lr; A. D. 1281), 
Sinai 1257 (44r-69br, comprising Te
tartos + Plagios Protas; A. D. 1350), 
Sinai 1258 (27r-8lv, Tetartos + Pla
gios Protas; A. D. 1257) 92 , 
Vatopedi 1531 (79v-110v; 14th cent.), 
Saba 599 (128r-142v; 14th cent.), 
Vatican Palat. gr. 243 (Slv-83v; 
14th century). 

In Sinai 1256, written by Koukou
zeles in A. D. 1309, 8 Heirmoi in 
the Plagios Protas section (117r-
130r) have one MeSi each. 

Finally, in Sinai 1259 (86v-9Sr) 
there are 15 MeSi, and in Sinai 1260 
(186v-210r) a little more 93 ; both 
these MSS are from the 16th century, 

91. For details and modifications, see below, 
pp.128 sqq. 

92. To be quite exact, there is one MeSi on 
these folios of Sinai 1258, a nana before µg
Ta twvno of MUOTlKWO b npot~Tno (fol.50v). 

93. In the Plagios Protos section of Sinai 
1260 I have counted 16 MeSi; but since the 
MeSi in this MS are very small, I may have 
overlooked some. 
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and their melodies differ completely 
from each other and from the two me
dieval versions9 4 • 

The difference between Stikhera and 
Heirmoi is well demonstrated in a 
14th century Stikherarion, Sinai 
1228, which also contains a number 
of Heirmoi (for major feasts and in 
the Oktoekhos). The Stikhera are in 
this MS regularly provided with MeSi, 
the Heirmoi only sporadically - but 
not at random95 • If we compare pieces 
of approximately the same length 
(short Stikhera and long Heirmoi), 
the difference comes out clearly. 
Thus, on folios 131v sqq. the eight 
Heirmoi for the Koimesis (August 15), 
varying in length from 3 to 5 lines 
of the MS, have no MeSi; but five 
short Stikhera among those for the 
Beheading of the Baptist (August 29, 
folios 135r sqq.), with lengths from 
21 to 5 linis, have 2-3 MeSi each. 

The MeSi, however, did not disappear 
for good from the Heirmoi; in fact, 
their number even increases in the 
two 16th century copies. 

The reason for these changes is not 
clear to me. I am inclined to con
nect the temporary disappearance of 
MeSi in the Heirmologia with a sim
plification in the Kanan-performance 
(of which, however, I believe no
thing is known). Regarding the back
ground for the subsequent re-intro
duction of MeSi we are as badly in
formed, as the later development of 
the Heirmological melodies and their 

94. I should have liked to include also the 
Heirmologion Dionysiou 172 (old number 95; 
Lambros 3629) in the investigation. Unfortu
nately, however, its red ink is usually so 
pale that it is impossible to read the MeSi. 
Example 28 (below, p.127) shows one of its 
readable Heirmoi. The MS is dated by LAMBROS 
to the 12th century; this is far too early -
the MS may be of the 14th century. 

95. Cf. Example 27, below, p.127. 

performance is yet unexplored 95 . It 
might perhaps be worth while to con
sider the possibility that the 'Heir
moi' which in later MSS are provided 
with MeSi might be the settings used 
when the Heirmoi were sung as Kata
basiai; at any rate, these Katabasi
ai were not performed in exactly the 
same way as the rest of the Kanan, 
but by both choirs together 97 , and 
might conceivably have been sung 
more like a Stikheron; the term Ka
TaSao1a appears frequently in the 
MSS, for instance in Sinai 1228. 

Whatever the reason may be, it is 
evident that these later Heirmologi
cal MeSi .are not used in the same 
way as the MeSi in the Pal~obyzan
tine Heirmologia. The primary func
tion of the old MeSi - both in Heir
moi and Stikhera - was to support 
modal changes and only secondarily 
do the MeSi get a structuralizing 
function in themselves 98 . In the 
later Heirmologia (and Stikheraria) 
there are many cases where MeSi are 
placed at textual turning-points 
that are not reflected in changes of 
mode. I have picked out a few clear 
examples from the late Heirmologia 
to illustrate this point: 

96. The Heirmoi are nowadays. sung in three 
different styles: ouvToµov £lpµ0Aoy1K6v, ap
yov £tpµOAOY\K6v, KaAO~WV\K6V (PANAGIOTOPOU
LOS, pp.134 sqq,), The Troparia.of the Kanons 
are not always sung, but are only recited (cf. 
CHRIST-PARANIKAS, Anthologia, 1871, p.LXVI). 

97. oµou 01 ouo xopof, cf, the quotations in 
DUCANGE, 606. 

98. Cf. above, pp,96-97. 
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Example 27 (Sinai 1256, 129v): 
,_../ -- / ~ 

~ ::,,, 
- ✓ ,,,,.--,-- ,,... ::::, ... 

PaS_ooo S\a_oTn_oa_oa• 
CD D E F E D 

oa_u1_T1_Kno 
D EFG EF 

£K p1_r,;no· 
D F EF 

_,,~ 
0£_0_TO_K£ 
G G a EF 

✓ ": > ClV_0oo w_pa1_o_Ta_TO\/ 
EF G G G a FE D 

~... -;;· ;-; 7, 'i.' 
nav_uµ_vn_T£• 

D F D EF C 

-L ..._ '"' 7T .,. ~ ~ / ,-....., n_µ1v av_E_TE1_\ao• 
a a bG a G F F G 

,..... :J> ., :>: 71"\ , ... ,., ,. ,,:;-, 7i"~ ;J 
Tno ap_xa1_ao TIPO-~£-vov µa_Ka_p1 __ o __ Tn_Too• 
E F a G b c a G F E F G D EF D D 

:,% .,. .,. / ,..,.. ,.. .. , , :.--" :; 
01_0 0£ nav_TEO £\/ uµ_vo10 a __ Ka_Ta_nau_oTwo µ£_ 
D E F a b a G a F ED C D F E F 

- -~ ~ 
' ">' // ,, ---y a __ \ u __ v o _ µ £ V: -
GD EF D D 

the last line; 
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The melody in Sinai 1228 (127v) 
comes close to that of Sinai 1256 
and has the same MeSi at the same 
place. 

Tnv 6£1av (Sinai 1259, 87v; Tran
scr. VI, 140) with a before £to ow
Tnp1av in the last line; 

A similar structure is found in the 
following Heirmoi 99 : 

'ETTl Ta E0vn (Sinai 1256, 123r; MMB 
Transcr. VI, p.175) with TIA a before 
Kal ~a\\wµ£v in the last line; 
~~ eauµa (Sinai 1256, 129v; Tran

scr. VI, 192) with Sap before tv ou-
01 in the last line; 

·O nn~ao (Sinai 1259, 87r; Transcr. 
VI, 135) with a before µov£ aya8€ in 

•0 Tnv Kaµ1vov (Sinai 1260, 203r; 
Transcr. VI, 217) with a before £u
\oynToo £1 in the last line; 

tpooouµ€vn (Sinai 1260, 204r; 
Transcr. VI, 174) with a before £6-
\oynToo £1 in the last line; 

'O 01' &yy€\ou Touo natoao (Sinai 
1260, 204v; Transcr. VI, 195) with a 
before £U\oynToo £\ in the last line. 

The list is far from being complete. 

Example 28 (Dionysiou 172 (old 95), 12v): 100 

y-""' 7~ ::::., >•• - ✓ "> .,.. // 
Tou Kn_TOUO TO\/ TIPO-~n-Tnv E_AU __ Tpw_ow• 

G a D F F EF G a FE D D 

,..,, -=- ? ~"" ::::-- , .. ,,. / 
n9 £ __ µ£ 0£ £K su_eou a __ µap_Tn_µa_Twv• 

G a D F F EF GE F E D D 

.,. l -L ;;:;, ~___, 
">t""<lv ,. ~ 

.. -> ,, ,, 
9" av_a __ ya_y£ KU_pl_£ Ka 1 ow_oov µ£:-

a a G Ga F E F G a G G 

99: The references to MMB Transcripta VI 
(H1rm I) are only meant as an orientation in 
the textual structure. As mentioned above, 
pp.125-126, the melodies of Sinai 1256, 1259, 

1260 are not of the same tradition as those 
transcribed in the MMB volume. 

100, Cf. above, p.126, note 94. 
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Other instances of this type: 
rnv s~• nv (Sinai 1259, 92v; Tran

scr. VI, 180) with a before aSuooov 
in line 3, ~opanA in line 4, and Ka\ 
E1onyayEO in line 5; 

~rnnov Ka\ &vaSaTnv (Sinai 1259, 
86v; Transcr. VI, 131) with a before 

Example 29 (Sinai 1260, 53r): 

o ouvTp1Swv in line 2 and before •Io
panA OE and STTlVlKlOV in line 3; 

KnToUO yaOTEpa (Sinai 1260, 2O2r; 
Transcr. VI, 162) with a before ouK 
l~8apn in line 2, 616 in line 5, and 
n swn in line 6. 

7, /4 - ,,..._/, /;:;:... >;-- - - __.,. ,,... ...!.... - ,.J..,,~ 
......., Bu_eou ~ av_E_Ka_AU-~E nu8_µE ___ va etc. 

b G a G a b b b c a d d d cbc b 

The MeSi in the late MSS as exempli
fied in Examples 27-29 cannot be ex
plained, I think, unless they still 
stand for sung medial intonations. 

Among the MSS that were mentioned on 
p.125 as having no MeSi, E.y.II be
gins in a most peculiar way. On the 
first folios (3r-Sr) it is abundant
ly provided with MeSi - and it is 
only from folio Sv to the end that 
the MS has no MeSi. 

From the facsimile edition (MMB III) 
it is easily seen that the MeSi on 
folios 3r-Sr are written by Theophy
laktos, the original scribe of the 
MS. Even though we cannot decide 
whether the MeSi were part of the 
MS as originally planned or whether 
they are the result of a later col
lation with another MS, their sudden 
disappearance is probably to be con
nected, somehow, with two co-existing 
types of Heirmos performance. It 
seems reasonable to assume that the 
scribe from fol. Sv changed his 
plans and decided the MS to be meant 
for a straight and simple perfor
mance. As to the performance envi
saged by Theophylaktos on folios 3r 
-Sr, a glance at the facsimile edi
tion (or at MMB Transcripta VI, pp. 
3-39 where the MS is reproduced with 
the siglum "G") will show that the 
MeSi are not put according to the 

'old' system but are of the 'modern' 
type found in Examples 27-29 101 . 

Medial Signatures and Intonations in 
Later Stikheraria. 

In a previous paragraph I have shown 
that MeSi in the old Stikheraria 
were normally put at textual turning
points, usually in connection with a 
change of mode (above, pp.89-92); 
at times they were found at textual 
turning-points that were not melodi
cally underlined by modal changes 
(above, pp.92-93). In a few cases 
the MeSi seemed to depend on the 
verse structure, being found at 
verse beginnings also where the 
transition from one line to another 
meant no grammatical break in the 
flow of the text (pp.94-96). 

The Stikheraria in Round notation 
are normally provided with a much 
greater number of MeSi than the ones 
in Palreobyzantine notation. It must 
be stressed, however, that the ob
vious difference between Palreobyzan
tine and Round Stikheraria as to 
frequency of MeSi - and as to the 
situations in which these MeSi occur 
- can be explained -in different ways 
that are perhaps equally plausible. 

101. It cannot be a mere coincidence that all 
Heirmoi except•O µ6voo Eiowo (fol.3r) have a 
MeSi before the last "line, the 'refrain' - as 
in Example 27. 
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Prima facie the data of the Round 
Stikheraria would suggest that the 
shift of interest from the modal to 
the syntactical or .metrical struc
ture of the Stikhera102 had now been 
accomplished; as for the date when 
this took place, it would have to be 
earlier than A. D. 1200, since MSS 
such as Sinai 1218 (A. D. 1177) and 
E.a.IX (A. D. 1180) are already ty
pical representatives of the later 
use of MeSi. But we cannot exclude 
the possibility that medial intona
tions in the old period were sung 
more frequently than indicated by 
the MeSi of the Palreobyzantine Sti
kheraria; the sudden growth in the 
number of MeSi might be another re
sult of the tendency towards expli
citness in the written tradition103 
I am inclined, however, to believe 
in the basic correctness of the for
mer explanation. It finds some sup
port in the undeniable diversity of 
performance types that can be seen 
in Round Stikheraria, in so far as 
these co-existing types of perfor
mance seem to represent various sta
ges of evolution. 

Indeed, great latitude in perfor
mance seems to be the distinctive 
mark of Stikheron-singing in this 
period. In some MSS medial intona
tions are prescribed almost before 
every long-verse (or even short
verse) whereas other MSS are more 
moderate in this respect, restricting 
their medial intonations to one or a 
few per hymn104 • The total lack of 
MeSi in some MSS even suggests that 

102. Cf. above, pp.96-97. 

103. Cf. above, pp.96 and 106. 

104. Usually the intonations are only indica
ted by the corresponding MeSi. The full Meint 
will be discussed below, pp.144-147. 

Stikhera were locally sung 'in 
directum' without any intercala
tions105. To complete the picture 
it must be added that many MSS make 
use of different types of perfor
mance on different occasions - at 
times, perhaps, for liturgical rea
sons; there are, however, also cases 
that suggest that variations occur 
merely for the sake of variation 
- also in the sphere of medial in
tonation singing it seems to be true 
that variatio delectat 106 • 

The following examples (Examples 31-
33) show how three characteristic 
MSS treat the processional Stikhera 
for Christmas Day. Notation and 
words are taken from Sinai 1218, one 
of the early representatives of the 
'abundant' style107 • In the columns 
to the left I insert the signatures 
from Sinai 1227 - a good represen
tative of a more moderate use of 
HeSi - and from D, in which diffe
rent types of performance are to be 
foundlOB. 

105. A conclusion e silentio is here more le
gitimate than in the Pala!Obyzantine period, 
but still, of course, open to discussion. 

106. Cf. below, p.133, note 110. 

107. The words are transmitted in many ver
sions, some of which are surprisingly corrupt. 
For the moment I am paying no heed to the 
text-variants, but am printing the corrupt 
text as it is found in Sinai 1218. 

108. The Stikhera are reproduced in J.-D. 
PETRESCO's Les idiomeles et le canon de !'of
fice de Noel, Paris 1932, on plates XXI-XXII 
(Paris gr. 261) and XXIX (Coislin 41); three 
Pala!Obyzantine sources are reproduced ibidem, 
plates I-II (A.a.XIV), VII-VIII (Paris~ 
242), and XIII-XIV (Paris gr. 356). In A.a. 
XIV there are no MeSi; but the two other Pa
la!Obyzantine MSS have one each, a Tritos-MeSi 
before line 6 of Example 32. 
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Example 31 (Sinai 1218, 70v; Sinai 1227, 71v; D; 93r): 

D Sinai 1227 

/ , , ..... , ___ --7j"'" 

0(. '-"'- "'-V'- ~ C: 

L .,..,.,,. 
9 

9 
,,,L 

Sinai 1218 
,,,,.J. ~ ,.v ~:..: 7i / - - q 

1 9 0 ou_pa._ vocr Ka. 1 n yn • 
a G EF G a a a a 

7 .. ,.,. ,.. / , 
crn_µ£_pov n_vw_8n_cra.v 
be a a G a G G 

-- ....,,./' ~ "> ~~ 
T£X~8£V-TO<J TOU XPl-OTOU• 
G a F E D EF C 

... -.. "-~..,/ 
3 "··--;- crn_µ£_pov 8£_ocr"" 

,,. .:..: ,,/ 
£_TI1 yncr 

EFG G GaEF D EFG a 
----- '-"" ll ,, " 'J-.....,, -Tia._pa._y£_yo_V£V• ~ 

a bG a GF F GaGEF 
_::-, 1/. , ., ,v .-;, ,;' 

4 Ka.1 o a.v_8pw_Tiocr £10 ou_pa._voucr 

5 

7 

8 

E F ab a G F C D E FG 

- ✓ ~/ ,;; -;:,· ~ 
a._va._8£--8n--K£• 
G a EF D EF C 

.. _,~._,,.,,,,,.>,... - ~ 
crn_µ£_pov o_pa. ___ Ta.1 oa.p_K1· 
EF G G G a E F D E F a 

/. '"' ~ ..:... -0 $U_0£1 a._o_pa._TO<J 
ac a Ea a a 

- - .,. - ,,,..,-/> 
-- '"' ,, , ✓/ "l-- -01_a. TOV a.v_8pw_TIOV• n 

a a b G a G F F GaGEF 
,_ ;;7 ::::-,::,:_...:;::.,__,_ 

01_0. TOU_TO KO.l n_µ£l<J• 
E F ab a a Ga a 

~" .,,... - 77·/ -
6o_to-Ao_youv_T£O 
E C D F G G 

/ >,... ':, ,, 
8o-n_crw_µ£v a.u_Tw• 
G a F E D D 

,,,,L -L ✓ ," .. - / - ~ 
9 9 oo_ta. £\) u:_$\ __ OTOl<J 8£_W 

a a G EF Ga a a a 
> ,.,, - / , ";90.,. .,......--..... 

Ka.1 £ __ TI1 yncr £1-Pn-vnv• 
G E FG a G F F 

, ;;:- ," ,;..; -----. 
10 u.J:- £--8pa._8£U_O£V yap• 

EF a G EF a 

'; V '>"" ✓ ':»U - ,, 

11 n Tia.p_ou_cr1_a. crou crw_TnP 
E C D EF E D EF G 

../ ~ ....... ';} 

n_µwv oo __ ta. 001:-
G a EF D D 
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Notes to Example 31: In lines 3-4 
there are two errors in the neuma-

ferent formula in the beginning of 
line 4. In line 9 the Hypsele on 
oo(ta.) is missing; the neumes over 
yap in line 10 and -Tnp n- in line 
11 are illegible, but are found in 
D and Sinai 1227. 

- '"''"' tion of Sinai 1218: (£)TI1 and ou(pa.-
voucr). Sinai 1227 has the right 
neumes; the version in D agrees with 
Sinai 1227 in line 3 but has a dif-

D 

/ , , , .... ,., _t 
o(..'-V\.« ""'E:C: 

,.,.,,. 
L ::-

9 

...,.9 .. 

.... 

Example 32 (Sinai 1218, 70v; Sinai 1227, 71v; D, 93v): 

Sinai 1227 

=9"" 

... ... 
--rtg 

Sinai 1218 

l ._ ~ 7-w .;.: ll _,,,,. - - ~ 
1 ?/ Ao-ta.£\) ·u __ ~l--OTOl<J 8£_w• 

2 

3 

4 -n:-!l 

5 

6 
...... 

11"9 

7 

8 ...... 
-n9 

9 

"'" 10 9 

a a G EF Ga a a a 
, ,." - / ~ ~ ,,_.,,.,... L 

£V 8n_8A£_£µ a._Kou_wv• 
G E FG a G a D a 

- ✓ •u~~- ./" ~/7: 
u_Tio a._crw_µa._Twv on __ µ£_pov• 
a a G EF G a EF D D 

,;-../,;:. ✓~ ...... 
Tw £_TI1 yncr £1-Pn-vnv• 
D E F Ga E F DE C 

-· - ·;: > , ,, >» ,,, 

£U_oo_Kn_cra.V_Tl Y£-V£_cr8a.1• 
E F ab a G aG F F 

._.,,,..L - _,,, -::;....,.~ ,-,, .. 
vuv n Tia.p_8£ ___ vocr• 
F c c d bee a 

=::::-
ou_pa._vwv• 
a a e 

;-"" - ~> ,.. ---;; ~ ,,... -
TIAa._ TU_ u ___ ::pa• > -

a a ebaGGabcaGa 
~ :.::,.7 .. ~- >~ 

£t_a.v_£ __ T£1-A£V yap $~cr 
E F ab a G EF G - __,,, ,, ;; 

TOl<J £_OKO_Tl<J_µ£_vo1cr• 
G Ga FEDD 

- ~, .... ✓~ ... .. ... 
KO. l Ta._TI£1_voucr U-~W-~0£\)• 
D F Ga aGF Ga FE D 

~,;;--• - ✓ > "'-,, , .. ,, 
9 11 9 TOU<J a.y __ y£_Al-KW<J µ£_Aw_6ouv_Ta.cr• 

D EF C E F a G aG F F 
L- -v ~ -✓ ....... - -.»1/ :.;{ 

'"'" 9 // 12 ""lf9 oo __ ta. £\) U--~1--0TOl<J 8£_w:-
d be a EF Ga a a a 
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- - ~,"',. 
Notes to Example 32: The MeSi in 
Sinai 1218, line 6, does not make 
sense. In line 10 the Ison over 
-voucr is my correction, based on the 

version in D (K°a1 ,a_TIE1_voucr; Si-
... - >" 

nai 1227 has Kal ,O._'TTEl_vouo); Si-
nai 1218 gives Oligon instead of I
son. 

D 

..... ---L:;,, 
9 

Example 33 (Sinai 1218, 70v; Sinai 1227, 71v; D, 93v): 

Sinai 1227 Sinai 1218 

1 
~,,.,..L -
9 To 

- ,,L ._ 
~ ,,"' ,, 

Ka,' El_Ko ___ va 
a a a D a a 

7V ,;.; ,;-/ ;;-- :-

Kal 0 __ µ01_w __ cr1v• 
G EFG a a a 

✓ .,;..;, .. ,, ::::, ,- ,;..; 71,,....... ,, 
pEU_crav_,a EK Tia_pa_Sa __ crE_wcr• 

d b c a a G EF G a a a 
7'~,,,,,.L ,"" _f .._ - ;,,-, ,,. ... ,, :- -;;- ,,-,,,; ,. ;:;p, 

3 9 El_OWO O l-n~~~~~croucr• 

4 

5 
.... ,t"g 

D a aacbaG G acba 
,: ~~ 

KA1_vacr 
D F C 

--

_./ ,, 
ou_pa_voucr• 
E F G a 

/. ...... "' ... ,, .., ----KaT_E_Sn Kal w __ Kn_crsv• 
a C a b G a GF F 

.,. ,.,,. :,, - ...-... ..,/ ~ ,- " ,, ~ ~ ..... 
6 ~ EV µn_,pa Tiap_8s_v1_Kn av_aA_Ao1_w_,wcr• 

EF a G F E D EF G a E F D G 
1/ ~ ... ,, ~ .,..,. 7 ~ 

7 '"ff9 1 __ va EV au_,n• 
G F E D EF C 

-✓ """"' ;; 

8 TOV <j>Sa_p,~v- rn a __ oaµ 

E F Ga a b G a 

- - - '"' ✓I 

a_va_TIAa_crn Kpa_z;;ov_,a• 
a a a b G a G F F 

.,. l .-;-.. ,,.. ✓ ..... ,,;.- .,. 
,, 1/ .,.,.. ,, 

9 9 oo __ ~a ,n E __ 'TTl __ <j>a_VEl __ a crou 
be a a a G EF a G G 

.,,,,,.. ~..... ., 
o AU_,pw_,ncr µou Ka1 Ss_ocr:-
G G Ga FEDD 

• I 
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Notes to Example 33: In line 9 only 
the Oxeia (and, perhaps, one dot) 
can be seen in the confirmatory 
group 1/ • The Kentema and the Dyo 
Kentemata of the group on oo(~a) are 
almost gone, but the reading - with 
the open tritonus! - is confirmed by 
D and Sinai 1227. 

As for the first of the processional 
Stikhera, 'O oupavocr Ka'i: n yn crfiµspov 
Tipo<j>n,1Kwcr su <j> pa1v€cr8wcrav, it is too 
long to be included among my exam
ples 109. In this Stikheron, too, the 
three MSS follow their usual habits: 
Sinai 1218 has 10 MeSi, in Sinai 
1227 there are only 3, and D has 6 
Mesi 1 1 0 • 

A simple counting of Mesi in a num
ber of MSS will give an idea of the 
spread of the main types of Stikhe
ron-singing which were mentioned a
bove, p.129. For that purpose I have 
chosen a very long Doxastikon (Ex
ample 34, see below, pp. 134-135), 
used s{cr ,oucr atvoucr on December 13 
(Eustratios and companions) 11 1. 

The figures of Example 34 (right co
lumn on p.135) can be compared with 
the following table which is taken 
from the collations of "Ecr,ncrav and 
its three Proshomoia (Appendix B); 
the table shows the total number of 
MeSi in these four hymns, listing 
the MSS in the same order as they 
are given in Example 34. 

Total number of MeSi in ''Ecr,ncrav and its three Proshomoia: 

a b C 

1564: 21 MeSi 1492: 15 Mesi 1453: 

1585: 23 1225: 14 265: 

1471: 20 1216: 16 D: 

42: 17 1464: 12 1231: 

1218: 25 1230: 20 

Apart from Sinai 1453 and Paris Gr. 
265 (in column c of the table), the 
MSS in columns a-c (with 15-29 MeSi 

109. It can be seen in the facsimile edition 
of D (MMB I), fol.93r, and on plates XXI and 
XXIX in PETRESC0's book, from Paris gr. 261 
and Coislin 41. 

110. The variation of patterns in D - which 
in the first and third Stikheron has many 
Mesi but in the second and fourth (Examples 
31 and 33) only one, before the oratio recta 
- is not unparallelled. For St. George's Day 
(April 23, D foll.138r sqq.) the processio
nal Stikhera are provided with the following 
Mesi: '0 Aaµnpbo ap10T£VO 0 

'Ap10,£{ao 58AWV 3 

d e 

9 MeSi 1224: 8 Mesi 1215: 7 MeSi 

5 1484: 10 1220: 0 

18 1221: 9 1223: 10 .· 

13 883: 9 1228: 6 

1227: 7 40: 4 

in Example 34) have an average num
ber of 3-6 MeSi per hymn in the four 

~Ecr,ncrav-Stikhera, whereas the MSS in 

Tou µ£yaAov Bao1Atwo O 
~£VT£ ~1AOµap,Vp£0 4 
Ilavrn Tei e:8vn 0 

TAoµa &oµa,wv 2 
The last two have the same melody and the same 
textual pattern. For examples of the different 
types of performance found in D, cf. below, 
pp.137-141. 

111. There are no MeSi in Sinai 1229,52r and 
Sinai 1472,59r. The bad quality of my micro
films of Vatopedi 1499 and Patmos 219 makes 
it impossible to tell whether or not these 
two MSS provide the Doxastikon with MeSi. Cf. 
below, p.135, note 113. 
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Example 34, Occurrences of signatures in Tnv TI€VTaxopoov Adpav 112 : 

1 Tnv TI€VTaxopoov Adpav 2 Kal TI€VTa~WTOV AUXVlaV 
3 Tno TOU 8€0U £KKAno1ao 

4 TOUO 8€o~6pouo µapTUpao 5 ~€pwvdµwo uµvnowµ€V 
6 Kal €V0€8wo £yKwµ1aowµ€V. 

7 Xa1po10 6 KaAwo 8 VTIO 8€ou 0TpaT€U8£10 
9 EV T~ ETIOUpav1~ OTpaTl~ 

10 Kal T~ OTpaTOAoynoaVTl ap€oaa 
11 b £V pnTopo1 pnTwp 12 EUOTpaTl€ 8€600~€. 
13 Xa1po10 o TO TaAaVTOV 14 TO tK 8€ou 001 TilOT€U8€v 
15 £Tiau;noao €lo TIAn8oo 16 Au;£VTl€ µaKap1€. 

Sinai 1564, 
II 1585, 
II 1471, 

Coislin 42, 
Sinai 1218, 
Vatop.1492, 
Sinai 1225, 

II 1216, 
II 1464, 
II 1230, 
" 1453, 

Paris 265, 
D, 

Sinai 1231, 

Sinai 1224, 
1484, 
1221, 

Athens 883, 
Sinai 1227, 

" 
" 

" 1215, 
" 1220, 
" 1223, 
" 1228, 

Coislin 40, 

1 2 3 4 

66v + + + + 
159 + + + 
69r + + + + 
81v + + + 
59r + + + + 
59v + + + 
61v + + + + 
62r + + + 
6.Sr + + + 
65r + + 
60r + + 
58r + + + 
79v + + + + 
51v + + 

60r + 
54r + 
81v + 
80r + 
6lr + 
5lr + 
54r + 
76r + 
50v + 
4lr + 

? 
+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

5 

+ 

6 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 

7 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

+ + + 
+ + + 
+ + 
+ + + 

+ + 
+ + + 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ + 

+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

? 
+ 

+ + 
+ 

+ + 

+ 
+ + 

+ + + 
+ 

+ + + + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + + 
+ 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + + 
+ + 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
? 

? 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 

Total number: 24 7 12 17 1 16 14 0 11 15 11 0 20 8 12 1 

112. To simplify matters, I have just indi
cated presence or absence of MeSi, not their 
actual forms. Neumes and transcription from 
Athens 883 and two Pal~obyzantine MSS (Sinai 

1214 and 1219) are given by TILLYARD in MMB 
Transcripta VII (Pent), pp.XIX-XXIII, com
ing lines 1-16 in my Example 34. 

1564 
1585 
1471 
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17 Xa1po10 0 T€pTIV6TaTOO opTin~ 18 Tno 8€tKno €DY€V€1ao 
19 Euy£Vl€ 8€6~pov. 

20 Xa1po10 0 wpatoo TD µop~ry 21 TD OE yvwµ~ UTI£pKaAOO 
22 Ka1 aµ~oT€poo€~100 

23 6 EV TOlO 8€1010 Op€0lV 24 tvo1a1TWµ€VOO OAOO 
25 Tiav6AS1€ •Opforn. 

26 Xa1po10 o oT1ABwv 27 Ka1 01auyno µapyap1Tno 
28 6 Tao Baaavoua Tao TilKpao 29 xapµOVlKWO VTI0µ€1vao 

30 Mapoapl€ anTTnT€, 
31 Xa1po10 31b o toap18µ00 xop6o 32 Twv ~pov1µwv Tiap8€vwv 
33 ova Ka8lK€T€UOWµ€V 34 Tiaono opyno Kal 8Al~€WO AUTpwoao8a1 
35 Kal TnO a~paOTOU UµwV o6~no 36 OUµµ€T6XOUO TIOlnOal 
37 TOUO TnV £TnOlOV Uµwv 38 µvnµnv y€pa1pOVTao:-

17 18 19 ~O 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 31b 32 33 34 35 36 37 

+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + 
+ + + + + 

+ + + 
+ + + 
+ + + 

+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + 
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total 
number 
of MeSi 

42 
1218 
1492 
1225 
1216 
1464 
1230 
1453 

+ + + + + + + + + 

+ + + 
+ + 

+ + + 
+ + 

+ + 

+ + + , 

29 
27 
27 
22 
20 
19 
19 
18 
18 
17 
16 
16 
15 
15 

265 
D 

1231 

1224 
1484 
1221 

883 
1227 
1215 
1220 
1223 
1228 

40 

+ + + + 
+ + + + 
+ + + + 
+ + 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ + 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

+ 

+ + 

? 
+ 

+ + 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

? 

+ 
+ 
+ + 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ + 

+ 
+ + 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ + 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ + + 
+ 
+ 

+ + + + 
+ + + 
+ + 

+ 

+ 

+ + 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

+ + 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

11 
10 

9 
8 
8 
7? 
6 
5? 
3 
2 

Total 21 8 5 22 5 10 12 0 5 9 4 15 1 4 21 8 4 6 8 15 3 17 

columns d-e (with 2-11 MeSi in the 
Doxastikon) have less than 3 MeSi 
per hymn in the four Stikherall3. 

113. There are no MeSi in Sinai 1229, Sinai 
1472, Vatopedi 1499, and Patmos 219. Cf. a-

The provisional character of the 
picture that can be drawn from this 
comparison is too obvious to be corn-

bove, p,133, note 111. 
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mented upon. Only from a meticulous 
analysis of the habits of specific 
MSS (including a sound statistical 
treatment of the data) may we per
haps learn to understand the back
ground and implications of the dif
ferent usages. 114 

~ 
Since the Dalassenos Stikherarion 
(D) is the only Round Stikherarion 
accessible in facsimile (MMB I), it 
is of some importance to understand 
its peculiarities. Now, few MSS are 
more irregular in their use of MeSi 
than D. The variety of performance 
types 115 , suggested by the different 
ways in which MeSi are given in some 
parts of the MS, is sharply con
trasted by a total lack of MeSi on 
many folios, especially in the Meno
logion116. There can be no doubt 
that this uneven distribution of 
MeSi in Dis in principle a codico
logical problem. The absence of MeSi 
must be due to the process of copy
ing. It does not imply that Dalasse
nos intended the Stikhera on these 
folios to be sung in a different way 
from that which is indicated by the 
MeSi in the other parts of the MS. 
This explanation is based on the 
following kind of evidence: 

(a) The sudden stop of MeSi from 
fol. 97r takes place at the begin-

114. There is one detail in the''Eoi:ncrav mate
rial which supports the validity of this pro
visional grouping. In the Proshomoia Kand T, 
the syntactical structure of the last lines 
makes it very unlikely that MeSi will be put 
before line 8 in MSS that use medial intona
tions at syntactical breaks only. (For the 
texts, see above, p.59; cf. also p.61). In K 
the MeSi is only found in 1564, 42, and 1230; 
in Ta MeSi is put before line 8 in 1564, 
1585, 1471, 42, 1492, 1225, 1216, 1230, 1231, 
and 1215. 

115. Cf. below, pp,137-141. 

116. MeSi are only found on folios lr-12v, 
14r, 17r, 41v, 45v, 46v, 70r, 79v-96v, 134v-
143v, 185r-207r, 209r-281r, 288v, 307r-321r. 

ning of a new gathering (gathering 
13 = foll. 97-103) 117 . 

(b) Similarly the MeSi stop on 
fol. 144r, at the beginning of ga
thering 19 (foll. 144-151). As shown 
below in Appendix A, p.179, the MSi 
on 134v-143v comprise the abbrevia
tion of the word nxocr ( ~ ) , whereas 
the MSi before and after normally 
consist only of letter-numerals+ 
tail-neumes. 

(c) From the beginning of the Tri
odion (185r; beginning of gathering 
24) MeSi are again regularly indica
ted. 

(d) There are no MeSi on the last 
3 pages of gathering 26 (207v-208v); 
they reappear from the beginning of 
gathering 27 (209r). 

It is not easy to see whether or not 
the present state of D did satisfy 
the needs of the locality for the 
use of which it was written. It 
could only have been really satis
factory if the MeSi were not con
sidered of any importance for the 
singing. In that case we would like 
to know why Dalassenos and his fel
low-rubricators118 wasted so much 
time on writing MeSi that were of no 
practical use. And, if Dalassenos 
wanted his MS to be provided with 
MeSi from one end to the other, we 
are faced with two questions - both 
of which can only be answered hypo
thetically. Since the MeSi in D were 
part of the original rubrication 
work119 , we must ask why the writing 
of MeSi at times stops abruptly, to 
be resumed as abruptly later on. I 
have elsewhere tried to explain the 
genesis of Din terms of team-work, 

117. The gatherings in Dare highly irregular. 
During my stay in Vienna in 1958 I was able 
to analyse their composition. 

118. Cf. below, Appendix A, pp.168-169. 

119. Cf. below, Appendix A, p.175. 
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done in a scriptorium from more than 
one model Msl20. This hypothesis 
would also provide an explanation of 
the uneven distribution of the MeSi 
in the present, unfinished, state of 
the MS. As for the other question -
why Dalassenos never gave his MS its 
final touch - this cannot, of course, 
be answered definitely, since there 
are any number of possible explana
tions. Unfinished MSS are frequently 
found! 

The value of the above considera
tions does not lie in the answers; 
they are hypothetical, and it even 
seems impossible to decide which 
line of reasoning to follow121 • But 
all our hypotheses do imply that the 
MeSi in D were taken from a model MS, 
thereby reflecting the situation in 
a really old Stikherarion in Round 
notation122 . 

On the strength of the above expla
nation we infer that the uneven dis
tribution of MeSi in D does not ne
cessarily mean that the MeSi, when 
found, are carelessly put and there
fore unreliable. This is of course 
not tantamount to postulating that 
the scribe(s) of D did not make er
rors in writing the MeSi; the com
mentaries in the MMB Transcripta 
volumes frequently and rightly com
plain about the inaccuracy of n123 • 
But even if details in Dare open 
to criticism, the MS is well suited 
to illustrate the fact that diffe
rent types of Meint-singing have ex
isted side by ~ide. 

In Examples 35-38 the main types are 
shown: 

Example 35 (D, 260r; Sinai 1218, 219r; Sinai 1227, 217v; MMB Transcr.VII,p.51): 
,.,;,.• .:... -· ,..,,, X A .. .,. .,.. "' " '1 .,,.y 1 Tncr E:_op_Tncr µE:_crou_crncr 2 
EF D G b G a b a 

.:.: ✓ ;;- - ~ - ::;.. "" ", ? 

"-"- 3 KCl,l 8E: 1 _cw 1rap_ou_01_a0 
a a a a FG GF E 

::,, > .::. - - _..? .. ~ ,"' / ., Y 4 0UV_E:A_8ov_TE:0 TWV 8au_µa_TWV 
G a be d G E F E 

.,.,. ~ -- ,, .:,,:,:, >I"\ ,. , 

Tr';\ 6 E:V n KCI,_ Ta_ TIE:µ_ijJov n_µ 1 v 
E E GF Ga F E D D 

120. See below, pp. 138 . (note 124) and 167 
sqq. (Appendix A). 

121. A parallel case: In the Stikherarion 0-
hrid 57 (inv.62) two kinds of red ink are used 
for rubrication (A and B).On pp.1-282 we find 
ink A and many MeSi. From p.283 (a~• in
side a gathering) ink Band no MeSi. From p. 
416 (beginning of Oktoechos) ink A and MeSi. 
From p.426 ink Band no MeSi. Finally, from 
p.429 ink A is used for the initial letters, 
ink B for the MSi; there are no Mesi. Does 
all this mean: two rubricators with different 
ideas? Or again: two model MSS? 

.,_,, ,.... ~- -;;-/ ✓ ~ / ~ 
Tncr crncr xp1_0TE: a __ va_crTa_crE:_wcr• 
b a EF G a be G G F E 
.... - ,, ,. - ,,,,;- -;; ~ 

TOU a_y1 __ ou (JOU 1TVE:U_µa_T00° 
E E FE D EF a G G 

,.,..,,.L ~ '"' •• ...;;;;:-:.. 77 , > , -

5 cn,_uµ_vov_µEV TCI, µu_0Tn_p1_a• crou• 
D a a b c G EF G bG a G FE E 

- ~, .,.., --TO µE:_ya E: ___ AE:_ocr:-
D EF G a G FE E 

122. This model must be earlier than A.D.1217 
or 1221, the date of D (cf. MMB I, Introduc
tion, pp.17 and 24). For the MeSi in the model 
of D, cf. above, p.14, and be.low, p.138, note 
124. 

123. See e. g. below, p.138. Cf. also the in
troduction to the facsimile edition, pp.21-22: 
"La conclusion generale de cet examen est que 
le copiste a calque son modele scrupuleuse
ment et servilement sans trop se soucier du 
sens". In a way, this makes D a far better 
witness for the tradition. 
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Notes to Example 35: Sinai 1218 and 
Sinai 1227 have the same MeSi as D; 
besides, Sinai 1218 has two mid
verse signatures, in line 3 a ~y 
before ,oD &y1ou and before line 5 
a nenano. 

p.13), Mupo~6po1 yuvaiKEO (255r; re
produced above, p.65, as Example 4), 
ITapaoo~a onµEpov (273r; Transcr. VII, 
p.135). 

The Mupo~6pot yuvatK£O (255r) is a curious 
example of the inaccuracy which I mentioned 
above, p.137. In the~ there is a ditto
graphy (npoonpoonA9£,£), the neumes on o ay
Y£AOO are not correct - and as to the MeSi, 

Other examples from D: EnnAa1ov 
EVTPETilsOU (88v), EnµEpOV yEvva,a1 
EK nap8€vou (92v), EnµEpov o Xp10,oo 
tv Bn8AEEµ yEvva,a1 (95r), T0 EK,~ 
µnv1 (134v), ME,a ,nv £YEP01V (253r; 
MMB Transcr. VII, p.11), Twv 8upwv 
KEKAE10µ€vwv (254r; Transcr. VII, 

f h ' f ' ' h d ( L ,:;r-) one o t em 1.s un 1.n1.s e ,,, for 9 
l 

and the other incorrect ( 9 for g' ) , As a 
witness of this particular type of perfor
mance in this particular hymn, the faulty MS 
Dis, however, as good as any correct MS124 , 

Example 36 (D, 32lr; Sinai 1218, 270v; Sinai 1227, 262v; MMB Transcripta V 

(Oct II), p.57): 
..... .,. ,, 

1 0 OE_pa_~1µ T010 ~o-f3E_poo• 
G G G G G E D D .. - u· > ,;;,? >"-:.. ,. ,·..... ,, 

2 xp1_0,E ETI __ o_xou_µE __ voo 
G b a be b a G a c a b .. 

- ::::..- ,u., / .... '>I'\ ., 

3 WO 8E_oo TE Ka1 TWV o __ AWV au,_oup_yoo• 
b b be b a G a be a G G G 

--, .. 
4 ~ 

/ :>n ., n 

au_,oo EV TIW __ AW E_TI1_f3ao• 
G G a be a G G G 

,.,. - ""- , .:.;,, ">" "> "" // 

~ 5 Ka8_E_o8n ____ va1 ETI_E1_yE_,a1 
G G b a be b a G a ea b 

,,/4 
y 6 

:: ._ $ >-"~ .. - ~ ... " ,. 
wo un_ap_xwv Ka8' n_µao av_8pw_n1_Kwo• 
b b be b a G a be a G G G 

~ -- ~ ~,. .... '-=" / ~ > 7 n f3n_ea_v1 ___ a a ___ yaA_AE_,a1 
c c d bccb a ea b a G 

- 1/ 7" , 
8 E10-0E-XO-µE_vn OE ow_,np• 

G G a be a G G G 

124. The confirmatory neumes after the first 

MeSi (?) do not correspond to the neumation 

of D (;:..,) but would fit a version like the 
one transcribted by TILLYARD in MNB Transcrip
ta VII (Pent), p.29, from the Cardiff Stikhe
rarion. This detail seems to support the hy-

pothesis that the MeSi in D were not taken 
from the same model as text and melody, but 
were sought in another model (whose melodic 
tradition is also reflected in the variants 
added at the same time as the MeSi (cf. above, 
p.29, note 10). 
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~ - _.,, ~> ... , .... 
9 1_E_po_oo ___ Au_µa / .,. ,. 

xa1_pou_o1v• 
c c d bccb a ea b a G 
::. -- ;;, ,,., , -

10 WO Tipoo_oo_KOUV_,a OE Aa_f3Z1v• 
G G a be a G G G 
~ V 

~5 - ~ " ... "> ~, 11 ea ___ va_,oo TIE_TITW_KEV 
GGFE F G a F E D 
- :;,:, >'"", , / , ? ..:,;; < 9 

12 Tipo_a1_0,o_µE_VOO TOV Aa_sa_pov ~01_,av EK TWV VE ___ Kp~v 
G a be ba G a b a G a be b a be G a 

- ~ ,.. ~7 

13 Ka1 n __ µ1v µE_Aw __ o1_ao 
a be d d Ga a G 

._ - ~ /. , x:' 9 // 
14 Tipoo UTI_av_,nv TE_AOUV_TEO EV xa ___ pa• 

G G a b c a c b a be G a 
-. .:.:. ::::,, ;:,X ~, 

15 av_uµ_vouv_,Eo ,o Kpa_,oo• 
a be d d Ga a G 

..!- ._ ~ ,"' , --- .:,,,, 
16 ,no a_ya_eo_,n_,oo oou 

cccba ad 

Notes to Example 36: 

5 ~r] y/.. D 9 -µa""]'-=, D. 
Sinai 1218 has MeSi before lines 2, 
3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 
15, and 16; Sinai 1227 only before 
lines 7 and 9. As for D, the lack of 
MeSi for lines 12-16 is to be noted. 
But since the MeSi before line 11 is 
the last one in the MS 125 , the omis
sion is probably due to the unfi
nished state of the MS and cannot 
be cited in support of a special 
type of performance; the intended 
setting of D (i.e. that of its mo
del) is a clear example of a divi
sion into short-verses. 

125. Cf. above, p.136, note 116. 

~,... &../ 1-> > 

KU ___ pl_E:-

bccba G G a b c b a G 

The division into short-verses is 
not nearly as connnon in Das in a MS 
such as Sinai 1218. Another example 
from Dis the first Heothinon, Eio 
,o ~poo (fol. 307r; MMB Transcr. V 

(Oct II), p.61), with MeSi before 
lines 2, 2b, 3, 3b, 4, 5, 6, 7, 7b, 
8b , 9 , and 9b • 
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Example 37 (D, 260v; Sinai 1218, 219v; Sinai 1227, 218r; MMB Transcr. VII 
(Pent), p. 54): 

TIA 6 1 Ka.8ap8wµsv £VV01WV TOUO K€U8µwvao• 
2 Ka.1 ~ux1Kao Aaµnn66vao 610.uyaowµsv• 
3 KO.l ,nv swnv Ka,fowµsv Xp10,6v• 
4 tv tEpQ a~1K6µEvov• 
5 unEpSoA~ aya.86,n,oo• 
6 Zva TOV lxSpov 6p1aµSsdoij 
7 Ka.1 owoD ,o y€voo ~µwv• 
8 61a na6ouo o,aupoD 

KO.l avao,aoswo• 
~~ 9 npoo OV SonowµEv• 

10 aKa.TaAnTIT€ Kdp1s 66sa 001:-

Notes to Example 37: Sinai 1218 has 
MeSi before lines lb (,odo), 2, 3, 
5, 6, 8, 9, and 10; Sinai 1227 be
for lines 5, 8, and 9. TILLYARD 
prints the versions from N (Round 
notation, 5 MeSi) and from the Char
tres fragment (Chartres notation; 
the only MeSi is here the nana be-
fore line 9). --

Among the parallel cases in D, the 
most interesting is 'AvEAn~Bno tv 66-
sD (fol. 269v; MMB Transcr. VII 
(Pent), p.109) because of its 're-

frain' which is the same as that of 
Example 37 (lines 12-14 identical 
with lines 9-10 of Example 37). O
ther examples in D: 

KdplE napaywv (263v; Transcr. VII, 
p.72) with ~<I before line 25 610 
SowµEv, and 

1i.vnA6so Xp10,€ (264v; Transcr. VII, 
p.104) with 9 before line 7 µovoyE
vnl26, 

Cf. also Examples 31 and 33 (above, 
pp.130 and 132). 

Example 38 (D, 274r; Sinai 1218, 230v; Sinai 1227, 229v; MMB Transcr. VII 
(Pent), p. 133): 

--x x e;=~, ✓-= -- -- :::-- ,..., -:;..-<- /~ 
l') -n- 1 Ba._01_AEU ou_pa __ v1_E 

G G G FE DEF E E 

-· .IY' ,;-,<. h 2 na_pa_KAn __ ,E 
G b Gab b 

--- _, ,~ ,, ,.x 
3 o nav_,a_xou nap_wv 

G G a b Ga a D 

:_ ', ~ _.." .,. ~ ;-;!,,, 
5 0 6n_oa,u_p00 TWV a,_ya,_6WV 

E E G F Ga F E D DE 

126. TILLYARD's collllllentary ("6.fin. D Mart. 
falsa.") is misleading. D gives the following 

,, -; ~ ,v, ,,:;-L 
melody: 9 µo vo YE vn . The two Isons are to 
be combined with the MeSi, producing the melo
dy D D FE Da, whereas the two Apostrophoi if 

._ 
TO 
b 

-4 KO.l 
EF 

6 Kal 

C 

- ~ ...-:-: ,.,... /. . ,.,.. ~, -TIVEU_µa, ,no a __ An_8E1_ao• 
cd b be a ba 

;;, ,. .... -TO. nav_,a nAn_pwv• 
G aG F E E 

,;.--, .- "'-.,... ll 
sw-no xo_pn_yoo• 
EFa GaF G 

G G 

counted from the preceding finalis give ED FE 
Da. We thus have again a MeSi in D which pre
supposes another melodic line than the one 
from which the melodies of D were copied (cf. 
above, p.138). 
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.,. 
-;;,., '7 

,.... ~-- .. ,y--,..,... >•• 

7 d_6E KO.l Ev_oKn_vw_oov 
b a G EF G a EF a 

,..., .... :>' ~ ,.. .. ~ ~ 

~ 8 KO.l Ka_ea_p1_oov n __ µao 

G a be b a Ga a 
,..,. "> ;_;, ,.,..,. 

> ~ -;;-· ---rry .. 
9 KO.l ow __ aov a_ya_es 

GF Ga F E D EF a 

Notes to Example 38: 

2 na- -·] - D 6 KO.l swno] D has 

""" .!..: ,,;,,, ; the other MSS, which end 

line 5 on~ , have _ _,..,;..-, (D EF a). 
It is impossible to emendate the 
false reading of D convincingly 
without consulting a greater number 
of MSS. But since it is not of any 
importance to find the 'right' cor
rection of D just now, I have simply 
added a Kentema on sw- (correcting 
- into .:..!. ) , to get the melody 
into pitch. Another possible solu
tion would be to delete the Elaphron 
on Ka.1 (correcting-~ into - ). But 
the error might as well be earlier, 
in line 5, either a real copyist's 
mistake or somehow connected with 

the cadence in line 5, ~ P- being 
felt as the usual internal cadence 
of Plagios Deuteros (= EF). In the 
latter case the neumation in line 6 
is not altogether to be rejected. 

Sinai 1218 has MeSi before lines 2, 
3, 5, 6, 8, 8b (before an6), and 9; 
Sinai 1227 before lines 3, 5, 7, 
and 8. 

This type, with one or a few 'syn
tactical' MeSi per Stikheron, is 
frequently found in D. A few exam
ples: 

Kdp1E ,o µuo,np1ov (266v; Transcr. 
VII, p.97), with MeSi before line 
9 Tf\V yap, 

Ol voµo6€,a.1 (249r; Triodr p.693), 
with MeSi before µn TIAavaoes, 

,,.. ,,. 
sv n ___ µ1v• 
G aF G 

1/' 9 ..... ,.,.. -
a_no na_ono Kn_A1_600• 
a a be G F E E 

""-.."',,, H., ,.,. 
,a.a ~u-~xao n __ µwv:-

a b G a G FE E 

'la,po1 TWV a.o6EVOdVTWV (45v; MMB 
.Transcripta II (Nov), p .10), with 
MeSi before line 5 TOUO £V avayK0.10 
and line 8 AUTpwoa.060.1 nµao, 

'O ouvavapxoo (261r; Transcr.VII, 
p.59) with MeSi before line 15 aAn-
6wo and line 22 oEDTE, 

~ 
In a way, any of these would hav~ 
been more typical than the Whitsun
day Stikheron that I used as Example 
38. My reason for preferring the Ba-
01AsD oupaVlE is the resemblance be
tween D's setting and that of Sinai 
1251, a kalophonic Stikherarion. The 
kalophonic Stikhera are frequently 
split up into sections called n66Eo; 
the last noDo invariably ends with a 
short conclusion, sung anoxopoD, of 
which only the incipit may be 
given127 • I have not been able to 
find descriptions and explanations 
of this noDo-system; but the way 
in which each noDo is normally sig
nalized by an initial letter - and, 
sometimes, a clarifying rubric -
shows that the division into n66so 
corresponds to some actual feature 
of the performance. 

Now, the n66Eo of the kalophonic 
Stikhera quite often begin exactly 
where the non-kalophonic Stikheraria 
put their MeSi. The following survey 

127. Example 24 (above, p.120) shows a kalo
phonic Stikheron with three n6oEo and an ano
xopou-conclusion. 
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compares kalophonic Stikhera from 
Sinai 1234 and Sinai 1251 with the 
settings of D. There is no absolute 
identity - but identity could hard
ly be expected, since the kalophonic 
tradition is of course not based on 

that particular Stikherarion. Never
theless, the juxtaposition may give 
a possible explanation of the type 
of performance exemplified in Exam
ple 38. 

D, fol. Sr: 

&►.--<- Ne:ov q>UTOV •••• 

.:..•---;; '-'- auv To10 yove:uo1 •••• 

D, lOr: ,. 
rr~ AuTn 
-n-y.,. lOOU yap .... 

·» 
avaTo>..ao ""'J Kat n KaTa 

.,;..,. 
y Ka1 µovov 
.,..,. 
y E: 10 Tnv OtKOUµe:vnv 

D, lOr: 
,. .. ;::., 
~e. E1 Ka1 8e:1w •••• 

D, 10v: 

>• 

OTt Ka1 •. • • 

n µovn •••• 

KE:KAe:1oµe:vnv 

TiaO 1 \) •••• 

,n._, Ta e:1r1ye:1a •••• 

-~;_..- npoo owTnp tav •••• 

Sinai 1234, fol. 6v: 

X >► 
"TI"lj t:.u:x µapTup1ou ••.• 

;_;-,:·.._;: 3" Euv To 10 yove:uo 1 •.•• 

WV K01VWVOUO •••• crnoxopo() 

Sinai 1234, lOr: 

/I>, 
n~ Ka t n Ka Ta •••• 

~-Ln~ Movn Ka 1 µovov 

e:10 Tnv •••• 6.1roxopo() 

Sinai 1234, 16v: 

~, E1 Ka 1 ee: 1w 

oe:uTe:poo nouo 
~✓-· H µovn ..•• 

.,..,. 
'-"' nao1 crnoxopoi) 

Sinai 1234, 13v: 

4~► Enµe:pov oTe:tpwnKat 

S' TIOUO 

~ 1rpoo owTnp1av •••• ct1T.OXOP ou 

t 
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D, 89r: Sinai 1234, 188v: 

~Y Avuµ<j>e:UTE: nap0e:ve: 

~-:....._-:.:, µ e:ya>..wv nap mS o F,;wv 

%13'" Avuµ<j>e:uTE: nap0e:ve: 

~~~~~ Me:ya>..wv napaooF,;wv 

a--<- Ka 1 µayo 1 oe: •••• 

S' TIOUO 

~q- £la Ouaµaa •••• crnoxopoD 

D, 274r: Sinai 1251, 433r: 

~et>✓- • Bao 1 >.. e:u oup av t e: ½y Bao1>..e:u oupav1e: 

-n;'{ o Snoaup oo •••• 
1">~ 

-n-y O 8noaupoo •••• 
.,..,. 
y Kat Ka8ap1oov •••• 

-rr~j" Ka1 OWOOV • •. • 
,..,..,. 
~~ Ka1 OWOOV •••• <&noxopoD> 

D, 276v: Sinai 1251, 437v: 

hn-_L Ayye:>..01 e:v oupavo10 

ng TO\) yap X1TWVa •••. 

In connection with Examples 23 and 
25 I have shown that MeSi at times 
seem to be used when a fresh attack 
of a choir takes place; in such ca
ses there would be no real diffe
rence between MeSi and MSi 128 • As 
long as we do not know more about 
the n6oe:o of kalophonic Stikhera, 
the parallels from non-kalophonic 
Stikheraria do not allow any conclu
sive interpretation; we can only 
suggest that some common pattern 
of performance lies behind the kalo-

128. Cf. above, pp.121 and 124. 

129. In Sinai 1259,lSSv, the Exaposteilarion 
has a melody; but since the mode is not the 

'if'► -L Ayye:>..01 e:v oupavo 10 

-llg> Tov yap X 1 TWVa 

<&noxopoi)> 

phonic and non-kalophonic settings 
described above, pp. 141 sqq. 

Equally stimulating for further in
vestigations is the detailed de
scription of the performance of an 
Exaposteilarion, found in Paris Gr. 
353 (Example 39). Since the melodies 
of the Exaposteilaria are usually 
part of oral tradition, the melody 
is unknown129 • 

same as that indicated in the Paris MS, this 
melody is probably not the one which the 
scribe of the Paris MS had in mind. The melo
dy in Sinai 1259 is not provided with MeSi. 
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Example 39. Exaposteilarion, Holy Thursday (Paris gr. 353, fol. 164r): 

nx TIA o Tov vuµ~wva oou SAsTiw onp µou KEKooµnµsvov• Ka1 svouµa ouK sxw• 
lVa ElOEA8w• AaµTipUV6V µou Tnv OTOAnV Tno WUXnO ~WT006Ta Kal OWOOV µs:-

"0TIEp waAAETal Tiapa TOD waATOU aTia~• stTa Tiapa Tu) AaoD• Kal TiaAlV 6 waA
Tno TO TEAoo: AaµTipuv6v µou Tnv OTOAnv Kal 6 Aaoo TO OAOV• s1806Two O waA
Tno aTiaPXETal auT(no)• Kal o Aaoo, aTio Tno µ€ono• EiTa TiaAlV avaAaµSaVEl 
6 waATno TO TEAOO Kal TEAElOl! 

The rubric thus describes how the 
Psaltes and the congregation divided 
the singing: 
1 b waATno: Tov - µs 
2 b Aa6a: Tov - µE 
3 6 waATno: AaµTipuv6v - µs 
4 o Aa6o: Tov - µs 
5 o wa ATno: Tov - KEKooµnµ€vov 
6 6 Aa6o: Ka1 fvouµa - sio€A8w 
7 6 waATno: AaµTipuv6v - µs. 

All these attacks would have to be 
prepared by intonations, sung by the 
Domestikos130 • To indicate these, 
two MeSi would be needed: one before 
Kal EVOUµa, the other before AaµTipU
vov. By inserting these MeSi we 
would get a result which would in no 
way differ from that in which a good 
many Stikhera are connnonly presented, 
e. g. those mentioned above, p.141. 

Even though the Stikheraria usually 
indicate medial intonations by means 
of the corresponding Mesi, full Me
Int are occasionally given. As re-

130. Cf. above, p.66. 

131. Cf. above, p.55, 

gards such occasional Meint, several 
possibilities must be considered: 

In some MSS they occur in a deci
dedly haphazard way which makes it 
most unlikely that these stray Meint 
are anything but unintentional gra
phical variants 13 1• 

In other MSS the variation between 
Meint and MeSi appears to be less 
haphazard, although it seems impos
sible to give one explanation that 
will cover all occurrences. The fol
lowing two examples, both taken from 
E.a.IV, a 13th cent. Stikherarion, 
are perfectly understandable if the 
variation between Meint and MeSi is 
taken to mean two alternative ways 
of performance132 • Performed with 
all the intonations indicated by 
MeSi and Meint, these Stikhera re
semble the type which we have met in 
Examples 33, 35, 36, etc.; but if in
tonations are only sung at the pla
ces where Meint are given, we would 
be facing exact parallels to Exam
ples 37, 38, etc. 

132. A number of parallel cases could be pro
duced from the same MS. 
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Example 40 (E.a.IV, fol.2v; cf. MMB Transcripta I (Sept), p.11): 
._ L 

/A ., -- , .... -- .,,.,, A e 
~ -- l TIOpE1a1 OOU O EOO 

010 · 
,, 

Trot 

... ""' 
TfOC OT l ~WO EK ~WTOO• 

Tou Ti aAa1ou aoaµ 
__, L 

ci wo nuooKnoao Aoy s• 

Example 41 (E.a.IV, fol.17v; cf. MMB Transcripta I (Sept), p.74): 

1/., ,_..~ 
0 TETpaTIEp a TOO KO Oµ oo u c:x.. u1e onµspov ay1ai;;sTa1 • 

Tou TET paµsp ouo uwouµsv ou oou OT aup ou • xp 10T E o 8soo nµwv• 

Ka l TO KEpao TWV TI1 0 TWV0 

.... ... 
y EV a UT W TWV OU Oµ EVWV 

77 
:z. :z:. KU plE" 

>:>:,,,:,,. 
Y Kal 8aUµaOTOO EV TOlO EPYO l O OOU OO~a 001:-
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Elaborate Meint are sometimes 
given in pieces of special impor
tance, frequently in Doxastika of 
major feasts. Thus, Paris Gr. 265 

has one isolated long Meint, in the 
Vesper Doxastikon for November 8, 
·no Ta~1apxno - perhaps revealing by 
this detail that the MS was intended 
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for the use of a church or a mona
stery dedicated to St. Michae1 133 • 

An extreme case is the special 
treatment which the 13th century 
Stikherarion Coislin 41 gives the 
principal Doxastika134 • These Doxa
stika are amply furnished with Meint; 
both elaborate and short standard 
forms are found 135 • One of them (En
µEpov O Xp10TOO EV Bn8AEEµ yEvvaTal, 
fol. 67r-67v) is reproduced on 
plates XXX-XXXI of PETRESCO's Les 
Idiomeles ••• Even from the reproduc
tion it can be seen that the words 
of the Doxastikon are provided with 
some sort of 'yellow wash', and when 
the original MS is seen from a de
finite angle, the yellow wash shines 
like glass; these horizontal shining 
strokes were probably made by albu
men136. The 'albumen wash' is only 
found in connection with Doxasti~a 
for major feasts, precisely those 
that have got Meint 137 • It can only 

133. Paris gr. 265, 39v; cf. MMB Transcripta 
II (Nov), pp.59-61. The Meint is found before 
line 7, Evapywo. 

134. According to L. POLITIS (Byzantinische 
Zeitschrift 51, 1958, pp.269-27O) the sub
scription is dated A. D. 1244. 

135. Cf. PETRESCO, Les idiomeles et le canon 
de l'office de Noel, p.26. 

136. Cf. also PETRESCO, plate XXI_X, where the 
first line on fol.65v is treated in the same 
way; this line is the end of another Christ
mas Doxastikon, the Enµ£pov y£vv&Tat EK nap-
9fvou. 

137, Enµ£pov y£vv&Tat (65r, Christmas), 
Enµ£p0V O XptOTbO tv Bn9A££µ (67r, Christmas), 
Enµ£pOV t, Xp lOTbo EV •IopMvi;i (81r, Epiphany), 
ITpoTunwv (134r, Transfiguration), 
Tn a9avaTW (138r, Dormition of the Virgin), 
E~µ£pov b·anp601Too (17Or, Adoration of the 

Cross), 
ITpb i~ nµ£pwv (187v, Palm Sunday), 
Enµ£p0V Kp£µ&Tal (2O8v, Good Friday), 
'AvaoTa0£WO nµfpa (212r, Easter Day), 
BaOlA£U oupaV\£ (23Or, Whitsunday). 

be understood as a calligraphical 
device, intended to give extra 
splendour to the written text of 
these particular Doxastika. m1ether 
the same explanation is also valid 
as far as the Melnt is concerned, 
remains a matter of opinion. At any 
rate, Melnt and 'albumen washed' 
texts are inseparable companions in 
Coislin 41. 

It cannot be denied that the data of 
Coislin 41 are most perplexing138 • 
Two approaches towards an understand
ing of their implications recommend 
themselves, but it will soon be evi
dent that they far from lead to the 
same result: 

A. Some of the Doxastika listed in 
footnote 137 are provided with more 
or less elaborate Meint also in o
ther (later) sources. Thus, e.g. 

EnµEpOV yEvvaTal in Sinai 1230, 
75v and Sinai 1504, 245r; 

EnµEpOV KpEµaTal in Sinai 1230, 
234v and Sinai 1244, 193r; 

EnµEpov O &np601TOO in E.a.V, 52v; 
EnµEpOV o XplOTOO EV Bn0AEEµ in 

Sinai 1259, 158r; 
EnµEpOV o XplOTOO EV lop6avry in 

Sinai 1234, 223v sqq. 139 

An exceptional performance of the 
EnµEpov yEvvaTal has survived to the 
present day, as described in the mo
dern Typikon and in the Menaion (Ro
man edition, vol. II, 646); the mu
sical setting by the Protopsaltes 
James (t A. D. 1800) can be seen in 
the Doxastarion 140 

138. Cf. above, pp. 106-107 about parallel 
phenomena in Slavonic MSS. The aporia is e
qually unpleasant in both areas, 

139. For the last two, cf. above, p.8O. 

140. For instance the 6o~a0Tap1ov ITfTpou Tou 
IT£Aonovvnafou, £Ko10. 6nb n. r. KHATZANI6OY 
ITPOYEAEOE, Constantinople 1882, pp.347-352. 
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The inevitable conclusion is that 
the Doxastika in question have tra
ditionally been treated in a special 
way with a view to festive perfor
mance, and that the tradition of 
this special festivitas has outlived 
the different melodies to which the 
pieces have been sung. In this pic
ture the settings of Coislin 41 will 
only find their natural place if 
they really differed from 'normal' 
Doxastika and other Idiomela as 
given in the same MS. 

Now, as was already shown by PE
TRESCO, some of the Doxastika are 
provided with elaborate Meint -
thereby being set off from their 
surroundings, for which the MeSi 
would only indicate standard into
nations to be sung. But, since the 
Meint to LnµEpov 6 Xp10T60 (PETRESCO 
plates XXX-XXXI) are only standard 
intonations, they would not lend any 
festivity to this particular Doxa
stikon unless the other Idiomela for 
Christmas were not sung with medial 
intonations, that is to say unless 
the MeSi in the other pieces on 
plates XXIX-XXXIII were not meant as 
symbols for the corresponding into
nations. 

B. If we maintain the basic idea of 
the present book about the MeSi as 
symbols for sung medial intona
tions141, the Doxastikon on PETRE-
SCO's plates XXX-XXXI with its stan
dard Meint will not be sufficiently 
thrown into relief - the full Meint 
on plates XXX-XXXI being reduced to 
a graphical variation of minor im
portance142. Thereby the connection 
between the settings of Coislin 41 
and those of later sources would 
tend to disappear. 

141. At least as early as A, D. 1244, the date 
of Coislin 41 (cf, above, p.146, note 134). 

142. Cf, above, p.146. 

Thus the Melnt of Coislin 41, e
specially the simple standard forms, 
are admittedly more strange than 
they seem to be at first sight. But 
their significance must not be over
estimated. In fact, a variety of 
reasons could easily be found to 
account for the conflicting material 
that I have just put forward. I 
shall refrain from proposing any 
on account of the purely hypotheti
cal nature such reasons must neces
sarily have at our present state of 
knowledge. For the moment, the use 
of Meint in Coislin 41 remains a 
puzzling detail in the picture - but 
it is fortunately only a detail and 
cannot affect the general interpre
tation of the MeSi as symbols for 
sung intonations 143 • 

Signatures and Intonations in Late 
Round and Chrysanthine Tradition. 

I have now described how the system 
of signatures and intonations deve
loped and changed during the Middle 
Ages. To complete the picture the 
post-medieval development should al
so be considered. In doing so, I 
shall concentrate upon a few of the 
most radical changes, leaving the 
details to be filled out by specia
lists of Neobyzantine church music 14 ~ 

In the modern signatures (µapTup1a1) 
the medieval forms are still recog
nizable. After CHRYSANTHOS's reform 
(early 19th century) a complete. sig
nature comprised two elements, the 
first letter of one of the solmisa
tion syllables 145 plus 11 EV xapaKTn
PlOTlKOV anµEi:ov" (PANAGIOTOPOULOS, 

143. Cf. above, pp.55-64. 

144. My principal source for the usages of 
our own time is the clear and instructive ma
nual of PANAGIOTOPOULOS (see above, p.4, note 
28); the modes are described in his chapters 
12-19 (pp.178-238). 

145. na Bou ya 01 K£ ~w vn, 
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p.52). These "characteristic signs" 
are derived from the medieval signa
tures, as seen from the following 
table: 

L -...;.-..,,.l q q .,,, 
9 9 

~ 7'~ .,,,,,;., 

':J 

r" ,'ll _ /.. 
r '--'-

L 
L ~ = ~,, ✓ 

"'·· ,\,, 
-n9 = ..,,9 

,. 
1' >? -.r....::-. = -n-y 

~ = v....:;,,-

~£7," ~67,"" 

From the descriptions by PANAGIOTO-

~ 
Plagios Protos -:3 

A U.L 

POULOS it is evident that these sym
bols are no longer understood as com
binations of neumes and letter
numerals. Thus, the q is identified 
with the nµ1~1 146 and the stylized 
Delta is explained as follows: To OE 

µap,up1Kov 0nµr1ov i(½ ouoEv aAAO 
Eiva1, Tiapa ouvouaoµoo TWV ypaµµa,wv 
6 Ka1 1• lnoµ€vwo nap10,~ ,ov ~86y
yov 61 147 • It should also be noted 
that the .. is used not only for Dyo 
Apostrophoi, but also in the Barys 
signature for Diple; from the nana 
I infer that it has become a conven
tional sign devoid of any meaning 
whatsoever 148 • 

Of the intonations (nxnµa,a) a few 
have preserved their medieval shape, 
such as 

>>-rr (DFED) 149 ,, 9 
DL L.ts 

Plagios Tetartos :"9: "~ - -,,- ~ IA., "- a,. )'I f. 
(CDDCC) 15 D 

Nenano 'tT .__.., _,, - ,,- ~ 
l..1.t. 'lot. "-"' /' 

(DEFG) 151 

These are exceptions, however. Usu
ally the shapes have changed com
pletely. Modern Greek theory is a
ware that a radical change has taken 
place; both CHRYSANTHOS's 0rwpnTlKOV 
µsya ,no µou01Kn0 (1832) and PANAGI
OTOPOULOS's manual from 1947 con
stantly contrast the tradition Ka,a 
,ouo vrw,€pouo with the tradition 
Ka,a TOUO TiaAalOUO. As to the into
nations Ka,a TOUO TiaAa1ou0, CHRY
SANTHOS, of course, still knows the 

146. PANAGIOTOPOULOS, p.111, note 12 and p. 
172, note 3. 

147. ibid., p.196, note 2. 

148. The ·· was not introduced at the reform, 
but can be found already in MSS from the 18th 
century, if not earlier. 

""'" 
medieval standard intonations 152 • 
These simple forms are, however, 
graphical short forms - according 
to CHRYSANTHOS; their true melodies 
have been saved by oral tradition, 
and are given by CHRYSANTHOS in his 
own notational system. 

Since CHRYSANTHOS's 0EwpnTlKOV µ€
ya is not easily accessible, I shall 
reproduce one of his paragraphs, on 
the intonations of the First Mode 
(§ 309, p.137): 

149. PANAGIOTOPOULOS, p.206. 

150. ibid., p.229. 

151. ibid., p.213. For the F-sharp, cf. the 
diagram ibid., p.214. 

152. CHRYSANTHOS, pp.137-142. 
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CHRYSANTHOS's descriptions are used 
by J.B. REBOURS in his Traite de 
Psaltique, 1906 (pp.279-286), but 
since REBOURS usually omits CHRYSAN
THOS's rendering of the oral tradi
tion of the old intonations, acer
tain confusion may easily arise for 
the scholar who has no access to 
CHRYSANTHOS's own book, the more so 
since PANAGIOTOPOULOS does not men
tion the old 'graphical forms' -
i.e. the medieval standard intona
tions as given by CHRYSANTHOS - but 
only CHRYSANTHOS's information about 
the elaborate forms of the oral tra
dition. 

One element of modern intonation 
practice, the so-called monosyllabic 
intonations, is of some interest for 
the present book. These monosyllabics 
are mentioned as alternative forms 
by CHRYSANTHOS and in PANAGIOTOPOU
LOS's manual, with melodies varying 

from a simple Lfc:" 153 to elaborate 

153. Plagios Deuteros; PANAGIOTOPOULOS, p.213. 

forms with 10 notes or more 154 • They 
are invariably sung to the syllable 
lu. (or Lw;). 

An example from an Anthology in my 
possession (18th century; written by 
~waoa~ µovaxoa ITaVTOKpa,op1v60) il
lustrates the pre-Chrysanthine mono
syllabics: 

>' ~>-> 

EO VUV a1 OUVaµElO •. 
E E DE D •••••• 

(181v, ascribed to Peter from Pelo
ponnesos). 

As for modern examples, these are 
easily found, e. g. in the Pandektes. 

The origin of these monosyllabic in
tonations is not known. The use of 
the same syllable ( u. ro) in the me
dieval intonation tails points to
wards some connection - suggesting, 
perhaps, an intermediate state of 
intonation singing in which only the 
tails were sung. 

154. Cf. the Legetos intonation KaTa Tbv npw
To~dATnv •IdKw$ov, quoted by PANAGIOTOPOULOS, 
p.197. 

/ 
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This idea is tentatively expressed by WEL
LESZ in his introduction to the Akathistos 
volume (MMB Transcripta IX, p.LXVII,8) and 
is put into practice in the transcriptions 
in the same volume. In the introduction to 
the facsimile edition (MMB IV, p.32) H0EG's 
description of "raccrochage a gauche" in
cludes the MeSi ~~""- which H0EG links imme
diately to the preceding finalis G, not to 
the G of the Plagios Tetartos intonation. 
For the Ashburnham 64, however, the varia
tion between intonations and signatures 
seems to be purely graphical; full Meint 
were no doubt meant to be sun~ at every 
place where a Mesi is given15 • 

As already mentioned, the intonation 
tails in earlier MSS are sometimes 
written in a way that might suggest 
that only these tails were sung 156 , 
but the evidence is still too un
clear to warrant any conclusions. 
I should like to point out, however, 

that similar monosyllabics are also 
used in Greek folk songs, both as 
initial 'intonations' and medially 15 ~ 

Even though CHRYSANTHOS's reform in
troduced a great many changes, not 
only in notation but also as regards 
signatures and intonations, the dif
ferences between the modern tradi
tion and that of the preceding peri
od must not be exaggerated. On the 
contrary, the stability of this late 
end of the tradition is really sur
prising. Example 42, in which one of 
the Eothina by Peter of Peloponnesos 
is shown in the setting of one of my 
MSS (from about A. D. 1800) and as 
given in a modern printed Anastasi
matarion, shows clearly how faith-

\
fully the modern books preserve the 
traditional signatures 158 : 

Example 42 (my MS, fol. 102r; Anastasimatarion 1914, p. 436; numbering of 
lines from MMB Transcripta V (Oct II), pp. 78-79): 

1 'S"lcr br' Lcrxa ___ Twv TW\I xp6 ___ vwv 

ed: 
}\ .. na. D D D EFGab GaGF EFE FGFE ED 9 ~9 

MS: ", .. D E F FGa G G b -n-9 a a 

,, 
o_ijJLacr OO.f3_f3a ___ TW\I ov_crricr 

ed: F E F Ga aha Ga 

MS: b a G a G E 

2 [<f>_f ___ crrn_cro.1 TOlO 

ed: a abc aG G D 

MS: G a GG F DE 

155. Cf. above, pp.33 and 55. 

156. For a 15th century example, see above, 
p.8O. note 19. 

abba a 

G G 

<f>'(_ ___ AOlO Xpl_OTE 

GGaGF FGF DED D ,t" 

9 

FG F FE EED DD " q 

tonations' all kinds of syllables are used, 
including the NE. 

157. Cf. e.g. S. BAUD-BOVY, Chansons du Dode
~ I, Athenes 1935, passim. For these 'in-

158. 'Avucrtucr1µutap1ov vfov, &pybv KU1 cruvto
µov ••••• µ£Aono1n8~v tnb ITftpou Auµnuoupfou 
toD IT£Aonovvncrfou KU1 ~wavvou ITpwTo~altou ••• 
10th edition, Constantinople 1914. 

ed: 

MS: 

ed: 

MS: 

ed: 

MS: 

ed: 

MS: 

ed: 

MS: 

ed: 

MS: 

ed: 

MS: 

ed: 

MS: 

ed: 

MS: 

ed: 

MS: 
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3 KO.l 60.u_µa_Tl eau_µa f3c:_f3a 1 _otcr 
\( 

ah cd eh a heh abaG GF GaG a 9 
a cd C a b a F G a 

4 T~ KE-KAElO-J.JE---\)~ dcr_6 __ 8<tJ TW\I ev __ pwv 
,,0 t,,. 

F G abi, a bi,cb►aaG G a GF E FGF G i1i 
G G G a a b a G a G E F G 

5 T fi \I 
, 

\IE_KpW\I a_va _____ OTO. ___ Ol\l EK 00\J 

G G F a FED E FGaGFG FEDED D TT 
9 

G G F Fa FED EFG F FFEED D q 

6 aU' f!__ TIAn_cracr xa_pcicr TOUO j.J0._6n_TaO 

ah cd eh a a ded 
K 

cbe ede aha a q 
D e bb a a d e eh ha ,!;-

a q 

7 Ka"i 1rvc:u_µa_Tocr a_yr~~~~~---~---ov 
..P 

9 

10 

a be ha G a bb a bb a b1, a bj,a 

a abe b G F a 

j.JET_E ___ OW_K0.0 O.U __ TOlO 

' G aGF FG FGF DED D TI" 

9 

G a F FE ED D q 

D 

D 

E FG a GF G ebed ebaba 

E F a GF G abe eh ha 

G 

K 
a q 

,_ 
a q 

a<f>_ €_~_a E _WO a ____ j.Jap ___ Tl~~~~W\I 
/ -er G aha G G F_..G F*G F,it: D ELD D .__., 

G G 2 F ~, a G F E ED D ,.__.. 

KO.l TO\/ 0w_ µav OU KO.T_€ ______ A1 ______ 1TEO 
f 
D E F Ga aha GF G abed edebaba a 

D E F a a GF G abe e b ha a 

K 

9 .. 
q 

TCfJ Ti')O &_1r1 __ 0T1 __________ acr Ka __ Ta_f30.1r_ 
,&> <T / 
aab~ aGJr a b~ e,11; bb d ~bba a G G F<lt-
G F G a a b G G G F 

151 
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,L_z;;E ___ oea.1 KAU ______ ow~~~~~~~\)1 
/ ,rr 

ed: G Fe11:E~ D GGaGF::!t= ]1,EbD E~D D L..,/1 

MS: Fa F E D DE EFGF F E ED D " <\ 

11 61_0 1ra._pt'Loxou KCl.l 17 ___ µ1v 

ed: 
i' ~ v' 
D abbccdcbbaGa 9 b cd cb ba bcb cdc '\..'\.. 

MS: D a b cd cc aG a C 

yvw ___ o1v & ______ An~~~~~~en 

ed: bcdc cbaba 
)5 

cdc a a 9 
.... 

MS: c?c? a b de cb ba a q 

12 KCl.l acJ>~~~E~~OlV TITCl.lO_µa~~~~~~~~~~TWV 
K 

ed: ab cd cb aab G abcbdddcbd baGa 9 
MS: GaGF EFG F FFE ED D 

,, 
a a q 

KU _____ p1 ____ E. 

ed: bee 

a 

cb 

FGa 

a 
d' 

bcbaG FE? G 

MS: aa b aG F Gba 

Apart from lines 1 and 12 and the 
beginning of line 10, the two melo
dies are in principle identical, al
though the new version is more flo
rid than the older one 159 • 

The identity of Mesi after lines 2, 
5, 6, 7, 8a, 8b, 9, and 11 means 
that the prevailing use of retro
spective MeSi 160 is not an invention 
of CHRYSANTHOS's but part of the 
tradition carried on through the 
reform. - ---

In the printed Anastasimatarion a 
short change into the enharmonic 
scale 161 is indicated in the melisma 

159. This is a constant feature, not restrict
ed to the melismata of lines 7 and 11. 

160. See above, p.75. 

161. Cf, above, p.10. 

of line 7 (introduced by the enhar
monic Phthora j , dissolved by the 
diatonic Phthora "'-. ). More inter
esting are the two chromatic passa
ges (lines 8b and 10), since these 
are not only signalized by chromatic 
Phthorai but also 'confirmed' by the 

signatures~ that follow. 

\I 
In the pre-Chrysanthine MS there is 
nothing to suggest that line 10 was 
not diatonic; if it was not, this 
fact must have been remembered by 
oral tradition162 • As to line 8, the 
MS has a nenano-Phthora on G and a 
Deuteros MeSi on D. Obviously these 

162. The absence of Phthorai or MeSi · in line 
10 may, of course, also be a simple scribal 
error, 
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two signs are used "&1ro µsAouo" -
and it is easy to see that their im
plications suggest a melody akin to 
(or identical with) that of the la
ter Anastasimatarion. It should be 
noted, however, that neither of the 
signs has its full implications if 
the medieval forms are considered. 

The medieval nenano, usually un

derstood as EFG a, would equal 
I 

DE-flat F~natural G, and .the in-

tonation that corresponds to the 

signature~ usually understood 

as b a G, would equal F-sharp li D. 

Modern theory is quite clear in its 
statement that the signatures are 
not sung 163 • A fundamental change 
has thus taken place since the peri
od in which not only the MSi but al
so the MeSi stood for sung intona
tions. It is not possible to ascribe 
the change to one single cause 164 , 
nor to follow its phases in any de
tail. 

The gradual disappearance of sung 
medial intonations is a particularly 
evasive phenomenon. In my opinion 
this is due to the very elasticity 
of the medieval system of medial in
tonation singing. Presence or ab
sence of MeSi in medieval MSS of the 
same date and genre shows that per
formances with and without Meint 
have existed side by side; and more
over, as I have repeatedly pointed 
out, we have every reason to believe 
that Meint-singing was less an im
perative necessity than an ad libi
tum, a possibility open to those who 
wanted a festive performance. Conse-

163. Cf. above, p,S. 

164, Cf. above, pp.75-76. 

quently, a MS provided with Mesi 
could be used in localities where 
medial intonations were not a part 
of actual singing, and the written 
tradition at such places might very 
well incorporate the MeSi of the 
model - for the sake of completeness, 
from traditionalism, or just in case 
a future Domestikos should need them. 
Sooner or later the 'modern' expla
nation 11 0lci Vci TilOTOTIOli700\.JV EfO 
7T010\) <jl8oyyov EVp'tOKETCl.1 TO µ€Aoo" 165 
must also have played a part in the 
production of such copies. In the 
end this becomes the only accepted 
function of the MeSi - a notion that 
has also been taken over by Western 
scholars 166 • 

Therefore, the conservative charac
ter of written tradition makes it 
impossible to decide whether MeSi in 
a late source were still understood 
as symbols for medial intonations to 
be sung, or whether they had only 
their 'modern' function: control of 
relative pitch. 

11-
The development of the Byzantine in
tonation system has now been fol
lowed through the whole period of 
written tradition, covering more 
than a thousand years. Imperfect as 
it is, this sketch may nevertheless 
be of some use, as a first survey of 
a vast material. It may even be that 
its very imperfections make it a 
stimulus to renewed consideration 
of the problems, many of which I 
have had to leave unsolved. 

165. PANAGI0T0P0UL0S, p.52; I have quoted the 
whole passage above, p.S. 

166, The modern attitude is excellently mir
rored in the terminology: µapTupfa = signature 
(cf, above, p.43). 
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THE ORIGINS: 

The intonation system of Byzantine 
chant can be studied in musical MSS 
from the beginning of the 10th cen
tury onwards. This border-line may 
be pushed further back in time, if 
older sources come to light - though 
the chances for any considerable ex
tension of the period of written 
tradition are decidedly sma11 167 . 
On the other side of the border-line 
lies a vast ocean of oral tradition, 
unexplored - but not altogether in
explorable. The following pages con
tain a selection of more or less 
clear landmarks, some of which might 
be worth following. 

(1) The Western Noeane formulas can 
be traced back to the time of ~__; 
~ e 168 . These formulas, obvious
ly of Byzantine extraction or inspi
ration, are usually quoted from 
Pseudo-Hucbald's Commemoratio brevis, 
/'-..._-~ . 

where they are set to melodies that 

MODE 1: 

1240,1121,909: f j, ) J J 
NO NE NO 

(NO AN NO 

1118,1084: f ) Ji J> 

1240 has also: I j, ) Ji 
167. The situation has perhaps changed _with 
the rediscovery of the 'Theta-notation' (cf. 
above, pp.93-94), old specimens of which may 
still lie hidden among 'non-musical' liturgi-
cal MSS. 8 According to the Musica disciplina by 

lianus of Reome (mid-ninth century), see 
GERBERT, Scriptores, I, 41-42. 

169. GERBERT, Scriptores, I, 214 sqq. and 229. 
Pseudo-Hucbald's formulas are reproduced and 
discussed in ANTOINE AUDA, Les modes et les 

are much"longer than the Byzantine 
standard intonations 169 . Of the Com
memoratio brevis no MS is preserved. 
GERBERT's edition from 1784 is a 
poor and rather incorrect copy and 
cannot be trusted in details; but 
even so, a comparison with later 
sources for the Noeane formulas 
shows that the distinctive feature 
of the formulas of the Commemoratio 
is a melismatic extension on the 
last syllable of each formula. 

~)Noeane formulas are preserved 
in a -; umber of Tonaria, for instance 
the Tonaria of St. Martial (10th and 
early 11th cent.); but as these me
lodies are given in campo aperto, a 
precise transcription is not pos
sible170. Professor PAUL EVANS (O
berlin, Ohio) has kindly provided me 
with the following tentative tran
scriptions from the St. Martial To
naria171: ~ 
~ 

) J J J J) 
E A NE 
E A NE 1121) 

), J J J ) 

J> J J J ) 

tons de la musigue ••• , pp.169-175 (Academie 
Royale de Belgique. Classe des Beaux Arts. 
Memoires. Collection in-8°. Tome III, fasc.1, 
Bruxelles 1930). 

170. COUSSEMAKER's Scriptores, II, 1-73 is a 
facsimile edition of the Brussels MS of the 
Tonarius by Regino of Prum , containing a 

_great num15er Ef mar: elaco.:.a te"Noeane formu_: _ 

~ -·-171. Paris lat. 1240 (c. 935), 1118 (c. 990), 
lo84 (10th cent.), 1121 and 909 (both of them 
early 11th cent.). l 

Av. :___ 

MODE 2: 

~ 1240 , 1118,1084: 

1121, 909: f 
MODE 3: 

1118 (1240 and 
1084 are similar): 

1121, 909: 

MODE 4: 

1118 (1240 and 
1084 are similar): 

1121,909: 

MODE 5: 

1118,1084: 

1121,909: 

1240 (perhaps): 
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p= F F r r ~ C r -- p r _j 

NO E A GIS 

f}= ~ r r - r c r p l j 

NO E A GIS 

f 
l 

JJ .h J J J .J J p e:3 J J j 

NO E 0 E A NE 

f ) J j J 'J ) F) 
J J J 

NO 10 E A NE 

f J j J J J J 
l 

J) ) ) 
NO E A GIS 

f J j J J J J --:3 i -□ J J, etc. 

NO E A IS 
(NO E A GIS 909) 

f p p ~ J J J p 
I 

J) Ji 
NO E 0 E A NE 

f p E r r r F j J> etc. 

NO 10 E A NE 

f J ~ J J· J ) ) Ji p. F 
NO E 0 E A NE 
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MODE 6: 

1084,1240: 

1118: 

1121,909: 

MODE 7: 

1118,1084: 

1121,909: 

1240 (two ver
sions; tentative 
transcriptions): 

MODE 8: 

1118,1084,1240: 

1121, 909: 
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f J J J 1 J r ) ) j) 
NO E A GIS 

f J J J 1 J .P ), Jl 

f J J J 1 J F ) j J~ J 

(a 1084?) 

f ~ p r r: r p ! 
J, 

NO E 0 E E NE 

f ~ r c r p .P ), 
NO IO E A NE 

\ -- - - -- - - - - - -
r r r r - , 

C 

< NO E 0 E A NE 

\ l -- - --
~ - r r 

NO E 0 E A NE 

f j p p .P 
NO E A GIS 

f .P J .J ,.___, J J J J j 
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It is not within the compass of this 
book to describe the development of 
the Latin Noeane system and its suc
cessors, the Primum quaerite regnum 
Dei sets 172 • For our present purpose 
the importance of the Noeane formu
las lies in the very existence of 
such phenomena in Western Europe a
bout A. D. 800, and in the fact that 
the Western theorists themselves 
felt these formulas to be of Byzan
tine origin. 

As evidence for the existence of By
zantine modal intonation formulas 
about A. D. 800, the Latin Noeane 
formulas could hardly be better. The 
same cannot be said of their value 
as evidence for the 'words' and me
lodies of contemporary Byzantine in
tonations. In fact, the Western tra
dition concerning the syllables is 
extremely inconsistent 173 . And of 
the simple Noeane melodies only 
those for Modes 1 and 2 (and perhaps 
7) have features in corrnnon with the 
Byzantine standard intonations of 
Protas, Plagios Protas, and Tetartos •. 

The dissimilarities between the un
stable Gregorian Noeane formulas and 
the much more stable Byzantine stan
dard nxnµaTa are in a way more in
teresting than the fundamental simi-

1 larity of the Byzantine and Gregori
an systems. The strange Gregorian 
Noeane words are usually explained 
as distortions of the ordinary By
zantine intonation syllables - and 
this explanation (which would cover 
also the dissimilarities of melody) 
may some day find decisive support. 
Until then, however, the other pos
sibility must not be left out of 
consideration, namely that the By-

172. See GUSTAVE REESE, Music in the Middle 
Ages, 1940, p.173 with references. 

173. Cf. FLEISCHER, Neumenstudien, III, p.42. 
The details of FLEISCHER's table cannot be 
trusted, however. 

zantine stability was achieved after 
the Gregorian chant had received its 
inspiration for the Noeane formulas. 
In that case the Western formulas 
might tell us more about their By
zantine models. The 'refrain
intonations' of Byzantine text
Kontakaria must not be forgotten in 
this connection; their overwhelming 
use of the nana abbreviation (cf. a
bove, p.116) can hardly be recon
ciled with the oktoekhic standard 
intonations - rather, perhaps, with 
the tradition known from Aurelianus, 
the St. Martial Tonaria, and other 
sources where the intonation 'words' 
all start with the syllable NO. 

However that may be, the Noean__e_i__or
mulas certainly imitateB zant_i,n_e __ 
model~. Now, if the West found cer
tain elements in Eastern chant and 
decided to incorporate or at least 
imitate them in Western singing, the 
imitation must necessarily have com
prised also the use of those ele
ments, not only their 'words' and 
melodies. Unfortunately, it is not 
possible to get an exact idea of the 
function(s) of the Noeanes. From the 
Tonaria and from the material quoted 
by WAGNER 174 it can be seen that 
they were used for teaching purpo
ses175 and that in actual s1ng1ng 
they were added to Cantica-Antiphons 
to give these a special brilliancy. 
Whether the latter usage dates back 
to the very origin of the Noeane sy
stem or is a later development, can
not be said at present 176 • The other 
main function of a Byzantine intona-
tion - to prepare tlie 1nc1p1t ---of_a __ _ 
melody - cannot be traced on -Latin -
soil, unless it were in the expres
sion "ad demonstrandum tonum" which 

174. Einfiihrung, III, 1921, pp.320-322. 

175. Cf. also the marginal note in Paris lat. 
1084, 155v: DISCE FIDELITER. 

176. WAGNER, Einfiihrung, III, p.321. 

2.) 
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occurs, for instance, in Paris lat. 
1084 (folios 155r and 156r); but 
these words might just as well be 
connected with the purely didactic 
use of the Noeanes. 

(2) The Noeane system showed with 
certainty that Byzant i_ne_ j ntona~i 2QS 
of some kind existed about A. D. 800. 
In their 'clas~ical' use tfiese i fi- -

- tonations are s o intimately lT nl<ec:!-. 
fo the - eigh t modes 177 that the intQ
nadonsyst~ a-;--;e know it from 
later Byzantine musical MSS cannot 

II 

be earlier than the Oktoekhos syste
matiz ation . This important date can
not be fixed even approximately, but 
is in all likelihood earlier than 
the time of St. John of Damascus 
(tea. 750), the alleged inventor of 
the Oktoekhos 178 • In his article on 
St. Gregory Nazianus and the Proper 
Hymns for Easterl79 STRUNK has con
vincingly shown that the Easter Ka
non by John of Damascus is melodi
cally dependent upon Stikhera which 
'~ere actually being sung in Pale
stine about the middle of the sixth 
century and perhaps still earlier" 
(p.82). The said Stikhera (and John's 
Kanan) are all in the Protas mode. 
However, as this attribution to the 
Protas may be secondary, STRUNK's 
observation does not provide us with 
a safe terminus ante quern for the 
Oktoekhos systematization. 

In any case, the unknown date of the 
introduction of the Oktoekhos means 
a terminus post quern for the intona
tion system qua system, but not ne-

177. Apart, perhaps, from the Kontakarian 're
frain-intonations' (cf. above, p.116). 

178. For the literary evidence, see GUSTAVE 
REESE, Music in the Middle Ages, 1940, pp. 
71-75. 

179. Late Classical and Medieval Studies in 
Honor of Albert Mathias Friend, Jr., Prince
ton 1955, pp.82-87. 

cessarily for intonations and into
nation habits. On the contrary, 
there is every reason to believe in 
an earlier existence of 'intonation 
elemen.Es ~ t_w_g_r e la~r de:,\Le.l oped \~ 
into the oktoekhic nxnµa,a. 

(3) The literary evidence for pre
oktoekhic elements that could con
ceivably be understood as a basis 
for the later nxnµa,a is extremely 
poor, since it is restricted to one, 
rather dubious, passage in Cassian's 
De coenobiorum institutis (late 4th 
century), used for example by HAGNER 
as "das alteste Zeugnis fur die Exi
stenz melismatischen Gesanges in der 
Liturgie des Offiziums" 180 • Cassian's 
expression "adjunctione quarumdam 
modulationum" is normally taken as a 
reference to punctuating melismata 
of some kind 181 • Yet this interpre
tation is not wholly convincing. 
From the context one would rather 
expect the "modulationes" to be real 
intercalations, used - like the 
antiphons - to prolong the psalm 
singing. Whether these intercala
tions were sung on meaningless syl
lables or for instance on the word 
alleluia cannot be decided 182 . 

(4) The nature of the unknown ele
ments that are hypothetically to be 
postulated as origin(s) for the By
zantine nxnµa,a must therefore be 
deduced from the nxnµa,a themselves. 

180, Einfiihrung, I, 1911, p.33, Since WAGNER's 
quotation is slightly incorrect, I give the 
text as it is found in MIGNE, PL 49, 78 (not 
PL 59, 77 as indicated by WAGNER!): "Quidame
nim vicenos, seu tricenos psalmos, et hos ip
sos antiphonarum protelatos melodiis et ad
junctione quarumdam modulationum debere dici 
singulis noctibus censuerunt. •• ". 

181, WAGNER, Einfiihrung, III, 1921, p.43, 
note 1. 

182. E. WERNER, Sacred Bridge, p.177: "The 
'certain melismata', of course, refer to the 
Alleluia". 

·, 
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In doing so, it will be necessary 
for us to consider (A) the intona
tion syllables, (B) theintonation 
melodies, and (C) the funct icin"s of 
the intonations. - - -

A. There are several reasons for be
lieving that the use of meaningless 
syllables is older than the forma
tion of the Byzantine intonation 
words. The different explanations 
of the Byzantine and Gregorian 
'words' can in principle be reduced 
to two types, one which considers 
the words actually preserved to be 
distortions and corruptions of words 
that originally had a meaning 183 , 
the other believing that the syl
lables were meaningless from the 
very beginning 184 • Such meaningless 
sounds are perhaps to be understood 
as vocal imitations of instrumental 
music. As to WERNER's attractive hy
pothesis (cf. footnote 183), it 
leads to an absurdity, since it 
would virtually mean that a singer, 
in a melismatic style, would sing a 
text consisting of the very word 
"melisma". The word ninnua would be 
an excellent term for a melisma, but 
certainly not an appropriate text 
for it 18 5 • 

183. The most interesting of these is ERIC 
WERNER's theory "that the origin of the nean
noe formula is to be found in the Hebrew word 
ninnua" (byforms nana or nanua), a root mean
h1g i. a. "quivering melodic movement" (E.WER
NER, The Psalmodic Formula Neannoe and Its O
rigin, The Musical Quarterly 28, 1942, pp. 
93-99). 

184. WELLESZ, History, 2nd edition, pp.3_04-5. 
Cf . H0EG in the introduction to MMB IV (p.27): 
"Il faut croire que dans le iubilus on ne 
chantait pas seulement sur les syllables a
le-lou-ya, mais aussi sur d'autres dont le 
syllabaire , si j'ose dire, s'est maintenu 
dans les formules tonales". 

185, Why not the word anenu ("answer us:") 
which, according to A.2:--YDELSOHN, Jewish 
music in its historical development, 1929, 
p.21 was used as a common refrain in public 
worship? 

Concerning the symbols '-"- and '\. , 
used in Ol'-at."'-t.on.LEc, u«u.., etc., H(J)EG 
suggests that these may be "une in
vention artificielle, nee dans les 
classes de chant 11 l86, 

B. As to the i~tonation melodies we 
must al.stingui.sh b..e t weg_g_ bodies and 
tails. 

- _Kgreat many intonation tails have 
exact parallels in the end ings- o-f 
internal cadences nn. That is- t o -say 
that the transition from nxnµa to 
the following melody was made by 
the same means as the transition 
from one melodic phrase to the next. 
This technique of accommodation -
governed by the law of melodic ad
justment, WAGNER's "Anpassungsge
setz''188 and~ e 
same melodic material in the two si
tuations - must be older than the• 
oktoekhic nxnµa,a, even though we 
cannot tell whether it was applied 
already to the pre-oktoekhic '1_n_t_o __ _ 
nations'_ 'or was or1.g1.na yus e"°d- only 
at internal cadences. 

In his article on The Antiphons of the Okto
echos STRUNK has shown that the psalmodic 
cadence is adjusted to the following initi
um according to the same laws as the intona
tion is accommodated to the Heirmos or Sti
kheron that follows: "only the final element 
is modified, and it is modified in the same 
way and for the same reasons" 189 • According 
to STRUNK, "the cadence formulas used in By
zantine psalmody are associated, not so much 
with particular modes, as with particular 
steps of the system" (ibid., pp.60-61). This 
observation supports my hypothesis that the 
intonation tails are older than the eight 
modes system. 

186. MMB IV, Introduction, p.28, note 2. 

187. Cf. above, p.61. See also THODBERG's 
thesis, Chapter 6, paragraph 4 with notes 8-11. 

188. Cf. above, p . 3, note 14. 

189. Journal of the American Musicological So
ciety 13, 1960, p.59. 
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Of the intonation bodies, some are 
also found as melodic opening for
mulas (e.g. the Deuteros 190 , the Me
sas Deuteros 191 , and the Tetartos 192 ) 
and one or two are identical with ca
dential formulas (Plagios Protos 193 

and perhaps the Protas intonation194 ). 

190. The intonation 
/ 7 ,,.1/ 

~£ a "to is related to 
b a Gab 

a conm1on opening formula, cf. e. g. MMB Tran-
/ .,. ,. ..:.:. ,!;;... 

scripta I (Sept), p.63: 0tt_oo en_oau_poo (D, 
b a G ab b 

fol.15r) and the examples collected in MARZ!, 
Melodia e names, pp.60-61. 

. ,.::.., '% :>? ,. 
191. Intonation Ut a ut t io, found, e.g., in 

be G EFGF G 
D, foll.Sr and Bv; cf. MMB Transcripta I (Sept) 

,._:., ,;, ::, :J4': > -;; 

p.34: Tto o n-xoo • Other examples in MAR-
be G G E FGFG 

ZI, p.78. 
,... ........ 

. ;:--, .... 
192. Intonation a yt ~ (e.g. MMB JV, 

d b c b a G · _ ~ ,.,,.,. 
,,,..- ,.,..._, > >> 

lllr); cf, MMB Iil (E.y.11), 95r: Ku_pt _____ t, 

7 .. ,. ,¥ .... __.L d b c b a G 
Intonation a a a yt a a, cf. MMB III, 119v: 

_ d c b a G d 
/ , .,. , _L 

l:ou -rnv 11av_ay_vov Kat· etc. In the Stikhera-
d c b a G d 

rion Ohrid inv.61, p.73, I have found the fol-
- 7 .,. ... =---- >,-

lowing incipit: nu_pt_voto Xtt-At-otv, where 
d d c b a G 

the Tzakisma on At is to be noticed. 

• - /. .. =-~ 
193. Intonation a ut a "to, cf. e.g. the ca-

D F E D 
dences in~n µaKapfa ovdo, MMB Transcripta I 
(Sept), p.49, also the melisma called Thema-- ;; ~ ,. .,., 
tismos Eso (Ga c b a). MARZ!, p.72, points 
out that there is a close parallel to the Pla
gios Protas intonation in the conm1on opening 

...-,: .. :,,7 

formula Ku_pt_t. 
F E D 

194. Even though no parallels to the intona-
- , .., ,,,. 7> 

tion ~~a"£ a "to can be quoted from Byzan-
a G F E D 

tine sources, they have probably existed; cf. 
the Latin translation of the Apolytikion for 
September 8 ( •H yfvvnofo oov ~ Nativitas tua; 
Liber Usualis p.1627) with the recurrent ea-

dence I , *• •• 

These parallels may give an idea of 
the manner in which the melodies of 
the oktoekhic intonations were cre
ated. However, it seems more simple 
and more natural to suppose that 
the melodies used for the oktoekhic 
standard intonations ·were old inter
calation melodies taken over (or 
adapted) for the new purpose 195 • 

C. Finally, the various functions 
of the nxnµa,a raise questions a
bout the functions of the phenomena 
from which the oktoekhic intonations 

\

developed. These functions can be 
reduced to the foll~four: 

(a) to facilitate the attack of 
the following melody; 

(b) to give special brilliancy to 
the performance; 
\ (c) to serve as stage directions; 
I (d) to underline the structure of 
the texts • 

Of these four, a and b need no spe
cial text; instrumental preludes and 
interludes or vocalises of meaning
less sounds would be enough. On the 

195. For examples of intercalations, see a
bove, pp.67-70. Cf. also TARDO, L'Antica 
melurgia, tav.XXVI, where the Alleluia re
frains are set to melodies of the same type 
as those used for the standard intonations: 
/. > > >,. ,;,, i ,.. • ";. .......... - - /,.._ 
OA-An-AOV-t_a OA_An-AOV_t_a ; OAAnAOUta 
a G F E D a G F EfD a b c b a 

_ ln a 
:::,9 / ~, -✓ ........ /-.. 
aA_An-AoU_t_a ~A-An-Aou_t_a. It is inter
a E F E D Ga aG F E D 
estilli to see that the same type is found in 
Western chant; cf. e.g. the Antiphon Ecce in 
nubibus caeli (Domin. II. Adv.; Liber Usualis 

p.331), ending I • Cf. also . "' .. al le lu ia 
the Amen refrains in the oidest Christian me
lody extant, the Oxyrrhynchus Papyrus from the 
end of the 3rd century (WELLESZ; History, 2nd 
edition, pp.152-156; WERNER, The Sacred Bridge, 
pp.339 and 355). For the antiphons of the 
'chanted' office, a frequently used refrain 
melody runs b b a Gab b a G (STRUNK, The By
zantine Office at Hagia Sophia, Dumbarton Oaks 
Papers 9-10, 1956, p.185, example 3) • 

i 
_) 

r, 

f 
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contrary, c requires some kind of 
understandable text 196 • For punctu
ation purposes (d), melodies with 
or without text would be equally ap
propriate - for instance as punctu
ating melismata or as refrains. 

(5) Any theory about the background 
of the Byzantine intonation system 
must make use of some of the consi
derations outlined on pp.158 sqq. 

196. Cf. above, p.82, 

197. Cf. above, note 195. 

198. In this connection, th~ performance of 
the Lamentationes in Holy Week is of conside-

1 rable interest, since the Hebrew letters Aleph, 
Beth, Ghimel, etc. are here used as intona
tions. The melodies used for this purpose are 
not uniform in Western tradition, but some of 

It would also have to consider the 
) possibility that other phenomena of 

1 Byzantine music derive from the same 
source as the intonations 197 • And, 
finally, it would have to bear in 
mind that other branches of Christi
an chant are likely to make use of 
devices that have been developed 

\ from the same unknown nucleus as 
the intonations of Byzantine chant 198• 

them are closely related to the Byzantine in
tonation melodies, e. g. 

A leph 
(WAGNER, Einfuhrung, III, 1921, p.241). For 
the chanted Lamentations alphabeth, see DACL 
I, 1257-60, WAGNER III, 235-243, and WERNER, 
The Sacred Bridge, pp.476 sqq. and 495. 
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The results of the investigation 
which has been undertaken in the 
present book could be expressed in a 
list with items ranging from estab
lished facts to more or less plau
sible working hypotheses. Instead, I 
have chosen to state, in three the
ses, the essential results obtained. 

I: 
The main arguments in favour of the 
hypothesis that the medial signa
tures are symbols for sung medial 
intonations were put forward in 
Chapter V (pp.55-64) and the 
soundness of the hypothesis was 
checked in Chapter VII (pp.89-153), 
on a material which covers more than 
1000 years of written traditior. and 
which consists of data taken from a 
diversity of musical styles and 
genres. The hypothesis needs two mo
difications, however. 

One of these is a consequence of 
the fact that intonations were some
times intercalated as an ornament, 
to give special brilliancy to the 
performance (pp.66 and 70 with 
footnotes). We must infer from these 
cases that a number of medial signa
tures are to be understood as indi
cations of a possibility for singing 
medial intonations, rather than as 
symbols for medial intonations which 
had to be sung. 
The other modification must be 
seen in the light of the Neobyzan
tine use of medial signatures as si
lent signs of control. For reasons 
that are put forward in Chapter VII 

(p. 153), the change from sung 
nxnµaTa to silent µapTup{a1 cannot 
be followed in detail. Since medial 
signatures were used as pitch-symbols 
in the µsTpo~wvra1 (p. 53), it is 
possible that the silent medial sig
natures originated in teaching. At 
any rate, silent medial signatures 
occur already in the Middle Ages 
(pp .124-125). 

With the said modifications, this 
part of the investigation can be 
sunnned up in the following thesis: 

THESIS 1: The medial signatures in 

Byzantine musical manuscripts are to 

be taken to indicate that the corre

sponding intonations could be sung, 

for practical or ornamental reasons, 

except in cases where the opposite 

can be shown. 

II: 
In connection with the 'refrain
intonations' of the old Kontakia 
(pp.115-116) and in connection with 
performance of kalophonic chant (e
specially pp. 80-81, 121-124, 141-
144) we have · come across cases where 
a distinction between medial signa
tures and main signatures could 
hardly be drawn. The intonations 
signalized by medial signatures in 
these cases are not of the same or
der as intonations intercalated for 
ornamental reasons. They are to be 
connected with types of performance 

j 
I 
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where the text was not sung from one 
end to the other by the same singer 
or singers; the intonations were 
here used to prepare fresh attacks 
of choir or soloist. These phenomena 
have not been in the center of the 
exposition; but in a final analysis 
they deserve a higher rank. In fact, 
they are well suited as points of 
departure for further studies. 

The following thesis states what can 
be said at present in this connec
tion: 

THESIS 2: At times medial signatures 

are connected with singing that in

volves repetition or alternation be

tween performers; in these cases the 

corresponding intonations were pro

bably sung to facilitate precise at

tacks. To what extent conclusions a

bout such performance types can be 

drawn from occurrences of medial 

signatures, is still an open que

stion. 

III: 
In Chapter II it was shown that a 
number of seemingly wrong medial 
signatures cannot be mistakes; they 
reflect tonal peculiarities in their 
surroundings (pp.20-23). Traces of 
this use of medial intonations can 
be demonstrated in our oldest musi
cal manuscripts (p.101) and the same 
or related phenomena are described 
by the late Byzantine theoreticians 
(pp.46-47), from whom I have taken 
over the term ano µEAOUO to denote 
this use. Largely inspired by THOD
BERG's discoveries, my interpreta
tion tries to combine such 'wrong' 
medial signatures with late Byzan
tine and modern descriptions of 
phthoric modulation and with STRUNK's 

demonstration of partial transpo
sitions (pp.23-26). 

The essential result of the investi
gation of the aTIO µEAOUO signatures 
is expressed in the following thesis: 

THESIS 3: A considerable number of 

seemingly wrong medial signatures 

reflect tonal peculiarities in the 

musical context and cannot be dis

missed as copyists' errors or mis

understandings. It is reasonable to 

infer that the Byzantines felt the 

melodic formulas in many of these 

cases as transpositions or modula

tions. 

Any of the three theses involves 
some consequences for future edi
tions of Byzantine music. 

(1) It follows from the first thesis 
that a true picture of Byzantine 
chant must include the singing of 
medial intonations to a much larger 
extent than has hitherto been recog
nized. However, the great freedom in 
the use of such intercalations - and 
also the changing habits of the ge
nerations - means a serious diffi
culty for an editor who wishes his 
transcriptions to reflect also this 
element of Byzantine chant. The pro
blem can be seen most clearly in the 
Stikherarion, of which more than 600 
medieval copies are believed to ex
ist. Bearing in mind that it is pre
cisely in this genre that the great
est diversity of settings is found, 
we can at once see that an edition 
of transcribed Stikhera cannot in
clude more than a few selected types 
of settings with medial intonations. 

As to the leading principles for a 
choice, I should like to point out 
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that there are at least three quite 
different ways of deciding which 
settings to describe, Indeed, one 
could with equal right choose 

(a) the most commonly used set
tings, 

(b) the most effective settings, 
(c) dated and localized settings, 

Of these, the first would involve an 
undue effort of comparative manu
script studies and the second would 
depend too much on the editor's 
judgement. Objectivity can better be 
obtained if the editor would stick 
to the settings of a few, well
defined manuscript traditions. 

(2) Whether intonations are used for 
the specific purposes which were 
mentioned in the second thesis or 
are intercalated for ornamental or 
other reasons, the affinity between 
medial signatures and text-structure 
is an established fact. For this 
reason, too, is it desirable that 
chanted texts be edited in a way 
which renders the text-structure -
as well as the structure of melody -
by typographical means, as a welcome 
aid to the reader. Obviously, no ge
neral rules can be given about the 
typographical arrangement; the exam
ples in the present book display a 
variety of solutions, each of which 
may have its merits and disadvan
tages. 

(3) As regards the rendering of me
dial signatures or intonations, it 
seems expedient to stick as closely 
as possible to the tradition of the 
Byzantine scribes. The signatures 
need not be 'translated' into full 
intonations; these can easily be 
supplied by any student who is fa
miliar with the standard intonation 
bodies, Besides, the use of full in
tonations would be against the ad 
libitum character of the Byzantine 
medial signatures. For the sake of 
clarity, one ought perhaps to follow 

the example of WELLESZ, THODBERG, 
and others, who regularly transcribe 
the tail-neumes of the signatures on 
the staff (between dotted lines, for 
instance). Usually, however, the 
pitch of the medial signatures can 
be seen directly from the context, 
and no transcription is needed. 

(4) If the structure of the chanted 
pieces is rendered typographically 
- in short or long verses, per cola 
et connnata, and so on - a difficulty 
is caused by the fact that all medi
al intonations are not oriented in 
the same direction (see pp.73-75). 
In the examples in the present book 
I have usually put the medial signa
tures before the lines, and this is 
no doubt the best solution although 
some of the medial signatures - the 
retrospective ones - have an echo 
effect which would be more clearly 
depicted if they were placed after 
the lines. (For the echo effect, 
seep. 61). In a way, the most 
logical - and neutral - solution 
would be to reserve a whole line 
for each medial signature, in the 
following arrangement: 

MSi 
t e X t 

Mesi 
t e X t 

MeSi 
t e X t 

MeSi 
t e X t 

etc. 

This arrangement, however, cannot be 
recommended for the simple reason 
that it involves a considerable 
waste of space and paper. 

(5) Finally, if it is accepted that 
the medial signatures - including 
the ones referred to in the last of 
my theses - reflect the interval
relations of their context, it will 
be possible to provide our tran-

Chapter VIII. Conclusions 

scriptions with accidentals without 
diminishing their objectivity, due 
to the information which we can get 
from the medial signatures. But it 
must not be forgotten that this in
formation can only be secondary. 
Ultimately, a comparative study of 
melodies and formulas must be de
cisive. 

165 
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APPENDIX A. 

THE RUBRICATORS OF THE VIENNA STIKHERARION THEOL. GRAEC. 181 

Johannes Dalassenos, the scribe of 
the Stikherarion which was published 
in Monumenta Musicae Byzantinae as 
Volume I of the Main Series, has de
scribed his w0rk in a subscription 
on folio 321r. Although this sub
scription is written in very strange 
and slipshod Greek1 , one thing is 
certain - Dalassenos has not men
tioned with one word that he did not 
write the whole MS himself. 

Working on the MS ("D") in Vienna 
for a few weeks in 1958, I realized, 
however, that Dalassenos had two 
helpers in the rubrication work -
at least for some parts of his book. 

The methods employed by Dalassenos 
and his two fellow-rubricators can 
be studied with most profit on fo
lios 185-248 (i.e. almost the whole 
of the Triodion). Much of the rubri
cation on these folios was written 
with an extremely characteristic 
sort of ink which does not resemble 
any other ink used in D for rubri
cation. It is of an orange colour 
and very often has some gray par
ticles in it, perhaps oxydated lead 
or some other unintentional chemical 
product. It is very bad - uneven in 
quality, and flakes off. Many of the 
MSi and headlines in this orange ink 
were written with a pen which was 
broader than the pens used elsewhere 
in the MS for rubrication. 

1. Cf. the introduction to the facsimile edi
tion (MMB I, pp.17-18). 

The part of the book in which the 
orange ink (X) is found, consists 
of eight regular quaternions; these 
gatherings are unnumbered, but are 
actually quaternions XXIV-XXXI. In 
Vienna I made a complete list of 
the X rubrication. It runs as follows: 

Quaternio XXIV (folios 185-192): 

185r: Decorative pattern? First i n-
itial letter? Original signa
ture for hymn 2? 

185v-191r: Initial letters and sig
natures (+ headline 188r and 
musical variant 189v line 14). 

191v-192r: Nothing. 
192v: Initial letters; original sig

nature to hymn 2? 

Quaternio XXV (folios 193-200): 

193r-198r: Initial letters and sig
natures (+ headline 195v, ex
cept for the word Tn, and mu
sical variants in the begin
ning of 196r hymn 2, 196v hymn 
1, and 197v hymn 2). 

198v: Initial letters; signature for 
hymn 1; headline for hymn 2. 

199r-200v: Initial letters. 

Quaternio XXVI (folios 201-208): 

201r: Initial letters. 
201v-203r: Nothing. 
203v-207r: Signatures (+ headline 

for 205r hymn 3). 
207v-208r: Initial letters and sig

natures; musical variants 207v. 
208v: Initial letters. 

' 
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Quaternio XXVII (folios 209-216): 

209r - first half of 210v: Nothing. 
210v, second half - 214r: Signatures. 
214v-215r: Initial letters. 
215v-216v: Nothing. 

Quaternio XXVIII (folios 217-224): 

217r: ? (perhaps initial letters). 
217v-218r: Nothing. 
218v-222r: Signatures (+ headline 

220r). 
222v: Initial letters and signatures 

for hymns 1 and 2. 
223r: Headline; signature for hymn l; 

initial letter for hymn l? 
223v-224r: Initial letters and sig-

natures. 
224v: Initial letters. 

Quaternio XXIX (folios 225-232): 

225r: Initial letters and signatures. 
225v-226v: Nothing. 
227r: Signatures; headline; all me

dial signatures and musical 
variants. 

227v-232r: Nothing. 
232v: Initial letter. 

Quaternio XXX (folios 233-240): 

233r-234v, first half: Initial let-
ters and signatures; headline; 
medial signatures and musical 
variants. 

234v, second half: Initial letter. 
235r-235v, line 6: Nothing. 
235v, line 7 - 240v: Everything. 

Quaternio XXXI (folios 241-248): 

24lr-24lv: Everything, except two 
medial signatures on 24lr. 

242r-246r: Everything, except the 
medial signatures and musical 
variants 2 • 

246v-248v: Nothing. 

2. X, however, wrote the initium variants for 
the first hymn on 244v and the third hymn on 
246r. This musical variant for the initium of 
the last hymn on 246r is the last entry which 
X made in our manuscript; in this connection 
it is interesting to see that the initial K 
of this hymn was not written by X. 

To sum up: On 16 pages X-ink was 
used for all rubrication work; 
on 1 page for everything except in
itial letters; 
on 43 pages for initial letters and 
signatures; 
on 10½ pages for initial letters on
ly; 
on 23½ pages for signatures only; 
on 30 pages between 185r and 246r 
there are no traces of X-ink. 

X-ink has also been used for some 
headlines on 5 pages (188r, 195v, 
198v, 205v, 220r), and for some mu
sical variants on 4 pages (189v, 
196r, 196v, 197v). 

l:J,. 

I have given the complete list of 
the X rubrication for two reasons. 
My first reason is that this~ be 
done with certainty (and be useful 
to some-one who has only access to 
the facsimile edition). The second 
is that since this list is so con
fused and puzzling, it tells us in 
itself that more than one rubricator 
has worked on the MS; it is virtual
ly impossible that~ scribe should 
have used different kinds of ink -
and different pens - in this capri
cious way. 

[n Vienna I tried to distinguish be
tween the various colours of ink 
used for the initial letters through
out the whole MS. My observations 
are not altogether trustworthy (be
cause each type of ink had different 
shades and only the X-ink could be 
identified with certainty). But im
perfect as these descriptions are, 
they may be of some help, provided 
that they are supported by other ob
servations. 

In qu. XXIV-XXXI the initial letters 
that are not X-coloured are of two 
different colours: one (a clear and 
lively red) like the ink used on fo
lios lr sqq., the other (more pale, 
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at times with a yellowish hue) more 
like the ink found on folio 138r. 
I call these two colours Z (the one 
from lr) and Y (the one from 138r). 
According to my Vienna notes - made 

before I had formed any hypothesis 
at all as to the various hands in 
qu. XXIV-XXXI - the Zand Y coloured 
initial letters in these quaternions 
are distributed as follows: 

qu. XXIV: Z: 19lv-192r (penultimate double-page) 

qu. XXVI: Z: 20lv-207r (six double-pages inside the quaternio) 3 

qu. XXVII: Y: 209r-2llr (first page, next two double-pages) 

Z: 2llv-212r (next double-page) 

Y: 212v-213r (next double-page) 

Z: 213v-214r (next double-page) 

[ X: 214v-215r (next double-page) 

Y: 215v-216v (one double-page+ the last page) 

qu. XXVIII: Z: 217v-222r (five double-pages inside the quaternio) 

qu. XXIX: Y: 225v-232r (all double-pages inside the quaternio) 

qu. XXX: Z: 235r (one initial letter) 

qu. XXXI: Z: 246r (last initial letter) 

Y: 246v 

[ 247r sqq.: The initial letters filled out with 

khaki coloured ink. ] 

It is easy to show that Zand Y were 
not used by the same scribe - in o
ther words that X, Y, and Z repre
sent three different scribes, each 
of them preferring his own ink4 • To 
prove this, the various forms of the 
initial letter Tare suitable: 

The X-coloured T is found in a di
versity of forms (cf. e.g. the quite 
different forms on 185v, 189r, 208v, 
239r); 

the Y-coloured T follows the same, 
free tradition (231v, 226r, 212v, 
215v, etc.); 

3. 202v perhaps made by Y. 

4. In Paris gr. 270, two scribes (text-scribe 
and neumator) used the same sepia ink to 
write letter-numerals and neumes of the sig
natures, respectively. (I have analyzed the 

the Z-coloured T is stereotype 
(203r, 204r, 205v, 213v, 219r, etc.). 

This combination of difference in ink 
and in treatment of the letter T 
should be sufficient proof that 3 ru
bricators - X, Y, and Z - were at 
work in qu. XXIV-XXXI. A number of 
the following observations confirm 
this point. 

From the way in which the initial 
letters of X, Y, and Z are mixed -
see especially qu. XXVII - we infer 
at once that the three rubricators 

confection of this MS in the paper which I 
read at the Ohrid Congress, cf. above, p.28, 
note 2, p.30 note 13, and p.31 note 17). 

In Ohrid 57 the two kinds of rubrication 
ink belong to two scribes (cf. above, p.137, 
note 121). 
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must have worked simultaneously or 
in turns. It is quite impossible 
that each of them should have rubri
cated his part of all eight gathe
rings before the next rubricator 
started to work. 

Let us try to grasp their technique. 
And let us start at the moment where 
the text of the hymns had been co
pied from the model MS. At that 
stage our part of D consisted of 8 
loose gatherings which were folded 
but not yet sewn together. Th~ first 
thing to do was to provide these 
texts with neumes. In doing that, 
the neumator (whether or not the 
same as the text-scribe) at times 
had to supply missing syllables. He 
did this with his broad neume-pen 
cf. the very clear case at the bot
tom of 208v where the text-scribe 
had left out the word 8EAwv 5• Obvi-

201r 
V 

202r 
V 

203r 
V 

204r 
V 

205r 
V 

206r 
V 

207r 
V 

208r 
V 

IL 

X 
z 
I 
z 
z 

X 

I 

MSi MeSi 

y z 

(or Y?) 

X 

z 

5. Other cases: 211v, line 11; 219v, line 18; 
220v, line 6. 

ously there were some musical vari
ants in his model; sometimes he co
pied these, cf. for example the long 
variant 207v, lines 15-16 (which X, 
later on, made clearer with his cha
racteristic ink). 

Next, the rubricators start their 
work. This comprises several items, 
namely the· initial letters (in the 
following referred to ,as IL), the 
main intonations or signatures (MSi), 
the headlines (HL); all these are 
absolutely necessary. Besides, they 
write other rubrics (e.g. the inci
pits of Martyrika and Theotokia 190v 
-216v), medial signatures (MeSi), 
and corrections of text (TVa) and 
music (MVa). 

Sometimes one rubricator writes all 
these things alone - for instance X 
on most of qu. XXX - but mostly they 
divide the job between them. As an 
illustration I give a survey of qu. 
XXVI: 

MVa HL Other rubrics 

z 

z 

z 

z X and Z 
z 

X 
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From this table (and from the list 
of the IL in qu. XXIV-XXXI) we can 
innnediate grasp one of the leading 
principles of the lay-out: There is 
an outspoken tendency to let a new 
man start at the top of a verso page. 
The reasons are no doubt esthetical. 
The opened double-page looks better 
when both verso and recto have IL 
and MSi coloured in the same manner 
- especially the IL, whose coloured 
area dominates the whole picture. 

There is only one conspicuous devi
ation from this rule: At the begin
ning of a gathering (i.e. on a recto) 
we quite often find a new hand. As a 
matter of fact we find new hands of 

IL at the beginning of qu. XXIV, 
XXVII, XXVIII; 

MSi at the beginning of qu. XXIV, 
XXV, XXVII, XXVIII, XXIX, XXX; 

MeSi at the beginning of qu. XXVII 
and XXX. 

These changes of hand constitute a 
first argument that the rubrication 
work was done on loose gatherings 
('quaterniatim'). 

~ 
I have another set of arguments in 
favour of a rubrication quaterniatim. 
These arguments are based on a close 
examination of various - often very 
small - spots of red ink which are 
due to the pages having been turned 
before the rubrication ink was quite 
dry. As I shall have to draw several 
conclusions from these off-prints in 
the present description, I should 
like to state in some detail a few 
points concerning off-print; some of 
them might be useful for students of 
other kinds of MSS, too 6 • 

6, Cf. KIRSOPP and SILVA LAKE's Dated Greek 
Minuscule Manuscripts I, 1934, in the de
scription of Jerusalem, Holy Cross, cod, 55 
(plates 3-6), 

On 254r sqq, a later hand added some 66~a 
Kal vuv in the margin, with brown ink. We 
may safely assume that this was done after 
the MS had been bound. Now, on 268v there is 
a very clear off-print from the 66~a Kal vuv 
on 269r; the page was obviously turned over 
immediately after he had 'finished' his work 
on 269r. 

On 199v, last line, over the word aou, 
there is an off-print from Z's MeSi - the 
last one on 2OOr. Z writes MeSi also on 2O0v, 
~ 2O5v, inner margin, there is - to the 
right of the Petasthe - off-print from Z's 
last IL on 2O6r. Z's IL continue on 2O6v. 

I could easily mention more similar cases; 
but these three will suffice to make one im
portant thing clear concerning off-prints: 
It is the last item written before the page 
is turned which is most likely to produce an 
off-print, i. e. the off-print will normally 
be found on a verso page. A very curious 
confirmation of this - in itself rather 
evident - 'rule' can be seen in the upper 
margin of 123r, where there is a clear off
print from the i<£ of the HL on 122v. Accord
ing to the 'rule' this should indicate that 
the date of the feast for St. Gregory was o
riginally left in blank - and that is pre
cisely what was the case, cf, the quite 
clear parallels on 124v (where the date was 
inserted over the line) and 162v, 164v, 165r, 
etc. (where the dates are still missing). 

Off-print can thus confirm a hypothesis that 
something was added to a HL; but it can just 
as well be used to the opposite effect. On 
131r. the ,P' of the HL looks as if it was 
not written with the same ink as the rest of 
the HL - only a small shade of difference, 
but enough, one would think, to enable us to 
state that we had here once more a case like 
those mentioned above. But as soon as the 
off-prints on 13Ov are identified (two tiny 
dots over the first and the tenth letter in 
line 3 on 13Ov), it can be seen that these 
dots came from the corresponding ones over 
the Gamma of the date and the Iota in the 
word µapTtvnavou, In this situation it would 
be extremely improbable if the date, when 
added later on, should produce an off-print 
exactly like the one made by the 'original' 
part of the HL, We can be sure that the 
whole HL was written at the same time, not
withstanding the apparently different shades 
of ink. 

On the same double-page (13Ov-131r) there is 
a whole set of off-prints which are most in
teresting and illustrative: 130v line 14 the 
off-print over the first two letters comes 
from the neumes of the opposite MSi; 131r, 
upper margin, the off-print comes from the_ 
opposite MSi - again from the neumes, not 
from the letter-numeral; the off-print on 
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131r, middle of outer margin, comes from the 
neumes of the opposite MSi, 

In all these cases only the neumes of the 
MSi have made an off-print. We can therefore 
be sure that these neumes were not written at 
the same time as the rest of the MSi. 

The general value of off-print stu
dy is by now clear. In our present 
case - where I argue in favour of a 
quaterniatim rubrication - we find 
'normal' off-prints (i.e. from the 
last item before the rubricator 
turned the page over and continued 
on the next page) on 189v, 198v, 
199v, 201v, 204v, 205v (both from 
Z's IL and X's retraced MVa 206r 
line 13), 219v, 229v (both from MSi 
and MeSi), and 231v. 

Some cases are less clear. The off
print on 195r (penultimate line), on 
202r (bottom of outer margin), and 
on 220r (outer margin) does not come 
from the last but from the penulti
mate item written before the page 
was turned, In two cases off-print 
is found under somewhat puzzling 
circumstances: X's IL on 199v made 
an off-print - but his two IL on 200r 
did not; Y's MSi at bottom of 217v 
(the last but one before turning) 
made an off-print - but Y did not 
continue to work on 218v, so why did 
he turn the page so quickly? 

These two cases, however, are not 
very important. The last exception 
from the 'rule', on the other hand, 
is most strange: On 232v there are 
three clear off-prints (in the outer, 
upper corner; in the middle of lines 
10 and 15) which do not correspond 
to anything on 233r; the ink is the 
typical X-ink. This off-print is 
enigmatic, but since fol. 232 is the 
last folio of qu. XXIX, it must be 
due to something which happened be
fore the MS was bound (before qu. 
XXIX and qu, XXX were put together). 
In other words: one more indication 
of quaterniatim rubrication! 

A technique that involves the hand
ling of only one gathering at a time 
ought to mean that off-prints will 
not be found on the recto of the 
first folio of a gathering and the 
verso of the last folio. In the Da
lassenos Stikberarion, which con
sists of 41 gatherings, there are 
numerous cases of off-print inside 
the gatherings, but only in two ca
ses do we find off-prints from one 
gathering to the other: On 16v (end 
of gathering II) line 10, from oppo
site MeSi - and on 32v (end of ga
thering IV) line 13, from opposite 
MSi 7 • 

I have already mentioned the esthe
tical principle, to let new colours 
of red ink begin on top of verso pa
ges - especially as far as the IL 
are concerned. From the survey of 
the X rubrication (above, pp.167 sq.) 
it can be seen that X almost always 
writes IL on the first and last page 
of each gathering; the only excep
tion is qu. XXVII. It looks as if 
these exterior pages at times were 
left without IL, to be written later 
on by X - a practical way of observ
ing the esthetical rule just referred 
to. Apart from that, the writing of 
IL and MSi has been done in different 
patterns. At times - e.g. qu. XXV 
(-198v) and qu. XXXI - the same 
scribe wrote both IL and MSi, but 
elsewhere they worked in shorter 
turns, either of IL or of MSi. 

In qu. XXVII we find a most ingeni
ous pattern which concerns only the 
writing of the IL. The IL are here 
written 'bifoliatim', that is to 
say that the gathering was taken a-

7. On 303v (end of qu,XXXVIII), lines 10, 13, 
14, and 16 have extremely clear off-prints 
from the rubrication on 304r. Properly speak
ing, however, this is not normal off-print; 
it is due to the special character of the 
parchment. 
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part into 4 loose bifolia; the ru
bricators could then work simulta
neously, each of them with one bi
folium. The IL on qu. XXVII (folios 
209-216) must have been written in 
the following way: 

Y did both sides of the first bi
folium (the 'exterior': 209r+216v; 
the 'interior': 209v+216r). 

After that there were three bifo
lia left, one for each rubricator. 
They could not, however, do as Y did 
with the first bifolium; if they had 
written the IL on both sides of their 
bifolium, the esthetical rule would 
have been violated again and again. 
Instead they followed a system which 
made it possible for them to work 
simultaneously on all three bifolia 
without doing wrong to the estheti
cal principle: 

Y had done the interior of the 
first bifolium (209v+216r), so he 
had to do the exterior of these
cond (210r+215v); 

X at the same time wrote the ex
terior of the third (2llr+214v), and 
Z that of the fourth (212r+213v). 

The three rubricators then inter
changed their bifolia: 

Y had to give 210+215 to X, be
cause X had written IL on 2llr+214v 
and now had to do 210v+215r; 

X for a similar reason gave 
211+214 to Z; 

Z gave 212+213 to Y who could do 
its interior (212v+213r) without 
violating the rule of esthetics. 

The only weak point in this recon
struction is 210v. My notes about 
the two IL (two Sigmas) on this page 
are hesitant ("either Z or Y, pro
bably Y"). If Y wrote these IL, 
there is probably a psychological 
explanation. After all, the system 
which I have reconstructed is almost 
too difficult to be followed regu
larly. But I fail to see any other 
explanation of the curious distribu
tion of IL-writing in this gathering. 

The behaviour of X (his writing of 
IL on the first and last page of 
most gatherings) and the clever 
handling of the IL in qu. XXVII 
shows that the three scribes were 
not working haphazardly but accord
ing to a definite plan, conceived in 
one brain. This leads us to a new 
problem, namely to decide which of 
our rubricators was responsible for 
the project, if any of them was. 
We here have to consider in turn the 
different items of rubrication work. 

The Musical Variants. Scattered 
through all eight gatherings are e
mendations and variants to the musi
cal text. Normally these MVa are 
written by the same scribe who wr9te 
the MeSi. In this connection it is 
instructive to see X write MVa on 
227r (the only page in qu. XXIX 
where he wrote MeSi) and Zadd them 
on 234v-235v, in precisely those two 
hymns where he wrote the MeSi. On 
242v, too, the MVa are written by Z 
(who took over the writing of MeSi 
from X on 242r, while X still wrote 
them on 241v). 

In some cases, however, on pages 
where Z wrote the MeSi, X neverthe
less inserted the MVa (or some of 
them, the rest being done by Z). Let 
us take a look at each of these ca
ses separately: 

196v: X adds MVa to the initial 
neume of the first hymn; no MVa by 
Z. On the same page X wrote IL and 
MSi. 

197v: X adds initialis variant to 
the second hymn. Besides, he wrote 
IL and MSi. No MVa by Z. 

207v: In the first verse of the 
last hymn there was - in the neuma
tor's usual dark-brown ink - a long 
MVa which was probably copied from 
the model MS. X retraced the neumes 
of this MVa and added one more vari
ant ( .:.-. - ) over 1ra.v-rwv in the be-
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ginning of the next verse, In this 
hymn X wrote the IL, but not the MSi 
which was made by Z at the same time 
as he wrote the HL. No MVa by Z. 

246r: The last thing X did before 
retiring for good was to add an ini
tialis variant to the last hymn. He 
wrote the MSi, too, for the same 
hymn - but not · the IL, which was Z's 
work. No MVa by Z. 

189v: In the last hymn X adds a 
variant cadence to the first half
verse of the hymn; the other MVa are 
written by Z. X wrote also IL and 
MSi. 

196r: In the last hymn X adds an 
initialis variant. X wrote also IL 
and MSi, Z the other MVa. 

244v: In the first hymn X wrote 

the initialis variant,~ and Z made 

the clarifying addition .!!.:::::, Be
sides, X wrote IL and MSi, Z the o
ther MVa. 

These seven cases (where Z wrote Me
Si and X all or some MVa) show that 
X and Z had so to speak divided the 
hymn between them. X's MVa are very 
closely connected with the beginnings 
of hymns. Most often they affect the 
very initialis, and even in the two 
cases 189v and 2O7v his corrections 
touch upon the first verse of each 
hymn. Z, on the contrary, is in the 
main working in the interior of the 
hymn. 

The reason must be different ways 
of approach. Z seems to have added 
his MVa at the same time as he was 
inserting the MeSi - and X, when 
writing IL or MSi, took a glance at 
the opening phrase of the melody. 
Now, this habit of X's only makes 
sense if it is connected with his 
writing of MSi; a careful rubrica
tor who was to write the main signa
ture of a hymn would naturally try 
to control the very beginning 9f the 
melody to see that there was a cor-

rect correspondence between signa
ture and opening phrase. 

The case on 244v is especially il
lustrative. The neumator had written 
the opening phrase of the first hymn 
as follows: 
~ .:: :::.- -,.,c /4 ... ,.. -;;-~ _..,,,, .. JIC /. 

0 a_va_Sa\_\o_µE_vocr• ~wcr wcr 1 __ µa_ 
'a ,._ 

Tt_ov.' •••• 

There is at least one error in these 
neumes. Most MSS have the E-signature 
of Plagios Deuteros and on the words 
o &vaSa\\oµEvoa the melody EFG a D 
FED (repeated in the following 
phrase). With E as initial note, the 
melody in our MS gets its characte
ristic fifth leaps on b-E (instead 
of on a-D), unless the Oligon over 
the Petasthe on va is removed. All 
MSS that I have inspected have the 
reading with Petasthe only. There
fore a corrector who used a model MS 
for his corrections would probably 
choose the right, and rather obvious, 
correction: to erase the Oligon. · 
X did not. He decided to use an F
signature which prepares initial D 
and to correct the initial neume ac
cordingly, Are we allowed to take 
this to mean. that X did not use a 
model for his corrections? 

To this correction Z added ~-=, 
repeating the black neumes of the 
original melody, His reason was ob
viously to make the place quite 
clear. 

This is one of the rare cases where 
the relative chronology of the ru
bricators comes out clearly; Z worked 
after X, and supervised his work. 
Some other cases of the same kind: 

195v: z adds ,n to X's KVp1aKn 
1rpw1; 

185v, last hymn: X only wrote the 
abbreviation for ~xocr. Z supplied 
the missing elements of the MSi; 

187r: Z adds a full intonation to 
X's MSi; similar cases e.g. on 194r 
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(MSi by X) and 199v (MSi by Y); 
2O4v: Z corrects X's MSi. 

These cases show that Z had a super
vising function, This is confirmed 
by a conclusion e silentio: I have 
not found one place where X or Y 
have corrected Z. (The HL which Z 
forgot on 217 sqq, - beginning of 
qu. XXVIII - are later additions, 
with brown ink). 

The Medial Signatures, when not 
written with X-ink, are difficult to 
handle. According to my Vienna notes, 

Z wrote the MeSi on qu. XXIV, XXV, 
XXVI (except the last three pages 
where there are no MeSi), XXVIII, 
and XXXI (from 242r); 

X wrote those on 227r (qu. XXIX), 
most of qu. XXX (except on 234v hymn 
2 - 235v line 6, where the Mesi were 
probably written by Z), and the be
ginning of qu. XXXI (241r-241v); 

Y wrote, probably, those on 
214v-215r; 

The rest were written by either Z 
or Y. I am convinced, however, that 
most of them were written by Z. 

From this survey we are able to make 
some important deductions as to the 
writing of MeSi - and, more especial
ly, as to the role of Z: 

(1) X's guest performance on 227r 
only makes sense if the MeSi on 
225r-226v were already written be
fore X started on 227r. This is one 
of the cases which show that the Me
Si were part of the original plan of 
rubrication and not added as an af
terthought; furthermore, it shows 
that as far as qu. XXIX is concerned 
all the rubrication was done before 
the rubrication of the next quater
nio began. 

(2) The opposite seems to have been 
the case in qu. XXIV-XXVI. Here Z's 
writing of all MeSi - in one sitting, 
as it were - separates this operation 

from the writing of the rest of the 
rubrication which was done by all 
three scribes in various patterns of 
team-work. 

(3) Notice, however, that Z made the 
IL on 2O1v-2O7r, whereupon X wrote 
those on 2O7v. The last hymn on 2O7r 
and those on the remaining 3 pages 
of qu. XXVI have no MeSi. Obviously 
Z from 2O1v onwards wrote IL and Me
Si pele--mele and stopped suddenly 
after having written the IL of the 
last hymn on 2O7r. But in that case 
the MeSi in qu, XXVI were there be
fore X wrote the IL on 2O7v - in 
other words: a close parallel to the 
conclusion reached with regards to 
227r. 

(4) Y probably wrote the MeSi on fol. 
214v-215r - but Z wrote the one 1n 
the first line of 214v. Z's behavi
our shows that the MeSi were written 
'hymnatim', not 'paginatim'. 

(5) 234v-235v again shows hymnatim 
rubrication. X writes IL, MSi, MeSi, 
and MVa for the first hymn on 234v 
and IL for the second. Z takes over, 
writing MSi, MeSi, and MVa. In the 
next hymn (235r-v) Z works alone, 
and then (from the first hymn on 
235v, line 7) X takes over again. 

(6) Qu, XXIV-XXVI are not the only 
indication that Z at times wrote 
MeSi in longer stretches. Similar 
observations can be made 2O9r sqq, 
(probably until 214v), 217r-226v, 
and from 242r onwards. 

Headlines and Other Rubrics. Unfor
tunately, my Vienna notes on these 
items are deficient, except as re
gards X. From scattered remarks and 
a close scrutiny of the facsimile 
edition, however, I have gained some 
kind of insight in this part of the 
rubrication work; I shall return to 
the HL in the following. 

~ 
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After all these detailed descrip
tions of what I have seen on qu. 
XXIV-XXXI, I shall now attempt to 
reconstruct the genesis of this ru
brication; that is, to draw a co
herent picture of the working tech
nique of our three rubricators. De
tails of my reconstruction are, of 
course, open to criticism - but I 
have no doubt that the main outlines 
correspond to what really happened. 

1. When the rubrication of qu. XXIV 
started, X worked alone, copying 11, 
MSi, and H1 on 185r-19lr. Deliberate
ly(?) he left the third MSi on 185v 
unfinished and did not write the H1 
on 190r. 

2. Z came in and took over qu. XXIV. 
He wrote 11 on 19lv-192r, leaving an 
open space for 11 to be done by X on 
the last verso of the gathering. He 
also wrote HL (from 190r) and MSi 
(191v - end of qu. XXIV; if possible, 
the MSi were made part of the H1). 
The ductus of the incipits which Z 
wrote from 190v makes it likely that 
they were not written at that time. 
It is impossible to see clearly if 
he wrote the MeSi, MVa, and other 
corrections at the same time; pro
bably these items were done later on, 
when Z (in one sitting) finished and 
corrected q~XXIV-XXVI 8 • As far as 
I can see, the neumes of Z's MSi on 
186v and 19lv-192v were written se
parately, at the same time as the 
neumes of the MeSi. 

3. X writes the missing 11 on 192v 
and starts qu. XXV, writing 11 in 
the whole gathering and MSi from 
193r until the first hymn on 198v. 

4. Y appears for the first time, 
taking over X's writing of MSi; he 
writes the MSi in the rest of qu. XXV 
(second hymn 198v - 200v) and in the 
beginning of qu. XXVI (20lr-203r). 

8. Cf, below, number 6 

5. X comes back and takes over the 
MSi-writing from Y (MSi on 203v-
208r); before he leaves again, he 
writes 11 on 20lr (first recto of 
qu, XXVI). 

NB. Z's writing of 11 in qu. XXVI 
(20lv-207r) must have taken place 
after X's writing of MSi on 203v-
208r. I deduce this from the fact 
that he stops both 11 and MeSi from 
207v. This stop indicates that 11 
and Mesi in this part of qu. XXVI 
were written hymnatim - and it seems 
rather unlikely that he should have 
written the MeSi before X wrote the 
MSi. 

6. Z now has quite a lot of work to 
do on qu. XXIV-XXVI: 11 on 20lv-207r; 
H1 on 193r-208v; MSi (together with 
H1) on 203r, 207v, 208v; MeSi; MVa; 
corrections; other rubrics. 

Curiously enough, 207v-208v are left 
unfinished (no MeSi and MVa; no 
neumes to the last MSi on 208v). 
This enables us to see in which or
der Z finished qu. XXIV-XXVI: 

(a) H1 (+MSi) and other rubrics; 
(b) MeSi until 20lr; 
(c) 11 and MeSi hymnatim 20lv-207r. 

NB. The common stop of MeSi and 11 
from 207v must be a mistake; for a 
possible explanation, see below, 
footnote 9. 

'. As already shown, the writing of 
11 in qu. XXVII was done by all of 
the rubricators simultaneously; X, 
Y, and Z were all present in the 
scriptorium at the time. I imagine 
that Zand Y by chance came to the 
room at the same time and found X 
writing the missing 11 in qu. XXVI 
(207v-208v). As leader of the team, 
Z seized the opportunity of having 
both helpers at his disposal and in
structed them as to the joint writ
ing of 11 in qu. XXVII. According to 
this instruction Y started the 11 on 
the exterior bifolium of qu, XXVII 
- not X, who was still working on 

I 
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qu. XXVI! 9 After that, X Y and Z 
collaborate on the 11 210r-215v. 

8. As Y writes MSi and MeSi on 
214v-21Sr, the MeSi until 214r must 
already have been made at that time. 
Hence Z had qu. XXVII before Y worked 
on 214v. By a similar reasoning X 
can be shown to have had qu. XXVII 
before Y (because he wrote the MSi 
until 214r). I therefore suggest the 
following working scheme: 

(a) Y writes MSi 209r-210v; 
(b) X writes MSi 210v-214r; 
(c) Z finishes (MeSi etc.) up 

to 214r; 
(d) Y writes MSi and Mesi 

214v-215r; 
(e) Z finishes qu. XXVII (-216v). 

9. The rubrication of qu. XXVIII 
begins almost like that of qu. XXVI: 
Y starts with MSi (217r-218r); 
X takes over (MSi 218v-224r). 

NB. From 220r X writes also the H1. 
As I have already mentioned, there 
were no H1 in the beginning of qu. 
XXVIII - the H1 now found being la
ter additions, in brown ink. X's be
haviour cannot be understood, unless 
there was an agreement between X and 
Z that Z should take care of the 
(difficult?) H1 and rubrics for the 
whole period of 1ent 10 • For some un
known reason Z never wrote the H1 on 
217r-219v, as he ought to have done. 

10. Z finishes the MSi of qu.XXVIII 
(224v) and next writes IL and MeSi, 
leaving - as usual - the first recto 

9. We have thus explained why X for once did 
not write IL on the first recto and the last 
mso of a gathering, At the same time we can 
explain why Z did not write the MeSi (and did 
not revise) 207v-208v: in his hurry he simply 
forgot that he had not finished qu.XXVI (the 
day before?). 

10. X, in principle, wrote no HL on 188v-219v. 
A list of the HL in this part of the MS is 
given in the facsimile edition (MMB I, pp.32-
33). 

of the gathering (217r) to be done 
later by X. Z's writing of 11, how
ever, stops after 222r; the last pa
ges of qu. XXVIII (222v-224v) have 
IL written by X. 

NB. I can see no traces of a break 
in the writing of the MeSi in qu. 
XXVIII; Combined with the demon
strable stop in Z's writing of 11 
after 222r, this shows that Z cannot 
here have followed his working ha
bits from folios 20lv-207r (where 
his 11 and MeSi seemed to have been 
made hymnatim). In analogy with Z's 
technique from qu. XXIV-XXVI (where 
the MeSi were part of his later hand
ling of the manuscript), it is most 
likely that he wrote the MeSi in 
qu. XXVIII when finishing this ga
thering+ part of qu. XXIX (until 
226v). I fail to see why he did Rot 
insert the missing HL on 217r-219v 
at the same time. 

11. X finishes the 11 in qu. XXVIII 
(217r and 222v-224v) and goes on 
with the beginning of qu. XXIX (11 
+ MSi 22Sr). 

12. Y writes the 11 of the rest of 
the gathering (225v-232r), leaving 
the last verso for X - according to 
their usual practice. 

13. Z's next period of work must 
have comprised the writing of MeSi 
(probably from qu. XXVII, 215v, 
where Y stopped) and MSi + HL on 
22Sv-226v. From 225v he may have 
worked hymnatim. 

NB. X's rubrication of 227r, in
cluding MeSi and H1, guarantees that 
Z's work until 226v had already been 
done. 
14. For a very short time (only on 
227r) X takes Z's place and conti
nues his work. Was Z otherwise en
gaged? 

15. Z comes back and resumes his 
work, until the end of qu. XXIX 
(227v-232v). 

NB. Using X's MeSi on 233r sqq. as 
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a criterion (analogous with the pre
vious observations, nos. 8 and 13) 
I conclude that Z has finished qu. 
XXIX before X goes on with qu. XXX. 

16. X again works alone, from the 
beginning of qu. XXX (233r-234v). 

NB. The last MSi on 234v being the 
first thing Z wrote when he replaced 
X, we can be sure that X either 
worked hymnatim (beginning his work 
on each hymn with the IL) or that he 
wrote some IL ahead before he did 
the rest of the rubrication. 

17. Z takes over X's work from the 
last hymn on 234v until the hymn 
which ends 235v line 6. Probably the 
same working technique as X's. 

18. X resumes his work, finishes 
qu. XXX (235v line 7 - 24Ov) and 
goes on with qu. XXXI. 

Three details of interest can be 
mentioned in qu. XXXI: 

(a) From 242r Z takes over the 
writing of MeSi. I cannot understand 
this unmotivated stop in X's work. 

(b) Z wrote IL and MSi for the 
first hymn on 245v. Obviously X 
overlooked the fact that a new hymn 
began here - and Z saw it in his 
more painstaking part of the work. 

(c) When Z took over X's work for 
good (bottom of 246r) X had already 
written the MSi and an initial MVa 
for the last hymn; Z added the IL. 
X seems here to have worked hymnatim, 
starting each hymn with the MSi. 

For practical reasons I have until 
now used the symbols X, Y, and Z to 
denote the three rubricators. Behind 
one of these letters we expect to 
find Johannes Dalassenos. From the 
behaviour of our three scribes, it 
is Z - the supervisor - who ought to 
be Dalassenos. A palreographical com
parison between the subscription on 
32lr and Z's HL and other rubrics in 
qu. XXIV-XXXI shows the identity be-

yond any doubt, even though the sub
scription's use of a less formal 
hand makes the comparison somewhat 
difficult. 

The rubrication in the rest of the 
manuscript. 

In the parts of D where X did not 
use his characteristic ink - before 
and after folios 185~246 - it is 
more difficult to form coherent and 
detailed ideas of the rubrication 
work. Moreover, my notes from Vienna 
- on which the present study is 
based - reflect only too clearly the 
weakness of the human mind: they be
come more and more lapidary and in
adequate towards the end. 

It is possible, however, to extract 
from my notes a few observations 
which throw further light on the 
question of collaboration between 
the rubricators. 

A palreographical analysis shows that 
the hymn texts of the Menologion 
were also written by Johannes Dalas
senos11 - apart from a few passages 
all of which "semblent etre de la 
main d'une meme personnage (un autre 
moine du couvent)" 12 • A great many 
parallels in details of rubrication 
show that Dalassenos acted as rubri
cator here as well as on folios 
185-246. See, for instance, HL on 
folios Sr, 6v, 22r, 35r, 125v, 167v 
and IL on 23v ('"'-' 2O3r) and 58v 
(-... 2O4r). 

The best place to demonstrate the 
existence of another rubricator be
sides Dalassenos is folios 134v-143v, 

11. Cf. MMB I, Preface, p.20: "1 'ecriture 
garde fid~lement son caract~re d'un bout a 
l'autre du volwne". 

12. ibid., p.20, note 2, where a complete 
list is given. 
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one of the parts of the Menologion 
which are provided with MeSi 13 On 
134r we find undoubtedly the hand of 
Dalassenos - shown by ductus as well 
as by the good quality of his red 
ink - but on 134v sqq. quite another 
colour of rubrication ink can be 
seen, even in the facsimile edition. 

The new ink in itself is no proof; 
the rubrication on these folios 
might equally well have been done 
by Dalassenos, dipping for the mo
ment in a new inkstand with ink of 
an inferior quality. However, a 
whole set of minute details shows 
with certainty that the new ink 
means a new rubricator: 

(a) The change of ink is coupled 
with a change in the treatment of 
MeSi; on the preceding folios (from 
97r) there were no MeSi at all (and 
no MVa). 

(b) Dalassenos usually writes the 
MSi in two stages, using a specially 
cut pen for their neumes; at times 
he uses his 'text-pen' for the 
whole MSi. On folios 134v sqq. the 
MSi are written in one stage, with 
a 'neume-pen' . 

(c) On the preceding folios most of 
Dalassenos's MSi consist only of 
letter-numeral and neumes. From-134v 
they all start with the abbreviation 

X ( -; ) '1 = nxoa • 

I have counted the occurrences of these two 
equivalent types of MSi (and Mint) in the 
whole MS - as quickly as possible, hence my 
figures are probably not quite exact. Of the 

type with the~ -abbreviation ("type A") 
there are 879 cases, of the type without the 

~-abbreviation ("type B") there are 544; 
the ratio between A and Bis thus approxi
mately 13:8. 

13, Cf, above, p.136, note 116. 

In some gatherings there are exceedingly 
few MSi of type B: 

IA (81-88) • 
IB (89-96) • 
IH (136-143) 
XXIV-XXXV (185-280). 
XL (312-319) ••• 
XLI (320-325) 

1 B 
0 B 
1 B 

13 B 
3 B 
0 B 

On the other hand, the B type prevails in 
the following gatherings: 

r (17-24) 
t, (25-32) 
E (33-40) 
<; (41-48) 
Z (49-56) 
H (57-64) 
0 (65-72) 
rr (97-103) 
H (104-110) 
IE (111-119) 
I<; (120-127) 
IZ (128-135) 
10 (144-151) 
K (152-159) 
KA (160-167) 
KB (168-175) 
Kf (176-184) 
XXXVII (288-295) 
XXXVIII(296-303) 

2 A 27 B 
7 23 

10 22 
12 15 

6 21 
8 17 
6 18 

15 18 
7 33 

13 22 
6 32 
5 27 
8 27 
9 26 
7 27 
7 20 

14 15 
17 19 
24 35 

(d) The HL on 134v-143v are written 
with a pen which is not so broad as 
the one Dalassenos used on the pre
ceding and following pages; and 
their style is decidedly less formal 
than that of the usual Dalassenos HL 
in this part of the MS. Nevertheless, 
the general resemblance of these HL 
and the HL and incipits in the Tri
odion (e.g. 19Ov sqq., 229v) obliges 
us to withhold any definite conclu
sion as to the identity of the HL 
scribe on 134v sqq. 

There are several interesting de
tails in the behaviour of the two 
rubricators. One is the fact that 
the MeSi stop abruptly from fol. 
144r, i.e. at the beginning of ga
thering XIX. This is not the only 
place in the manuscript where MeSi 
disappear or appear at the beginning 
of a new gathering 14 • The phenomenon 

14. Cf, above, p.136, 
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can probably be explained in diffe
rent ways, all of which have to be 
based on the fact that the rubrica
tors worked on loose gatherings. 
Thus it seems possible that the two 
men worked simultaneously, Dalasse
nos using a model MS without MeSi, 
the other rubricator a model with 
MeSi. It is less likely - but not 
quite impossible - that the sudden 
appearance of MeSi on 134v-143v re-

15. For further discussion of these problems, 
see above, pp.136-137. 

fleets private ideas on the part of 
this particular scribe (in which 
case nothing can be said about the 
number of model MSS). 

Similarly, the different treatment 
of the MSi (cf. above, p. 179, c) 
may reflect either the habits of the 
two scribes using the same model MS 
or differences in their respective 
model MSS 15 • 

"Eo~~oav, line 1 

182A . 

Athens 883, 274r 

D, 244r 

Sinai 1216, 207r 

Vatop.1492, 196r 

Sinai 1231, 168r 

Coislin 40, 134v 

Sinai 1227, 201r 

Sinai 1484, 209v 

Sinai 1472, 208v 

-' .. \,I_--;; ? r s . 

r-;; ✓.>-.::;::. ? 

,;--. - ✓- -~7 ? 
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Sinai 1221, 296r 

Sinai 1223, 271v 

Sinai 1471, 252v 

Sinai 1225, 219r 

Sinai 1228, 193r 

Sinai 1453, 208r 

Sinai 1564, 219v 

Patmos 220, 207r 

Sinai 1220, 201v 

'X h ✓-• ,.,,17 
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✓•• 
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Sinai 1464, 215v 

Sinai 1586, 139r 

Paris gr. 265,175v 

Sinai 1 585, p. 583 

Sinai 1230, 225v 

Sinai 1218, 205v 

Patmos 219, ca.248r 

Sinai 1215, 171v 

Coislin 42, 267r 

X __ ,; ✓•• 
nr 
')< .•✓•• ~,; 

11 r 

_ ,✓•• 

r-,, 

'>c / 
'1 r 
~ r_--;; ? 

-✓-· ~'-r-==..:. :- [4] 

• 
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Staurou 30, 1 34r 
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NOTES: 1. Sinai 1453 omits first group of neumes; cf, next hymn in the MS, where 
the corresponding group has been added by rubricator. 
2. The MSi in Sina~ 1564 is followed by an illegible remark in red ink. 
3. The red variant in Sinai 1564 over -5K OVTO cannot be read with certainty. 
4. Coislin 42 has in margin, with extremely thin and black writing:-..._--:-,;;•(?) 
5. Same hand? 

:;, 

? ? ? ? 

.,..-
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can probably be explained in diffe
rent ways, all of which have to be 
based on the fact that the rubrica
tors worked on loose gatherings. 
Thus it seems possible that the two 
men worked simultaneously, Dalasse
nos using a model MS without MeSi, 
the other rubricator a model with 
Mesi. It is less likely - but not 
quite impossible - that the sudden 
appearance of MeSi on 134v-143v re-

15. For f.urther discussion of these problems, 
see above, pp.136-137. 

fleets private ideas on the part of 
this particular scribe (in which 
case nothing can be said about the 
number of model MSS). 

Similarly, the different treatment 
of the MSi (cf. above, p. 179, c) 
may reflect either the habits of the 
two scribes using the same model MS 
or differences in their respective 
model MSS 15 • 
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COLLATIONS OF .,EcrTncrav Ta TptaKOVTa &pydpta, KdptE O OTaVp0 KTEfvacr TOV 06-

Atov, T€Tpwµat noovncr poµ~ar~ KdptE, and EnµEpOV EVaTI£WV~EV o Aasap6cr. 

In order to facilitate the comparison between the 
four versions of the melody, it has been necessa
ry to use a normalized dux. Consequently, the 
neumes on top of each column do not correspond to 
a specific MS, but are chosen for practical rea
sons on the basis of the reading of the majority 
of MSS used. 

For signatures, confirmatory neumes, punctuation 
dots, and red musical variants, the apparatus is 
positive; for melody and text the apparatus is ne
gative. 

Question marks and notes reflect the different de
grees of cert~inty in dubious readings - mostly 
caused by the quality of the microfilms used. 
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NOTES: 1, My microfilm of Vatopedi 1499 is very pale; the red ink can hardly be seen. 

2. Same hand. 

3. Between the two groups of tail-neumes in Sinai 1225 there is perhaps a 
superfluous Apostrophes. 

4. The vertical double-stroke separates elements which in the MSS are written 
in two lines. 

5. The end of the MSi in Sinai 1224 has been cut off; 77 should probably 
be supplied, 

6 . There is perhaps a Kentema on top of the last 0ligon in Paris. gr. 265. 

7. The neumes on -pie in Patmos 219 cannot be seen clearly, due to the bad 
quality of my microfilm. 

8. The red variant in Athens 974 on K1e(- cannot be read with certainty. 
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Athens 974, p.216 "II r ... 

NOTES: 1. This '0xeia' in Coislin 40 is probably nothing but a mis-shaped 0ligon. 

2. Both signatures in Sinai 1484 are written by the same hand. The second of 
them cannot be read with certainty. 

3. MSi in Sinai 1224 cut off. 

4. Beginning of MSi in Paris gr. 265 cut off. 
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Z,'Jµe:pov, line 1 •EO'l:T]Oa\/ 1 lines 1-2 - - --> ,.!.. ,.. .. ,. 
r :;- ~- __, ,. ...... ~ 

_ _, ,.. ..::: ,,, N ,, .... 
183 B. 184A. cl.p-----

, .. 77 - ,-.. / .,.. "»-> -
Z,'J------µe:--------- pov h----- a,c ------t------ vu -----l;;e: v 

y~----- p L -- a 2 T~V 

,, 
,: L - -;-- µt]v ,:_oi) 1:E:------1:L- µT] - µe -

'>( _,,.,✓•• 
,,.!..• 

.. YOU 

Athens 883, 352r ~ _, 883 - • ~·~ > __, 
l\ r .. >"' • 

D, 320v )( 7/.• ,,; .. • ~7 D • '-=' .. 
.., r '"'- • 

f---;; ✓-• 
..,, --~ ..- __, 1 216 • » .... 

Sinai 121 6, 189v '.)( ~ -n-9 ? 
'11 • -.:.- ~- .. _, 

Vatop,1492, 257v X 11 
_, ,..- ~ 

1492 ...... 
., r -,: ~ 

Sinai 1 231 , 222v X r-;;/.·.,.--:;; ~-.. _, • ..... 1 231 • "'-,:a, 

"' ~ - ";' • 
__ --;;-/.· -4 ✓ 40 -✓ -

Coislin 40, 1 72r X 
,, • .: ,-= ., r 

.... > ... .. '" .. • 
ii,:. / 

1227 ,..!."' • V 

Sinai 1227, 262v ,. .. 
r 

,-..,. • 
---4 ~_, 1484 ~ - • 

Sinai 1484, 1 89r - - ,.. 
r .. • • 

---:-. --r-
,;-. ,, /,,, _,,, 14 72 • 

Sinai 14 72, 271 r 
,, > .,_...-;- • ti,x r • 

Vatop,1499, ~ "ii ✓.• ~_, ,.. ... 1499 • ~ 
Y\ r ... •? .,. ,..,,, • 

[ 1 1 ------7 1221 • _L 
Sinai 1 221 , 268r ~- ,. .. • 

Sinai 1223, 248r )( 
r[ 2] 

--:;,.:_, 1223 • ., ......, ,.. .. • - .: .... 
rh ,,,-:-. ,..~ ? 14 71 - ~ 

Sinai 14 71, 231 V 
,, ,:. H ~ ...... • .. ... .. • 

><,.., -4• ..r--.. 1225 • *? 
Sinai 1225, 271 r ""r ,, ~- • • 

-/.· /~--_,,, 1228 
Sinai 1228, 174r :>( II -- ,, ,.. .. 

"' r .>"✓->~ 
• 

Sinai 1453, 277v )( r-;; 
.. .,. .. /4 .. ..:;::. ,-:.-'..-::1;. .. 1453 • 

't1 pov ' .,,•? ? • 
-✓-• 1564 

Sinai 1564, 285v 
_-,, • ,.. ... ,.. • 

r -::- ,.,.,...,·~> 220 • 
~,;-

,.. -Patmos 220, ca.283r . ,, • ,.. .. 
~ 

..... • ,.. 
1220 -✓ • 

Sinai 1220, 1 81 V ~_, N • 
r,; ? • ',;,. • 
,::,,_-,; 1224 • -

Sinai ~'.:~ -1224, 192r .. >"' • - , .. 'i' .... - ,.. .. • 

---✓-• ~ ...... , ..- _.,. 11,.64 - • -
Sinai 1464, 196v 

l( > • - ~ .. ..,.. ,...,.. ? -? "? 
__, 

Y\ r ,.. • -- ~- t .. 1586 
_ _, 

• V 

Sinai 1 586, 11 5r "' ., .... N ;,,c. ....-.. 7 ...... 
"r .. ~ • 

_-,; 
,....._ 265 • 

Paris gr.· 265,198v [ 3] 
,, :J • • 

•" 

~4' 
,,., _., 1585 ' Sinai 1585,p,525 -::;- • 

Sinai 1230, 205r -r, /., ~_, .:.~ 
1230 ,;:::,- • >•· 

r' "-"'- • 
:;, 1218 ,-· • ~,1/ -

Sinai 1 21 8, 270r r7i • ..:...'7 / ~ 
.. -ng ...,., , ... 

> • 
"''" _/ 

Patmos ,c 
219 ,, • ......~ __,, 

21 9, ca,318r ... 4 ? ? * 
_, .. - ,;:- ... ..... • 

1215 
_.,, 

• 
? 

., 
Sinai 1 21 5, 217v • • __ -;; ~.,.,.- .. 42 A>>;..., .:: x c-. 

,x - > ,; 
Coislin 42, 320v -- ,.. 1'1'9 ,. ..,•,:- .. "' 

• 
", _..., 

~ 

~ _--;; /.· 
,:::-,,.,.,. 974 ~ / • _, > >" 

Athens 974, p.222 ">-;;:-
,,,,, -~ .. - , .. • ,, r 

,.--7; 533 
_,,, • >·• 

;z-, ....,. ;,, 
Sinai 1229, 206v • - .,. .. // .. .. ,.. .. • ""' -
Patmos 226, 

30 • [ 1 1 
..::. '-=' .. .::, ~-, 

273r ~ • ,.. .. 
'""' 

"'? • 
1229 "'" 

_,,, 
..:. .:; ,, • "? - ,.. .. • 

222 
_,,, 

NOTES: 
,✓ ? .,,...- ? 

1. No MSi in Sinai 1221. 
? ? ? 

2. The rest of the MSi in Sinai 1223 is illegible. 223 • .... ~ 
~ 

>", ,, • -..- ... .. * 
3. MSi in Paris gr. 265 partly cut off. 

226 
_,,, ,, • b1 ,· .. _, 

? ,. • 

NOTES: 1. No MeSi in Staurou 30 before line 2, but space of 
open (for Mesi?). 

about 5 letters left 

2. Reading of Patmos 226 uncertain, perhaps -;.· q. 7T 



Kiip LE:, lines 1-2 Tl,;puiµa.L, lines 1-2 

~ 
_ _, - ..::. ..... ~ / , 

'~ 
_ _, - -= ,-,,. ,, ,.,,. ... ,JC --;; ,, - ,, ,. ,, 

l85A. ✓, - .... 184 B. '];~\/ 66----- AL - 0\1 2 ,;f\c;; a.!> -----,;oil pil------oa.C µe: &.---7td.- n1c;; q. XU------p L-- e: 2 xa.t oe:L-----vwc;; o -----Aw<;; f.-- \IE: - XpW-6T]V ... ,;; ~ "' ~ .. ' 
~ ~ 883 ,-, • 883 • , .. • ,. .. AO<; 

,--; 
__ .,, -~ -..: .. • ~ ~ ... • D 

,, 
" • D // '-'- »c ,,. 

""'tl:·· - .,, 
-;; -= ~ ~ - - ...... JI( 

1216 • >n - • 1216 • "'" .=....,,. - • "-'- .... --- , ...... ... 
.::: ~ . .....: .. -,.v 

'-=-- ........... __, 
~ .. --.: ... 1492 1492 • ...,,. -= ...: ... _,,. ,. .. ,...:,. ::i:~· • 1231 --;- • 1 231 • ,. .. .. 

~" "'· -=--40 ,-; • • 40 • -7 ,.,. , ... 
Ae: ,cpo • 

~ ..., V 
• V ,~ 1227 • ........ • 1227 ~ • • ,. 

AO<;; 
~ ., - ;; ~: ,~" ;: V • 1484 -- • • 1484 • ,-:.. .. 

14 72 • _, ...... * 14 72 • • • 
_, ,, 

* • • .....,. , ... 
•? 1499 • xa. XL a.c;; 1499 

1 221 * ..!- * 1 221 • • 
* * • >•• - .,,. .. • 1223 1223 AO<;; 

~ ~ .... _,,. J ~ -· '~ • - ,. ... * -..... --- • 14 71 // "-"- 14 71 ..... 
• [ 1 ] • L 

1225 • -~? 
1225 .. ,,, • AO<;; • 9 

1228 • ..... * 1228 • ,. .. • • 
1453 • * 1453 • • 
1564 ~,. • ._,.,..l (2) • • 1564 • >> [ 1] • c. 

- ~ 
_, .... 

220 • "" • 220 • ? ? • .. .. 
xa.-r e: ,;pw 

_/ • .::: • • • • • 1 220 ,, ... ,~ xa. XL a.c;; 1220 

1224 • • • 1224 • • AO<;; • -1464 ....... • 4 ,. ... 
°"? ? ? ? • 1464 • ,.,. ~" .. 

> 
? • 

,.v ,. ,~ .... 1/ • • u ,. - ,. -- 'l 1 586 ~ 
;," • .... ... 1586 0- ~ -- • -..~ ;: -;e. * 

~ 

AO<;; 

265 • ,~,,.. • 265 * ;; , .... • "-'- AO<;; 

1 585 -· ;::- ,--;. -- 1585 Aoc;; ... 
1230 y • ,. .. • 1230 - • • 
1 21 8 

_/ 

* 
~ .... __, ,,. 

• -.: ,. 
_,, 

• _., , .... • // 

------ 1218 ,,,, AOc;; 

219 • ? ? ? ? ~ ~ .. • 219 ~ .. • ,.,. (2) ? ? ? ? ? 

1 21 5 
_/ • • 121 5 '\;,. • _, ...,v • ,, 

Aoc;; 
~ 1/ ,.,., :> ;;;, > 

~~ ;> ,,. -;, • >" • ....... • 42 42 
-/ --2 v '"[ 3] ,_v ., • _,, ;Ji '> ...,. ,..v ,. .. 

• 974 • ...... 974 • ,, 
xa. XL a.c;; ,, - Aoc;; .... 

NOTES: 1. Sinai 1225 cannot be read with certainty on -aar µ£' but the neumes seem NOTES: 1. The rest of the MeSi in Sinai 1564 illegible. Perhaps faint traces of a 
to be "" /. confirmatory neume. 

2. There is perhaps a confirmatory Ison in Sinai 1564. 2. Reading uncertain in Patmos 219. Perhaps ~ ..... (cf. Sinai 1216, 1464, 

3. The red variant in Athens 974 on µe looks like a Tzakisrna. 
and Coislin 42 var.). 



:!:-fiµe:pov, lines 1-2 
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883 • ,--;.. 

D • -~ 
"" .,_,._ 

• -- ~~ ~?-;;-1 216 '-'-

14-92 • -,,,... ~ 

1 231 • .!! 
... 9 '7~ 

'-= .. -s· -..;. 4-0 • , .... ,_. 

~: -✓ 1227 • ,--;.. ,, 

~," 
., 

14-84- - • ;: ,---;,. --
14-72 • 
14-99 ~ .. • 
1 221 • .!--

1223 ~--
.!..., ~ --.-

~'"' ..... ~ 14-71 ,, -- • '-'- ... 
• ,L 1225 • -'" 

1228 ~ • , .. 
14-53 ? ? • ? ? ? ? 

>>,.,,.L 
1 564- '-=, • 6. 

220 • ,~ 
1220 • • 
1224- • - ~ 

..t! 
1 4-64- -.- • - -? 

~ ..:. u .:. 
1586 > ~ • -- ,.. ..:..r. .. ~ 

...,....,_ -- ,. 

265 • ~,. 
.,,, ... L 

1585 -· - l' 

1230 ,,... • .,. .. 
_/ • ,,,;.., -1218 h - -,r9 -

219 • ? ? ? ... -:(3]* 

-✓ 1 21 5 ,, • • 
.:... ~ ;;, ~ 

• 4-2 ;;.- ·~ ----. _.,,, • -= ,.,.., 
974- ,,, -.... 

..:,. _.,,, ;:; ,. .. , .... 
1229 ,, • '>,. 

°'" 
_/ -226 /,1 • ... 9 ......... 

NOTES: L In Athens 883 there is perhaps a red Apostrophes (?) over the Oxeia on Bn-, 

2. End of line in Sinai 1220, hence no punctuation dot, 

3, The neume - or neumes - over Piasma in Patmos 219 cannot be read, 

"Eo,;noo. 11 , 

/ ,..,.. --,, 
Bri---60.-11C---o. 186A 

[ 1 ] • 883 

• D 

• 1 216 

- ,..., • 14-92 

• 1 231 

• 4-0 

• 1227 

• 1 4-84-

- ,. .. • 14-72 

-~ • 14-99 

• 1221 

__.,. ,. .. • 1223 

- • 14-71 

• 1225 

• 1228 
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• 1 564-

• 220 

[ 2] 1220 

• 1224-

.. • 1 4-64-

:;, *? 1586 

• 265 

1 585 

• 1 230 

_, V • 1218 

p , .... • 219 

- ,. .. • 1 215 

,;-, .. u • 4-2 

> ,_u ~-- • 974-

• 533 
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NOTES 
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1. The letter-numeral of the MeSi before line 3 in Sinai 1585 may just as 
well be Delta, 
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KupL&, line 3 Tl-i:pwµa.L 
' line 3 -,;:;- ,. .. ,;: .. 

' ,, .,.. ,. ,, .,y- ..... .,. ..... .. ,-
~ 187 A . ? ,, ... ,, 

186 B 3 -i:bv d.------ ,ea. ----- 1:w- µe: - 11011 xa. t &.----- µa.1r-----1:c1----- \10\1-----'ta. 
3 t-------a.------Oa.L sw-- W --00\1 't'l]Y 'ta.----- 7C&L----YT)\I µou ,jru - XT)\I 

883 
883 • _L 

,L D 
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D g' .,,...,,- • 9 • 
,,,? 1216 

... .. . ... 
1 216 ....... ;: ;::; - • • ,~ 

.,-L 
1492 

1492 
,. 9 • 

-rr-g 
1 231 

,. 
1 231 » ... 9 • 

w9 • 
40 "'",. , .. 40 • • ... 

'-"" 1227 , ..... ;: 
'tT] ~~ 

1227 ,.. ..... .... ,;,, • \IT] XTJ • 
" 1484 .. ,-; ... 

1484 .. '~ • ,..9 • w9 
1472 ,.. .. ,. ..... • 14 72 ,..,. ,.. .. • • 
1499 Oe: 07CO 'ta. • 1499 • 
1221 

1 221 ,. .. , • • 
1223 

,. ,-= 
1223 >) ...... ,. ,.. .. lt"Q ~ • 

w9 • 
~ 14 71 

,.,. ,-..,.. .,...,.. ,-== 
1471 ~ .. ~ • -n-9 ~ • 

'"'S ~ • 
1225 • 1225 • ,.,, L 
1228 9 • 1228 • 

1453 •• 1453 • 
""9 • 

1 564 
,..,L 1 564 [1 ] 

9 • • 
220 Oe: O?to 'ta. 

..... ~ 
• 220 • ~ 

1220 
1220 •[2] • • 
1224 )I .. >"', "' -.:,.. ... "tt"9 ,; 

1224 ........ • ~ • ? 

[ 1 ] 
1464 

,,. .. ,.. ,. • 1464 ? ? • .., 
,;: '.J ... 1 586 9 (3) 

..... - ,- ,,.u 
1586 .. ..... ""' 

.. "' 
., ... r ? • g '" 

,. ...... ,. ,;,, ... • ---, 

265 ~" 265 • .. • ,,-L 

1585 »'* 
1585 9 

..... 
9 • 

1230 ~ .. ,. ..... .,.. 
1230 -,. ,. ..... ~ • • 

1218 > > ,. r-
1218 ·- .. 'tT] Oa.\l 'ta. • • 

c-
219 OLX't&L pov ? ? ? ? 

219 ? ? • 
,.,L 1215 ,,. .. , .. ,. • 1 215 g ? _L 
._ .... L .... / > > .... 42 

,, ,-,. .... .... "" 42 ......... • 9 • 
9 ...... 

974 
,. .. ..... ,. .. 

,... ..... • ,..9 ,. • 974 ,. .. ., ;: • w9 

NOTES In Sinai 1464 some illegible words are inserted over the line; 
NOTES: l. End of line in Sinai 1564; no dot. 

1. under these 
the melody is written post correcturam; the melody ante correcturam cannot be 2. The dot in Sinai 1220 seems to be a later addition. 
read. The melody post correcturam has Petasthe instead of Kratema on the first 3. The rest of this Mesi in Sinai 1586 is 
syllable, and no Tzakisma on the second syllable. perhaps an Oligon?). 

smeared and illegible (at the top 



:Enµe:pov, line 3 
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1 561> 

220 

1220 
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NOTES: 
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1, Sinai 1221 had ye1 ante correcturam; corrected into ye. 

2. Added in margin in Sinai 1471. 
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220 
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NOTES: 

-. • 

1. Beginning of MeSi before line 4 cut off in Paris gr. 265. 
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KupL&, lines 4-5 

188 B. 

883 

D 

1216 

1492 

1231 

40 

1227 

1484 

14 72 

1499 

1 221 

1223 

14 71 

1225 

1228 

1453 

1 564 

220 

1220 

1224 

1464 

1 586 

265 

1 585 

1230 

1218 

219 

121 5 

42 

974 

NOTES : 

..:. ..... , ... 

..:.c.-

_L.._ ........ 

[5] 

4 xa.t \IT]-O't&C-----q. 

[2] 

• 

• 

• 

,.. .. ------ -
l:x----- xa.- ed. -----pa.,:; 
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.......... . 
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• 

[4] ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 

.. ..,. __ 
......,._. ... 

------- ... 
.,,,,,, ""'--= ,- ,..,._., ... 

"-~ .....,.._ 

1. It is impossible to see whether the Petasthe (?) in Sinai 1231 belongs to 
the preceding or the following syllable. 

2. Illegible variant on vn- in Sinai 1225. 

3. The end of this group is cut off in Sinai 1224; there may have been a 
Tzakisma. 

4. Most neumes in line 4 cut off in Sinai 1585 (upper margin). 

5. No MeSi in Sinai 1230. Cut off? 
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• 
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1230 -L._ '"'::, ~" ,~ _ _;;;_ ____ '-,._._;::_ _________ ---:>-___ ,. _______________ __::X:.;U::__ P...;L_;..:&:_......:&;;__..:&:__..:&_* _____________ _ 

1218 

219 

1215 

42 

974 

NOTES: 

..:. ~--= ,...,._, ... • ? ? ? 

_--;; 
.,.._..,.= .....,_, ... 

r-
,.-_..:, ,...,._ ... 

1. The red Ison in D's MeSi serves also as confirmatory Ison, cf. the fac
simile edition. 

2. The black Theta and the red Apoderma in Sinai 1586 cannot be read with 
certainty. 

• 

• 
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KAPITEL I: INDLEDENDE BEMJERKNINGER. 

1 Den byzantinske notation er i sine 
senere faser (den sakaldte "runde 
notation", fra og med 12. arhundre
de) en interval-notation, hvor hver 
tone bestemmes i relation til den 
umiddelbart forudgaende tone.Dano
tationen ikke g~r forskel pa heltone
trin og halvtonetrin, er det kun mu
ligt at synge - og at transskribere 
- en melodi korrekt, hvis man ved 
hvordan interval-kredens f~rste led 
(melodiens f~rste tone, initialis) 
ligger i forhold til den pagreldende 
tonearts halvtonetrin. Til at be
stemme denne initialtones leje tje
ner de signaturer (µap,vp1a1) eller 
intonationer (nxnµa,a) som normalt 
anf~res foran hver melodi i et by
zantinsk musikhandskrift. 

1 Efter at det ad experimentel vej var 
lykkedes TILLYARD at fastsla betyd
ningen af en rrekke hyppigt forekom
mende signaturer, var vejen abnet 
for en transskribering af de middel
alderlige byzantinske melodier. 

Et stort skridt videre naede forsk
ningen med STRUNK's Intonations and 
Signatures of the Byzantine Modes fra 
1945 (The Musical Quarterly, 31), 
hvor det for f~rste gang blev klar
lagt, hvorfor signaturerne just be
t~d netop det som TILLYARD og WELLESZ 
havde pavist at de matte betyde, og 
hvor forholdet mellem intonation og 
melodi-begyndelse blev belyst med en 

1. Tallene i margin er sidehenvis
ninger til den engelske tekst. 

rrekke instruktive iagttagelser. I 
den samme artikel gjorde STRUNK op
mrerksom pa, at intonationerne ikke 
blot tjente til indledning og tone
arts-orientering, men ogsa hyppigt 
fungerede som overgangsled - sunget 
af solist mellem korisk recitation 
af Psalmevers (cr,1xocr) og korisk 
fremf~relse af Stikheron, Heirmos, 
eller Troparion. 

I mange musikhandskrifter findes der 
signaturer ikke blot foran hver en
kelt hymne, men ogsa inde i melodi
erne. Disse sakaldte medial-signatu
rer er oftest blevet opfattet som 
stumme kontroltegn, anbragt til ori
entering for sangerne. Under deres 
arbejde med handskriftet Ashburnha
mensis 64 er WELLESZ og H0EG naet 
til en ny opfattelse af medial
signaturerne, idet begge disse for
skere er gaet ind pa den antagelse 
at medial-signaturerne har vreret 
sungne. 

I de seneste ar har THODBERG pa en 
yderst original made forstaet at ud
nytte medial-signaturerne til tona
litets-unders~gelser. Tilsyneladende. 
'gale' medial-signaturer er af TROD
BERG blevet sat i forbindelse med 
forekomst af halvtonetrin pa steder, 
hvor man hidindtil ikke har erkendt 
disse intervallers tilstedevrerelse. 
Disse unders~gelser (som indtil nu 
ikke har vundet almindelig tiltro) 
har, foruden STRUNKs reldre unders~
gelser over forholdet mellem signa
tur og intonation og over intonatio
nernes funktion, vreret en stadig in-

3 
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spirationskilde for mit eget arbej
de, saledes som det fremlregges i 
nrervrerende bog. 

5 I det fors~g som her er gjort pa at 
tegne et sammenhrengende billede af 
signaturers og intonationers vresen 
og funktioner, har jeg med velberad 
hu undladt at definere genstanden 
for mine unders~gelser pa anden made 
end ved bogens titel. Bogen er dis
poneret sadan, at den begynder med 
en rrekke kapitler som pa systematisk 
made behandler problemer der knytter 
sig til signaturer og intonationer: 

II: Transskriptionsproblemer, 
III: Codicologiske sp~rgsmal, 

IV: De byzantinske musikteore
tiske skrifters oplysninger, 

V: Intonationernes funktion, 
VI: Udf~relsespraxis. 

Derefter f~lger en kronologisk gen
nemgang af intonationernes anvendel
se indenfor de forskellige genrer af 
byzantinsk musik og, i tilknytning 
hertil, et fors~g pa at na bag om de 
skrevne kilder til intonationernes 
oprindelse og reldste historie (VII). 
I et afsluttende kapitel (VIII) g~
res der kart rede for de praktiske 
konsekvenser som mine resultater kan 
formodes at ville fa for fremtidig 
udgivelse af byzantinsk musik. 

Appendices A og B indeholder en 
detailleret analyse af rubrikatorer
nes arbejde i Wiener-Stikherariet 
Theol. Graec. 181 (Appendix A) og 
en kollation af 128 versioner af en 
enkelt Stikheron-melodi (Appendix B). 

KAPITEL II: TRANSSKRIPTI0NSPR0BLEMER. 

7 Den byzantinske musiks diatoniske ka
rakter er en arbejdshypotese, hvis 
gyldighed kan underbygges af en rrek
ke iagttagelser. Det tilgrundliggen
de tonale system er bedst blevet be
skrevet af STRUNK i en artikel i The 
Musical Quarterly 28, 1942. Det ud
g~res af en central oktav, bestaende 

af to disjunkte tetrakorder, med kon
junkt forlrengelse opad og nedad. Mel
lem f~rste og andet trin af tetra
kordet er der en heltone, mellem an
det og tredie en halvtone, mellem 
tredie og fjerde en heltone. Da den 
byzantinske musik er rent vokal, har 
dette system ikke nogen absolut h~j
de. Det har dog vist sig mest prak
tisk at transskribere den centrale 
oktav i lejet D - d, blandt andet 
fordi transskriptionen da som regel 
kan foretages uden fortegn. 

I denne centrale oktav ligger de ot- s 
te tonearters standardintonationer 
sadan, at de fire autentiske tone
arters intonationer begynder pa hen
holdsvis a, h, c, d (det ~vre tetra
kord) mens de fire plagale intona
tioner begynder pa D, E, F, G (det 
nedre tetrakord). Denne relative 
placering grelder dog kun for hoved
intonationer og hoved-signaturer; 
medial-signaturerne (og medial
intonationerne) kan - med visse be
grrensninger - ogsa optrrede pa paral
lelstederne i de andre tetrakorder. 

Signaturerne anbringes i de fleste 9 

tilfrelde i overensstemmelse med det 
her skitserede system. I hvert ene
ste musikhandskrift vil man dog fin
de signaturer som af den ene eller 
anden grund er i konflikt med syste
met. 

0fte er det dog kun tilsyneladende 10 
at der bestar en sadan konflikt. I 
1942 paviste STRUNK, at hvis Tetar-
tos melodierne blev transskriberet 
i det teoretisk rigtige leje (med 

L 
s,~✓ pad), oph~rte en rrekke 'gale' 

medial-signaturer med at volde van
skeligheder; indtil da havde man 
transskriberet disse melodier en 
kvint lavere og havde mattet betrag
te de pagreldende medial-signaturer 
som skrivefejl. Samtidig gjorde 
STRUNK opmrerksom pa nogle melodier 
hvor partielle modulationer til do
minant eller subdominant medf~rte en 
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anvendelse af medial-signaturer som 
tilsyneladende gik imod det normale 

( -:-,,,,,,.L o ;... c 1i- a • 
system 9 pa e, -n-o pa c); hvis 
de pagreldende afsnit blev transskri
beret med henholdsvis fast fis og 
fast b, gav bade melodi og signatu
rer mening. 

10 Vi ved ikke noget om hvordan middel
alderlig byzantinsk musikteori sa pa 
modulationer. I neobyzantinsk musik
teori opereres der med fire slags mo
dulationer, som angives med specielle 
efter-middelalderlige tegn (de sa
kaldte ~8opa1). Af disse modulatio
ner svarer to -- µETaSoAn KaT' nxov 
og µETaSoAn KaTa OUOTnµa - tilde af 
STRUNK paviste frenomener; i middel
alderen afspejledes deaf en tilsy
neladende ukorrekt brug af medial
signaturer, som allerede omtalt. 

Sp~rgsmalet melder sig da natur
ligt, om der blandt andre 'gale' 
medial-signaturer i de middelalder
lige handskrifter er nogle som lader 
sig forklare udfra det som den moder
ne teori kalder µETaSoAn KaTa T6vov. 

11 Inden dette sp~rgsmal kan besvares, 
ma skrivernes palidelighed med hen
syn til skrivning af medial-signatu
rer tages op til unders~gelse. I Ap
pendix B er der fremlagt kollationer 
af 128 nedskrifter af en bestemt me
lodi. I dette materiale findes der 
ialt ea. 350 medial-signaturer, hvor
af mere end 98 procent er korrekte. 
Skrivernes omhyggelighed synes ved 
disse tal at vrere tilstrrekkeligt pa
vist. 

19 I resten af Kapitel II behandles en 
rrekke af de transskriptionsvanskelig
heder som signaturer kan give anled
ning til. Denne del af unders~gelsen 
er disponeret saledes: 

A. Signatur eller intonation vanske
lig at forsta i sig selv: 

1. Ulreselighed pa grund af ringe 
blrekkvalitet. 

2. Usikkerhed fremkaldt af for
vekslelige former af bogstaver 
eller neumer. 

3. Skrivefejl. 
4. Tritos signaturer med mere end 

een betydning. 

B. Uoverensstemmelse mellem signatur 20 
eller intonation og kontext: 

TH0DBERG udkastede i 1960 den hypo
tese, at der til grund for de melis
matiske Kontakie-melodier la et to
nalt system som bestod aflutter 
konjunkte tetrakorder. Hans argumen
tation byggede i f~rste rrekke pa 
visse 'gale' medial-signaturer der 
afveg fra de normalt anerkendte an
vendelser pa ganske bestemte mader. 
Ved Byzantinistkongressen i 0hrid i 
1961 fremlagde TH0DBERG en unders~
gelse af de medial-signaturer deil 
optradte i Stikherariet efter en be
stemt medial-kadence pa Di Plagios 
Tetartos melodier. Pa statistisk 
grundlag kunne TH0DBERG vise at det 
overvejende antal af 'gale' medial
signaturer i Stikherariet (i denne 
ganske bestemte situation) n~je sva
rede tilde 'gale' signaturer som 
han tidligere havde forklaret i Kon
takariet, 

Selvom TH0DBERGs hypotese om de 
konjunkte tetrakorder maske kan an
fregtes og andre forklaringer ikke er 
umulige, er der ingensomhelst tvivl 
om, at han har ret i at disse 'gale' 
medial-signaturer er anbragt pa en 
meningsfuld made; det kan ikke dreje 
sig om skrivefejl. 

I visse sene handskrifter anf~res 23 
dobbelte medial-signaturer pa en ma-
de som kan lede til den antagelse, 
at de frenomener som afspejles i 
TH0DBERGs 'gale' signaturer af Byzan
tinerne selv har vreret f~lt som par
tielle transponeringer2 • 

2. If~lge byzantinsk musik-termino
logi er disse signaturer anbragt 
cho µOouo. 
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26 Uoverensstennnelsen mellem sadanne 
'gale' signaturer og deres kontext 
er da kun tilsyneladende. Hvis der 
er en virkelig konflikt mellem medi
al-signatur og kontext, kan denne 
ligesavel skyldes kontexten som me
dial-signaturen. Vurderingen af kon
krete tilfrelde n~dvendigg~r indsigt 
i de pagreldende handskrifters til
blivelsesmade. 

KAPITEL III: CODICOLOGISKE SP0RGS
MAL. 

28 De sp~rgsmal, som tages op i Kapitel 
III, drejer sig alle om skrivernes 
arbejdsteknik. 

I mange handskrifter er medial
'signaturerne presset ind mellem me
lodiens neumer pa en made, som har 
faet mange forskere til at antage at 
disse signaturer er senere tilf~jel
ser, af tvivlsom oprindelse og pa
lidelighed. Selv i sadanne handskrif
ter lader det sig imidlertid ofte pa
vise, at signaturerne h~rer med til 
det oprindelige produkt. 

JO Signaturer er ofte skrevet i to ar
bejdsgange. Dette kan skyldes, at 
skriveren har brugt en speciel, bred
skaret pen til at skrive neumer. Men 
den mulighed foreligger ogsa, at sig
naturernes to komponenter (tal og 
neumer) ikke er skrevet af sannne 
skriver; deter ikke usredvanligt at 
trreffe handskrifter som er fremstil
let af to skrivere i samarbejde 
(textskriver og neumator). 

31 Undtagelsesvis lader det sig pavise, 
at medial-signaturerne er hentet fra 
et andet forlreg end det som skrive
ren benyttede til resten af sitar
bejde. Denne fremgangsmade kan dog 
selvsagt ikke have vreret den norma
le. De fleste handskrifters medial
signaturer ma enten vrere kopieret 
fra model-handskriftet eller vrere 
indsat uden skriftligt forlreg. For
holdet mellem model og kopi kan kun 
sjreldent studeres direkte, da sadan-

ne par ikke er blevet fremdraget 
endnu; kun af nogle fa sider kendes 
bade model og kopi 3 • 

Nar der f~r en melodi anf~res to 33 
signaturer, drejer det sig oftere om 
alternativer end om rettelser. Dette 
vises ved en rrekke exempler. 

Deter ikke altid muligt at drage et 36 
skarpt skel mellem signaturer og in
tonationer. Der forekonnner mellem
former. Oftest er disse kun grafiske 
varianter; men i et vist omfang sy-
nes de at hrenge sannnen med at into
nations-melodierne ikke har vreret 
sunget pa de sredvanlige intonations
stavelser, men pa tonearternes navne 
(for eksempel Sap~cr, Tp1Tocr). 

Nogle skrivere har af og til moret 38 
sig med at bruge de stiliserede sig
natur-tal 9 og y til at betegne f~r -
ste stavelse i intonations-ord der 
begynder med a eller VE. 

KAPITEL IV: SIGNATURER OG INTONATIO
NER I DE TEORETISKE OG DIDAKTISKE 
SKRIFTER. 

Kapitlet deles i to hovedafsnit, der 3~ 
begge kun er ment som en forel~big 
orientering i forekomst og anvendel-
se af signaturer og intonationer i 
de sene, oftest efter-middelalderlige 
musikteoretiske texter. 

F~rste afsnit (om de oplysninger 
som disse texter giver om signaturer 
og intonationer) behandler f~lgende 
emner: 

a. Intonations-melodiernes form. 39 
Orn dette indeholder "Hagiopoliten" 
(Parisinus gr. 360) en rrekke udsagn 
som desvrerre ikke altid er til at 
forsta. 

3. Ottobonianus gr. 380, fol. 4-9 er 
en kopi af sannne handskrifts fol. 
1-3 + lOr. De f~rste fem linier i 
Ashburnhamensis 64, fol. 117r er en 
kopi af den oprindelige tekst pa sam
me handskrifts fol. 124r foroven. 

I 
(' 

,_ 

I 
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41 b. Intonations-stavelserne, her-
under om betydningen af de gadefulde 
'ord'. De fleste forklaringer bygger 
pa den tilfreldige lighed mellem Pro
tos-intonationen avavEaVEcr og sret
ningen ava, va'i: CXVECT ("HERRE, i sand
hed, tilgiv!"). 

42 c. Terminologi. Orn intonationer 
bruges ordene tvnxnµa, nxnµa, &;rnxn
µa (det sidste kun sjreldent). •E;rnxn
µa synes specielt at betegne nana 
og nenano. Ordet ~xocr er mangetydigt 
og deter ofte umuligt at fastsla 
den prrecise betydning; <let bruges om 
intonation, om toneart, og om signa
tur. Betegnelsen µapTUp1a om signa
tur ser ikke ud til at vrere reldre 
end <let 19. arhundrede. 

43 d. Intonationernes anvendelse. Al-
lerede Hagiopoliten understreger at 
intonationer ogsa anvendes til under
visning (616acrKE1v), foruden at de 
anvendes i kirkesangen (~aAAE1v). 

44 e. Modulation. I det 15. arhundre-
de har man skelnet mellem modulation 
OTTO TTapaAAayncr og modulation &;ro µf
Aoucr. Sidstnrevnte tydeligg~res ved 
specialtegn, de sakaldte ~8opa1, 
mens medial-signaturer har vreret 
brugt i forbindelse med parallaktisk 
modulation. Phthorisk modulation er 
naturligvis reldre end de Phthorer 
som er blevet skabt for at betegne 
den. Hos teoretikeren Manuel Chrysa
phes er der udsagn som viser, at ogsa 
medial-signaturer har vreret anvendt 
ved phthorisk modulation. Hans be
skrivelser af denne modulation minder 
meget om THODBERGs beskrivelser af 
forholdene i forbindelse med den me
lodiske formel "Anastama" pa Di Pla
gios Tetartos Stikhera. 

48 f. I adskillige Stikheraria er der, 
f~rst eller sidst i handskrifterne, 
lister over intonationer og tabeller 
over signaturer. Forekomsten af s~
danne lister og tabeller ma betyde, 

at de pagreldende handskrifter ogsa 
har vreret anvendt til undervisnings
brug. 

Kapitlets andet hovedafsnit anskue- 49 

ligg~r ved en rrekke exempler hvordan 
signaturer og intonationer er blevet 
brugt i___undervisningen. Formalet med 
de fleste ";rapaAAaya1" og diagrannner 
er at g~re begynderen helt fortrolig 
med tonearternes relative placering. 
I disse forskellige "methoder" har 
signaturerne fungeret som symboler 
for sungne intonationer. Der er dog 
ogsa tilfrelde hvor signaturerne ser 
ud til at have vreret stunnne tegn der 
kun skulle give oplysning om tone-
lejet - f. eks. i de sakaldte µETpo
~wv1a1, hvor der til hvert skridt i 
en velkendt melodi blev f~jet en sig
natur (ofte uden 'hale'-neumer).• 

KAPITEL V: SIGNATURERS OG INTONATIO
NERS FUNKTIONER. 

I de sidste 20 ar har bl. a. STRUNK, 55 
WELLESZ, H0EG og THODBERG uddybet 
vor forstaelse af signaturers og in
tonationers funktion. En gennemgang 
af de problemer,som knytter sig til 
medial-signaturerne, s~ger i dette 
kapitel at f~re frem til et mere nu
anceret billede af intonationernes 
funktioner. 

Den vigtigste forudsretning for det 
f~lgende er den hypotese, at medial
signaturerne er symboler for sungne 
mediale intonationer. Denne hypotese 
bygger pa f~lgende argumenter: 

1. I visse handskrifter optrreder 55 

fuldt udskrevne medial-intonationer 
som tilfreldige grafiske varianter 
for medial-signaturer. 

2. Fortolkningen af medial-signa- 56 

turer som symboler for sungne into
nationer ville stennne godt sannnen 
med den almindeligt antagne forkla-
ring af hoved-signaturerne som gra
fiske kortformer for intonationer. 
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56 3. En analyse af sammenhrengen mel-
lem textstruktur og medial-signatu
rers placering viser, at der dels er 
en udprreget affinitet mellem medial
signaturer og versestruktur, dels er 
en tendens til at undga at anbringe 
medial-signaturer pa steder hvor de 
ville skille syntaktisk nrert sammen
h~rende led. Et element, der pa den
ne made kan vanskeligg~re textfor
staelsen hvis det bliver anbragt for
kert, og kan tydeligg~re versestruk
turen hvis det bliver anbragt rig
tigt, kan ikke kun have vreret bereg
net til at skulle ses; det ma ngsa 
have talt til ~ret. 

60 4. Et tilsvarende argument kan hen-
tes i forholdet mellem medial-signa
turer og kadencer. Medial-signaturer 
optrreder nemlig langt sjreldnere efter 
'videref~rende' end efter 'hvilende' 
kadencer. 

64 Antagelsen af medial-signaturerne 
som symboler for sungne medial
intonationer er som arbejdshypotese 
lagt til grund for resten af denne 
bog. 

Medial-signaturerne opfattes nor
malt som kontroltegn, der skal vise 
sangeren om han er pa rette sted, og 
hjrelpe ham tilbage hvis han er kom
met pa afveje. Denne opfattelse er i 
overensstemmelse med moderne, neo
byzantinsk praxis - og anden funktion 
kunne man vel heller ikke tilskrive 
medial-signaturerne, salrenge de blev 
antaget for at vrere stumme tegn. Det 
er imidlertid ikke vanskeligt at fin
de situationer, hvor den melodiske 
kontext er sa simpel eller sa karak
teristisk at kontroltegn er ganske 
overfl~dige. WELLESZ har vreret inde 
pa tanker om, at medial-signaturerne 
- som sungne tegn - har skullet hjrel
pe sangeren "to catch the right note 
of the following phrase". At heller 
ikke denne opfattelse holder stik, 
viser bl. a. de talrige steder hvor 
den f~rste melodi-neume efter en me
dial-signatur er en Ison, tegnet for 

tonegentagelse i samme leje; thi her 
ma den forudgaende finalis vrere til
strrekkelig orientering. 

I Kapitel VII vil der blive fremlagt 66 
en unders~gelse af de mader hvorpa 
medial-signaturer har vreret anvendt 
i musikhandskrifter fra forskellige 
genrer og forskellige perioder. Re
sultatet af denne unders~gelse er, 
at mediale intonationer (hvadenten 
de skrives helt ud eller angives med 
de tilsvarende medial-signaturer) 
har haft mere end een funktion, og 
at anvendelsen af disse vokaliser 
har rendret sig i tidernes l~b - med 
de neobyzantinske stumme kontroltegn 
som denne udviklings afslutning. 

Intonationer har haft en praktisk 
funktion, nar de har gjort sangen 
lettere. Dette grelder de intonatio
ner som er blevet sunget f~r melodi
begyndelse. Sadanne intonationer har 
kunnet bidrage til at g~re den f~l
gende indsats mere prrecis, og har 
samtidig orienteret i placeringen a£ 
melodiens halvtonetrin. Pa tilsvaren
de made har intonationer vreret an
vendt inde i melodierne, nar en ny 
tonalitet skulle indf~res eller nar 
en anden sanger eller sanger-gruppe 
skulle overtage melodien undervejs. 
Desuden har mediale intonationer vre
ret brugt til at g~re textstrukturen 
klarere. Denne funktion er ikke blot 
praktisk, men ogsa af en ornamental 
virkning. Vi har grunde til at antage 
at disse indskudte ornamenter har 
gjort fremf~relsen mere festlig. 

Stundom optrreder der andre indskud 66 
end mediale intonationer. Nogle af 
disse intercalerede led ma karakte
riseres som regie-bemrerkninger, f. 
eks. til angivelse af repetition 
(naA1v, TO OEUTEpov, TO TPlTOV) el-
ler variation (~AAov, Ka1 ETEpov), 
mens andre unddrager sig en prrecis 
fortolkning - f. eks. imperativerne 
AEyE, AEYETE og ~aAaTE. Af andre in
tercalerede elementer med strukture
rende eller ornamental funktion kan 
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nrevnes ETil~wvnµaTa (indskudte re
frainer) og ordet Alleluia. 

71 Nar intonationer af den ene eller 
anden grund skulle indlregges, var 
der oftest mere end een intonation 
der kunne passe til den musikalske 
kontext. Valget tager, som naturligt 
er, f~rst og fremmest hensyn til den 
pagreldende hymnes toneart (se stati
stikken side 71-72!). En unders~gel
se af situationer hvor handskrifter
ne ikke er enige i valget af medial
signatur viser endvidere at diver
genserne ofte skyldes, at nogle hand
skrifter lader signaturen rette sig 
efter den forudgaende kadence, mens 
andre lader signaturen pege fremad 
til det paf~lgende initialmotiv. 

75 Overgangen fra sungne nxnµaTa til 
stumme µapTup1a1 kan ikke f~lges i 
detailler. Endnu i det 16. arhundre
de optrreder der medial-signaturer pa 
en made som viser at de star som sym
boler for sungne intonationer; men 
allerede pa et tidligere tidspunkt 
kan Stumme signaturer pavises, til
syneladende fra f~rste frerd i for
bindelse med undervisning. 

KAPITEL VI: OPF©RELSE. 

77 I dette kapitel s~ges intonations
syngningen sat ind i billedet af den 
byzantinske sangs forskellige udf~
relsesformer. Efter at disse former 
ganske kart er blevet beskrevet, og 
efter at de 6 mulige kombinationer 
af sang og intonations-syngning er 
blevet opregnet, nrevnes det at WEL
LESZ og H©EG i deres studier over 
handskriftet Ashburnhamensis 64 ikke 
er enige i sp~rgsmalet om af hvem 
medial-intonationerne er blevet sun
get. Mens nemlig WELLESZ forestiller 
sig at medial-intonationerne blev 
sunget af den solist som sang selve 
melodien, mener H©EG at de ma vrere 

blevet sunget "par une voix autre 
que celle du chantre"- uden at han 
dog t~r afg~re om det drejer sig om 
en anden solist eller om et kor. 

I Typika og i rubrikkerne i sene, ka- 79 
lophoniske handskrifter angives det 
af og til, af hvem intonationerne har 
vreret sunget. Sa godt som altid er 
det i denne forbindelse Domestikos 
(dirigenten) som nrevnes, aldrig Pro
topsalten eller et kor. 

For reldre tiders vedkommende er man 81 
henvist til indirekte vidnesbyrd, af 
hvilke ingen strider mod tanken om 
at intonationerne har vreret sunget 
af dirigenten. Man kan saledes g~re 
opmrerksom pa, at andre intercalerede 
led - der ligesom intonationer og 
signaturer normalt skrives med r~dt 
blrek - giver direktiver til sanger-
ne, f. eks. de ovenfor omtalte im
perativer og regie-bemrerkninger. 

Det eneste sted hvor det udtrykke- 82 

ligt siges, at intonationer har vre-
ret sunget af mere end een sanger, 
er Konstantin Porphyrogennetos's 
Liber caeremoniarum, hvor deter 
Krakterne som synger medial-intona
tionerne. 

H©EG har fremsat den formodning, at 8~ 

der kunne vrere en forbindelse mellem 
medial-intonationer og den sakaldte 
Ison-sang, nrermest vel sadan at Ison
syngerne med mellemrum forlod deres 
Ison for at synge medial-intonatio-
ner, for derefter igen at vende til
bage til Ison. For nogle ar siden 
har JAMMERS opbygget en star teori 
om vesterlandsk organum, en teori 
hvori Ison-sang ved kejserhoffet i 
Konstantinopel spiller en afg~rende 
rolle. Det ma indtil videre fast
holdes, at vi intet ved om middel
alderlig Ison-syngning - ikke engang 
om frenomenet fandtes - sa tanker om 
en eventuel forbindelse mellem Ison
syngning og medial-intonationer ma 
n~dvendigvis forblive ganske hypo
tetiske .• 
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KAPITEL VII: DET BYZANTINSKE INTONA
TIONSYSTEMS OPRINDELSE OG UDVIKLING. 

85 ~ens de foregaende kapitler har be
handlet signaturer og intonationer 
pa en systematisk made, bliver stof
fet i nrervrerende kapitel gennemgaet 
kronologisk. 

85 ~e unders~gelser, der af STRUNK, 
MARZI, THODBERG m. fl. er blevet 
foretaget af forholdet mellem into
nation og melodibegyndelse, er i 
hovedsagen blevet udf~rt pa hand
skrifter i Rund Notation. En sammen
ligning mellem hoved-signaturerne i 
det palreobyzantinske handskrift Pa
risinus graecus 356 (udviklet Cois
lin Notation) og et par handskrifter 
i Rund Notation, viser at reglerne 
for sammenkredning af intonation og 
incipit stort set ikke er blevet ren
dret ved indf~relsen af den nyere, 
prrecise notation. Unders~gelsen kan 
ikke f~res lrengere tilbage, da de tid
ligere typer af palreobyzantinsk nota
tion ikke anvender differentierede 
signaturer. 

89 Med hensyn til anvendelsen af mediale 
intonationer er vi heldigere stillet. 
Thi selvom t,nedial-signaturerne ved
bliver at vrere udifferentierede ogsa 
efter at hoved-signaturerne diffe
rentieres, kan der fra langt reldre 
kilder drages vigtige slutninger ud 
fra medial-signaturernes forekomst 
og placering. Allerede de reldste mu
sikhandskrifter (10. arhundrede) an
vender nemlig medial-signaturer, om
end i mindre omfang end de senere. 

89 I palreobyzantinske Stikherarier op
trreder medial-signaturer normalt i 
forbindelse med toneartskifte, og da 
sadanne skifter oftest hrenger sammen 
med textens struktur, kommer medial
signaturerne til at afspejle textens 
leddeling. Af og til anbringes medi
al-signaturer ved sadanne vendepunk
ter i texten uden at der er tale om 
toneartskifte; medial-intonationerne 
har altsa her faet en strukturerende 

funktion i sig selv. Antallet af me
dial-signaturer pr. Stikheron er 
oftest 0-1, sjreldent mere end 2 -
og kun ganske undtagelsesvis udsty
res Stikhera med mange medial-signa
turer, der i sa fald afspejler verse
strukturen. 

I palreobyzantinske Heirmologier an- 97 

vendes medial-signaturer pa samme ma
de, og det ma skyldes Heirmologion
stilens tonale enkelhed at medial
signaturerne optrreder i mindre om-
fang her end i Stikhera. Af inter-
esse for diskussionen om fortolk
ningen af de 'gale' medial-signatu-
rer er en rrekke tilfrelde, hvor et af 
vore allerreldste handskrifter (Lavra 
B 32, 10. arhundrede) anvender en E
signatur i Plagios Deuteros pa a 
(med et umiskendeligt bidet f~lgen
de!) - altsa en meget gammel fore-
komst af &no µ€Aoucr signaturer. 

Anvendelsen af mediale signaturer og 102 
intonationer i melismatisk sang kan 
kun beskrives utilstrrekkeligt for 
den palreobyzantinske periodes ved
kommende. Dette skyldes dels mangel 
pa kilder, dels at kun visse grene 
af det senere materiale er studeret. 
De bedste kilder til den gamle peri-
ode er de oldkirkeslaviske Kondaka-
ria (i asmatisk stil). En sammen
stilling mellem disses brug af me
dial-intonationer og anvendelsen af 
mediale intonationer i syditalienske 
Asmatika fra en langt senere tid vi-
ser en forbl~ffende overensstemmelse, 
som ma afspejle forholdene i de to 
grenes frelles udgangspunkt, de pa
lreobyzantinske Asmatika. 

Med hensyn til den anden hovedgenre 107 

af melismatisk sang, Psaltikon-
stilen, er vi henvist til tilbage
slutninger fra Psaltika i Rund Nota
tion. Ligheden mellem palreobyzantin-
ske og senere Asmatika og mellem As
matika og Psaltika i Rund Notation 
leder os til at antage, at der ikke 
er sket vresentlige rendringer i an-

I • 
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vendelsen af mediale intonationer 
i disse to melismatiske genrer. Beg
ge genrer blev sunget - eller kunne 
synges - med hyppige medial-intona
tioner. Visse detailler i de sla
viske kilder lader formode, at medi
ale intonationer ovenik~bet blev 
sunget i et st~rre omfang end det 
fremgar af handskrifternes signatu
rer og intonationer. 

114 Selvom den sang der beskrives i Kon
stantins Liber caeremoniarum ikke i 
egentlig forstand h~rer til kirkemu
sikken, ma den inddrages i beskrivel
sen af palreobyzantinsk melismatisk 
sang pa grund af sine intonations
stavelser som er nresten identiske 
med dem vi kender fra det melisma
tiske Asmatikon. Opf~relsestyperne 
er her strerkt varierede; i visse 
tilfrelde foreskrives mediale into
nationer for hvert halvvers, mens 
andre minder mere om det vi har m~dt 
i Stikherarierne (en eller et par 
intonationer pr. hymne). 

11 .'> I notationsl~se liturgiske hand
skrifter anf~res ofte en intonation 
(eller en signatur) foran kontakier
nes Oikos-refrain. I et pafaldende 
stort antal tilfrelde drejer det sig 
her om intonationen nana, som formo
dentlig her ma have vreret anvendt pa 
en anden made end den vi kender fra 
andre genrer. 

117 Med indf~relsen af den Runde Notation 
(12. arhundrede) bliver handskrifter
ne mere explicite i deres oplysninger 
om syngning af mediale intonationer. 
Bortset herfra er der tilsyneladende 
ingen vresentlig forskel i syngningen 
af de to 'gamle' genrer af melisma
tisk sang (Asmatikon og Psaltikon) . 

118 Fra denne periode kendes endnu en 
melismatisk stil, den sakaldte ka
lophoniske sang, der er karakterise
ret ved partielle repetitioner, ord
omstillinger og indskud af kolora
turer pa meningsl~se stavelser, de 
sakaldte TEPETlOµaTa. Ogsa i denne 

stil er medial-intonationerne intimt 
forbundet med textstrukturen. De ka
lophoniske fremf~relser har ofte vre
ret fordelt mellem flere sangere el
ler sanger-grupper, hvorfor det bli
ver et definitionssp~rgsmal om de in
tonationer der synges ved sanger
skifte skal opfattes som medial-into
nationer eller som intonationer ved 
melodibegyndelse. 

I kalophoniske handskrifter kan man 124 
undtagelsesvis trreffe medial-signa
turer som tilsyneladende ikke kan 
reprresentere sungne intonationer. 

Mens mediale signaturer i de palreo- 125 
byzantinske Stikhera og Heirmoi op
tradte principielt pa samme made, 
brerer de to genrer sig h~jst for
skelligt ad i den f~lgende periope. 
I Stikherarierne vokser antallet af 
medial-signaturer strerkt, mens disse 
signaturer nresten ganske forsvinder 
fra Heirmologierne. I det 16. arhun
drede viser medial-signaturerne sig 
dog igen i Heirmoi - efter andre 
principper end i de palreobyzantinske 
Heirmologia, men stadigvrek som sym
boler for sungne medial-intonationer. 
Arsagen til disse rendringer i anven
delsen af medial-signaturer i Heirmo
logierne er ukendt; man kunne trenke 
sig at de afspejler rendringer i Ka
non-syngningen. 

I Stikherarierne kan man fra slut- 128 
ningen af det 12. arhundrede iagtta-
ge en udvidelse af brugen af medial
signaturer. Det mest karakteristiske 
i denne periodes udf~relse af Stikhe-
ra er dog de store forskelle der be-
star mellem samtidige handskrifters 
behandling af stoffet. I nogle hand
skrifter foreskrives syngning af me
diale intonationer sa at sige f~r 
hvert langvers og ofte ved hvile-
punkter inde i verset, mens andre 
handskrifter anf~rer en eller dog 
kun ganske fa medial-signaturer pr. 
Stikheron. Endelig er der Stikhera-
rier som ganske mangler medial-sig-
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naturer. For at fuldstrendigg~re bil
ledet ma det nrevnes, at et og samme 
handskrift kan variere strerkt fra 
hymne til hymne. Dette brogede bil
lede ma afspejle forskellige samti
digt eksisterende mader at synge 
Stikhera pa. 

Fra kalophoniske Stikherarier kendes 
en opf~relsesform, hvor det enkelte 
Stikheron inddeles i to eller tre 
n6oEo, af hvilke den sidste rounder 
ud i et 'refrain', sunget af koret 
pa den traditionelle melodi der o
verleveres i ikke-kalophoniske Sti
kherarier. Hvordan disse "f~dder" 
i~vrigt har vreret opf~rt, ved vi 
ikke. Nu optrreder imidlertid medial
signaturer i ikke-kalophoniske Sti
kherarier ofte netop pa de steder, 
hvor de kalophoniske Stikhera skif
ter TIOUO eller gar over til syngning 
anoxopoD. Man fristes under disse 
omstrendigheder til at sp~rge, om der 
bag sadanne medial-signaturer kan 
ligge en indviklet opf~relsespraxis 
af samme art som den der genfindes i 
de kalophoniske n6oEo-arrangementer. 

I forbindelse hermed er det af in
teresse at se rubrikker og Typika 
beskrive indviklede opf~relser, med 
skifte mellem solist og "o Aa.60" og 
med partielle repetitioner. Desvrerre 
er det endnu ikke lykkedes at gen
finde de pagreldende texter i hand
skrifter med notation. 

I Stikherarierne gengives medial
intonationerne normalt med de til
svarende medial-signaturer, og fuldt 
udskrevne medial-intonationer optrre
der kun sporadisk. 0fte drejer det 
sig her tydeligt nok om tilfreldige 
grafiske varianter, men af og til 
optrreder de fuldt udskrevne medial
intonationer pa en made som tyder 
pa at distinktionen mellem intona
tion og signatur er foretaget med 
bestemte formal. 

Det afg~rende sp~rgsmal med hensyn 
til anvendelsen af signaturer og in-

tonationer i nyere og nyeste tid er 
sp~rgsmalet om, hvor store rendringer 
der er sket ved CHRYSANTH0Ss reform 
i begyndelsen af det 19. arhundrede. 

De signaturer som den neobyzantin
ske notation anvender er grafiske 
videreudviklinger af de middelalder
lige former. Af fremstillingen i 
PANAGI0T0P0UL0Ss handbag fra 1947 
fremgar det dog tydeligt, at signa
turernes opbygning (af tal og 'hale' 
neumer) ikke lrengere erkendes; sig
naturerne er blevet til stivnede 
symboler. 

Af intonationerne har nogle fa be
varet den middelalderlige form; men 
oftest er formerne blevet helt for
andrede. De moderne skildringer an
f~rer ofte begge former side om side 
og ved at skelne mellem garnmelt og 
nyt. 

De sakaldte monosyllabiske intona
tioner spiller nutildags en star 
rolle, ogsa i grresk folkesang. Deres 
oprindelse er ukendt; men ud fra den 
omstrendighed at de oftest synges pa 
stavelsen NE (slutstavelsen i mange 
af de middelalderlige intonationer) 
kunne man trenke sig at de afspejler 
en tilstand i hvilken det kun var 
signatur-neumerne (intonationernes 
'haler') som blev sunget. Af denne 
mellemform mellem fulde intonationer 
og Stumme signaturer er der kun fa 
og usikre spar i senmiddelalderlige 
musikhandskrifter. 

I placeringen af medial-signaturer 
er der en forbl~ffende overensstem
melse mellem de moderne tryk og 
handskrifter fra tiden opimod re
formen. 
De neobyzantinske signaturer er 
stumme tegn. En radikal rendring er 
dermed afsluttet. Desvrerre er det 
umuligt at f~lge faserne i udvik
lingen fra sungne intonationer til 
stumme signaturer, bl. a. netop pa 
grund af den skrevne traditions sta
bilitet. 
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Den byzantinske musiks intonationer 
og signaturer kan unders~ges i 
skriftlige kilder der sprender over 
mere end 1000 ar, fra 10. arhundrede 
til vor egen tid. Start lrengere til
bage kan man nreppe g~re sig hab om 
at finde direkte kilder, selvom 
handskrifter med den primitive 'The
ta-notation' som jeg fornylig har 
beskrevet i Classica et Mediaevalia 
maske vil fremskaffe nyt materiale 
en smule bagom 10. arhundrede. Lren
gere tilbage kan man kun na gennem 
indirekte vidnesbyrd og ad rresonne
mentets vej: 

1. I Vesten kan de sakaldte noeane 
formler spores tilbage til Karl den 
Stores tid. Disse formler er utvivl
somt opstaet med byzantinske intona
tioner som forbillede. Deter dog 
langtfra klart, hvor meget man fra 
noeane-formlernes form og anvendelse 
kan slutte om de byzantinske intona
tioner fra tiden f~r ar 800. 

2. De byzantinske intonationer er 
sa intimt forbundet med 0ktoekhos, 
at intonations-systemet ikke kan vre
re reldre end etableringen af de otte 
kirketonearter. Orn dateringen af ot
tetoneart-systemet ved vi ikke andet 
end at det formodentlig er reldre end 
Johannes fra Damaskus (tea 750), 
som af traditionen g~res til dette 
systems skaber. Der er dog ingen 
grund til at betvivle at intonatio
ner under en eller anden form har 
vreret anvendt allerede f~r de otte 
standard-intonationer blev konstitu
eret som system. 

3. Af litterrere vidnesbyrd om sa
danne intonationer i gammel tid er 
det kun lykkedes at fremdrage et 
enkelt, et Cassian-sted af tvivlsom 
vrerdi (slutningen af det 4. arh.). 

4. Med hensyn tilde ukendte fre
nomener, der hypotetisk ma antages 
at ligge til grund for de byzantin
ske nxnµa.Ta., er vi derfor start set 
henvist til tilbageslutninger fra 

nxnµa.Ta. selv. I sadanne overvejelser 
ma man skelne mellem intonations
stavelserne, intonations-melodierne 
og intonationernes funktioner. 

Det falder uden for nrervrerende bogs 
rammer at s~ge en nrermere bestemmel
se af de 'ur-intonationer' som lig
ger bag de byzantinske intonationer. 
Derimod har jeg fundet det naturligt 
at lade kapitlet om "origin and de
velopment" munde ud i en oversigt 
over de elementer som en teori herom 
ma tage i betragtning. 

KAPITEL VIII: K0NKLUSI0NER. 

De vigtigste resultater af den under
s~gelse der er udf~rt i denne bog, 
lader sig udtrykke i f~lgende tre 
theser, der alle drejer sig om medi
al-signaturer: 

1. these: Medial-signaturerne i 
byzantinske musikhandskrifter skal 
opfattes som angivelser af mulighe
den for at synge de tilsvarende in
tonationer - af praktiske eller or
namentale grunde - undtagen i situ
ationer hvor det direkte kan pavises 
at dette ikke kan have vreret til
freldet. 

2. these: Medial-signaturer optrre
der af og til i forbindelse med sang 
der involverer repetition eller 
skifte mellem sangere; formodentlig 
har de tilsvarende intonationer her 
tjent til at g~re prrecise indsatser 
lettere. Deter endnu uvist, i hvil
ket omfang man kan drage slutninger 
om sadanne opf~relsestyper udfra fo
rekomsten af medial-signaturer. 

3. these: Et betydeligt antal af 
tilsyneladende gale medial-signaturer 
afspejler tonale ejendommeligheder i 
deres musikalske kontext og kan ikke 
afvises som vrerende skrivefejl eller 
misforstaelser. Vi har grund til at 
antage, at de melodiske formler i 
mange af disse tilfrelde af Byzanti
nerne selv har vreret f~lt som trans
poneringer eller modulationer. 

162 
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163 Hvis disse theser akcepteres, vil 
dette kunne fa adskillige konsekven
ser for fremtidige udgaver af byzan
tinsk musik: 

163 1. For at give et sandt billede af 
byzantinsk sang ma man medtage medi
al-intonationer i langt h~jere grad 
end det hidtil har .vreret praktiseret. 
Formodentlig vil det vrere mest prak
tisk at lade udgaverne afspejle gan
ske bestemte traditioner, som kan da
teres og 1-okaliseres. 

164 2. Den nrere forbindelse mellem me-
dial-intonationer og textstruktur 
taler for, at der i udgaverne ved 
typografiske midler g~res rede for 
de sungne texters struktur, hvilket 
ogsa af andre grunde ville vrere ~n
skeligt. 

164 3. Selvom medial-signaturerne ma 
opfattes som symboler for sungne in
tonationer, er der dog ingen grund 
til at opl~se dem til fuldt udskrev
ne intonationer. Tvrertimod er der 

adskillige grunde som taler for at 
man b~r f~lge de byzantinske skri
veres eksempel og fortsat angive 
intonationerne ved deres middelal
derlige symboler, medial-signaturer. 

4. Hvis en sungen text bliver ud- 164 

givet i en form, der g~r rede for 
strukturen, vil det vrere mest prak-
tisk at anbringe medialsignaturerne 
foran linierne, ogsa i de tilfrelde 
hvor de mediale intonationer h~rer 
hjermne efter en kadence, som ekko. 

5. I det omfang medial-signaturer 164 
afspejler kontextens intervalforhold, 
frembyder de et kriterium som vil g~-
re det muligt at forsyne transskrip
tioner med fortegn uden at trans
skriptionernes objektive karakter 
derved forringes. Medial-signaturer-
nes vidnesbyrd ma dog altid betrag-
tes som sekundrert. Et sarmnenlignende 
studium af melodier og formler vil 
stadigvrek vrere afg~rende. 
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._ ? ., ,,,,,, 

\4£ 0( p E: 

- --' ,. ::,.- /u '7-a,,-

U. «:rt e.~€ 

Florid intonations 

~s~ = a 
~l'~~-;, 
-n-o "-..._ = C 

Differentiated Palreo
byzantine signatures 

NANA: 

iP' '-:~!:---,, 
"" ""- o(. "-

.:-L ... -v ,, "'\.,' 

NENANO: 

z.~ 

:z z 

8-9 

88 

88 

48 

67-68 

10,54 

24 

47 

20 

88, 95-96 

48 

69 

15-16,19 

22,138 

15,18,22,73 

14,18,22, 
62,73 

32 

32 

61-62,96 

92 

93 

Selective Index of Intonations and Signatures 

'ASMATIC INTONATIONS' 

CI.VCI.YlCI. 

CI.VCI.VCI.YlCI. 

VCI.VCI. 

VCI.VCI.YlCI. 
z 
% 

103-105, 116 

103-105, 114-
116; cf. pp. 
47-48 

105, 114-116 

114,116 

103 

oµotwcr 

TTCI.AlV 

crwSE ta af3f3a µou 

TO OEUTEpov 

TO TptTOV 

1JmAaTE 
PALJEOSLAVONIC INTONATIONS 

* 
dHiffld 

dHdHd 

dHdHdfld 

dHfdH'l.f 

HEdrlE drld 

HEdrlE dHdHdfld 
.;:, ... 

Hf J i'.i"i 

HEHdHf. 

n,111 

Cl.KW 

UAAl"]AOU l,CI, 

UAAOV 

aµnv 

oo~a 

EUAoyacracr 

EUAoyncraTE KUpt TO oo~a 

Kat ETEpov 

104-105 

105 

104-105 

106 

106 

105 

105 

105 

105 

116 

106 

106 

109 

70,160 

67 

67-68,82 

82 

68-70 

67 

Double signatures 

Unfinished signatures 

Confirmatory neumes 

Echematic syllables 

•E1r l <Pwvnµa Ta 

B-flat 

E-flat 

F-sharp 

G-sharp 

a-flat 

b-flat 

c-sharp 

d-flat 

67,70 e-flat 

67,71,82,103 f-sharp 

231 

67-69,82, 
103,125 

82 

67,82,119 

70 

67-68,82 

67-68,82 

67,69,82 

15, 23-24, 34°.:--'"- >-j• 

36,47,145 
~901,r 

15-17,30,62-
63,65,73, 
138 

4, 15,64 ; 111, 
137 

113, 119-120, 
124-125,159 

70,121 

13 

148,151-153 

10,21,75, 
138,148, 
151-153 

151 

47 

10,24,26,47, 
98,101, 
122-123, 
151-152 

151 

47 

11,47 

11 
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ERRATA & ADDENDA 

p.X, 1st col., line 11, Plousidianos's. Read: Plousiadinos's 

p.12, 2nd col., note 25: The second half of the note is superfluous, since it is a duplicate 
of the text in col.2, lines 7-10. 

p.47: The J, of the example ought to have been printed in red. 

p.49, 1st col., lines 26-27. Read: no less than six 

p.62, line 2. Read: No.100): 

p.67, systems 9 and 10 of Example 5: The words TO O£UT£pov and TO TPlTOV ought to have been 
printed in red. 

p.75, 2nd col.: On the last syllable of 001£, the, on top of~- is not part of the nota-
tion, but a product of the off-set-printing. 

p.81, 1st col., lines 20-21. Read: Enµ£pov o Xp1crTocr tv Bn0A£€µ y£vvaTa1 EK nap0€vou 

p.82, note 29: The damaged word is anaVT£cr. 

p.123, 6th system: OAOl ought to have been printed in red. 

p.124, 1st col., line 27: Read: in the beginning of the_ fourth system 

pp.128-129: Due to a misnumbering in my original manuscript there is no Example 3~ 

p.158, 1st col., line 21. Read: Nazianzus 

ADDITIONS TO THE BIBLIOGRAPHICAL INDEX: 

p.233: CONSTANTIN VII PORPHYROGENETE, Le livre des ceremonies. Texte etabli et 
traduit par ALBERT VOGT. Tome II, Paris 1939. 41-42,114-115 

p.235: MONUMENTA MUSICAE BYZANTINAE. VII. SPECIMINA NOTATIONUM ANTIQUIORUM. 

-------- SUBSIDIA III, R. PALIKAROVA VERDEIL, La musique byzantine 
chez les Bulgares et les Russes. 1953. 

----------------- IV, MILOS M. VELIMIROVIC, Byzantine Elements in 
Early Slavic Chant: The Hirmologium. 1960. 

CORRECTIONS TO APPENDIX B (printed on gummed paper): 

182A, Sinai 1564, -a- For - substitute ~ ' 
183B, Sinai 1586 For ..... substitute t .. ' 
186A, -Sinai 1586 

,.. ,.. 
For .. ~ substitute ---

189B, Sinai 1224, npo- Insert 

192A, Athens 974, n For - substitute 

193B, Sinai 1471 For 
.... 

substitute 
.. .. 

9 ' '3 

1965. 118 

49,106 

101 



A Key to the Round Notation 

NB. For details, see H.J. W. TILLYARD's Handbook of the Middle Byzantine Musical Notation, 

Copenhagen 1935 (= MMB Subsidia I, 1). 

INTERVAL SIGNS: 

- Ison 

- Ol(gon 

/ Oxe(a 

same pitch as preceding note. 

ascending second, each of the neumes having s~ecial dynamic qualities. In the trans

scriptions of the MMB the following symbols are used to distinguish between them: 

Steps 
(S6mata) 

~ Petasthe 

- Kouphisma 

V Oligon, 0 Oxeii t Petasthe, 1 Kouphisma, ~ Pelaston, j Dyo Kentemata, 

MAIN RULES FOR COMBINATION OF SIGNS: -, Pelast6n 

Dyo Kentemata 

> Ap6strophos 

• Kentema 

1. No Pneumo can stand alone over a syllable; it needs the support 
either of a Soma (e.g.-•for ascending third}, or a rhythmical sign 
(e.g,,y"for ascending third with considerable lengthening}, or a 
phrasing sign (e.g. ""'which, if counted from G, is bG). 

Leaps 
(Pneumata) 

L Hypsele 

,... Elaphr6n 

descending second 

ascending third 

ascending fifth 

descending third 

descending fifth 

2. The Soma loses its interval value (but not its dynamic quality) if 
the Pneumo stands to the right (or below). If the Pneumo is put 
on top of the Soma, the two values are added together. 

X Khamele NB. Thus,,.. is a descending third, '9 a descending fourth,..:.. 

RHYTHMICAL SIGNS: // Diple } 

.... Dyo Ap6stropho i 

¥" Kratema 

.., Tzakisma 

r- Gorg6n 

r"'Ap6derma 

L 
an ascending fourth,/ an ascending fifth with Oxeia quality, 

V an ascending sixth (Petasthe} ,J"ascending fifth (Petasthe). 

3. If Somata are combined, their interval values are added together 
(e.g.=:,, for ascending third with Petasthe quality). 

4. In combinations, the Ison (sign for repetition of pitch) annuls the 
interval value of its supporting neume, but not its dynamic quality. 

5. The Dyo Kentemata always retains its interval value, adding an 
ascending second to the combinations in which it occurs. 

NB. Thus ~ if counted from G is ab, ,;.:. is EF, .:.:. is Ga. 

double length (MMB: r), the Dyo Apostrophoi only for lengthened de

scending second. 

considerable lengthening (MMB: f ). 
slight lengthening (MMB: f ). 
shortening (MMB:,, e. g. G = 1/). · 

fermata (MMB:f ). 

COMPOSITE SIGNS: .,..-1 Kratemohyp6rrhoon (combines Kratema and Hyporrhoe, see below}. 

,1,,A-"1. Kratemohyp6rrhoon + Oxeia or Oligon. 

PHRASING SIGNS: 

' Bare(a 

/ Psefist6n ,, Pfosma 

s Hyporrhoe 

r,-' Xer6n Klasma 

~ Kylisma 

+ Thematism6s 

MODAL SIGNATURES: 

In the later period of Round notation the manuals (e.g. the Papadikai) list more than 50 different 
signs indicating details of the musical phrasing. See, for instance, the Papadike edited in 
TARDO's L'antica melurgia bizantina,Grottaferrata 1938, p.155. Many of these so-called "Great 
Hypostases" are ·rarely or never found in the musical manuscripts. In Handbook, pp. 25-29, 
TILLYARD deals with those usually found in the 12th-14th centuries. Among the most commonly 
used Hypostases are: 

Examples of Bareia groups (in which the last note is always descending): ,, ~ .. X~ (MMB: (.r) 
MMB: sfz. (or =- ) . 
MMB: dim. (or C ). 
two consecutive descending seconds, perh~ps glissando? MMB: l.r (perhaps t/ ?). 
NB • h II S ( - } h chm. 

In t e gr~p~ e(sma" ,,i ... t e Hyporrhoe loses its interval value. MMB: Gnr or G nr. 
Example: ~ .. MMB: [!') . 
Examples: 

Examples: ~,, +"' >,. (Thematism6s eso}, N°-,, ~.,. ,, (Thematism6s exo}. 

Protos: 
-.~.,,,,..L 

(on a} Plagios Protos: 
,._.,..,. 

(on D) Nana: ........ (on c) 9 -rr9 "- "\.. 

Deuteros: 
.,. /.. 

(on b} Plagios Deuteros: 
,._ >> 

(on E) Nenan6: ~~z (on a) ':l ff':J 
T ritos: 

_✓•• 

(on c) (on F) r" Borys: ~ L 
Tetartos: ~---✓ (on d) Plagios Tetartos: i\-EN° (on G) C 1966 by J;rgen Raasted, lloskild, , Denmo rk 

A Key to the Round Notation 

NB. For details, see H.J. W. TILLYARD's Handbook of the Middle Byzantine Musical Notation, 

Copenhagen 1935 (= MMB Subs id ia I, 1). 

INTERVAL SIGNS: 

- Ison 

- Ol(gon 

/ Oxe(a 

same pitch as preceding note. 

ascending second, each of the neumes having s~ecial~ icl qualities. In the trans

scriptions of the MMB the following symbols are used to distinguish between them: 

Steps 
(S6mata) 

~ Petasthe 

- Kouphisma 

V 01 igon, 0 Oxeia, ~ Petasthe, 1 Kouph isma, ~ Pel as ton, j Dyo Kentemata. 

-, Pelast6n MAIN RULES FOR COMBINATION OF SIGNS: 

Dyo Kentemata 

> Ap6strophos descending second 

ascending third 

ascending fifth 

descending third 

descending fifth 

1. No Pneumo can stand alone over a syllable; it needs the support 
either of a Soma (e.g.-•for ascending third), or a rhythmical sign 
(e.g,,y"for ascending third with considerable lengthening}, or a 
phrasing sign (e.g. ""'which, if counted from G, is bG). • Kentema 

L Hypsele Leaps 
(Pneumata) ,... Elaphr6n 

2. The Soma loses its interval value (but not its dynamic quality) if 
the Pneumo stands to the right (or below}. If the Pneumo is put 
on top of the Soma, the two values are added together. 

X Khamele NB. Thus,,.. is a descending third, '9 a descending fourth,..:.. 

an ascending fourth,/{ an ascending fifth with Oxeia quality, 

V an ascending sixth (Petasthe} ,J"ascending fifth (Petasthe}. 

RHYTHMICAL SIGNS: // Diple } 

•• Dyo Ap6strophoi 

¥" Kratema 

.., Tzakisma 

r- Gorg6n 

r'1' Ap6derma 

3. If Somata are combined, their interval values are added together 
(e.g.=:,, for ascending third with Petasthe quality). 

4. In combinations, the Ison (sign for repetition of pitch) annuls the 
interval value of its supporting neume, but not its dynamic quality. 

5. The Dyo Kentemata always retains its interval value, adding an 
ascending second to the combinations in which it occurs. 

NB. Thus ~ if counted from G is ab, ,;.:. is EF, .:.:. is Ga. 

double length (MMB: r), the Dyo Apostrophoi only for lengthened de

scending second. 

considerable lengthening (MMB: f ) . 
slight lengthening (MMB: f ) . 
shortening (MMB: ,, e. g. G = 1/). 

fermata (MMB: J ) . ' 
COMPOSITE SIGNS: .,..-1 Kratemohyp6rrhoon (combines Kratema and Hyporrhoe, see below}. 

,1,,A-"1. Kratemohyp6rrhoon + Oxeia or Oligon. 

PHRASING SIGNS: 

"--r\i -\~ 

' Bare(a 

/ Psefist6n 

'\. Pfosma 

s Hyporrhoe 

r,-' Xer6n Klasma 

~ Kylisma 

+ Thematism6s 

MODAL SIGNATURES: 

~ -

In the later period of Round notation the manuals (e.g. the Papadikai) list more than 50 different 
signs indicating details of the ~usical phrasing. See, for instance, the Papadike edited in 
TARDO's L'antica melurgia bizantina,Grottaferrata 1938, p.155. Many of these so-called "Great 
Hypostases" are rarely or never found in the musical manuscripts. In Handbook, pp. 25-29, 
TILLYARD deals with those usually found in the 12th-14th centuries. Among the most commonly 
used Hypostases are: 

Examples of Bareia groups (in which the last note is g0axs descending): ,, ~ .. X~ (MMB: lf) 
MMB: sfz. (or =- } . 
MMB: dim . (or C }. 
t~o consecutive descending seconds, perhaps glissando? MMB: l.r (perhaps t/ ?), 

"""-NB in the group "Se(sma" ( ~i.,.) the Hyporrhoe loses its interval value. MMB: Gnr or G nr. 
Example: ~.,. MMB: f!') . 
Examples: 

Examples: . ~,, +.,. >,- (Thematism6s eso}, 6;;-77' 
1/.,. 

,.,. (Thematism6s exo} . -&-
J, ~ L 

(on a} Plagios 
,. .,. ... 

(on D) Nana: ........ (on c) p .,..,. .... 
Protos: rotos: 9 -rr9 "-."\.. 

.,. /.. ,. ,._ .,.> 
(on E) l l Nenan6: ~~:t {on a} Deuteros: ':l (on b) _,-; d' Plagios Deuteros: ff':J 

-/.• 
T ritos: r" (on c) Borys: ~ (on F) 

L 
T etartos: i---✓ (on d) Plagios Tetartos: i\-E~ (on G) C 1966 by J;rgen Raa5ted , Roskilde, D, nmork 
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